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PREFACE.

When my father^ the late Captain William Siborne,

Unattached, was engaged in the construction of his ^Nlodel

of the Battle of Waterloo, he was authorised by the

General Commauding-in-Chief—Lord Hill—to issue a

Circular Letter to the several surviving Officers of the

Battle who might be in a position to afford him the in-

formation necessary for the completion of his undertaking.

Copies of this letter, and of" the plan which accompanied

it (on one half the original scale), are annexed.

A great number of letters were sent to him in reply,

and subsequently, when writing his History of the

Campaign, he received many additional letters and

memoranda relating, not only to the precise period of the

Battle represented on the Model, but also to the opera-

tions and incidents of the Campaign generally.

These letters were written to Captain Siborne with the

knowledge that the information contained in them would

be conveyed to the public.

The greater number of the letters, amounting to

several hundreds, are still in my possession, and as the

75tli anniversary of the Battle occurred last year, and

general attention has been redirected to that great event,

I have thought that the publication of a selected portion

of them might be of interest, not only to the Army,

particularly to those Regiments or Corps which took part

in the Campaign, but also to the public generally.

Many families and individuals will here find re-

corded the original accounts given by relatives who served

in the Waterloo Campaign of what they experienced and

of the parts which they played in it.
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In some few cases the letters were not sent direct

to Captain Siborne^ but were forwarded to him for his

information by those to whom they were addressed.

A srreat number of the letters or memoranda refer

to more than one of the Actions or operations of the

Campaign, but as the dividing- them into detached portions

for the purpose of strictly adhering to the sequence of

events would lead to great confusion, I have found it

preferable to leave the letters as they stand, and by

marginal notes or other references assist the reader in

recognising the situation described in the text. Where

practicable also, portions of the plan on which the writers

laid down the positions of their Regiments or Corps are

reproduced, or else the latter are otherwise indicated.

The publication of some information at the moment

intended to be private cannot, so far as it relates to the

incidents of the war, be looked upon, after the lapse of

half a century, as a breach of confidence.

As a rule, however, statements of a purely private or

irrelevant nature, repetitions in subsequent letters by the

same writer, and information regarding the state of the

crops on the Field of Waterloo (necessary for the construc-

tion of the Model), are omitted.

Where single or isolated statements may seem to be at

variance with the descriptions of events given in Captain

Siborne's History of the War, it should be remembered

that those descriptions were only finally decided on, either

after further correspondence with the same writers, or

from the careful comparison of a number of various and

often conflicting accounts.

The following may be considered as the order of the

different operations of the Campaign, and principal phases

of the Battle of Waterloo, to which the letters chiefly

refer :

—

The receipt of intelligence from the Allied outposts (or

rather want of it, previous to the 15th of June),

and consequent hasty concentration of the troops

towards the line of advance of the French Army.
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The Action nt Quatri! Bras on the I 0th June.

The Retreat from (iuatre liras on the J 7th to the

position o£ Waterloo^ and Cavalry engagements

at Genappe.

At the Battle of Waterloo on the 18th.

The defence of Hougoumont from the commencement

of the Battle till near its close.

The repulse of the first French attack on Picton's

Division in the left centre of the Allied Army.

The Cavalry charges connected therewith.

The repulse of subsequent French Cavalry attacks.

The gradual co-operation of the Prussians.

The capture of La Haye Sainte by the French,

The repulse of the first attacking Column of the

Imperial Guard.

The repulse of the second Column of the Guard, and

advance of Adams's Infantry Brigade.

The advance of the Light Cavalry.

The General Advance of the Army and Rout of the

French.

The letters are placed in the following order :

—

1.—Letters from the General Staff (and that of

Divisions).

2.—Letters from the six Brigades of Cavalry.

3.—Letters from the eight Batteries of Horse and

five of Field Artillery.

4.—Letters from the eight Brigades of Infantry.

A short sketch of the operations in which each Brigade

was engaged precedes the letters from it, and the letters

from the Staff of the Brigade precede those from the

Regiments composing it.

Owing to the principle I have adopted of endeavour-

ing to make each Corps contribute its share of the corre-

spondence, some of the letters may be thought to have

little interest; but this will generally be found to be

compensated for by the fuller accounts of other writers,

which represent the operations, not only of their own
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particular Regiments, but of their Brigades, and even of

the Army in general.

The only three Corps engaged in the Battle from

which there are no letters of any interest in the collection

are the 1st Life Guards, the Royal Engineers, and the

14th Regiment.

I may add that the collection consists of letters from

British Officers only, and does not include any from our

Allies in the Campaign.

Unless otherwise expressed, the letters are to be

considered as addressed to Captain Siborne, and where

two ranks are assigned to a writer, the latter is that which

he held at "Waterloo.

H. T. Siborne,

Major-General.



CIliCULAll LETTEli TO SURVIVING
WATERLOO OFFICEKS.

Dublin,

Sir,—Having- for some time past been occupied in

constructing- a Model of the Field and Battle of Waterloo,

upon a scale sufficiently larg-e to admit of the most faith-

ful representation of that memorable Action ; and the

General Commanding--in-Chief having, with the utmost

kindness, and with a view to insure to the undertaking the

greatest possible accuracy, g-ranted me permission to apply

for such information as I may conceive desirable and neces-

sary, to the several Officers who, from the commands

which they held, or from the circumstances in which they

were placed on that occasion, may be considered likely to

afford it ;—I have accordingly the honour to request you

will have the goodness to reply to the following queries, as

far as your recollection and the circumstances of your

position at the time will admit.

What was the particular formation of the

at the moment (about 7 p.m.) when the

French Imperial Guards, advancing to attack the right

of the British Forces, reached the crest of our position ?
"^

What was the formation of that part of the Enemy^s

Forces immediately in front of the

Would you have the goodness to trace these forma-

tions, according to the best of your recollection, upon the

accompanying Plan ? f

* The period of the Battle selected for representation on the Model.

t According to the scale of the Plan, j the following lines show the

extent of front occupied respectively by a Battalion in line (7^0 strong),

and by a Squadron (130 strong) : —^^^^^^—^-^-^-^ sb^^
± The original Plan.

—

Ed.
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Upon examining- the Plan you will find that I have

marked with a pencil, on the different fields in and near

which the was generally posted through-

out the 18th o£ June, the nature of the crops which, it

is presumed, from the information afforded me by the

Farmers residing on the spot, they respectively contained

on that day. Have you any doubts as to the correctness

of such information, and if so, in what particular ? Con-

sidering- the extremely devastated and trodden-down ap-

pearance of all kinds of vegeta,tion at the period of the

crisis of the battle, it is more with reference to the exist-

ence of ploughed or fallow land that I ask this question.

I shall feel very much obliged by your affording me,

in addition to the information already solicited, any

remarks which you may consider likely to conduce to

the accviracy and fidelity of the Model, as regards the

positions, movements, and formations of the contending-

armies, not only at the precise moment of action selected

for representation, but also during the day. Hints con-

cerning the tracks of the French columns which passed

near the either in advancing or retreat-

ing ; details of the different attacks made or sustained by

the J as also remarks upon the general

appearance presented by that part of the Field of Battle

nearest to the , with the addition of any

little circumstances which, in your opinion, ought not to

be overlooked in a work of this kind, will be most accept-

able. It is onh' by such means as these that I shall be

enabled to ensure the accuracy of the Model in every par-

ticular, and, with the aid of an explanatory memoir, to lay

before the public a complete and satisfactory exposition of

this ever memorable Battle.

In concluding, I take the liberty of earnestly entreating

that you will not allow yourself to be deterred from giving

the requested information by any fear of committing mis-

takes ; which, indeed, considering the period that has
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elapsed since the Battle took place, are not only most

excusable, but almost unavoidable. If Ollicers will, how-

ever, but favour me with their remarks and opinions, freely

and without reserve, I trust that, by fairly weij^hinj^ and

comparing the data thus afforded me, I sliall be enabled to

deduce a most faithful and authentic record of the Battle,

the surest means of imparting- to the Model that extreme

accuracy which, in a work of this nature, not dependent,

like a pictorial representation, on ej'eci for its excellence,

must always constitute its real value.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your most obedient, humble Servant,

W. SiBOIlNE,

Lieut. -Assist. Mil. Sec.

To
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WATERLOO LETTERS,
^

GENERAL STAFF.

Amongst the Letters from the General Staff (and

that of Divisions) are two vvliich refer to the

tardy intelhgence received by the Duke of

Wellington from the Allied Outposts of the

Advance of the French Army. One from

General W. Napier (No. 1) communicating an

interesting statement on this point by the Duke
himself, the other from Lord Fitzroy Somerset

(No. 2).

The principal remaining Letters are from Lord

Anglesey (Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6), giving an account of

the general movements and operations of the

Cavalry, and particularly as regards the Eetreat

from Quatre Bras on the 17th June, and the

Battle of Waterloo on the 18tli up to the period

when he was wounded; from Sir William

Gomm (Nos. 12, 13), relating to the marching

of Picton's Division and other troops on Quatre

Bras, and of its share in the Battles on the

16th and ISth; and from General Freemantle

(No, 11), respecting the arrival of the Prussians

at Waterloo.
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Xo. 1.

The Duke of

Wellington
linding the

Prince of

Orange at the

Duchess of

liichmond's.
Ball.

News of the

advance of the

French across

the Sambre.

Airival of

Gcnl. INlliff.

ling from
Blucher's

Army. Genl.

IMiiriiing was
PrussianCom-
missiouer to

the Bi'itish

Army.

MAJOR-GENERAL W. NAPIER, C.B.

(not at -WATERLOO.)

November 28th, 1842.

I should not like to give my information to anybody

but you, but your fairness about your Model makes me
feel that I do not throw away what I am going to tell

you, and it is from the Duke^s mouth.

He found the Prince of Orange at the Duchess of

Richmond''s Ball on the evening of the 15th. He was sur-

prised to see him because he had placed him at Binche, an

important outpost, for the f)urpose of observing and giving

notice of the movements of the Enemy. He went up to

him and asked if there was any news ? " No ! nothing

but that the French have crossed the Sambre and had a

brush with the Prussians. Have you heard of it ?
"

This was news. So he told him quietly that lie had

better go back to his post, and then by degrees he got the

principal Officers away from the ball and sent them to

their troops. This was done, I think he said, about 11

o^clock.

He then went to his quarters and found Muffling

there, coming from Blucher with the news ; he ought to

have arrived long before, but, said the Duke to me, " I

cannot tell the world that Blucher picked the fattest man

in his army to ride with an express to me, and that he

took thirty hours to go thirty miles."

I am in a state of great debility from sickness and

pain, being carried about and held up to write this, or I

would give more details, but the substance you have.

There is, however, a very curious story about the

Espionage, which I believe no man knows but myself

now. My authority (Grant, the Chief of the Espionage)

is dead. General Dornberg was the real cause of the

Duke's being surprised in his fnntonments.

Yours, &c.,

W, Napier.
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LIEUT.-GENERAL LORD FITZKOY
K.O.B.

SOMERSET,

Lieut. -Colonel 1st Foot Guards, and Military Secretary to Tin;

Duke of Wellington.

Horse Guards, November 2(')th, 1842.

I am sorry to have to say, iu reply to your letter of the

22nd inst., that I do not recollect the time at which in the

course of the 15th June the Prince of Orang-e came into

Brussels, nor the circumstances which induced His Royal

Highness to leave the advanced posts and repair in person

to the Headquarters of the Army.

The Duke of Wellington did not stir out of Brussels

on the 15th. On the 16th he left the city about 8 o'clock,

and after having remained some time with the troops some

distance in front of Quatre Bras, His Grace proceeded to

visit Marshal Blucher, who was then prei^aring" to receive

the attack of the French Army, and after staying with him

a little while, he returned to his own Army^ Avhicli he

reached very shortly before it was engaged with the

Enemy.
YourSj &C.J

FiTZROY Somerset.

No. '2.

The Uuke
loaves Erus-
s'-ls on the

morning of

the 16th.

Proceeds to

(iuatre Bras
and on to \-isit

Blucher at

Ligny. Re-
turns to

Quatre Bras
hefore the

Battle com-
menced.

GENERAL THE MARQUESS OF ANGLESEY,
K.G., G.C.B., G.C.H.

Lieut. -General the Earl of Uxbridge, G.C.B., Commanding the

Cavalry.

Malvern, October 18th, 1842.

I have not the least objection to answer your question.

I received no order from the Duke of Wellington to make

the first charge or any other during the day.

I will in a moment explain to you the footing upon

which he placed me upon my arrival at Brussels.

The Duke said, "I place the 2v/iole of the Cavalry and

Light Artillery of the United Army under your command/^

B 2

Xo.

His instruc-

tions from the

Duke of

"Wellingtoru

The \s"hole of

the Cavaliy
and its Hoi-se
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Artillery

]il>iced under
his orders.

A few days after this the Duke saidj " The Prince of

Orauge has begged that the Cavahy of H.R.H/s nation

should remain under his immediate command. I hope you

have no objection to this.'^ I replied, " Not the slightest.

I am quite ready to act in any way you please.'"

On the 1 7th, the Duke having decided to retire to the

position of Waterloo in consequence of the Battle which

had taken place on the previous day between the French

and the Prussians being made known to him, ordered me
"to remain in the position of Quatre Bras as long as I

treat with the conveniently could, in order to cover the movement of the

The Prince
of Orange
wished his

own Cavah-y
to remain
under his own
orders.

On the 17th
the Duke
orders Lord
Uxbridge to

cover the Re

Cavalry

(3n the morn-
ing of the
is'th, the
Prince of

Orange re-

quested that

his Cavalrj'

should be
under Lord
Uxbridge.

These nil the

orders re-

(•eived from
the Duke by
Lord Ux-
bridge.

Army.-'^ The Army moved at 10 a.m. I remained until

1 o''clock p.m.

On the morning of the ISth, just as the Battle

commenced, the Duke said, " The Prince of Orange re-

quests that you will take charge of all his Cavalry .'•' I

replied, " I will do my best with them, but it is un-

fortunate that I should not have had an opj^ortunity of

making myself acquainted with any of his Officers or

their Regiments.'^

These are all the orders I ever received from the

Duke during this short campaign.

I felt that he had given me carfe llanche, and I never

bothered him with a single question respecting the move-

ments it might be necessary to make.

I will only add that throughout he was invariably

conciliatory and confiding.

I remain, &c.,

Anglesey.

No. 4.

Hee No. 5G,

p. 111.

Quatro Bras
and Genappe.

MEMO. BY THE SAME.

Tlie report from an Officer of the 11th Light Dragoons

induces me to go into some detail relative to the affairs at

Quatre Bras on the 16th, and at Genappe on the 17th.

The Cavalry being in cantonments at Ninove and

environs, had to march between thirty and forty miles to

reach the former place.

I had galloped on and reached it between 2 and
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LoitU A.VOI.IhEY

3 p.m. I found tlie Prince of Orang-t/s Cor[)S heavily

eno-ay-ed, and beinji: deficient in Cavalrv, I went to liasten

the march of the first Lig-ht Regiments that headed the L;ito;imv;.l

Column. About eii^-ht o'clock p.m. the 11th arrived, and a
''f

^^'' Ii"i'''t»

. • p CI Cavalry at

part of the Eeg-iment was thrown out in front or the Quatre Bra.«.

position.

At 10 a.m. on the 17th the Duke of W(;Ilinfrton 17th Juno.

decided, upon withdrawing into the position of Waterloo,
^, ^ ,

and ordered me to cover the retreat with all the Cavalry position of

and Horse Artillery, and about two Battalions of Lig-ht
^^^y^^lJlXy

Troops. There was a small river in the rear, with a bridge the Cavalry.

over it at Geuappe, and my Staff had discovered two fords Fords dis-

covered, on
at half-a-mile distance on the right and left of it. The each side of

centre Column, which was to pass by the bridge along the ^^'^^W'-

c/iaicssee, consisted of the Artillery and two Brigades of cv^valry Col-

Heavy Cavalry, with the 7th Hussars and 23rd Light ""'^ to movo

-rx -n im Ti-i CT'l h\thbC'fiaU8.Ue

Dragoons as a Rear-guard, iwo Brigades or Light through

Cavalry retired by the ford on the left, and (I think) txenappe.

three by that on the right. We had Ney's Corps, which
Li"-ht"Cavalr\'

had fought the Battle of Quatre Bras, still in our front, retired by the

1 • • f • \ ^ I -I } ^ 1
Ford on the

but making no signs or moving. About 1 clock p.m., i^ft, and 3 by

however, very large masses of Cavalry began to show upon ^^^^^
.^"^ ^^^

our left, and upon the road from Namur. It was obvious
j^^]jQyt i pu^

they were coming on, and I therefore withdrew, and sent appearance of

back the Infantry and the 11th Light Dragoons that had the Xamm-

been in front ; and, shortly after this, the Enemy's Artillery ^'°^'^-

and Cavalry advanced with rapidity and opened a smart t^e^French

fire. Every disposition having been previously made, the Cavalry,

retreat was commenced, and although the attack was rapid lery opens fire.

and vigorous, the three Columns passed the river with very The Eetreat

1 • 1 J. 1 commenced,
slight loss.

^

.^^^ ^^^ 3

The Enemy did not pass the fords after the flank Columns cross

Columns, but concentrated their efforts against the centre giio-ht loss.

Column. Having passed the bridge, Lord E. Somerset's The Enemy

Brigade and the Artillery kept the cAa^issee, and halted
^'^Ji.fcert^e

about 600 or 700 yards from the entrance of Genappe. Column.

Sir W^illiam Ponsonby's Brigade was deployed upon the Somersets

plain to the right (as fronting the Enemy) of the the^Chainsie.
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Lord Anglesey.

Ponsonhy's
deployed on
the ri"ht.

Cavalry
Action at

Genappe.

sars attack

the French
Lancers.

Alternate suc-

cesses of 7th

Hussars and
French
Lancers.

cliaussee. I placed the 7th Hussars, 200 or 300 yards from

the town, and upon the chaussee, and the 23rd Light

Dragoons in support. The chmissee is wide, but for some

distance has ditches on either side ; these filled with water,

the rain having come down in torrents from the moment
the retreat commenced.

In this position I awaited the further movements of

the Enemy. Presently their Lancers were pushed through

the town, and as I saw they were preparing to advance, I

The 7th Hus- immediately ordered the 7th to attack.

This they did most gallantly, but they could not pene-

trate the Lancers. In their turn these now advanced, and

drove the 7th upon their reserve. Here the 7th rallied,

and again drove the Lancers to the town.

Again the Lancers being reinforced rallied, and drove

the 7th, and again the 7th rallied, and thus a determined

see-saw was kept up for a considerable time. At length,

after the 7th had lost several excellent Officers and men, I

withdrew them, and, riding up to the 23rd Light Dragoons,

ordered them to advance. It is possihle that the part of

the 11th which had been in advance during the previous

night, and which I had withdrawn previously to the com-

mencement of the retreat, may have been joined with the

23rd, to Avhom I addressed myself. It \s ]wssihle, but I do

not think it was so. Be that as it may, the sequel will

show that the 11th did not charge at Genappe after the

7th had been withdrawn, or at all.

My addi'ess to these Light Dragoons not having been

received with all the enthusiasm that I expected, I ordered

them to clear the cJianssee, and said, '' The Life Guards

shall have this honour,'^ and instantly sending for them,

two squadrons of the 1st Regiment, gallantly led by

Major Kelly, came on with right good ii-ill, and I sent

them in to finish the Lancers. They at once overthrew

them, and pursued into the town, where they jiunished

them severely.

Thus ended the affair immediately at the gates of

Genappe, by which it will be seen that the only regiments

Hee No. 65,

p. 135.

1st Life

Guards repel

the French
Lancers.
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that (;luir<^ed tlierc were the 7ili Hussars first, and llieri

the 1st Life Guards.

Having thus cliecked the ardour of the Enemy's Tho Enorny

advanced g-uard, the retreat was continued at a slow pace, ^y^,. lif^tn-at Ih

and with the most perfect reg'ularity. Assuredly this continuodata

co'/ip (le collier had the very best effect, for altliouf^h there

was much cannonading, and a constant appearance of a

disposition to charge, they continued at a respectful

distance.

The Royals, Inniskillings, and Greys manoeuvred beau- Manr/^tnTing

tifully, retiring by alternate squadrons, and skirmished
jnni^kiUinL'.s'

in the very best style ; but finding that all the efforts of '"•1 Koyak.

the Enemy to get upon our right flank were vain, and that

by manceuvring upon the plain, which was amazingly deep

and heavy from the violent storm of rain, it only uselessly Heavy storm

exhausted the horses, I drew these Hegiments in upon the

cJiaussee in one column, the Guns falling back from position

to position, and from these Batteries, checking the advance

of the Enemy.

We were received by the Duke of Wellington upon Eetreat

entering the position of Waterloo, having effected the
ve:^%^ri^n"-

retreat with very trilling loss. loss.

Thus ended the prettiest Field Day of Cavalry and

Horse Artillery that I ever witnessed.

A.

FROM THE SAME.

TO QENEEAL SIE FEEDEEIC STOTIX.

B. D., November 8th, 1839.
;J^q^ 5^

My deau Stovin,—It is rather hard to have to fight Waterloo,

the Battle o'er again, and at so great a distance of time
;

however, I will try to give you a rough and hasty

sketch.

I had been visiting the extreme right of the Cavahy,

and those placed in support of the attack on [? defence of]

Hougoumont, when, on returning towards the centre of the

position, I observed very large masses of the Enemy, both
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D'Eilon's Cavalry and Infantry (supported, too, by a tremendous

Allied Left discharge of Artiller}^ from all parts of their line), moving
Centre at upon our left, but principally on La Have Sainte, the
about 1.30

J r~\

ix^ j '

p.m., and that I'oad trom Genappe to Brussels appearing to be nearly the
of the French (3^^^^.^ ^f ^^q^^. advance.
Cavalry.

The Heav.y ''- ii^ mediately galloped to the Heavy Cavalry, and
Cavalry was ordered the Household Brigade to prepare to form line,

either side of passed on to Sir William Ponsonby's, and having told him

Lord°E^'
^° wheel into line when the other Brigade did, I instantly

Somerset's returned to the Household Brigade, and put the whole

Guards, Blues I led the advance, and am inclined to think that the
and King's i-txi ^ ^ j • • i ^ t

Dra£>oon ^^^^ -'- took was prett}^ much what is m the plan, stated to

Guards) on be that of the Officer leading the left squadron of the 2nd
the right, bir t •/> /^ i • •

Wm. Ponson- Life Guards (perhaps a little more to the right) ; but this

Grevs and
^ remember, that the ground was dreadfully broken, and

Innisldllings) upon a very active horse I was much put to it to descend it.

of it
Towards the bottom of the slope I found our Infantry

1st Charge of mostly in line, but getting into squares to receive the
these Bri- Enemy's Cavalry, and making intervals for us as our

Sce-pla.n p. 38. Squadrons presented themselves. Thus we passed through

the Infantry as fast and as well as we could (but neces-

sarily not with exact regularity), when, again forming, we

instantly charged and fell upon large masses of Cavalry

and of Infantry ; but these gave way in a moment, and of

3,000 French the latter arm 3,000 men were taken, and two Eagles sent
and 2 Eagles ,

taken. to the rear.

The pursuit was continued until a vast number of

Guns were in our possession, or rather passed, and I have

been assured by Lord Lauderdale that a French General

Officer at Paris, whom he named, but whose name I have

forgotten (I think, however, he was of the Artillerj^), told

40 French him that they had more than forty Guns put /tors de combat

2""Lto.
^""*

^^y ^^^^* charge. Unfortunately they could not be brought

off, for the pursuit had been continued without order and

too far, and the second line (excepting only a small part of

Sir J. Vandeleur's Brigade—in fact, I believe, only two

Squadrons of the 12th, under Sir F. Ponsonby) had not
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followed the movements ol" the Heavy Cavalry, whose Seo hiaVjmcnt

horses were now exhausted, and had to receive the shocks vandr/kur,

of fresh troops. No. .01, p. 105.

After the overthrow of the Cuirassiers I had in vain Aftor the over-

attempted to stop my people by sounding the Rally, but CuirdSHif.TB,

neither voice nor trumpet availed : so I went back to seek tnod in vain

the support of the 2nd Line, which unhappily had not pursuit,

followed the movements of the Heavy Cavalry.

Had I, when I sounded the Rally, found only four

well-formed Squadrons coming- steadily along at an easy

trot, I feel certain that the loss the first line suffered when

they were finally forced back would have been avoided,

and most of these Guns might have been secured, for it

was obvious the effect of that charge had been prodigious. Effects of the

and for the rest of the day, although the Cuirassiers fre- '"

'^^^^'

quently attempted to break into our Lines, they always

did it mollemenf and as if they expected something more

behind the curtain.

My impression is that the French were completely Thinks the

1 /./-> 1 Ti / /^ 1 >
French -were

surprised by the first Cavalry attack, it (our Cavalry) surprised by

had been rather hidden by rising: ground immediate) v the 1st Caval-

"i .

" rv Attack.

before their position. I think the left wing of our In-

fantry was partially retiring, when I determined upon the

movement, and then these 19 Squadrons pouncing down

hill upon them so astonished them that no very great

resistance was made, and surely such havoc was rarely

made in so few minutes.

When I was returning to our position I met the On returning

Duke of Wellington, surrounded by all the Corps dijilo-
[i'on met°the

matique militaire, who had from the high ground wit- Duke of Wel-

nessed the whole affair. The plain appeared to be swept "

clean, and I never saw so joyous a group as was this Troupe

doree. They thought the Battle was over. It is certain

that our Squadrons went into and over several Squares of

Infantry, and it is not possible to conceive greater con-

fusion and panic than was exhibited at this moment. Mistake in

This forces from me the remark that I committed a ^^ ?^ ,

-®

great mistake in having myself led the attack. The self.
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carriere once begun, the leader is no better than any other

man ; whereas, if I had placed myself at the head o£ the 2nd

line, there is no saying what great advantages might not

have accrued from it. I am the less pardonable in having

deviated from a principle I had laid down for myself, that

I had already suffered from a similar error in an affair at

Irtragau [?], where my reserve, instead of steadily follow-

ing as I had ordered, chose to join in the attack, and at the

end of it I had no formed body to take advantage with.

No. 6.

Cavalry at

Waterloo.

French
Cavalry.

After the 1st

Attack the

Cuirassiers

did not charge
with so much
vigour.

The Infantry
only tired

when the

French
Cavalry were
close, and the

latter dis-

persed.

A few passed

through the

Squares, and

Truly yours,

Anglesey.

MEMO. BY THE SAME.

They (the French) very frequently attacked our

Squares, but never in overwhelming masses, and with that

vigour and speed, which would have given them some

chance of penetrating. No heavy mass having a well-

formed front actually came collectively against our

bayonets. Constantly a few devoted fellows did clash with

them, and some pierced between the Squares, and when I

had not Cavalry at hand 1 frequently entered the Squares

for protection. .....
In the afternoon a very heavy attack was made upon

the whole of our line to the right of the road, and con-

necting itself with the troops attacking Hougoumont.

It was chiefly made and frequently repeated by masses of

Cuirassiers, but never in one connected line, and after the

first grand attack of the morning they never came on with

the degree of vigour which could give them a hope of

penetrating into our immovable Squares of Infantry.

The Infantry never fired till the Cavalry were very

close, and then they (the Cavalry) dispersed, some coming

through the intervals where they were either killed by the

fire of the Squares, or repulsed by the Cavalry in 2nd

line. For several minutes some few Cuirassiers were in

possession of several of our Guns about the centre of our

line, at the time the British Cavalry was in pursuit else-
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where, ami these desperate men remained there to he j)icked

off

Our right Fhmk being much annoyed by a Battery

of (I think) ]2 Guns supported by Lancers, which were

over the llavine and Stream beyond Hougoumont, and

which enfiladed our Line, I caused Sir Colquhoun Grant

and a part of General Dornberg's Brigade to cross the

bridge there, and to manoeuvre upon their flanks and rear,

and to attack them.

In the meantime a heavy attack was made upon our

centre, which I went to repel, with such of the Heavy

Cavalry as remained. Sir C. Grant^s movement had the

fullest effect. It removed the Guns, and the Lancers did

not wait to be attacked, but Sir C. Grant perceiving the

attack above related, instead of pursuing, returned to

support the Heavy Cavalry with which I was, and it is, I

apprehend, at that moment that the collision described by

Major Mercer took place. I did not see it, or it may
relate to what follows.

Seeing a Corps formed for attack and advancing, I

brought forward a Brigade of Dutch Heavy Cavalry, and

they promised to follow me. I led them beyond the ridge

of the hill, a little to the left of Hougoumont. There

they halted, and finding the impossibility of making them

charge, I left them and retired.

Here Major Mercer must, from the position described,

have lost sight of them, and he may have supposed that a

collision had taken place. ....
In covering the retreat of the 17th I found the

Lance had some advantage over the Sword.

I think the Cuirass protects, bub it also encumbers,

and in a melee I am sure the Cuirass causes the loss of

many a life. ......
They (the French) never risked themselves in line.

They were always in column, and thej^ never charged at

speed. ......
It is asked, "Did the British Cavalry in every

I-')UD An'OLEHEV.

by th'; Caval-
ry in 2nd
Lino.

Grant's movi-

afjainfit

trench
LanccTH. >See

No. 02, p. 120.

Ropolsaheavy
attack on the
'•cntro with
the remain-s

of the Heavy
Cavalry.

See No. 89,

p. 216.

Dutch
Cavalry.

See Xo. 9,

p. 18.

In the Eetreat
of the 17th
found the

Lance had
some advan-
tage over the
Sword.

The Cuirass

encunihei-s

more than it

protects.

The French
always
charged in

Column.
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British

Cavalry.

The British

always ad-

vanced to

resist the
Enemy. The
Light Cavalry
not always
successful.

Gennan
Legion
Cavah-y en-

tirely of the

same worth
as the British.
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instance withstand de jned ferme the onset of the

French ?
"

It did not stand de pied ferme. It invariably ad-

vancedj but the Light Cavahy was not always successful.

I have the strongest reason to be excessively dis-

satisfied with the General commanding a Bris^ade of

Dutch Heavy Cavahy, and with a Colonel commanding

a young Regiment of Hanoverian Hussars.

I class the German Legion entirely with the British

Cavalry, Than we [are] ! there cannot be better troops.

No.

Waterloo.

LIEUT.-GENERAL LORD GREENOCK, K.C.B.

Assistant Quarter-JIaster-General to the Cavalry.

5, Carlton Place, Edinburgh, Jan. 21st, 1835.

I have the honour to acknowledge your letter of the

29th ult. with its enclosures, which, however, did not reach

me until the 16th inst. ; and in reply I can only express

the very great regret that I feel that after the lapse of

nearly twenty years, and having no memoranda at present

with me by which my recollection of the positions occupied

by the different Corps during the Battle of Waterloo might

be assisted, I find myself to be quite incompetent to

undertake the task you have assigned me of marking upon

the plan transmitted for that purj)Ose even the situations

of those troops with which I was the most immediately

concerned on that occasion.

I was at that period attached as Assistant Quarter-

master-General to the Cavalry, and my post on the 18th of

June was therefore with the Marquess of Anglesey, except

when employed in conveying his orders.

At the commencement of the Battle, the several

Brigades of Cavalry were formed nearly upon the ground

upon which they had respectively bivouacked on the pre-

ceding night ; this had been taken up without any attention

to order, it having been almost dark before they arrived in

the position, owing to their having all been more or less
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sharply eng-ag-ed with the Enemy in coverinj^ the retreat

of the Infantry from Uuatre Bras on the 17th, and this

movement having been executed by them by three different

routes, the situations of their respective bivouacks had been

determined more by this circumstance than by any regular

disposition.

To the left of the Great Road from Brussels to Distribution

-r> • 1 e "^ Cavalry
Charleroi, by Genappe, the positions of three Brigades of at Waterloo.

British Cavalry from left to right were as follows, viz. :— Sec General

Sir Hussey Vivian's—Major-General Vandeleur's— Sir

William Ponsonby's,

The former had communicated by patrols with tlu.'

Prussians. Some Belgian Light Cavalry, to the best of

my recollection, were also on that flank of the army.

To the right of that road, and of the Haye Sainte,

in the same order, were :

—

Lord E. Somerset's—Major-General Dornberg's

—

Major-General Sir Colquhoun Grant's Brigades. The

greater part of the Belgian and Hanoverian Cavalry were

in positions intermediate to those of Lord Edward

Somerset's and Sir Colquhoun Grant's Brigades.

Of the Cavalry thus posted at the commencement of

the day, on the left during the progress of the Battle

previous to the hour to which you more particularly refer,

Sir W. Ponsonby's Brigade had lost its General, and the

greater part of its Officers and men, in consequence of

having pursued the Enemy too far, after a most brilliant

and successful charge; with the exception of the Hth
Lancers (Light Dragoons), which had made a very gallant

charge, General Vandeleur's Brigade had sustained no loss,

and Sir Hussey Vivian's Brigade had not been at all

engaged.

On the right of the Haye Sainte, the Household

Brigade had charged at the same time with the other heavy

Brigade, when one of its Regiments, the King's Dragoon

Guards, having likewise been too eager in the pursuit, had

been almost annihilated; the Life Guards and Blues,

having been kept better in hand, had then suffered

Plan, No. 1.

Vivian's,

Vandeleur's,
and Ponson-
by's Brijfddes

left of Bru.s-

.sels-Genapfje

Road,andsome
Light Belgian
Cavaliy.

Somerset's,

Domberg's,
and Grant's

to the right

of the road,

with Hano-
verian and
Belgian
Cavalrj- in

intermediate

positions.

Eepulse of

D'Erlon's 1st

Attack, :iiid

that of the

French
Cavalry.

1st Charge of

Ponsonby's
Brigade. -

1st Charge of

Somerset's

Brisrade.
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AU the

Cavalry en-

gaged
throughout
the day in

repelling the

French
Cavalry when
it penetrated

between the

Squares.

Disadvantages
of the Cavalr}'

not being
formed into

Divisions, in

consequence
of the sudden
order to ad-

vance on 16th

June.

LordAnglesey
moved the
Cavalry on
the left of the

main road to

the right of it

after the arri-

val of the
Prussians.

Lord Angle-
sey, a short

time before

the Enemy's
last attack,

charges the

French
Cavalry with
Somerset's
Brigade, but
ineffectually.

(comparatively speaking) but little loss. All the Cavalry,

however, both British and Foreig-n, on this side of the

position were constantly engaged throughout the day in

endeavouring to repel the masses of French Cavalry when

they had penetrated between the Squares of Infantry, or

had formed upon the crest of the position.

In consequence of the suddenness of the order to

advance to meet the Enemy, on the 16th of June, the

measure of forming the Cavalry into Divisions, which I

know to have been Lord Anglesey's intention, had not

taken effect. The different Brigades, therefore, having

been scattered as before shown along the whole extent of

the Line, without any view to such an arrangement, their

operations were unfortunately never combined during any

part of the day, whilst the French Cavalry acted in Corps

or Divisions ; consequently in these desultory attacks small

bodies of the former w^ere constantly opposed to large

masses of the latter, and although the first efforts of the

British were generally successful, the superiority of the

Enemy's numbers in the end always turned the scale in

their favour.

Lord Anglesey, being sensible of this disadvantage,

gave orders for the better concentration of his Corps by

removing the Brigades from the left of the Haye Sainte

towards the right of the position, as soon as their presence

in that quarter became no longer necessary in consequence

of the arrival of the Prussians on that flank. For the

position and movements of the Cavalry subseqvient to that

period, you cannot have a better guide than Sir Hussey

Vivian^'s letter to Major Gawler, published in the United

Service Jonrnal.

A short time before the Enemy's last advance. Lord

Anglesey had made a very gallant but ineffectual charge

against the French Cavalry at the head of Lord Edward

Somerset's Brigade, which he had wished to renew with

the Belgian Cavalry ; but abandoning this intention, after

communicating personally with the Commanding Officer,

in consequence of perceiving that the Belgians appeared to
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be too much dispirited by luiviny just witnessed the

faihire of the Household Brigade, to afford any hope of a

more favourable result, his Lordship proceeded to that

part of the field on which, by that time. Sir Hussey

Vivian^s Brigade had been formed, and as I accompanied

Lord Anglesey on that occasion, I am able to vouch for

the fidelity and accuracy with which all the circumstances

relative to this visit of his Lordship^s are described by Sir

Hussey in that letter.

On quitting Sir Hussey Vivian, Lord Anglesey

joined the Duke of Wellington, and it was about this time

that the last attack by the Enemy took place. The

Infantry had then formed into line four deep. We rode

towards the left along the rear of the Infantry, crossing

the Genappe Road in rear of the Haye Sainte, but imme-

diately returned to the right of the line. It was then that Last attack of

Lord Anglesey sent me to bring up Vivian^s Brio-ade,
tneirrcnch.

n J & 1 & ^ Auvance oi

which I did as he has stated, directing him to make a the Biitish

flank movement to his right in order to clear the flank of °

the Infantry, and afterwards bring up his right shoulders.

His Lordship was struck by a ball in the knee just as I LordAnglesey

came up to him, according to his desire, to report the
'^'^^^'^^ •

arrival of this Brigade, it having been his intention to

have directed its further movements in person. Sir Hussey Vivian's ad-

Vivian, however, continued to advance, and the affair was
^'*^*^^'

decided in the way he has so well described.

General Vandeleur's Brigade followed this movement. Followed l.y

At that time the remains of the Heavy Brigade, and
^'=^^'^^^^'""-

Ponsonby^s, and a Squadron of the £3rd Lancers (Light

Dragoons), under the command of Major Lautour, which,

having by some accident been separated from the remainder .sv^ Xo. 49,

of that Hegiment, had joined the Heavj" Brigade, had also ?• ^^^•

been moved to the right of the position, and were formed

not far from the place where Lord Anglesey received his

wound.

The above facts having come more immediately under

my own observation are fresh in my memor}*. With
regard to the precise situations or movements of the rest
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ot' the Cavalry at the Crisis o£ the Battle I eaunot speak

with so much certainty. I

many apologies for sending"

subscribing' myself,

shall therefore conclude, with

you so imperfect a sketch, by

Your most, &c. &c.,

Greenock.

No. 8.

Waterloo.

First A.D.C.

to Lord An-
glesey.

He carries

Lord Angle-
sey's instruc-

tions to Com-
manders of

Cavaky Brig
ades.

Lord Angle-
sey's gallant

conduct.

COLONEL W. THORNHILL.
Major 7th Hussars, axd A.D.C. to Lord TJxbridge.

TO GENERAL SIR FREDERIC STOVIN.

New Park, Juhj 16th, 1839.

My dear Stovin,—To be cool and clear in the perilous

adventures of a fight is a characteristic I might well be

jDroud of when applied to me by so good a soldier as Sir

Hussey, if I could but persuade myself to believe that I

deserved it. I have been in many a hard-fought day, as

you well know, but of all the General Engageme)ds (some

sixteen or more) in which it has been my lot as a

subordinate Officer to be engaged, Waterloo is that of

which I retain the least vivid impression of the details.

The important post I then filled as first A.D.C. to the

Marquis of Anglesey, which necessitated the prompt and

direct transmission of his orders, gave me but little time

to contemj)late passing events irrelevant thereto.

Lord Anglesey had taken me with him at daybreak to

visit the Cavalry outposts, and soon after our return the

Enemy put himself in motion for an attack. It was now
that Lord Anglesey directed me to go with verbal instruc-

tions to General Officers commanding Cavalry Brigades,

authorising them to act discretionally under certain limita-

tions it were needless to mention here. When I got back

I found him in the thick of the fight giving orders with

his accustomed cleai-ness, and ever after, as it seemed to

me, seeking to place himself con amove in the torrent of

attack wherever he felt that his encouraging examj)le was
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most needed. Tlius at one time perceiving that a f^allant

Reg-iment oj' Infantry (which sliall be nameless), pressed

by the onset of superior numbers, was wavering-, iie

f^allopcd to the rally—reminded this reg-iment of its dis-

ting-uished name, and that of its no less g-allant Colonel,

told them who he was, and led them to the charg-e. They

followed him to a man, drove back the Enemy, and main-

tained their post.

It was about this time (before or after, I forg-et which)

that I was sent with orders to the Blues to advance. Sir

Robert Hill most kindly and courteously invited me to

join them in the charge. In this charg-e I think it was Colonel

that Major Pack was killed. My horse was shot, and I
':l'hornhill

'' •'

_ _
joins lu a

was SO stunned by the fall that I have even now an indis- charf^e of th^

tinct recollection of the circumstances immediately pre-

ceding- it. All that I remember was we went our best

pace in the charg-e, and Hill told me a day or two after

the fight " that the most amusing part of that scene was

the uncommon ^^^y/j/ /ace I made at a bold Cuirassier on

close quarters with me.''^ Now this was no time to make

pretty faces, but it strikes me that it might have been the

charge Captain Siborne alludes to, wheu " a Division of

Cuirassiers was cut off on one side of La Haye Sainte,"

or rather driven back ; but Sir Robert Hill could answer

that question.

1 have never visited the field since the Battle. If I

ever possessed the clearness so extolled by my kind and

partial friend, Sir Hussey, I lost it very early in the day,

and in the after part of it I got into mighty bad companij

on the crest of the hill, being close to the Duke of

Wellington and Lord Anglesey, when I was knocked off Ho is

the perch by a cannon-shot which carried off a portion of ^j^^^ ^i^^^ ta

my neck, paralysed my right ear and rig-ht nostril, and you the Duke and

•1, 1 • 1 -1 P y
Lord Angle-

will say the right side of my memory also. sey.

Truly yours,

W. Thornhill.
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Waterloo.

Conduct of

the Dutch
Cavahy,

and of the

Cumberland
Hanoverian
Hussars.

COLONEL SIR HORACE SEYMOUR, K.C.H.

Captain 60th Eifles, and A.D.C. to Lord Uxhridge.

StoTce Chichester, November 21sf, 1842.

I shall be g-lad to give you all the information my
memory retains of the circumstances to Avhich your note

I'efers.

In reply to the first question, as to the conduct of the

Dutch Brigade of Heavy Cavalry, the impression still on

my mind is that they did show a lamentable want of

spirit, and that Lord Anglesey tried all in his power to

lead them on, and while lie was advancing, I believe I

called his attention to the fact of his not being followed.

The Household Brigade at this time were very much

reduced.

To your second query, I should prefer referring you to

the minutes of the CTcneral Court-martial, which took

place on Colonel , of the Cumberland Hussars, near

Paris, about the month of August, LSI 5. My evidence

went to the effect that Lord Anglesey, seeing that Regi-

ment moving to the rear (about five o'clock), desired me
immediately to halt it. On delivering the order to the

Colonel, he told me that he had no confidence in his men,

that they were Volunteers, and the horses their own

property. All this time the Regiment continued moving

to the rear, in spite of my repeating the oi'der to halt, and

ashing the Second in command to save the character of the

Regiment by taking the command and fronting them. I

was unsuccessful, and in the exigence of the moment I

laid hold of the bridle of the Colonel's horse, and

remarked what I thought of his conduct ; but all to no

])urpose.

I then ]-eturned to Lord Anglesey, and reported what

had })assed. I was again ordered to deliver the message to

the Commanding Officer of the Regiment^ that if they

would not resume their position in the Line, that he was to

form them across the hig-h road out of fire. Thev did not
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(>ven obey this order, but wont, as was reported, altogether

to the rear.

I have endeavoured to simplify tins statement as mueh

as possible, and should you wish for any further explana-

tion, I shall be happy to give it.

I add two or three anecdotes connected with the three

days which fell under my own observation which may
assist the work on which you are engaged, and which, it

appears to me, no one has ever undertaken the subject with

such prospect of success.

On the ](3th, as A.D.C. to Lord Anglesey, with his Quatre Bras.

Lordship I joined, and found the troops engaged. Very

shortly afterwards we found the Duke of Wellington, with

the Headquarter Staff, in front of the Farm House of

Quatre Bras. The French were in force formed on the

road, the service of their Artillery beautiful, supported

by Cuirassiers, who frequently charged up the road, dis- The charges of

comfortinof' the Duke and the Staff on each occasion, until .
^^)}^''^^-

_
°

_

•' siers discom-
Lord Fitzroy Somerset lined a ditch parallel with the road jiosingthe

with some Infantry, unseen to the Enemy, who the next gtaft^^°

time they moved forward were received with such a volley The Cuiras-

that scarcely a man of the Squadron escaped, after which ^lers ropelle.l
•^

.
Dv the fare of

there was no forward movement on their part on that part the 92nd

of the position.
HiarhlanJers.

At the moment Sir Thomas Picton received the shot in Waterloo,

his forehead which killed him, he was calling to me to rally Death of

the Highlanders, who were for the instant overpowered by

the masses of French Infantry, who were moving up to

their right of the high road.

Late in the day of the 1 8th, I was called to by some

Officers of the 3rd. Guards defending Hougoumout, to use

my best endeavours to send them musket ammunition.

Soon afterwards I fell in with a private of the Waggon auot'of a

Train in charge of a tumbril on the crest of the position. Pri"«"ate of the

i merely pouited out to him where he was wanted, when Ti-ain.
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he g-allantly started his horseSj and drove straight down

the hill to the Farm, to the gate of which I saw him

ari'ive. He must have lost his horses, as there was a

severe fire kept on him. I feel convinced to that man's

service the Guards owe their ammunition.

Advance of

the Prussians.

Reports to the

Duke the Ad-
vance of the

Prussians.

The Duke
orders him to

tell General
Bulow that he
wished him to

send some
Prussian In-

fantry lip to

supply liis

losses.

On starting,

his horse is

killed, and
Colonel Free-
mantle takes

the message.

See No. 11,

p. 21.

Somerset re-

commended
hy Lord
Anglesey to

withdraw his

Brigade h-oni

under heavy
fire. His
reasons for

continuing
there.

Still later in the day, when delivering the order for Sir

Hussey Vivian's Brigade to move towards the centre, wo

saw the advance of the Prussians. Sir H. Vivian sent me
with an Officer and a patrol to assure myself that it was

the Prussians who were advancing on our left, which, on

proving, I made the best of my way to Lord Anglesey^

whom I found with the Duke of Wellington, to whom I

reported what I had seen. Sir Alexander Gordon ques-

tioned me as to my certainty of it being the Prussians

with Avhom I had communicated, I assuring him that it

was so.

I was desired by the Duke of Wellington to tell

General Bulow that the Duke wished him immediately to

send him Prussian Infantry to fill up the loss that had

taken place in his Lines. On starting to deliver this

message my horse was killed, and I believe Colonel Free-

mantle delivered it to the Prussian General.

In a work such as yours ^^I'omises to be, triHing anec-

dotes may assist, and with that feeling I transmit them

to you.
Yours, &c.,

Horace B. Seymour.

one more anecdote.

I was desired by my General to recommend to Lord

Edward Somerset to withdraw his Brigade (who were ex-

tended in single file to make a show) from the heavy fire

that was kept on them by the Enemy^s Artillery. Lord

Edward^s remark was that should he move, the Dutch

Cavalry, who wei'e in support, would move off immediately.

The Household Brigade retained their position until the

end of the Action.
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FROM THE SAME.

Stoke Chichester, November 30th, 1842. JSo. 10.

I still feel positive as to the details I gave you of Sir Watc-rloo.

Thomas Picton^s death, and the immediate scene of it was, I->'--ath of

as you say, on the crest of the position, near the hedge,

and immediately over an excavation of either gravel or

stone. It may have been when our skirmishers were

driven in, in which case it was they whom he called upon

me to rally. A little circumstance strengthens me in the

idea that it was Kempfs Brigade we were in front of.

When Sir Thomas fell, my horse also came down, and in

extricating myself I found I was close to the General,

from whose trousers^ pocket a Grenadier of the 28th was

endeavouring to take his spectacles and purse, which I

gave to his A.D.C., I believe, Colonel Tucker (the stoutest

of the A.D.C/s.).

Sir Thomas fell from his horse the moment he was

struck, and I called the A.D.C.'s attention to the fact.

I give all this detail to show how positive I feel. Others

may be equally so of their recollections.

Yours, &c.,

HoEACE B. Seymour.

MAJOR-GENERAL J. FREEMANTLE, C.B.

Lieut. -Colonel 2nd Foot Guards, and A.D.C. to the Duke of

Wellington.

Novemler 20th, 184-2. ^^^ i j ^

I am very glad to state to you the occurrence which Waterloo.

took place with the Prussian Army on the ISth June. Arrival of the

Many Officers were sent in the morning in search of the
I^^^^^'^^-

Army. Towards six o^clock Sir Horace Seymour came p. 20.

and reported to the Duke of Wellington that he had seen

the Prussian Column.

The Duke called upon me to go to the head of their Ordered to

Column, and ask for the 3,000 men to supply our losses. Prussians and
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iisk for 3,000
men.

They said

they would
make no
detachments,
but that the

whole Ai-my
was coming
up.

Found a
Prussian
Battery firing

between oiu-

lines.

Thelast attack
in progress.

Meeting of

Wellington
and Blucher.

Bluclier had not arrived, but General s Zietlien and

Bulow were at the head of the Column, who gave me for

answer—that the whole Army was coming up, and that they

could not make a detachment, I said I could [? would]

return to the Duke with such a message. On my way hack

I found a Prussian Battery of eight Guns firing between our

first and second lines, and desired the Officer to cease firing.

I returned to the knoll so well described in your ISlodel, and

begged the Generals to send orders for the Battery to

cease fire.

The last attack w^as now in full force, and when the

dense smoke cleared off, we saw that the French were in

full retreat.

Blucher, who had arrived, met in the village of Belle

Alliance the Duke of Wellington, when it was agreed that

he should follow them during the night ; he did so.

Believe me, &c.,

John Freemantle.

LIEUT.-GENERAL SIR WILLIAM GOMM, K.C.B.

Lieut. -Colonel 2nd Foot Guakds, and Assistant Quarteu-Mastek
General to the 5th Division.

'No. 12. 6, upper Gvosvenor Street, 7th December, 1836.

I now send you a copy of my journal, according to

your wish, as far as it regards Quatre Bras, more for the

purpose of satisfying you that all which was to be gleaned

from it I had already put you in possession of, than with

the hopes of adding one item of imj^ortance to your

already acquired stock of information.

This journal, you will see, bears evident marks of

having been scratched down at the moment ; meagre,

therefore, and not returned to for the purpose of correcting

or enlarging upon, after more ample information had been

acquired.

It is, therefore, not to be looked upon as authority with

respect to minute details affecting individual Corps, where
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you have the report direct from individuals in commund of",

or serving" in, th(«e Corps at the time. I put down what

I thitinjht I .viii\ as well as what I was.y«r6' I look a part in.

Believe, &c.,

William Go.mm.

Copy of the Journal of the operations of the Army
under the Duke of Wellington from the 15th of June.

During- the night of the 15th, the four Divisions of

the Army covering the frontier from Mons to Ypres, and

beyond these fortresses, receive orders to concentrate ahout Concentration

their respective head-quarters at Oudenarde, Grammont,

Enghien, Hal, and the Cavalry at Ninove ; but the whole

wait further orders for moving. Information of the

French Army having forced the passage of the Sambre at Passage of the

Charleroi, on the 14th, reached the British Head Quarters Fr^r^onthe
at Brussels only on the evening of the 15th. \\\.\\, only

mi • PT. 1
•• fix -n • i.' ^

known to the
Ihe garrison or Brussels, consisting or two iiritisn Duke on even-

Brigades of the 5th Division—the 81st Regiment—Brigade ^^S o* i-'^th.

of Hanoverian Militia of the 6th Division—Duke of

Brunswick^s Corps—Nassau troops—assemble during the

night, and march at five o'clock next morning on the I6th.

Charleroi road, halting for two hours in the Bois de

Soignies, at Waterloo.

At one o'clock p.m. move on through Geuappe to March on

Quatre Bras, a post at which the roads from Brussels to "^'^ ^^ ^^'

Namur and Charleroi divide. The road from Namur to
w ( 1 T» 1

^^'^ Hans of

Nivelles also strikes off from the Brussels road at this Quatre Bras.

point, which the Enemy had gained possession of the pre-

ceding day, but which had been re-occupied by the troops

of Orange-Nassau in the course of the morning, and by a

Belgic Brigade under the Prince of Saxe-Weimar.

The Enemy is in force about the village of Frasne, Itisascer-

1 -1 1 /^t 1 • J tamed that

a quarter of a league m advance on the Charleroi road, the Enemy is

In the meantime the 1st and 2nd Corps of the Army
"JJjJ^^'^i^t.

and Cavalry are marching upon Quatre Bras, it being tack along the
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Charleroi
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Distribution
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Bras.
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of its posses-

sion to the

French.

sufficiently iiscerlained that the Enemy is making his

principal attack in this direction, and not on the side of

Mons, as was at first apprehended.

Two Brigades of the 4tli Division and one Brigade of

Hanoverians are posted at Hal to eonuteract the move-

ments of a body of Cavalry the Enemy had detached iu

that direction, threatening our right flank.

The troops from Brussels arrive at Quatre Bras about

half-past three p.m. The Enemy immediately makes a

disposition for attack with the 1st and 2nd Corps under

Ney, and a numerous Cavalry under Kellerman. The

British and Hanoverian Brigades drew up in two lines

along the c//.aussee leading from Quatre Bras to Xamur.

The Brunswick Infantry to the right of Quatre Bras, a

small portion of Light Troops occupying the head of

the Bois de Bossu in their front. This wood was in

some parts intricate, but passable everywhere for Light

Infantry.

The Enemy cannonades the Light Troops and Belgie

Cavalry covering our front, and advances a body of

Infantry to take possession of the Farm House of Gemion-

court and enclosures, on the great road half-^^•ay between

Les Quatre Bras and the village of Frasne. This post

was defended by some of the troops of Orange-Nassau,

which were soon driven from it by the Enemy.

The Duke of Wellington had directed, when the

Enemy was making his first disposition for attack, that

this house and the enclosures about it should be immedi-

ately occupied by a British Regiment, judging it of great

importance to the position that it should be held. The

Regiment destined for this service was otherwise disposed

of, and the ^Sth Regiment (marched down too late to

establish itself there) was withdrawn, and formed [on]

the right of our position at Quatre Bras. The relinquish-

ing of this house and enclosures forms a principal feature

in the detail of this day's operations, since, without

the entire possession of it, and of the Buis de Bossu, of

which the Enemy possessed himself at the same time, and
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with equal i'a(;ility, his Cavahy would have been held in

check the whole of the day, and his Infantry hav(; heen

prevented from assuming- the offensive so securely as it

did, but our force was, during- several hours, very inferifjr

to that of the l^Jnemy—ill-composed and inadequate to the

proper occupaticjn of the whole position.

The Enemy having- established himself in the post of Attack on

Gemioncourt, advances his Infantry under favour of the patt's

copse and enclosures to attack our riosition luxni the I'lifjades

Namur road, between Les Quatre Eras and a wood on our JJivi^iorl).

extreme left occupied by the U5th Ilegiment. His attacks

are vigorous and repeated—carried on by Columns of

Infantry, covered by a numerous body of Light Troops,

but they are sustained with firmness by the two British

Brigades under Generals Kempt and Pack. A heavy

cannonade is kept up by both parties during those opera-

tions, which continue for about an hour and a half, when

the Enemy, who had hitherto made no impression on our

post, availing himself of his great superiority in Cavalry French Light

(his Light Troops having possessed themselves of the Bois de possession of

Bossu), pushes a strong- Column of Cuirassiers and Lancers the Bois de

with rapidity up the great road, disperses the Brunswick and their Cavahy

Belgic Cavalry, gets possession of the post of Quatre
nu^^rJ^Braf

Bras, and turns the right of the British position. But

the Enemy's Cavalry at this moment [are] assailed with so

galling and destructive a fire from the 9£nd and Hanoverian Tlie latter

Regiments, posted behind a bank on the left of Quatre ^y ^j^^. 92nd

Bras, that thev are driven back in great confusion, and and Hanover-

. . . lau Kegi-
with considerable loss. It was in the early part of this ments."

charge made by the Enemy that the Duke of Brunswick

fell.

About six o''clock the 1st Corps, composed of the 1st 4^°^* ^
. ,

. _
^ -^

. o clock arrival

and 2nd [^rd] Divisions, reinforce the line. The 1st of Maitland's

Division occupied in regaining possession of the Bois de
T^^-i'^^j^f

"^

Bossu ; the ord strengthening our left, and relieving in

their post several of our Battalions which had suffered

considerably, or exhausted their ammunition. This was

the situation of many Regiments on the arrival of the
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Withdrawal
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tion by the
British of the

advance posts.

reinforcement, and the Enemy was observed preparing for a-

fresh attack, which was again repulsed, with the assistance

of the troops newly arrived.

The Enemy's Cavalry, repulsed from Quatre Bras by

the heavy fire of musketry directed against it, reforms his

Columns, is supported by fresh reserves, and, finding no

Cavalry on our side capable of holding him in check,

renews his attack upon the great road, and threatens the

Infantry formed in line to the left of it. The Infantry

immediately forms squares by Battalions. The 42nd

Regiment being much advanced, suffers greatly from the

fire of the Enemy's sharpshooters in the enclosures of

Gemioncourt, but repulses the charge of the Cuirassiers.*

The 2.'Sth Regiment, and a wing of the Royals, formed

in square upon the causeway, and inaccessible (except by

one front) to the approach of Cavalry, are ordered by Sir

Thomas Picton to march down into the plain, and take the

flank of the Enemy's Cavalry, which was making an im-

pression on the great road. This Square advances with

shouts into the middle of the plain, halts within short

musket range of the Cavalry, and opens a fire upon it

—

charged rej^eatedly by the Enemy's Cuirassiers and Lancers,

who are repulsed in every onset. The Lancers wound the

men in the ranks, but are every time driven back with con-

fusion and great loss.

The 80th Regiment also moves down under the same

form, flanks the Square above mentioned, and receives with

equal firmness the charge of the French Cavalry.

The attacks of Cavalry upon the Infantry are continued

till dark, as well as the contest in the Bois de Bossu. At

length the Enemy withdraws from all his points of attack,

and resumes his position in front of Frasne. The Bois de

Bossu and the post of Gemioncoui-t are strongly occiij)ied

* Note (in Journal).—The 42nd Regiment was charged by the Cuii-as-

siers while in the act of forming in square ; but such was the firmness of

the troops that even in an irregular mass they repulsed the charge, and,

by the time the second attack was n;ade upon them, order was re-estab-

lished.
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by lirilish troops. Tlic cannonade continues till ,'if'tcr

dark.

A heavy cannonade heard on our left the whole after-

noon. The Prussians warmly engaged till long after dark.

The British Cavalry arrives upon the ground at night- Arrival of

fall, having made a long and very rapid march. The two
,/],.y j^j night.

British Brigades of the 5lh Division lose on this day 120 ^'ill-

Officers and 1,40U men. The brunt of the Action fell upon

them.

The Enemy attacked with the 1st and 2nd Corps under

Ney and D'Erlon, and the Cavalry under Kellerman.

Bonaparte directed the attack upon the Prussians, who The Battle of

held their ground with obstinacy, but are at length *^^''

obliged to retire upon Wavre.

The whole of the British force engaged for nearly two

hours did not exceed 4,000 men.

The two Armies remain in presence till two o^clock iTth.

p.m., but the British commences retiring its stores, &c.

&c., upon the Brussels road earlier. By two the whole

Army is in movement, covered by the Cavalry ; the Retreat upon

Enemy shows no disposition to advance till the whole
^yaJTrlor^^^

have moved off. In the course of the retreat the Enemy

makes several charges upon our Cavalry with various

success. Our Cavalry is pressed by that of the Enemy

towards the close of the day.

The Army takes up a position across the great road

[? roads] leading from Charleroi and Nivelles to Brussels.

No baggage, stoi'es, or wounded fall into the Enemy's

hands during this retreat. A violent storm comes on

while the Army is taking up its position, and heavy rain

continues the whole of the uiglit and following morning

till near midday-

FROM THE SAME.

6, ZTpper Grosvenor Street, oth January, 1837. ^0. 13.

With regard to the 2Sth, I may not have been correct Quatre Bi-as.

in mv statement to vou. I believe I have already told you The 2Sth

. ' -,.." ,^11 1 i'
'

Regiment,
that i was leadmg the 2bth down the road to occupy
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Gemioucoui't^ but it was ascertained that the French had

ah'eady driven out the Nassau or Dutch troops from it,

and were in full possession. I was then ordered to with-

draw the 28th, and on returning- to Quatre Bras they

cei'tainly must have turned to the right, and rejoined

their own Brigade. I had taken them at the moment of

their reaching the point of Quatre Bras, having myself

just returned from riding through the Bois de Bossu by

direction of Sir Thomas Pieton.

The 95th ought to have been moved down in the Jirsi

instance to Gemioncourt. They were, however, sent to

occupy the strip of wood on the left of the Namur road,

opposite Piermont.

The position of the 28th upon your plan corresponds,

also, with the statement in my journal respecting the

Squares formed by the wing of the Royals and 28th.

The right of The 92nd ?oere certainly upon the road, and so the

upon the French Cuirassiers found to their cost when they charged

Chaiieroi ^p it, even beyond Quatre Bras. When I say /(jjon the

road, I mean with their flank resting upon it—or nearly so.

You are aware that late in the day we were reinforced

by the Srd Division, and our Regiments replaced in the

advanced positions in great measure by it, Halkett's

Brigade I think chiefly, to which I believe the 3Uth

belonged.

Latterly, we were principally upon the clianssie lead-

ing to Namur, the Hanoverian Brigade of Landwehr, I

think, always behind it, and in column ; but of this I have

no certain recollection.

I cannot give you any detailed information respecting

the disposal of the '3rd Division, otherwise than that it

took up ground to our left, and partly to our front, on

its arrival about six o^clock.

And now respecting Waterloo.

Wattn-loo. You are aware that at Quatre Bras our 8th Brigade

was posted on the left (arriving first on the ground), and

the 9th Brigade on the right. At W^aterloo this was

reversed, the 8th had its appui upon the road to the
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right, and the 9th upon the wooded knoll to the l<'fl, or

thereabouts.

I think the order of the Regiments is correctly noted

in your enclosed sketch, No. 1 ; there was no reason wliy

they should not stand as in para-le order.

The 95th then (as Light Troops) would he on the Postin;:^ of

right of the 8th Brigade (and so they were, in advance
j)[y\^i,,j^

of it), and the 38th on its left. This agrees with my (Picton's).

report of the Enemy's right and centre Columns,^ except- p"3,i^
' '

ing as regards the position of the 4'1'lh.

From the very circumstantial account you have re-

ceived from an Officer of this Battalion, as well as for

the reason I have assigned above, it is clear that the

44th must have been on the extreme left, notwithstand-

ing that I have noted it otherwise in my journal. My
placing it so, hastily, in my journal was most probably

an hiference of the niomevl. To ray eye, the 92nd with

its left flank brought up, formed our extreme left when

dealing with the Enemy's right Column of attack ; the

44th must have been beyond, but not so prominently

engaged at the moment.

I see the 92nd now, lining a gentle ascent, opposed to

the Enemy's right flank ; but I recollect nothing to its left.

Have you it clearlij substantiated that the Enemy sent

tJiree Columns of attack against our front to the left of

the Great Road? My decided impression is that they did.

The extract you give me from the report of the Officer of

the 79th would seem to favour the opinion of there having

been only tivo.

And now with respect to Ponsonby's Cavalry. I can Ponsonby's

no more pretend to stand against the body of Cavalry ^^^'^y-

evidence you bring forward to prove the incorrectness of fj.^^ Ponson-

one of my statements, than the French did against their ^y'^ Brigade,

charge. Undoubtedly it must have been with the leading

Officer on the right of the Grei/s that I had the short

colloquy I have already reported to you."^

* These statements refer to a previous letter which, unfortunately, I

caimot trace.—Ed.
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Nethoiland
Infantry in

front of

Picton's

Division.

Thc-'r exposed
position.

I have always thought it was the rio-ht of the Bvigade,

and b}' inference of the lioijah; and I have no recollection

of either Regiment passing to the front over the ground I

had w^/.sr^/'_;'«.«i! traversed, yet I am convinced this iiiitsf

have been the case from the statements you forward to me.

My attention was so riveted upon the French Column,

and its efforts for rendering itself more effective, that it

is not surprising I should have been inattentive at the

moment to what was passing behind ; and the same with

respect to the Cavalry at hand. I have since regretted

that I did not endeavour to find out who the Officer was

with whom I conversed—the opportunity did not offer

readil}'— and so the matter went to rest. Perhaps, poor

fellow ! he never left the field.

Pray, therefore, do not let what I have said with such

apparent confidence about the Royals weigh with you for

a moment.

Now, with respect to your detached queries.

The Horse Artillery driven in by the advance of the

French left Column was certainly British. I cannot help

thinking they had two Guns posted upon the knoll held by

the 95th—at least two Guns, so I have noted it in my
journal—and from this point they answered the French

cannonade while taking up our ground on the evening of

the 17th. I recollect, too, considerable bustle in getting

tlie Guns away while the Column was approaching, against

which they had done heavy execution. In all this I can

hardly be mistaken. Sir Andrew Barnard, perhaps, could

satisfy you on this point. I am surprised that your

Artillery reports make no mention of it.

The Brigade of Netherlanders were certainly in line

before the French Columns advanced, and considerably

down the slope, so that Rogers' Guns fired over them, first

in reply to the French cannonade, and afterwards at the

advancing Columns as they broke from the wood [?], and

till they reached the bottom, and began to ascend our own
hill.

These Netherlanders were undoubtedly much exposed

—
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eighty pieces of cannon ojHTiinf^ upon tliem at liorse-pistol

range, or little more.

/ did not place them there, nor iiave T really any dis-

tinct recollection of the order in which they stood.

Yours, &:e.,

Wm. Go.mm.

FROM THE SAME.

6, Upper Grosvcnor Street, dili April, 1838. ^o. 14

With respect to the position of the 30th Regiment, Quatre Hm-s.

and of the third Division general!}'", on this occasion, I '^Oth

am not surprised that you should find some difficulty in '
"

determining matters. The main object the -Srd Division

had in view, on their arrival upon the ground of Quatre

Bras, was to reinforce our left (of the 5th Division),

hut they also relieved (upon their own ground) several

of our Regiments, whose ammunition was totallij ex-

hausted at the moment of this arrival, which Regiments

in their turn fell back towards the Causeway (the Namur
one).

With respect to what I say about the oOtli Regiment, .svepp. 26&28.

such was my impression at the time ; but I would not

pertinaciously defend ray statement against odds ; nor

would I wish you to abide by it, if you find it conflict-

ing with others that hang well together in opposition

to if, for this did not pass immediately under my own
eye.

A'ery truly yoitrs,

Wm. Gomm.
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Lt.-C'ol. Cathcaht.

U'ATEFiLOO LETTERS.

:no. 15.

Had witnessed

eight General
Actions in

which Xapo-
leon had com-
manded.

Waterloo.

<Sf^rian,p.38.

The hollow
road leads into

the main road

on the samn
side as is La
Haj-c Saiiitc,

and ahout 270
yards in rear

of it.—Ed.

LIEUT.-COLONEL THE HON. GEORGE CATHCART,
8th regiment.

LiErTEx.-vxT 6th Dragoon Guards, axd Extra A.D.C. to the Duke
OF AVellingtox.

(Sj50)u"s/i Tou-n, Jamaica, loth April, 1835.

With reg-ard to any light I can throw on the subject

I fear this letter will be of little use, for as I was a very

young- soldier at the time, and excepting one yearns service

in a Cavalry Regiment, my knowledge and observation of

details of regimental formation was very imperfect, and

never having till those eventful days seen a British Army
assembled in the field, I took little note of the names or

numbers of particular Infantry Regiments or Brigades.

I had, however, had the good fortune to have been an

eye-witness of eight General Actions, in which Napoleon

had commanded, and therefore my attention was directed

to the movements " en grand," and of these you are no doubt

fully aware and have ample testimony. I will, however,

name two or three points relating to the ground about

which my recollection, refreshed by your accurate plan, is

pretty clear.

With regard to the retirivg of the two Brigades you

mention, I have no recollection of it. I remember on one

occasion, earlier in the day, the Duke caused two or three

Battalions about that part of the line to move a hundred

yards or so further back, in order to be behind the crest of

the hill till wanted, and in order to be less exposed, and

there they remained in column, but sitting down and some

even asleep as if nothing was going on, though sometimes

a shot or shell found its way in amongst them.

With regard to the hollow road near our rig-ht centre,

that is the part nearest to the tree, I have a distinct re-

collection of it.

For about 100 yards, more or less, it was very hollow.

At the end going down into the high road it might have

been 10 or even 15 feet deep. I have reason to know it,
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for there was but one way of g'oing- down into it from the Tho Ho-ryill'-'l

field at the baek of La Have Sainte, which was v<;ry . ,,
,';

'I'lf:''"

slippery, would admit not more tlian two horses at a time, tho anf,'lo

1-1,1 1 J ^ c A " forrnr;'! by tli<;

and might have been at an angle or 4o. inain roadnnd

When the Duke had been looking on at the attack of hollow way
. .

and in front of

La Haye Sainte at that moment of intense interest, when tho ktter.-Eo.

the ammunition began to fail the defenders, and no moans At La Hayo

of getting either reinforcements or ammunition to them for nition fcdlin^'.

want of any postern was discovered, the Duke, who

was much vexed, had remained till the Enemy's tirailleurs Voxation of

had actually shown themselves round the side of the
^^^^

^ ^^

house, and then had to retire by that gap into the hollow

road and up again on the other side. Finding that it

would be some time before it would come to ray turn to

get through this gap, I turned my horse round, and was

looking at the affair, when he was shot in the breast Lieutenant

and fell with me unable to rise again ; I consequently
j^Qj.gg ^-^^^

left him to die, and followed the horsemen through the "«hile looking

gap on foot. This hollow road must have been an obstacle at La Hayo

of considerable extent, or some of us would have crossed Sainte.

it in another place, but at about three or four hundred

yards, and perhaps less distance from the main road, it

was little or no obstacle, and was frequently passed by

Cavalry. The circumstance of my horse being killed by

a shot at about 200 yards distance from the corner of the

house, which took effect in his breast, also makes me
positive there was no high sharp ridge there like a parapet

parallel to the road in the line of that shot, though there

may have been further to the right; but certainly none to

impede the advance of Cavalry. What is odd, I forget

the far-famed tree altogether; it would be only a small

one.

I do not remember the orchard or garden at the back of

the Haye Sainte, but as it had been a bivouac the night

before it may very likely have been so trodden down and

covered with wet straw, &c., as to have lost all trace. The

abatis had been laid open long before the period of the
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The abat ts\ya.s Battle vou have seized for the purpose of allowiua- Cavalry
nlaccd across "^

.

* ^ o j

to pass, but the trees still lay about the road. If I recollect

rig-ht it was not much of a one at any time.
about 150
yards in rear

of La Haye
Sainte.

—

Ed.
Yours, &c.,

G. W. Cathcart.

No. 16.

Waterloo.

Again dis-

mounted.

Strength of

attacking

C'olumns of

Imperial

Guard.

FROM THE SAME.

2, Letves Crescent, Brighton, 2iih December. 1835.

I rei^ret I cannot attempt to give any information on

the points you mention in your letter of the 21st Novem-
ber, as not sufficiently established to your satisfaction by

the testimonies already in your possession, which might

pretend to sufficient accuracy to be of any use.

I certainly saw the black looking- Columns assembled

and advancing to the attack, and should say that their

appearance was more considerable as they loomed through

smoke and fog than that represented in the sketch you sent

me. I was dismounted by a cannon shot from some of

the Batteries, which were, I suppose, meant to cover this

attack, and therefore had not a good opportunity of

minutely observing their formation or numbers.

It is, of course, the interest of the defeated party to

make their numbers appear to have been as small and in-

adequate as possible. I should think you could not be

wrong in adopting Colonel Batty^s numbers ; he makes

two Columns, together consisting of 13 Battalions. Gour-

gaud, who whether by dictation of Napoleon or not, is

certain to have written the approved version of Longwood

on a subject very often discussed, also admits that there

were two Columns, together amounting to 12 Battalions,

and the story of eight being called off and kept in reserve

and only four engaged is ^^ lean a dire" and excusable

enough for a beaten party—and strictly speaking in such

considerable Columns, not more than four Battalions can

well come in contact, although when such a flank move-

ment as that of General Adam^s Brig-ade is able to take
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effect, the whole concern, reserve und all^ must be involved

in one g-enerul rout und contusion^ which was the result on

the occasion in point.

I think you should allow for a little opening out of

files as well as ranks in a large advancing" column, for of

course, even with better drilled people than Napoleon^s

troops ever had time to be, that is unavoidable, and 2o

inches per man I should think in such wet and slippery-

ground for troops in motion not at all too much, but the

troops formed four deep to receive them have no business

with more than 21 inches. I long to see yovir work com-

pleted.

Believe, &c.,

George Cathcart.

LORD WILLIAM PITT LENNOX.

Cornet Royal Horse Guards, Extra A.D.C. to Major-Gteneral

Maitland.

1, BerJceley Square, London, February 22ncl, 181:3. "M-^-, ij
Memo. ...
Shortly before the battle of Waterloo, I (having

arrived at Brussels from Vienna with the Duke of

Wellington, was appointed Extra A.D.C. to General

Maitland) met with a violent accident by a fall from my
horse in the Park of Enghien, where the Guards were

quartered. My right arm was severely fractured, the sight

of my right eye completely destroyed, and my life

despaired of. While on the sick list at Brussels, the battle

of the 16th took place, and the death of poor Hay of the

Guards, my brother A.D.C, made me anxious to join my
Chief.

Early on the morning of the 18th, my father, the late The Duke of

Duke of Hichmond, left Brussels on horseback, accom-
-w-aterioo

'^

panied by myself, with, as you mention, " my arm in a

sling.-" Upon reaching the village of Waterloo, we saw

Lord Anglesey, who was just mounting his horse. '^We
D 2
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shall have sharp work to-day/' said his Lordship, greeting-

us, or words to that effect. At that moment we heard

some firing, and lost no time in galloping on to the plain.

Our first visit was to Maitland, who would not permit me
to remain with him. A boy of fifteen, with a maimed

arm and weak frame of body, would not have proved a

very available A.D.C.

We then rode up to the hero of the day, and remained

some time with him. During this period the musketry

was so sharp that one of the Duke's Staff urged him to

retire a little. My father and myself then proceeded to

the left of our line, accompanied part of the way by the

late Sir J. Elley. We reached Pieton's Division, and after

some little time, while my father was talking to that or

some other distinguished Officer, the right of the French

Line advanced. We were then urged to retire, but my
father remained, and, turning to me, said, " I'm glad to

see you stand fire so well." This was more than my
horse did, for I expected every moment to be run away

with, probably into the French fire.

After a certain period, there were several charges of

Heavy Dragoons, and I have no doubt whatever but that

my father was the person alluded to by you as addressing

the Inniskilling Dragoons, for no one else in plain clothes

was near the spot. The whole of the morning he talked

to his friends, and made his remarks as if he was on

service, not an amateur. I perfectly remember a very

heavy Officer of some Heavy Dragoon Regiment being dis-

mounted, and being carried to the rear, which must have

been after Ponsonby's charge.

We then again proceeded to the right, but at this time

the firing was so heavy, and the ground so strewed with

the slain, that we retired, and returned leisurely to

Brussels. Two days after the battle, my father and

myself rode over the field.

I have now given you the details in, I fear, an

egotistical manner; but they are correct. I can readily

believe my father was the individual alluded to, not only
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from tlie interest he took in the ]iiittle, Vjut i'njin the cir-

cumstance ot" no other person in plain clothes beinf^ with

or near us. ......
William Pitt Lennox.

Somerset's Cavalry Brigade.

The 1st (Heavy) Cavalry, or Household Bri-

gade, was composed of the 1st and 2nd Life

Guards, the Boyal Horse Guards Blue, and the 1st

or King's Dragoon Guards, and was commanded
hy Major-General Lord Edward Somerset, K.C.B.

The Brigade formed part of the centre Column

of the Cavalry which covered the retreat of the

Army from Quatre Bras on the 17th June. After

passing through Genappe it was drawn up about

600 or 700 yards to the rear of the town, with its

right on the main road.

Lord TJxbridge, having withdrawn the 7th

Hussars from the contest with the French Lancers,

ordered the 1st Life Guards to advance, and charge

the latter. This they j)erformed so effectually as

to drive back the Lancers right through the town

of Genappe.

At Waterloo, the Brigade was posted with its See General

left near to the Brussels-Charleroi c/mussee, about ^'

250 yards in front of the farm of Mont-St.-Jean.

The French first attack on the Allied left centre

was simultaneous with the advance of a large body

of Cuirassiers, which ascended the British position

to the right of La Haye Sainte. The Household

Brigade moved forward to the charge, and over-

threw the Cuirassiers, driving them down the slope,
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across, and along the c/iaussee towards La Belle

Alliance, where the 1st Life Guards suffered

severely from the fire of the French Infantry lining

the high banks of a cutting through which the

road passed.

The 2nd Life Gruards, on the left of the

Brigade, drove a portion of the Cuirassiers across

the cliCLussee to the rear of La Haye Sainte, and

down the slope in front of the right of Kempt's

Infantry Brigade. Here they were joined by the-

King's Dragoon Gruards, who had crossed the road

in front of the farm, and the two Regiments be-

coming mingled with Ponsonby's Cavalry, lost all

regularity in the eagerness of the pursuit.

The Blaes had been originally in support, but

had joined the front line during the charge. They

were, however, kept well in hand, and being com-

paratively in good order, facilitated the drawing off

of the remainder of the Brigade from further

pursuit.

Later in the day, during one of the attacks

on the Infantry Squares by the French Cavalry, a

large body of the latter passed between the Squares

to assail the Allied Cavalry in second line. It was

charged by the Brigade, though with greatly

diminished numbers, and by other Corps, and,

after a sanguinary conflict, driven back through

the Squares, and down the slope of the position.

The Brigade was next employed b}^ Lord Ux-

bridge in repelling a strong Column of French

Infantry, which was advancing against the centre

of the Allied right wing. The Column was at-

tacked, and its advance stopped, but the Brigade,
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across, and along the c/iam-^ee towards La Belle

Alliance, where the 1st Life Guards suffered

severely from the fire of the French Infantry lining

the high banks of a cutting through which the

road passed.

The 2nd Life Gruards, on the left of the

Brigade, drove a portion of the Cuirassiers across

the c/iaussee to the rear of La Haye Sainte, and

down the slope in front of the right of Kempt's

Infantry Brigade. Here they were joined by the-

King's Dragoon Gruards, who had crossed the road

in front of the farm, and the two Regiments be-

coming mingled with Ponsonby's Cavalry, lost all

regularity in the eagerness of the pursuit.

The Blues had been originally in support, but

had joined the front line during the charge. They

were, however, kept well in hand, and being com-

paratively in good order, facilitated the drawing off

of the remainder of the Brigade from further

pursuit.

Later in the day, during one of the attacks

on the Infantry Squares by the French Cavalry, a

large body of the latter passed between the Squares

to assail the Allied Cavalry in second line. It was

charged by the Brigade, though with greatly

diminished numbers, and b}"" other Corps, and,

after a sanguinary conflict, driven back through

the Squares, and down the slope of the position.

The Brigade was next employed hy Lord Ux-

bridge in repelling a strong Column of French

Infantry, which was advancing against the centre

of the Allied Yi^Ait winoj. The Column was at-

tacked, and its advance stopped, but the Brigade,
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in its reduced state, was unable to penetrate it, and

suffered much from its fire.

Towards evening the remains of Somerset's and

Ponsonby's Brigades were united, and drawn up in

single file to make a s/ww of force ; but although

they suffered much from the French cannonade in

this position, they were unable to quit it, as it was

feared that a backward movement for the purpose

of obtaining cover would be followed by the Dutch-

Belgian Cavalry, who were in support, retiring from

the field altogether.

At the close of the Battle, the two Brigades

were so reduced in numbers as to form only one

Squadron, but they nevertheless joined in the

General. Advance.

All the letters refer to Waterloo.

LIEUT.-GENERAL LORD EDWARD SOMERSET,
G.C.B.

Major-General, K.C.B., and Commanding Household Brigade.

Office of Ordnance, Pall Mall, April Uh, 1835. ^q. 18.

I now beg to send you the enclosed Report in reply

to your several Queries, accompanied by as correct a

statement of the general operations of the 1st Brigade

of Cavalry throughout the day, as my recollection will

enable me to give at this distance of time. I hope it

will reach ybu in sufficient time to prevent any incon-

venience, and that it will assist you in completing- your

Model of the Battle.

I remain, &c.,

E. Ed. H. Somerset,

Lieut-Genl.
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"Waterloo.

WATERLOO LETTERS.

Formation of

the Brigade
when the Im-
perial Guard
advanced to

attack the

British right.

See No. 49, p.
100.

Formation of

the French in

front of the

Brigade.

Post of the

Brigade at the

Movements oE the 1st (Household) Brig-ade of Cavalry

at the Battle of Waterloo.

Query 1.—What was the particular formation of the

1st Cavalry Brigade at the moment (about 7 p.m.) when

the French Imperial Guards, advancing to attack the

right of the British forces, reached the crest of the

position ?

Answer.—The 1st Cavalry Brigade and the remains

of the £nd Brigade (which had been ordered to join the

former about three or four in the afternoon, after the

death of Sir William Ponsonby, and at that time com-

manded by Colonel, now Major-General, Sir A. Clifton)

were so much reduced from the severe losses they had

sustained in men and horses, and from various casualties,

that at the period mentioned they formed, together, only

one squadron of about 50 File. Their formation was in

line about 300 yards under the crest of the hill, and nearly

the same distance from the right of the high road leading

from Mont-St.-Jean to La Haye Sainte.

After the repulse of the Enemy's attack, they advanced

to the front, and continued in pursuit until dark. Previous

to the above, a small detachment of the 2-3rd Light

Dragoons, under Major Lautour, had joined the 1st Brigade,

and moved with it in the advance.

Query 3.—What was the formation of that part of

the Enemy's forces immediately in front of the 1st Cavalry

Brigade ?

Answer.—The advance of the Enemy upon this part of

the position was in heavy Columns of Infantry, with

crowds of Tirailleurs in their front, and supported by

Columns of Cavalry, covered by a tremendous fire of

Artillery. ......
In addition to the above information, and in compliance

with the request of Lieutenant Siborne, the following

remarks respecting the positions and movements of the

1st Cavalry Brigade are submitted.

At the commencement of the Battle, the position

assigned to the Brigade was on the right of the high road,
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and in support of the Infiuitiy p()st(;(l on tlie lieig-lit n^-ar commfmcfr-

La Ilaye Sainte, and extendin<^' t'urtlier to the ri<^-ht.
iiattl<;!

About 1 p.m., simultaneously with the attack on the Chargooftho

left of the high road, information having- been received nZ!^nHt\h(;

that a larg-e body of the Enemy's Cavalry (Cuirassiers and J'l'.nch Cuv-

Carabineers) was moving towards the crest of the position timo of D'Er-

near La Haye Sainte, the 1st Cavalry Brigade was im-
J'J"/^^"*

mediately put in motion (the British Infantry forming
,svepian,p..38.

squares or columns in order that it might pass through

the intervals), and advanced in line (the Blues supporting)

to the attack of the Enemy^s Cavalry, which was met on

the ridge of the hill, and was completely defeated and

driven back with considerable loss. In the first instance, the

1st Life Guards had a severe conflict with the Enemy near

La Haye Sainte, where they did great execution, and

succeeded in forcing them back to the opposite height,

pursuing them to the foot of the French j)osition.

The other Regiments of the Brigade were equally

successful, and followed that part of the Enemy to which

they were opposed to a still greater distance, especially the

2nd Life Guards and 1st Dragoon Guards, who, ascending

the position occupied by the Enemy^s Infantry on the left

of the high road, encountered a heavy fire, and sustained

a very severe loss in their retreat. Colonel Fuller, com-

manding the 1st Dragoon Guards, and several Officers and

men of that Kegiraent fell in this attack.

The 2nd Life Guards likewise s-uffered severely.

By this attack, that part of the British position was

completely cleared of the Enemy^s Cavalry.

The Household Brigade having been rallied and formed The Brigade

nearly on their original post, continued in support of the bodv°of

Infantry, until a fresh opportunity offered of their acting Cavahy.

offensively against a considerable force of the Enemy's

Cavalry assembled on the reverse of the hill, and threaten-

ing our position, when after a severe and bloody conflict

the Enemy was checked, and the 1st Brigade retired and

re-formed imder the cover of the hill.

On this occasion the Enemy suffered severely. Colonel
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a Column of

Infantry.
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2nd Life Guards.

Ferrier, commanding" 1st Life Guards^ and Major Packe,

of the Blues, were killed, besides several other Officers and

men.

The next movement of the Household Brigade was to

a part of the position towards the right, where it was

summoned by Lord Anglesey to attack a formidable

Column of the Enemy's Infantry, suppoi-ted by Cavalry,

which threatened the British troops in that quarter. The

attack was made with great gallantry, and succeeded in

cheeking the advance of the Enemy; but the Brigade being

very much reduced in numbers, was unable to penetrate

the Column, which received it with a heavy fire.

After this attack the Brigade rallied and formed upon

its original ground, where it. was joined by the 2nd

Brigade, also much diminished.

About this time there was a considerable space on the

right of the Haye Sainte void of British Infantry, and as

it was threatened by a strong force of the Enemy assembled

under the brow of the hill, the 1st and 2nd Brigades

continued to occupy the interval, exposed to a destructive

fire both of musketry and artillery, from which they

sustained such severe loss that they were at length reduced

to one Squadron, as stated in the beginning of this Report.

Upon the Enemy being finally defeated, the two

Brigades advanced with the rest of the troops till about

9 o'clock, when they halted and bivouacked for the night.

Somerset's
Brigade
joined by
Ponsonby's.

1st and 2nd
Brigades
together re-

duced to one
Squadron at

the end of

the day.

The Brigade
joined in the

General
Advance.

2nd Life Guards.

No. 19.

Waterloo.

Wounded
and taken
prisoner in the

1st Charge.

MAJOR S. WAYMOUTH, UNATTACHED.
Lieutenant 2nd Life Guards.

65, Marine 'Parade, Brighton, Nov. 18th, 1834.

I have the honour of acknowledging the receipt of

your letter of Oct. 29th, and regret extremely that I am
unable to afford any useful aid towards the interesting

work you are engaged in, for as I had the misfortune to be
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wounded and taken prisoner in the first eliar^(j madci by

the Household Brigade, I can say nothing- from personal

knowledge of what took place at 7 o'clock.

Whether I am now going to occupy your attention

with what is utterly useless, I do not know ; but the last

paragraph but one of your letter induces me to mark upon

the plan (as nearly as I can at this distance of time) the

spot where the Household Brigade was stationed at the

beginning- of the Action ; and to this g-rouud, as I am in-

formed, it continually returned after every attack made

by it throughout the day. The 2nd Life Guards was the

left Regiment of the Brigade, and, for better understanding,

allow me to say that my post was commanding its left Commanded

^ ^o c^ ^
left half

half Squadron, Squadron.

In making the charge to which I have alluded, the See Pkn,

right of the Brigade was thrown forward in order to sweep ^'
' >

the high road, along which the Enemy's Columns were

advancing against La Haye Sainte, and by my dotted

lines I wish to give some notion of the direction it took.

As I was posted on the left, I can speak to that dotted

line with more confidence than the other, both as to its

direction and length. In our rear I saw posted for our Line of dircc-

support the Duke of Cumberland's Hanoverian Hussars. *1°^^°^
^F^nd

According to the printed accounts, this Regiment ran away Life'Guaids

into Brussels as we advanced to the charge. I saw road^inrear

Ponsonby's Heavy Brigade also charging along with us, of La Have

in a nearly parallel line on the other side of the road.

Soon after our left had crossed the high road, it became TSTien they

mingled with Ponsonby's right. In the course of their ^^^j^^p^ ^th
charge, every description of the Enemy's Cavalry, both Ponsonby's

heavy and light, were overthrown, and even deep Columns

of Infantry passed through.

As I was taken prisoner in this charge, I am unable to Taken

add anything more of my own knowledge, except the P"*^^^^-

position in which I saw some Cuirassiers and the Red

Lancers; but even in this I may not he jn-ee/-se/_f/ accirrate.

My friend, Major Edward Kelly, who distinguished
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himself very much amongst the 1st Life Guards, and who
afterwards died on Lord Combermere's Staff in India, told

me that as far as he could see down our line to his left,

the Brig-ade, and the Cuirassiers too, came to the shock

like two walls, in the most perfect lines he ever saw ; and

I believe this line was maintained throughout. A short

struggle enabled us to break through them, notwith-

standing the great disadvantage arising from our swords,

which were full six inches shorter than those of the

Cuirassiers, besides its being the custom of our Service to

carry the swords in a very bad position whilst charging,

the French carrying theirs in a manner much less

fatiguing, and also much better for either attack or

defence. Having once penetrated their line, we rode over

everything opposed to us. Major Kelly also told me that

the 1st Life Guards made great slaughter amongst the

flying Cuirassiers who had choked the hollow way, marked

H that its banks were then ci'owued by Chasseurs, who
fired down upon the Life Guards in return, killing great

numbers of them, and that this road was quite blocked up

Conflict

between, the
Brigade
and the

Cuirassiers.

The swords of

the Brigade
six inches

shorter than
those of the

Cuirassiers,

and not so

well carried.

The 1st

Life Guards
amongst the
Cuirassiers.

The cutting

on the

C'haussee.

Their great

loss from tlie

fire of French by dead.
Chasseurs.

^^^ ignorance of the tracks of French Columns, and the

little I know of the formations of our own Army, are

chiefly owing to the circumstance of our being posted in

such low ground that the view of the Enemy was inter-

cepted by the high ridge of La Haye Sainte.

I have, &c.,

S. WayMOUTH.

No. 20.

Waterloo.

In the first

charge part of

the Brigade
passed to the

FROM THE SAME.
TO MAJOR MARTEN, ROYAL DRAGOONS.

London, March 16th, 1837.

My dear Mahten,—I believe you are perfectly correct

in saying that in the first charge one portion of our Brigade

passed by the right and another by the left of La Haye
Sainte. In as far as the extreme left of the Brigade was
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concerned, I can speak without the slig-htest li(!sitation, for nght of 1m

you may remember that I commanded the left half
;i„t/ paii'[!/

Squadron of our Reg-iment and of the JJrigade, and ///_y
tho loft.

recollection is distincl thai, I crossed t/ui road in rear, and j]^*^^^^''-

to the left of La Haye Sainte. And I rein('mber crosHc-d tho

seeing there

—

-i.e., on the left of the road and near its
tiK'rfai''of l!,a

edg-e, a little cottage or hovel occupied by^ I believe, a H^iyo Sainte,

party of the 2nd Light Battalion, King's German Legion,

for it was unroofed, and on one of the remaining rafters I

saw an Otficer of that Battalion (named Gra3me) sitting, it could not

whose name and person were familiar to me although not vf^*^ ,^ '^ Cjrnumo, aH he
acquainted with him. I mention this to show how clear was at La

my recollection still is to that point. AVe^No ^vi'j

Immediately after this I found men of the Royals and P- 406.—Ei>.

Inniskilling Dragoons from Ponsonby's Brigade mingled ;, ,

'

» rt J iD r^ Guards
with ours. Now I cannot pretend to say how many of our mingled with

Regiment, whether a Squadron, or less or more, passed by BriKade?
^

the left of the farm of La Haye Sainte ; but if Captain

Siborne's Model has that hovel marked upon it (which it

probably has not, for it was so small and so pulled to

pieces, that it was not perhaps restored after the Action) ^

the distance from it to the corner of La Haye Sainte may
give a pretty good notion of how many rank and file passed

through that interval.

That the Brigade was divided by La Haye Sainte I

have little doubt from my recollection of conversations I

afterwards had with Kelly whilst he lay wounded in

Brussels, in which he spoke of going down the slope of the

position, and afterwards pressing the rear of the Cuirassiers The 1st Life

whilst they choked a part of the road bounded by high Guards on

,

^ ./ o t]ie high road.

banks, which spot I perfectly remember about half-way

down the hill. The 1st Regiment suffered severely there,

for whilst they were occupied with the Cuirassiers, the

banks were lined by French Chasseurs, who killed a great

many of them by firing down upon them. My belief is

that the 1st Regiment passed by the right of La Haye

Sainte, and skirted round the fence of its orchard, which i

think would bring them into the road a little before this
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Some of the

1st Dragoon
Guards may
also have
crossed the

road to the
rear of La
Haye Sainte.

hollow way. Moreover, I always understood that it was

down the slope of the jwsition to the right of La Haye

Sainte that Major Packe of the Blues was killed.

As I said before, I cannot determine what portion of the

Brigade, nor even of our Regiment, passed to the left of

La Haye Sainte, but the circumstance of my more than

once, during that advance, finding myself near Major

Naylor, of the King^s Dragoon Guards, and to whom I

sj)oke, leads me to suppose that some part of his liegiment

may also have passed to the left. He must have com-

manded a Squadron, probably the left Squadron of the

King's,

Whilst writing the preceding, it occurs to me that in

crossing the road I had to get my horse down a bank of

perhaps some three feet or so, and then to go along the

road some yards before I could find a place to mount the

opposite bank, and that I did so near the aforesaid hovel.

Very truly yours,

S. Waymouth.

FROM THE SAME.

i|^„ 9

1

Grosvenor Street, May 9th, 1837.

Waterloo. I very much regret that many circumstances have com-

bined to prevent my meeting with JNIajor Naylor at home

until yesterday.

1st Charge. I find him very oblivious of all the circumstances con-

' uected with the Brigade on the 18th excepting one, which

I think is satisfactory—viz., the advance of the Brigade to

the first charge. He distinctly remembers that he com-

manded the centre Squadron of the King's, which, as the

Blues were in second line for support, there being two

Squadrons of each Regiment of Life Guards, and three of

the King's, was consequently the centre Squadron of the

Brigade. He remembers that on advancing. Colonel Fuller

placed himself by him, and that the first obstacle they

encountered was the road which runs along the top of the
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ridg-e, that it was too wide to leap, and tlio banks too deep

to be easily passed, and that having crossed it, the next

obstacle was the enclosure of the farm of La Haye Sainte.

Now this seems to agree perfectly with the appearance

of that road as laid down ujjon the plan you sent mc.

He then made towards his left "along with the current Tho King's

of our men, which was setting- that way." He cannot Guanls'^or a

tell how or where he crossed the high road, but you poi'tion of

will observe that this brings him to that part of the cro.se tho

ground where I called to him, but he forgets that

circumstance. He then vvent down the hill still bearing to

his left, till he arrived at an enclosm-e,* a large field in

which were Lancers. Turning from that he made his way
home again round the left of our line. Meantime Colonel

Fuller must, on arriving at the farm of La Haye Sainte,

have turned to his right, for I believe there is no doubt of

his having been killed down the slope of our position, to

the right of La Haye Sainte. From all this I think

we may safely infer that the farm of La Haye Sainte

broke the Brigade at its centre, and that about one-half

passed on each side of it.

Believe, &c.,

S. Watmouth.

nuiin road to

the roar of IjU

Haye Sainte.

FROM THE SAME.

19, Upi^er Grosvenor Street, April Sfli, ISil. JSTo. 22.

Again, I believe Capt. Kincaid^s recollection perfectly Waterloo

correct, of Cuirassiers pouring down that hollow way into

the chaussee pursued by Life Guards, for remember I

always described to you, and I learnt it from Capt. Kelly,

1st Life Guards, that the right and centre of the House-

hold Brigade met the Cuirassiers in perfect line, and this

* Note by writer.—By Major Nayior's description of its distance and

direction, this must be one of the inelosures in rear of the French line, in

the direction of the tillage (I believe Planchenoit) Ipng to the rear and

considerably to the left of La Belle Alliance.

1st Charge.

The right and
centre of the
Brig;^de met
the Cuiras-

siers in perfect

line before the
extreme left

could get into

the line.
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appears to have been before the extreme left co?ild get into

line. I therefore think it very probable that^ when the

struggle immediately following the shock of the two lines

began to turn in our favour, the Cuirassiers in front line,

finding their escape to the rear obstructed by the dense

crowd of their comrades, they should endeavour to get

away by their right, which must have still been com-

paratively open, our left Squadron being not yet in

Some of the line ; and this will account for their rushing down that

escaped by the hollow way as described by Capt. Kincaid. For you will

hollow way m observe that after returnina^ from the movement to the left
rear oi La

_

^
Haye Sainte, by Threes, which took a part of our Brigade across the

c/iaicssee, the right and centre Regiments formed line

by wheeling up Threes to the left, and immediately ad-

vanced to the attack. There being no time to be lost they

were not allowed to wait till the whole was in line, conse-

quently our extreme left being still moving by Threes to

its right after the preceding portion of the Brigade had

formed its line and commenced a forward movement, the

left was obliged to scramble into line as it could, whilst

that Line was every moment getting away from it towards

the front, so that our right and centre may have met the

Cuirassiers, and the latter begun to fly along the hollow

way, whilst the left Squadron, 2nd Life Guards, was

getting into the still advancing Line. You will under-

stand by this what I mean by the Cuirassiers finding

an escape open to them by their right, as well as the

possibility of their having been just before that moment

fired uj)on from the hollow way by the Germans, without

the circumstance having been noted (in the hurry and

bustle) by our Brigade or any one else.

as seen by
Captain Kin-
caid, 95th
Rifles, sta-

tioned on the

other side of

the main road

Very truly, &c.,

S. Waymohth.
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FROM THE SAME.

19, Upiier Grosveiior Street, April 2Uth, 1811. Xo. '2o.

Colonel Marten has at last flown through London, Waterloo,

and I have talked to him of your Model.

He says that havinp;' gained the plain on the left of the

rhaassee, he perceived that we were in front of the RiHes

ahout 100 yards or more, and then he found himself in the

midst of broken bodies of Cuirassiers^ eng-ag-ed in sharp 1st Charge,

conflict with our men, amongst whom our famed Corporal

Shaw was very conspicuous, dealing deadly blows all round

him, and jNIartenis of opinion that he was killed, probably shot

down, near that spot, by a Cuirassier who stood rather Death of Cor-

clear of our left, and occupied himself by shooting our ^^^"^
' ^^'

people with his carbine, taking very deliberate aim.

Very truly, &c.,

S. WAYilOUTH.

FROM THE SAME.

19, JJpper Grosvenor Street, Julij 2nd, 1841. No. .24.

As your letter found me confined to my room, in the Waterloo,

fear of General Hill leaving town without my seeing him, 1st Charge.

I wrote to him on the subject, and he has just called upon

me to talk it over. His impression still is that the Blues

were in first line, but his recollection is not sufficiently

strong for you to rely upon it. . . .

He said, " Why does not Siborne apply to Lord Edward,

that would be the best authority ? " I merely replied,

" Lord Edward is abroad.''^ I would not say any more, as

I considered what you wrote me of his information to you

was imparted to me " confidentially.''^

General Hill says he was close to Major Packe when he :Major Packo,

was killed, leading on a Squadron of the Blues. He was ?^.,\^^
Blms,

run through the body by the Officer leading the French FrenchOfficer.
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Squadron and fell dead immediately, but that was much

later iu the afternoon.

The Blues in

support at

first, after-

wards joining

the front line.

Lord Angle-
soy blamed for

not providing-

adequate sup-

port to the

Brigade in

the charge.

Punishment
of Cumber-
land Hussars.

Upon thinking- the matter over I very much incline to

adopt your opinion of the Blues having been placed in

support on the primary arrangement of the first charge,

and then finding themselves in front line before they almost

knew where they were. The impetuosity with which the

front line swept over the Enemy must have left behind

quite a sufficient number for the Blues to deal with when

they came up, and even to lead them to imagine them-

selves quite in front.

On the other hand, I do not think your argument of

Lord Anglesey's general tactics, nor what he wanted to do

with the Greys in Ponsonby's Brigade, a conclusive argu-

ment. For I remember that, at the time, I often heard

him blamed for having thrown away our Brigade, by

making it charge without an adequate support. You may
also remember that I told you in vaj first letter that before

the first charge, when we were all lying on the ground,

by order of Lord Edward, in order to avoid as much as

possible the effect of the Enemy's cannonade, I saw a

certain Hanoverian Regiment, which we knew as " The

Duke of Cumberland's Hussars," in line in our rear. They

were in rear of the 2nd Life Guards, their left not far

from the chaussce, and immediately in front of the hedge

or skirt of the forest that was between the field of battle

and the village of Waterloo. My thoughts at the time

were what could possess them to sit upon their horses to be

knocked over by cannon balls when they saw our Brigade

upon the ground. I always have understood that this

Regiment was ordered to charge in our support, but that

when we attacked they ran away. I remember seeing the

Regiment afterwards doing duty in Paris as Waggon
Train, assisting the Commissariat, and understood that to be

their punishment, whilst their Colonel was cashiered. So

here you see was a Regiment in support, although it

failed, and would have proved inadequate even with its
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best efforts. The iifst time I can g-efc hold of Sir Horace

Seymour, who was said to have collared the Colonel, I will

ask him.

Believe me, &c.,

S. Waymouth.

FROM THE SAME.

!!>, Upper Grosvcnor St., M<tij Sl.si, 1842. Xo. 2-3.

I have at last succeeded in getting- an interview with Waterloo.

Lord Fitzroj Somerset, but I am sorry to say I have not

been able to learn much from him. I was with him a long

time, and he talked the whole thing over most freely, and

seemed anxious to afford you all the assistance in his power,

but he has only slight recollections of the points in ques-

tion.

I first asked him whether the charge of the two Lord Fitzroy

Heavy Brigades was a combined attack, having the same
collections of"

object, viz., to repulse the French onset upon both sides first charge,

of the cJia ussee ?itt\\Q S2ixx\e time ? He answered he thought

not, and then told me what you had previously, of his

watching the attack upon Kempt, &c. &c.; but when I came

to discuss the matter with him, he very soon entirely aban-

doned it, and said he supposed he must be confounding it

with a second attack upon Kempt, ^'i.e., if there was a second

and similar attack made upon him." He did not at all main-

tain the account j'^ou mention of the two Staff Officers, but

seemed convinced that his memory had failed him.

He has no recollection at all of the 1st Lt. Batt.,

K.G.L. ; indeed he says he does not remember to have seen

it at all, througliont the day, and said he was surprised that

he does not, for it was a Battalion that he was particularly

well acquainted with.

He spoke of the abatis on the chaxissee near La Haye Lord F. Som-

Sainte, and which I think you mentioned to me. He saw
e^^.j^IjI'j.^."^

Lord Edward Somerset returning from that charge on the turning from

other side of the chaussee, i.e., in front of Picton; he had bareheaded,

lost his hat, and was coming back bareheaded. He has He doubts the
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Duke's order- doubts of its beino; the Duke who ordered the Germans
n

Battalion to ^cross the c/uiHssee, because it is perfectly unlike him to

cross the main -wave his hat, and shout hurrali ! His great object alwuys

was not to do anything calculated to shake the steadiness

of the men—he can scarcely believe it of the Duke. I

hinted that the Duke himself could best set that question

at rest. He replied, " Oh, certainly : but it would be im-

possible to ask him, or that he should answer any such

questions. "" After all, he said he was very sorry not to be

able to give you any more effectual aid, but that whenever

he has to talk over that Battle, he finds himself so much

deceived in his recollections, that he cannot rely with any

confidence upon himself, and cannot conceive the possi-

bility of your being able to attain to accuracy, considering

how confiictiug are the statements one continually hears

from persons, all whose testimonies one considers un-

deniable. If you succeed in giving a tolerably correct

representation, it is all you can expect.

When I had finished, I told him what I had written to

you as my supposition that the contradictory statements

respecting the Germans may be reconciled, and he said he

thought it a very reasonable supposition.

However, I have since seen Sir Andrew Barnard, who

came to me yesterda}^, and was also very ready to give me

all the information in his power. He says pretty much

the same as Kincaid, and gives nearly the same account of

the advance of the Enemy against that point, and the with-

drawal of the 9 5th skirmishers. He says f//ere in/.s a secuud

attack upon Kempt about an hour later; that it was not so

formidable, but that their skirmishers (not a Column) in

coitsiderahle bodies came up to Kempt's Brigade ; that he.

Sir A., was wounded at that time, and carried off the field ;

and that he thinks it very probable the Germans might

then have come across the chaussee as they describe, for he

saw Baron Busche there, who commanded that Battalion.

Now, if that second attack was preceded by a heavy

cannonade, and accompanied by a charge of their

cuirassiers, it would seem likely to be the occasion alluded

Sir Andrew-
Barnard, 9.5th

Kifles. See^o.

15S, p. 363.

Says there

was a second

attack on
Kempt (who
succeeded
Picton) about

an hour lati.-r.
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to by Ileisse and Leoiiliardt, if" we coiiM toll liow to dispose

of tliat Battalion durin<^ the first attack.

Sir Andrew says the ahatis on the chiiJiAHia was made

by his people the nig-ht before. On another point he was

very satisfaetory to me. I asked if he saw and remem-

bered my hovel ? His answer was, ^^ I think I ouwht to

remember it, for I saved it from bein<^ entirely pulled

down, when the men had already taken off the thatoh

from the roof to burn ; but the frame of the roof still re-

mained. I slept in that hovel, and Lord Anglesey came

and drank some of my tea in it during" the night of the

17th.'^ .......
Believe me,

S. "Waymouth.

MAJOR MARTEN, ROYAL DRAGOONS.

SuB.-LlEUTEXAXT 2xD LlFE GuAKUS.

Bnghto7i, December 5th, 1834. ^0. -26.

I have, however, great pleasure now in sending you Waterloo,

what little information relating to the 2nd Life Guards at

Waterloo, that my memory (after so long a period) will

bear me out in ; but when I tell you I was then one of the

youngest Cornets, and only seventeen years of age, and the

g"reater part of the day, too, a Serrefile, you will readily

conclude my observations will be chiefly confined to the

immediate movements and situations of my own Regiment.

After the Brigade had taken up the ground, viz., ?// ist Charge.

rear of the right centre of the Armij , which it was destined

throughout the day to support, we remained some time in

close column, then deployed, and were suddenly ordered to 2n'i Life

advance to the charge, the 2nd Life Guards, as I have
the^Cuiin>^-"

before observed, being on the left of the Brigade, with the *iers after

„ . , -P^ o 1
• 1 i

crossin? the
Jvmg s Uragoon Guards on our right. main roa'3.

In descending into the plain from our Infantry position,

we met a line of Cuirassiers which we charged through, but
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I think not till we had crossed the great road near La
Haye Sainte (of course^ I am writing- now of my own
Regiment onIi/)» After passing through the Cuirassiers

(the greater part of whom were killed and wounded in this

charge), we found ourselves in the midst of a routed body

of French Infantr}', who, many of them, threw themselves

on the ground till we had gone over, and then rose and

fired. This circumstance I distinctly remember, and I am
equally confident that all this took place with us on the left

of the Genappe road, from our having to jump over trees

on that road, which I afterwards learned had been placed

there by the 95th Rifles. "Whether the whole Brigade

brought up their right shoulders I know not, but I am sure

we did ; but to continue. After this charge (from wdiich

we suffered so much, particularly in the loss of horses) we

were completely broken, and as many as remained mounted

of the four Troo2)s returned by the left centre of our

position, and reformed in front of a small orchard (I think)

just out of Mont-St.-Jean, and in rear of our original

ground, where we continued a short time, and then were

marched up to the sujDport of the right centre again on

the slope of the hill.

After some little time had elapsed we were ordered to

advance again to the charge, but the French Cavalry

retreated on seeing us approach, and we fell back to our

former ground, where we remained the whole of the rest of

the day until the advance of the Line, when, after marching

some distance over the fields in our front, halted to the

right of a village which was set fire to by either the French

or Prussians, and this, I think, could not have been far

from La Belle Alliance.

I remain, itc,

Thomas Mahten,

Major Royal Dragoons.
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FROM THE SAME (LIEUT.-COLONEL).

Beverley, February 2Zrd,\'ii\:'i. J^q. 27.

In reply to your note of this morning, I can only Watorloo.

assure you that^ alllioiir/h I did not certainlij see Shaw

killed, I am perfectly satisfied that he met his death in the I)'-'ith of

first charge alluded to. It was told me shortly after, and sli^w.

I firmly believe it.

It was said he did not die at the moment, hut received

in that charge several wounds of which he lingered till

night. He could not have been alive the next morning,

because I was ordered, in company with the Assistant-

Surgeon, to collect our wounded, and see them safely con-

veyed to Brussels, which I did, and Shaw was certainly

not one.

As there was a mistake made in our Returns of the Mi.stake in

Battle, I wish you would correct it in your new Book. ^-^^ iiclr\mln.t

Neither the Hon. Captain Irby nor Waymouth were re- fi^t"' the

. Battle,
turned as Prisoners, which they both were, and the latter

toou.nded, but, of course, not known at the time.

Captain Irby I found myself in the town of Nivelles

on my return from Brussels on the 20th, and he told me

he had escaped from the French by hiding himself in a

cellar in which the prisoners had been confined. Way-

mouth did not join for some weeks.

Yours, &c.,

Thomas Mauten.

Royal House Guards, Blue.

GENERAL CLEMENT HILL.

Caftaix axd Lieut.-Colonel Eoyal Horse Gvaeds.

to majoe watmouth.

Hawlcstone, July l-iih, 1S41. Ayj'Q^ 23_

My dear Waymouth,—I fear you will think me long AVaterloo.

in replying to your letter and enquiries about the first 1st Charge,

charffe of the Household Brig-ade at Waterloo ....
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and had only yesterday an opportunity of asking- my
brother Robert his opinion. You know he commanded the

Blues in front Regiment^ and is f/H/te sure we were in the front line, and

not placed in a second to support on that occasion. He
says he distinctly saw the Commanding- Officer of the 1st

Life Guards fall (from a shot) on his riglit as the Brigade

was advancing to the charge, Avhieh may corroborate onr

being in the same line^ and also be an incident for Captain

Siborne to represent in a figure on his Model.

I do not recollect, nor does my brother, what may have

been in a second line to support us, and reg-ret I cannot

send you or Captain Siborne any other information that

might be of use in comj^leting his new Model.

Yours, &c.,

Clp:m. IliiJ,.

Isf OR King's Dragoon Guards.

No. 29.

LIEUT.-COLONEL ROBERT WALLACE,
UNATTACHED.

Captain King's Dragoon Guards.

Yorli, Nov. 19th, 1834.

Waterloo. We certainly passed through a great deal of standing

corn a short time jorevious to the first charge made by the

Household Brigade of Cavalry, to which the 1st Dragoon

Guards belonged, which Corps at the hour of seven o'clock

in the evening were so much cut up, both as to Officers and

men, as to form but a small portion of a Regiment, but

how formed at that particida r moment I cannot with perfect

accuracy state.

With regard to general remarks, as far as my recollection

goes, we were more in contact with the French Heavy

Cavalry than with other troops, and many, I am sure,

rrench Heavy Suffered Severely from the men of the 1st Dragoon
Cavalry than Q^ards, as did ours also from them, many of our men

King's
Dragoon
(iuards ninre

in contact

with the
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liaviii'T' severe sabvc wounds, i)ai'ticulai-]y about tlie face; with other

.
1 1 • < 1 troops; Wih

hut there has been so mucli written upon the sul^ject, and Hi,i,,H K„fi,..rHl

so maiiv anecdotes related that you can be at no loss on ""^''-roly.

this head, and I only regret that I had not the same re-
havir!^'".-

flection at that ix'riod that after years brinj^ to us all, so t-oivod mnny

as to be enabled to g'lve you a more detailed account of wounds.

the occurrences of that eventful day, as far as we were

concerned, with correctness and fidelity.

I have, &c.,

H(jBi:uT Walla CK,

Lieut. -C(d. Unattached.

Poxsonby's Cavalry Brigade.

The 2nd (Heavy) Cavalry Brigade Avas com-

posed of tlie 1st or Eoyal Dragoons, the .2nd or Royal

North British Dragoons, Scots Greys, and the Gth

or Inniskilling Dragoons, hence also known as the

" Union Brigade," and was commanded by Major-

General Sir William Ponsonb}^ K.C.B., who was

killed in the first charge at AVaterloo.

The Brigade, together with the Household

Brigade, formed the main portion of the Centre

Cavahy Column in the Retreat on the 17th June.

After passing through the town of Genappe, it

was deployed on the right of the Brussels-Charleroi

Road, and eno:ao['ed for some time in skirmishini:^

with the Enemy's Cavalry, and checking their

advances, until gradually withdrawn by the road

to the Position at Waterloo.

On the mornino- of the ISth the Brigade was See Gcn.-i-ai

posted on the left of the Brussels road in support or

Pictou's Division, and when D'Erlon attacked the
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latter, it was brought forward through the intervals

of the Infantr}" to charge the French Columns.
.sc.rkn,p.3s. rpi^g Eojals on the right charged and broke

one of the Columns, Captain A. K. Clarke cap-

turing the Eagle of the 105th French Regiment.

The left wing of the 28th Regiment fired into the

Column at the moment the Royals charged it, and

afterwards assisted them in securing great numbers

of Prisoners.

The Inniskillings in the centre advanced further

so as to charo^e two Columns which were movino^

up in support of the others, and similarly over-

threw them, and captured an immense number of

Prisoners.

The Greys had been ordered to support the

other two Regiments, but had prcA^iously been

moved to the left rear of the Brigade, for the

purpose of obtaining more cover from the French

cannonade, so that, on advancing, they found in

their direct front the head of a French Column
establishing itself on the Wavre Road. The Greys

therefore, after passing through the intervals of

the Infantry, at once charged this Column, and

dispersed it. Sergeant Ewart capturing the Eagle

of the 45th French Regiment. The 92nd High-

landers joined in the Charge, both Regiments

mutually cheering each other, and shouting, "Scot-

land for ever !

" They also secured great numbers

of Prisoners.

The Brigade, after overthrowing the French

Infantry, lost nearly all regularity, and galloped

madly up to the French Position, notwithstanding

all the efforts of the Officers to prevent it, and began
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sabreing the (xunners and stabbing tlie horses of the

Enemy's Batteries. But they were now attacked

by a body of French Lancei's, and their horses

being blown and exhausted, they suffered severely

in their confused retreat to the British Position.

In this Charge, 3,000 Prisoners were taken,

2 Eagles captured, and from 30 to 40 Gruns put

hors de comhat for the greater part of the day.

Subsequently, the Brigade was moved to the

right of the road, where it was employed in giving

.support to the Infantry stationed there, and occa-

sionally in making a forward movement to check

the advancing French troops.

Towards evening it was united with Somerset's

Brigade, and the two were employed as described

in page 39.

No. 34 refers to the March on Quatre Bras.

Nos. 30 and 34 to the Petreat on the ITtli

June, and the remainina- Letters to Waterloo.

COLONEL SIR DE LACY EVANS, K.C.B.

Major 5th W. 1. Regiment, and Extra A.D.C. to Sir William

PuN^ONKY.

Oct. UtJi.

On the 17th, after the Infantry, &e.^ had retired^ or A^q 39^

were retiring-, and when the time arrived for the Cavahy Retreat from

to commence their retrograde movement, I was ordered to i^-iu^tie Bms.

accompany Sir John Elley, the Adjt. General of the Cav-

alry, to Genappe to examine and report on that defile, bur

chiefly to select a position on the open high ground above

it towards the Waterloo side, for the whole of the Heavy

Cavalry and some Horse Artillery to form on immediately
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as they should clear Geuappe. This was under the orders

of Lord AugleseV; and Sir J. Elley and myself remained

between that hig-h gTouud and Genappe directing' the heads

Gcnapiic. of the Regiments to the ground they were to form on, as

they successively debouched from Genappe.

The Household Brigade formed up with their right on

Formation of the main road facing* the Enemy—the Heavy Brigade with

jind Ponson- their left towards the road^ but extending considerably

hy's Brigades tow^irds their right.

You are aw^are that the 7th Hussars attempted un-

Char!2:es of successfully to cheek the head of the French Column of

and 1st Life Cavalry as it debouched from Geuappe. Lord Anglesey
Guards. then detached to their support a Squadron of the House-

hold Brigade^ which was more successful.

But our retreat was continued at short intervals, ii.

good order—slight skirmishing—and without being pressed,

except in the instance I have mentioned. Such is my im-

pression. I remained with the Household Brigade till we
got near the Waterloo position.

I therefore do not know so w^ell as others who were

closer to them what Sir Wm. Ponsonby^s Brigade had to

do. But I do not think they [had] much to do.

In haste, ^c,

D. L. EvAKS.

FROM THE SAME.

^Q 3]_ Bnjanf:fo)ie Square, Sept. 1st. 1S^9.

Waterloo. You have placed the Inniskillings in your plan ?/t,

/'Vr Plan, p. 38. adrance of the Boyals and Greys. I incline to think the

three Regiments charged nearly in line. I myself was

with the right of the line, and I should think the Greys

and Royals were rather more engaged than the other

Regiment. These two last Regiments took an Eagle each^

and you will see that their loss of men and Officers was

much greater, especially the Greys.
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The Bi-ifjade was in a hollow in order to screen them i ^t f .liar^'c-.

from cannon fire before the eharg'e. As the Enemy
advanced np to the crest of th'' position on their side, the

Heavy ]?rig"ade was also moved up on onr:^. Our Jirij^ade

came np to one hundred yards in rear of the little sunken

road and hedge. I communicated the order for this move-

ment myself. We waited there for a few minutes till the

head of the Enemy^s Column had just crossed the sunken

road— as I understood—to allow our Infantry to pass

round the flanks of SqnadronSj and also that the Enemy
should be a little deranged in parsing the road, instead of

our being so, had we charged across the road.

The Enemy^s Column, near which I was, on arriving Disordered

at the crest of the position seemed very helpless, had very l-^Vnch

little fire to give from its front or Hanks, was incapable of atbicking

deploying, must have already lost many of its Officers in

coming up, was fired into, close, with impunity, by

stragglers of our Infantry who remained behind. As we

approached at a moderate pace the front and flanks began

to turn their backs inwards ; the rear of the Columns had

already begun to run away. The Brigade [? Division] you

speak of under Sir T. Picton (and afterwards Sir J. Kempt)

were successful, as your letter states, but the Infantry in

our front had, I think, been obliged to yield. At all events

it passed round our flanks.

In going down the hill the Brigade secured about 2,000 ->000 Prison-

Prisoners, which were successfully conducted to the rear by

parties of the Inniskillings, as far as I recollect. The

Enemy fled as a flock of sheep across the valle}'—quite at

the mercy of the Dragoons. In fact^ our men were out of

hand. The General of the Brigade, his Staff, and every Disordered

Officer within hearino-, exerted themselves to the utmost to t!'\^®
,

re-form the men ; but the helplessness of the Enemy offered Exertions of

too great a temptation to the Dragoons, and our efforts lemeJv^t.^
'

were abortive.

It was evident that the Enemy's reserves of Cavalry

towards [? Planchenoit] would soon take advantage of our

disorder. Anticij)ating this, I went back for a moment to
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where Sir James Kempt was, to ask him to advance to

cover our retreat, which appeared inevitable. He told

me he would advance a couple of hundred yards, but

that he could not quit the position altogether without

orders. Besides, it was evident Infantry could not

do it.

It was Vandeleur^s Light Cavalry Brigade on the left

which perhaps could have been useful at the moment by a

more forward movement. But I did not see it. I

g-alloped back to Sir William Ponsonby. The Dragoons

were still in the same disorder, cutting up the remnant of

the dispersed Infantry. We ascended the first ridge occu-

pied by the Enemy, and passed several French cannon, on

our right hand towards the road, abandoned [on] our

approach by their gunners, and there were some French

Squares of Infantry in rear.

The French Lancers continued to advance on our left in

good order. If we could have formed a hundred men we

could have made a respectable retreat, and saved many ;

but we could effect no formation, and were as helpless

against their attack as their Infantiy had been against

ours. Everyone saw what must happen. Those whose

horses were best or least blown, got away. Some
attempted to escape back to our position by going round

the left of the French Lancers. Sir William Ponsonby

was of that number. All these fell into the hands of the

Enemy. Others went back straight—among whom myself

—receiving a little fire from some French Infantry towards

the road on our left as we retired.

It was in this part of the transaction that almost the

whole of the loss of the Brigade took place. But this last

occurrence took place about three hundred yards at least in

advance of the farthest line of the square or parallelogram

marked on the map you have sent me, and accordingly the

spot where Sir William Ponsonby fell, and his body was

found by us next morning, was about five hundred yards in

front of the centre of the Brigade as marked in the square

of your plan, on the ridge to which I have before alluded.
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and on wliich the Enemy had, I think, occasionally their

advanced Batteries in the early part of the Battle.

Tliis is the notion or recollection that I have of the

affair.

I saw nothinf^ of the Bel<^ian Li<^ht Dragoons in the

melee. The Dutch Belgian Infantry yielded with slight or

no resistance to the advancing Columns, and got quickly to

the rear ; and not in the stubborn, reluctant, deliberate

way of our Infantry. I don't recollect anything of the

Dutch Artillery at that moment. Our Artillerymen, as

well as Infantry, kept firing into the Columns as long as

possible. I think at the moment of the collision between

the Heavy Cavalry and the French Columns there was a

pause of everything else, and I think our Artillery Officers

and men were standing near and about, but not close to, or

serving their Guns. The 33nd and 79th had rer/ained their

position, as we chai'ged past their left, but I am certain

their position was some fifty or a hundred yards in front of

the hedge, and not in rear of it.

I remain, &c.,

D. L. Evans.

The Guns a.s

\s-oll as In-

fantry kopt

firing into the

Columns till

the last mo-
ment hofon-

the Charge.

FROM THE SAME.
(No date) Xo. 32.

As to the Inniskillings being in front, I dare say you are Waterloo,

right. I only offered you my impressions, and I confess I 1st Charge,

think I saw as much of what was going on on that occa-

sion as most other individuals.

As to the person who took off his hat as a signal from

the crest of the hill for the Brigade to advance, I venture

to think I was myself the individual who did so. It

occurred thus : I accompanied Sir William Ponsonby to the

crest to ascertain the proper time for the Brigade to

come up. At the moment when he appeared of opinion

this should be done, he himself met with a trifling inter-

ference. The Enemy just then redoubled their cannon fire

Signal to rd-

vanee made
bv ilajor

Evans.
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ag-ainst the crest. The General was mounted on a

secondary untrained horse, and some round sliot frightened

the horse, and his cloak, being loose, Hew off. He
dismounted for a moment to get his cloak restored to its

place. It was in that interval that he instructed me to

make the signal alluded to.

But I think it signifies nothing which Regiment is in

front. You speak of the difficulties you have in reconciling

different accounts of eye-witnesses. This is only what in-

variably occurs. There is scarcel}" an instance, I think,

of two persons, even though only fifty yards distant

from each other, who give of such events a concurring

account.

As to Colonel Gurwood's account of 1,123 sabres, I

dare say it is all very right as a Return, but the 1,123

sabres were not on the field according to my humble

recollection and belief.

You are rightly informed that Sir William Ponsonby

did his best to prevent the further advance up the opposite

ridge and towards the left of the French cannon, and so

did all the Ofllcers of any discretion about him ; but finding

that we were not successful in stopping the troops, we

were forced to continue on with them in order to continue

our exclamations to halt, as we all, except I suppose the

CornetSj saw what would happen.

Faithfully, Szc,

D. L. Ev.ixs.

No. 38.

FROM THE SAME.

Ilarrogute, Augns'' 2Cj'(7, I8i2.

"Waterloo -'- tlon't think the Enemy advanced more than five or

D'Erlon's first ten yards on our side of the road. By the sudden appear-
"^*'''^''- ance and closing of our Cavalry upon them (added to their

became naia-^
previous Suffering from musketry and grape), they became

lysed by the quite paralysed and incapable of resistance, except
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occasionally, individually a little. What fidlowed 1 think Kii'Wf;n ap-

j , , ,
P

l»tur.xn(:i: of
i touched on belore. the Cavalry.

I am unable to inform you as to Picton's horse.

Poor Sir William Ponsonl)y micrht pcrhai)S have been Sir William

spared to his country had he been better mounted. He ^^^^^^
rode a small bay hack. He had a handsome chestnut

charg-er, which he meant to mount when real business

began, but the g-room or Orderly who had charge of the

chestnut was not forthcoming- or within call at the moment

the General wanted his horse.

As to myself, I was well mounted on a powerful, nearly

thoroughbred bay g-elding. He received a considerable

sabre wound from near the eye to the mouth, but his action

was not impaired by it. I, however, changed him on

g-etting back to the position for a brown mare, which, how-

ever, was very soon after shot by a musket ball, and I lost

her. The bay soon recovered; but for this gossiping I

have only to plead the excuse of your inquiry.

Very, &c.,

D. L. EvAXs.

The 1st Royal Dragoons.

COLONEL A. K. CLARK KENNEDY, C.B., K.H.,

7th dragoon guards.

Captain A. K. Clark Kexxedy, Eoyal Dragoons.

Rough Memorandum of the Movements of the Royal 'No. 34.

Dragoons on June 16th and 17th, 1815.

The Royal Dragoons, who had been quartered for about March on

three weeks at Ninove and the immediate neighbourhood^ 15^^_

were aroused on the morning of June 16th by the trumpets

sounding to turn out about four o^clock. The Troops

were got together as quickly as possible, and three days'

biscuits, &c., having been issued to the men, the Regiment
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was immediately put in motion (if I mistake not), in the

first instance in the direction of Ath (by way of Gram-

mont), near = which • the Bi-ig-ade, • Ist, 2nd, and 6th

Dragoons, united under the command of Major-General

Sir William Ponsonby.

After the direction of our march had been three or four

times changed, and there had been several halts in the

course of the day, the Brigade moved towards evening

upon Quatre Bras, where it arrived about dusk, having

marched somewhere about fifty miles.

All firing, except a little skirmishing (in the wood

which had been retaken by the Guards) , having ceased, the

Royals bivouacked for the night in an open field a little in

rear of the houses of Quatre Bras, the horses being linked

in column, saddled and bridled, the Officers and men lying

or standing by them. The night proved a fine one.

It having been ascertained next morning that the

Prussian Army had retired during the night from Ligny,

&c., the British Army commenced a similar movement on

the morning of the 17th, the Cavalry being drawn out and

advanced a little to mask the retreat of the Infantry.

My Squadron was ordered to the Inn of Quatre Bras to

assist in conveying as many of the wounded men to the

rear as were able to bear the motion of a horse, and a con-

siderable number were removed in this manner to the rear

of the position at Waterloo, though several that were

severely wounded were necessarily left behind.

The other two Squadrons, under the command of Lieut.-

Colonel Dorville and Major (afterwards Lieut.-Colonel)

Radclyffe, remaining and retiring shortly afterwards

towards the position, where they arrived a little before

dusk along with the other Cavalry, Avhich had been cover-

ing a slow and orderly retreat, during the greater portion

of which, from Genappe to Waterloo, the left Squadron

under Colonel Badclyffe was warmly engaged skirmishing

with the Enemy^s advanced guard of Cuirassiers who

pressed them hotly, frequently collecting with the

apparent intention of charging, but never venturing to

Retreat on
17th.

Conveyance of

the wounded.

Skiraiishing

with the Cuir
assiers.
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do so during" the regular and orderly retreat of about five

miles.

Having" given up the wounded men, my Squadron Arrival at

rejoined the Regiment on its arrival on the crest of the ^^^^^.tIoo.

position, and the firing having" ceased, the Cavalry was

withdrawn behind the Infantry, and we bivouacked for the

night without any shelter whatever ; and a miserable one

enough we passed, the rain having descended in torrents

from about two or three o'clock on the 17th.

We remained quiet until about half past eleven or Jloming of

eleven o'clock, when the Brig-ade moved and formed line
^

in the hollow about a quarter of a mile in rear of the crest

of Sir Thomas Picton's Division, where it remained until

brought forward, about twelve or half-past twelve, shortly

before the charge of the Count D'Erlon's Corps took place,

and that, I think, must have been somewhere about one

o'clock or a little sooner, but I cannot be certain as to time.

A. K. C. Kennedy,

Lieut.-Colonel 7th Dragoon Guards.

FROM THE SAME.

Cahir, April 13th, 1825. No. 35.

I fear I have little to communicate on the subject of Waterloo,

the 1st Dragoons at Waterloo that will prove useful to

your interesting" work, as I cannot of my own knowledge

speak to the position of the Royal Dragoons after a quarter Twice

past six p.m., or a little later, about which hour I was
^^o^gg'^*^

obliged to leave the field, having been a second time killed under

wounded, and had two horses killed under me.

At this time, as nearly as I can judge, the Regiment, About a

reduced to one Squadron, stood where I have drawn the e^^.^!^
^'^

line No. 1, with the remains of the Inniskillings and Position of

„ . ,. • 1 p mi T 1 /
Eegiment

ijrreys m Ime on its left. The troops opposed to them (as about 350

far as the nature of the ground allowed me to see) was a ^^^,^^* ^?}^^
*=>

/ right ot the
very heavy Column of Infantry, the head of which only main road,

F 2
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Infant^}^

was fully in sight, with a weak body of Cavalry. Both

Columns were covered by skirmishers, and supported by

Guns firing" grape or canister shot, from which, as the

range was short, we suffered very severely, being

necessarily greatly exposed, the Brigade being drawn up

in line in front of the crest of the rising ground for the

purpose, as was generally thought, of giving confidence to

In support of a large body of Belgic"^ Infantry formed in square under

the command of, and where, I believe, the Prince of

Orange was wounded. The fire upon this Square, which

stood about two hundred yards in advance, and about one

hundred to the right of the Royals, was very severe,

and it suffered greatly, chiefly from shells which now and

then shook it a good deal, but they always re-formed on the

Cavalry making an advance in their support, and, I believe,

maintained its ground until the General Advance of the

Allied Army took place about seven o^clock, by which time,

I have been informed by Captain Phipps (now Lieut.

-

Colonel Unattached) that the Brigade which had remained

on nearly the same position since about four p.m., was

reduced to one Squach'on onlj/.

As far as my memory will serve me—but at this dis-

tance of time I may fall into error—I have marked the

different operations of the Royals on the 18th of June.

No. 2 is the position of the Regiment (Right of Major-

Brigade until General Ponsonby^s Brigade) from about eleven o^clock
s arge.

until twelve or half-past twelve, when it advanced by

Threes from the flanks of half-Squadrons to No. 3, where

it wheeled into line by command of the Marquis of

Anglesey, and, together with the Inniskillings on its left,

and Greys supporting in second line, charged and drove

back the Count D'Erlon's Corps, the head of whose Column

had crossed the double hedge and road, and had passed

several of the British Guns placed behind the hedge, and

vyhich for the moment had been abandoned by the gunners.

Sec General
Plan, No. 1,

Position of

See Plan,

p. 38.

* An error. No Belgians were on the spot indicated. They were

Germans, probably Nassauers or Brunswickers.

—

Ed .
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No. 4 is the extent of the successful charge made by Kxt/nt of

about nine hundrad swords, which cost the Enemy,
Ymv:\(<)IV):,\.\\.

independent of killed, nearly 2,000 prisoners and two I'"i';nch It<,gt.

Eag-les, the bearer of one of whicli, the 105th, was run ;joo yanlH k-ft

throuo-li the body by me somewhere about the letter E. I '>^ fj'irden of
^ J J

^
la. Ilaye

commanded the centre Squadron. The other Eagle was Sainto, and

taken by Sergeant Ewart, of the Greys. Vvlnut
'"

No. 5 is the small wood to which the Brigade retired to Wuvre Road.

re-form, and where it continued until about half-past tliree

p.m., where it was ordered to move to the left [? right] of

the Brussels road to No. 6, from where it advanced to

No. 1, within fifty or a hundred yards of which it remained

until the General Advance at seven o^clock.

I have, &c.,

A. K. Clark Kennedy,

Lieutenant-Colonel 7th Dragoon Guards,

Late Captain Boyal Dragoons.

FROM THE SAME.

Leeds Barracks, June 18th, 1839. No. 36

In reply to yours of the 9th, received a few days ago Memorandum
I have endeavoured to give as correct answers as I possibly Waterloo,

can to your questions, though I am afraid any information

I can give will be of little service to you.

Do not consider it conceit on my part, but I cannot, as Importance

an individual concerned, think that justice has been done ^^* Charge

to that charge, and I ask you as an Officer of experience

how long the British Army could have held its position if

the Count D^Erlon''s Corps had been able to occupy the

ridge that the head of their Columns had gained ?

I may be in error, but I cannot help thinking it the Thinks it the

most critical moment of the day. But we had lost our moment^f'

General, there was no one to speak for us, and the Duke the day.
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did not see the charge himself, his hands being at that

time quite full enough^ I believe, on the right centre.

Yours truly,

A. K. Clark Kennedy,

Lieutenant-Colonel 7th Dragoon Guards.

1st Charge. Memorandum—Royal Dragoons at Waterloo.

Until within about a quarter of an hour of the charge

of General Ponsonby^s Brigade on the Count D'Erlon's

Corps, the Brigade had been standing in line in the hollow

behind La Haye Sainte, with their right about 250 yards

on the left of the Brussels road.

The cannon shot that passed over the crest of the ridge

beginning to fall pretty fast, the Brigade was advanced

slowly towards the ridge by the Troops wheeling to the

left, and taking ground to the right by the flank march of

Threes.

On arriving very near the top of the ridge the Column

fronted, and halted for perhaps four or five minutes.

Lord Angle- The Marquis of Anglesey came up at speed (appar-

Eoyals and ently from the Household Brigade on the right) , wheeled
Inniskillings ^|^g Royals and Inniskillings into line, and ordered them to
to chcirge. "^

. °
. .

-p , 1 J charge, the Greys formmg a second line m support.

Inniskillings At this moment many of the Artillery (I believe all)

Greys in sup- Were ordered to leave, or did leave, their Guns, which were

poi't- stationed behind the hedges, and they passed through the

intervals of our Squadrons. The Infantry that, I pre-

sume, 'had previously lined the hedges, were wheeled by
The left wing Sections to their left, and were firing on the lefl, ilank of
of tho 28th </ •/

fired on the the French Column, the head of which had at this time
Column, thc^ passed both hedges ^mcheched, as far as I could perceive, and

had passed were advancing rapidly. From the nature of the ground

of the Wavre ^^ *^^^ ^^^ ^^® each other until we were very close, perhaps

road. eighty or ninety yards. The head of the Column appeared

to be seized with a panic, gave us a fire which brought

down about twenty men, went instantly about and en-

deavoured to regain the opposite side of the hedges; but
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we wore upon and iirnong".st tliem before this could be '^^'> li^^yalH

effected, the whole Column fretting* into one dense mass, tho (Jolurnn in

the men between the advancin*^ and retiring- parts gettinf^ thrown into

so jammed together that the men could not bring down

their arms, or use them effectively, and we had nothing

to do but to continue to press them down the slope, the

right Squadron of the Royals naturally outflanking them,

as the centre one (which I commanded) also did to a

certain degree.

We continued to press on, and went a little further Carried too

than we ought to have done, perhaps, getting under the ^^'

fire of fresh troops stationed on the opposite height, and

losing a good many men.

About half-way between the two positions we en-

deavoured to collect our Squadrons as well as we could

;

but we were so much scattered that few could be got to-

gether, and with these few we retired slowly towards our

own position, under a pretty severe fire, driving as many
Prisoners before us as we could.

No Cavalry was opposed to that part of the Xo Cavalry

Brigade with which I was; but I was told that the
^T/zI^'of the^^

left suffered greatly when retiring from an attack of Brigade.

Lancers.

Our Infantry, which we had passed at the hedge, now Support of

proved of essential service to us. They had formed small ^ ^^ ^'

bodies or squares following in the rear of the charge, and

not only checked pursuit, but without their support and

assistance I am satisfied we should not have got back so

well as we did, and certainly we could not have secured

one-half of the Prisoners taken in the charge. Many who

had surrendered effected their escape, yet above 2,000 were

secured and sent to the rear.

The French on this occasion behaved very ill, many of 111 conduct

our soldiers falling from the fire of men who had
soi(iiers.

surrendered, and whose lives had been sjiared only a few

minutes before. I had a narrow escape myself. One of

these men put his musket close to my head and fired, a

sudden turn of the head saving my life, the ball taking off
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the tip of my nose instead of passing through the head, as

was kindly intended.

But to reply to your questions as 'U'ell as, at this dis-

tance of time, I can.

The heads of the French Columns, which appeared to

me to be nearly close together, had no appearance of having

been repulsed or seriously checked. On the contrary, as I

mentioned before, they had forced their way through our

The heads of Hue—the heads of the Columns were on the Brussels side

were on the of the double hedge. There was no British Infantry in the
Brussels side immediate front that I saw, and the line that had been, I
of the Wavre . .

road. presume, behind the hedges (for I did not see it until the

moment of charging) was wheeled by sections or divisions

to the left, and was firing on the left flank of the left

Column as it advanced.

Critical result In fact, the crest of the height had been gained, and the
of the Charge. , e r^ ^ • • i ^ •,

charge ot Cavalry at the critical moment recovered it.

Had the charge been delayed two or three minutes, I feel

satisfied it would probably have failed, and you, I daresay,

are well aware there were no Infantry in reserve behind

that part of the position, though there were on the

Brussels road.

The pause after wheeling into line did not exceed a few

seconds. The left of my Squadron (the centre one) being

already in front of part of the Enemy^s left Column, I

brought it more so, and clear of our own Infantry, by

inclining a little to the left. How the others got on I

cannot say. I came in contact with the head of the

Column on the Brussels side of the hecjo-es as it was ffoinff

about, after having given us a destructive fire at a distance

No prepara- of perhaps fifty yards. No preparation appeared to be

thTFrench to
™^^^G to receive Cavalry, nor do I think there could have

receive been, as there was not above a hundred yards to o-o over
Cavalry

j tr>

after ive saw each other.

The line was quickly lost where I was, the two

Squadrons (I can only speak of the 1st and 2nd)

endeavouring to keep collected to their own centres as

much as possible, and getting round the Column as it
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retired n^raduiilly, inclinin*'' and f^ainint^ <^Toniid to the

front and left.

I can give no account of the 3rd Squadron. I rather

think it charg-ed the front near the ]*]nemy^s i'i<»'ht, which

must naturally have brought it and the Inniskilling-

Dragoons round the opposite flank to where I was.

The charge took place on the crest, not on the slo/je of

the ridge, though it was followed up to the hollow ground

between the two positions.

The Greys (2nd line) must have charged immediately Greys join

after the 1st line, at least, they were up and mixed with

the Royals long before we got half-way down the slope.

No Cavalry checked the right flank of the Brigade. It

retired from exhaustion, and from getting under the fire

of fresh troops on the opposite ridge. It was not attacked

in retiring, only fired upon. The left of the Brigade, I

understood, was followed and suffered severely from a body

of Lancers, but I did not see it.

Sir John Vandeleur^s Brigade of Light Cavalry, which

had been stationed more to the left of the Line, and under

the ridge, moved to the right, advanced, and took up a

position about one hundred and fifty or two hundred yards

on the Brussels side of the double hedge. We retired Eetired

behind them, re-formed in t/vo Squadrons (Lieut.-Colonel Vandeleur's

Dorville and myself), and remained dismounted near a Bj^oa<ie.

small wood in rear of the position until about three o\*lock Brigade

11 T
• ^ n J.1

moved to the
or halt-past, when we were ordered to the right or the rigiit of the

Brussels road, and placed in line on the crest of the position Brussels road.

in rear of and rather to the left of the large Square of

Foreign Infantry in which the Prince of Orange was

wounded.

This was the most trying duty of the day. The

Brigade, with the exception of two or three advances to

check the Enemy's movements, and to encourage the

Belgic* Square to keep together, being the greater part of

* Sec note, p. 68.
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the next three hours pevfectlij stationary, and suffering

severely from grape and musketry.

At the time I left the fields a little before seven (having

received a second wound), the Regiment was reduced to one

Squadron, and we had sent out a few skirmishers to meet

those of the Enemy, more for the purpose of occupying the

men than from any good they could do. At this time the

Household Brigade was in line a little to our right, and

about one hundred and fifty yards more retired from the

front than we were.

Of the glorious Advance which took place almost

immediately after I was obliged to leave the field, I, of

course, know nothing.

A. K. Clark Kennedy,

Lieut. -Colonel, &c.

No. 37.

Waterloo.

1st Charge.

The Greys
should have
been a sup-

porting line.

FROM THE SAME.

Leeds, July Uth, 1839.

I also met Lieut.-Colonel Phipps, then a Captain com-

manding a half of the right Squadron of the Royals. He
assures me that the right Squadron (commanded by Lieut.

-

Colonel Dorville) passed through the 32nd Regiment.

He had some conversation with an Officer of that Corps

(Major Haynes), and was some time with them, his

horse having been killed at the hedge where the other

Captain (Windsor) and several men and horses fell.

If the Greys did not form a supporting line, which

it now appears to be almost certain they did not, they

ought to have done so. Colonel Phipps was close to the

Marquis of Anglesey when he ordered the Brigade to

wheel into line, and he heard him distinctly say, '' The

Royals and Inniskillings will charge, the Greys support.^^

Sir "William Ponsonby was in front of the Inniskillings.

I also saw Lieut.-Colonel Wyndham (then a Cornet) [in

the Greys] in town. He tells me he does not think they
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ever formed a second line, but lliat they may have

doubled a little behind the Inniskilling.s in the advance,

on account of the nature of the ground. I confess that,

until after reading your last notes, I never had a doubt

on the subject.

I did not see the Eagle and Colour (for there were Capture of

two Colours, but only one with an Eagle) until we had ^^'^ ^^^^^^

"^

been probably five or six minutes engaged. It must, I French Ke^-

should think, have been originally about the centre of

the Column, and got uncovered from the change of

direction. When I first saw it, it was perhaps about

forty yards to my left and a little in my front. The

Officer who carried it and his companions were moving Towards site-

in the direction O, with their backs towards me, and
1^

gg^*^ '

endeavouring to force their way into the crowd.

I gave the order to my Squadron, " Right shoulders

forward, attack the Colour/^ leading direct on the point

myself. On reaching it, I ran my sword into the Officer^s

right side a little above the hip joint. He was a little

to my left side, and he fell to that side with the Eagle

across my horse's head. I tried to catch it with my
left hand, but could only touch the fringe of the flag,

and it is probable it would have fallen to the ground,

had it not been prevented by the neck of Corporal

Styles' horse, who came up close on my lefi at the instant,

and against which it fell. Corporal Styles was Standard

Coverer; his post was immediately behind me, and his

duty to follow wherever I led. When I first saw the

Eagle I gave the order, " Right shoulders forward, attack

the Colour,'' and on running the Officer through the body

I called out twice together, " Secure the Colour, secure

the Colour, it belongs to me." This order was addressed

to some men close to me, of whom Corporal Styles was

one. On taking up the Eagle, I endeavoured to break

the Eagle from off the pole with the intention of putting

it into the breast of my coat ; but I could not break

it. Corporal Styles said, " Pray, sir, do not break it," on
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which I re lulled, " Very well^ cany it to the rear as fast as

you can, it belongs to me."

What became of the other Colour without the Eagle I

know not, but it is rather singular that I last autumn saw

a dark blue silk flag with the words 105"*^ Bcgiment

(Vlnfcmferie de Ligne in gokl letters upon it in the hall

purporting to at Abbotsford along with other military curiosities. How
have belonged .

''

to the 105th it got there I could not learn, the present Sn* Walter
French Kegi- gcott telling me he had no knowledge of how it got
ment.

_ _

"
_

* _
="

into his late father^s possession, or where it came from.

Could this have been the very flag that was along with

the Eagle, or was it only a camp colour ? The flag of the

Eagle was red, white and blue ; this all blue.

Saw a blue
silk flag at

Abbotsford

The Brigade Please to recollect that none of the Brigade took their
took no stand- . ir.
ards into the ofandards into the iield, they were left at home by order.
Field. .......

Yours, &c.,

A. K. Clark Kennedy,

Lieut.-Colonel 7th Dragoon Guards.

No. 38.

Waterloo.

1st Charge.

French left

Column
pro\dou8ly

repulsed by
Kempt's
Infantry.

FROM THE SAME.

Leeds, July 27th, 1839.

Until your last, I had no idea that the attack of the

left French Column had been met and repulsed by part of

Sir James Kempt^s Brigade before we gained the crest of

the ridge, or could see what was going on in front; and it

is excusable, my mistaking in the momentary view I had

of our Infantry crossing the hedges in apparently great

confusion (in returning from their successful attack for

the purjDOse of re-forming) for an involuntary movement

before an advancing Enemy, the head of one of whose

Columns had gained the height on my immediate left.

That at the time we wheeled into line our Infantry

were in the act of crossing the hedges I am certain,

but whether they formed in rear of them, or immediately
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advanced and re-formed in front, I cannot say, but there

was apparently great confusion at the moment.

The Brig-ade was most g-allantly supported by the The Bngado

Infantry, both in advancing and in retiring, by numerous
th^'^infantry.

small squares or parties of from ten, to twenty, or thirty

men each, who came down the slope of the hill after us.

Several of those parties were Highlanders, but whether

42nd, 79th, or 92nd, I cannot say, perhaps some of them

all and other Regiments, for as I mentioned in a former

letter, troops of various descriptions got mingled together.

One instance I can speak to, viz., a small party of the Some of the

King's Dragoon Guards that had joined in the charge on goon Guards

the other side of the Brussels road, retired on the proper 1'?*"?°? ^7^,
.

*
. .

^ ^ the left of the

left of my Squadron, and regained the position along Eoyals.

with it. Mistaking them for some of my own Regiment

I called out to them, " Royals form on me.-*' The reply was,

'' We are King's Dragoon Guards, not Royals,^' and they

passed on. . . . . . ' .

Yours, &c.,

A. K. Claek Kennedy.

FROM THE SAME.

Leeds, October 28th, 1839. No. 39.

I was speaking a short time ago to Mr. Hope, the "SVaterloo.

Adjutant of the Leeds Recruiting District, who was a

Subaltern in the 92nd Regiment at Waterloo, who told Enthusiasm

me he never saw anything to equal the enthusiasm of both Hioiland'ers.

Corps when the Greys passed through the 92nd to charge

—that they mutually cheered each other on—that the 92nd

seemed half mad, and that it was with the greatest diffi-

culty the Officers could preserve anything like order in the

ranks.

With regard to the strength of the Brigade in the Strength of

field on the 18th of June, I have never calculated it at ^^'1^^=^,'^^
•" at w aterloo.

more than 950, or at the utmost 1,000 swords. The
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numbers mentioned in the Duke^s despatches, of com'se,

include not only the Officers, but men, General Officers'

Orderlies, hospital or Surgeons^ Orderly, camp kettle men.

Farriers, Trumpeters, &c., and they may be safely set down

as 120 or 130 at least in the three Corps, but they were

probably a good many more.

Yours, &c.,

A. K. Clark Kennedy.

The 2nd or Eoyal North British Dragoons—
Scots Greys.

No. 40.

"Waterloo.

1st Chai-ffe.

First wound
after crossing

the hedge.

Second
wound.

LIEUT.-COLONEL C. WYNDHAM.
Lieutenant Scots Greys.

Ballincollig, IWi, I? April or May 1839.]

There is no doubt that before we wheeled into line we

were in a hollow and had suffered from the Guns in ques-

tion before we charged, and it was at this period (not in

the charge, as your military correspondent tells you) that

Sir T. Hankin fell off his horse. I saw him on this side of

the hedge taken to the rear, and three or four others

besides of the men.

I cannot have a doubt but what it was a Column on

the other side the hedge in irregular order trying to arrive

at the hedge to command us, after the Highlanders had

fallen back a little ; there must have been a strong body of

French opposed to this Brigade, or why did they fall back ?

I can recollect the circumstance by having got my first

wound a few yards on the other side of the hedge. We
sabred a good many going down the hill ; it is possible

that I may not be correct with regard to the distance from

one Column to the other of the French, but I know it

was not many minutes afterwards going into the second

Square or Column I got shot through the foot and disabled.
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Crawford tells me after this they [the (ireys] wont up Paymaster

the h\gh ground and took the Guns, somewhere about 20, Cornet"^Scot»

and sabred the gunners and drivers, but could not bring ^>royH.

away the Guns. The Lancers of the French, in open ^^rcys take
•^ ' ^ about twenty

column, came close by me, and were evidently going in fjuns; unable

pursuit of our wounded and dismounted men, but did not awa"°^
"^

attack the small main body of our Regiment. If we had French

been supported here, many of our poor fellows would Lancersattack

have been saved ; these Lancers did much havoc, and at and dismount-

Brussels, some weeks afterwards, I found many of our men ^^ ^^^'

with 10 and 12 lance wounds in them, and one man, Zoc/c,

had 17 or 18 about his person, and lived afterwards to

tell the story. The prisoners I have mentioned which

were taken came from both Columns from the hedge on-

wards.

I will now try, if possible, to help you in respect to

the enigma, for such it appears at present.

I cannot allow we supported the other two Regiments, Greys not in

but here I think the mistake lies, and there was plenty ^'^PP^ •

of work, whichever way it was, cut out for everybody.

We came from the hollow yon speak of, the fire from

the Enemy^s Guns becoming too warm. We moved up,

and I think took ground to the left to get more under

cover of the hill. This may account "for our being in

some degree detached from the other two Regiments.

We afterwards wheeled into line and went, in not the most

regular order, over and through the hedge in the best

way we could, encountering at the same [time] the French

fellows who had formed themselves at the hedge, and gave

us their fire as we came up the hill. We had several

killed and wounded at this moment from small shot, and

our remark ever since that memorable day was the extra-

ordinary manner in which the bullets struck our swords as

we ascended. Colonel Hankin never crossed this ground,

but was left in the hollow and taken to a farm house

nearly in front of which we bivouacked.

In respect to the brushwood which you allude to, I

am almost sure I saw it on our left. The circumstance.
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Scene on the
Road to

Brussels.

since you have mentioned it, brings to my recollection

an unfortunate Officer, I think of the Highlanders, who
was brought down the hill to this very ground, and was

being carried in a blanket by five or six of his Regiment,

when a shell came and fell near them and destroyed nearly

the whole [party] . I had before imagined it had been a

garden instead of brushwood, but no doubt you are right.

Some gun horses I saw in a difficulty near this spot at

the same moment.

I have often thought of the scene I witnessed in

going to Brussels. What a droll model it would have

made. The road was one varied scene from the time I left

the village of Waterloo until I arrived at Brussels ; men,

women, and children were ridden over by the runaway

Belgians, and a few of our own people—baggage waggons.

Guns, &c., lying in the middle of the road.

I must say I was delighted with your Model in London,

and I was always sorry my time was so short for viewing

it ; it requires some hours to look it well through, but I

was amused with an old Sergeant of the 12tli Lancers

telling his story to some one of having gone down with his

Regiment in the charge with the Greys. " And we took

an Eagle ? " There is an old saying to '^ lie like a trooper,^*

but this is all fair game and helps to vary the " oft told

tale.'^

Yours, &c.,

C. Wyndham.

No. 41.

FROM THE SAME.

Newbridge Barraclcs, March lith [.?1839].

Waterloo.

Greys not

engaged with
Cavalry
except the

Lancers.

The Greys, and I believe the Brigade, were not

engaged with the Cavalry beyond the Lancers cutting up

our wounded stragglers, &c., and some who were rallying;

but depend upon it there was no order of "parade,^' or

any dressing of " lines/^ Pcle-mele we went to work.
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and from the clrcuinshuHM' of our first, swond, third, and

fourth in command beiiiij,' //'>y'-s' de coHihal, rely upon it

there wus not the time for meditating wlio was to halt

the Corps or J3ri<^ude. It was an alTair of, you may almost

say, a moment, but had. its desired effect, thou<^h not

according to Cocker or Hoyle.

In the evening, as you know, we crossed the road

to the right, and although very much exposed to fire,

had to show front to the Enemy, an# awe them by

advancing and retiring; and although there was a large

body of French Cavalry in front, still they did not,

forttinatelij for us, attack.

Brevet-Major Cheney at night brought out of action

four or five Officers, and under thirty men. It is a curious

circumstance that we lost as many killed (neai'ly) as

wounded, both in Officers and men. Tlte Lancers did us as

much mischief almost as the round shot and shell, as they

got in our rear. We found men with ten and fifteen

wounds, and one man had eighteen and alive at the time.

Yours, &c.,

C. Wyndham.

Scots Gkevk.

Four com-
iiiariiJin;.'

Of}i(;<;r« put
//'//« de combat.

At the end of

the clay

reduced to

foiu- or five

Officers and
under thii-tv

Extracts from accompanying Memorandum.

No particular Regiment supported. The charge was a

charge of the Regiments in line.

The 92nd Highlanders appeared to be giving way when

the Greys came to the top of the hill where the hedge was

situated.

The 92nd Highlanders passed through the intervals of

the Greys, and several went down the hill from the hedge

with the Regiment, and it was at this moment when the

92nd cheered the Greys, and cried, " Scotland for ever !

"

I cannot say, but presume the -i^nd Highlanders were

in the same Brio'ade with the 92nd and 79th Regiments.

la descending the hill, about three or four hundred

yards from the hedge, the Greys came in contact with a

2nd French Column or Square, reg'ularly formed, the fire

G

Xo Regiment
in support.

In reply to a

question

whether any
of the Greys
passed
thi'ough the

42nd.

The Greys
come upon a
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second from whicli they received [and which] did great execution.
Column,which rr,, , , ,". , . , , ,

is also nearly ine loss at this moment in men and horses was most
destroj'ed. severe. This Cohimn was nearly destroyed, and the re-

mainder of it were taken prisoners.

The Eagle was taken from the leading French Column

by the Greys, and sent to Brussels.*

C. Wyndham,

Lieutenant-Colonel commanding 2nd Dragoons.

PAYMASTER W. CRAWFORD, SCOTS GREYS.

Cornet Scots Greys.

jS^O. 42. BanincoUig, June I'lth, 1839.

Waterloo. 1 have no recollection of the Greys having been in

1st Charge. support during any part of the charge made on the

Columns of French Infantry alluded to in your note. I

remember Lieutenant-Colonel Hankin^s going to the rear

in consequence of his horse having fallen with him ; but

this took place some time before we charged. In your plan

.VfY-plan, p. 38. which you have enclosed (and which I now return), in my
opinion the Greys are placed correctly. I perfectly

recollect the hollow from our having had two or three men

and horses severely wounded by cannon shot, and in

consequence of this, of our having been ordered to advance

a short distance so as to place us more under cover, where

we were for a short time, and then ordered to charge (the

French Columns wdiich were causing our Infantry to retire),

upon which we advanced direct, and not as a supporting

body.

As we advanced we were met by a number of the

92nd joining 92nd Regiment, who turned and ran into the charge with
m charge. ^

. . ...
US, and during which I don't remember seeing either

Royals or Inniskillings in our front.

* The Eagle of the 45th French Regiment was taken in the charge

by Sergeant Ewart of the Greys. Unfortunately, I cannot find the letter

giving the details. Early in the following year, Sergeant Ewart was

appointed to an Ensigncy in the 3rd Koyal Veteran Battalion.

—

Ed.
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I do not recollect the patch of Ijrushvvood, nor do T

remember the (Juns which are said to have fired on us from

the hedg-e; Initamost destructive fire was kept up, and

from which we suffered most severely, both in Officers

and men, and also horses.

Yours, &c.,

W. Cl!AWI'"0l!D.

The 6tii Inniskilling Duagoons.

LIEUT.-GENERAL SIR JOSEPH STRATON,
C.B., K.C.H.

Known at Waterloo as Lieut.-Colonel and Colonel J. Muter,

Innskillino Dragoons.

United Service Club, London, June 6th, 1839, No. 43

.

Not wishing to trust to my own memory at this Waterloo,

distance of time, and Colonel Madox being here, I sent for 1st Charge.

him. His recollections are that the 2nd Brigade Heavy &n^l«n-P-38.

Cavalry, composed of Royals, Greys, and Inniskillings,

were in column, and wheeled into line; that Sir AYilliam

Ponsonby, about mid-day (we were on the slope of a hill),

rode to the crest (La Haye Sainte), called to me to come

to him ; that I returned to the Brigade, that Sir W.
Ponsonby shortly afterwards touched or moved his hat ; Signal for the

and that I advanced the Brigade in line. Sir W. P. did
See Xo. 32,

call me to the front, pointed to the French Columns, and p. 63.

told me when he saw the fit moment he would make the

signal for advancing ; and I confess to you that my
impression was that Madox's recollections of advancing in

line were substantially correct. He commanded the right

Squadron.

I afterwards saw Lt.-Col. Linton, who says that we

stood in column and wheeled into line ; that shortl}' the

French Artillery annoyed our left, and that the Greys

were moved to a second line, and that in the charge on

the Columns of French Infantry the Greys were iu

G 2
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Conducted
the advance.

The Adjutant,

M. M'Chiskv
killed.

A squadron
takes thc^

Prisoners to

Brussels.

? As to the

Inniskillings

taking- an
Eagle.

support. He recalled several incidents, such as Lt.-Col.

Haukiu o£ the Greys having- fallen from Jiis horse, the

circumstance having- been reported to me; my lookiug

round, &c., a Trumpeter being killed, and I am almost in-

clined to think the Greys were formed in a second line

for a time ; but whether afterwards brought up into line

with the other two llegiments, or whether the Greys

continued in support, I can hardly take upon nie to say.

Certain it is that the Royals and Inniskillings were in line,

and in the first, if there was a second.

With deference, I should say that the military maxim

of a support was more applicable to partial Cavalry charges

than to the operations of a general Action, and therefore I

should not be much swayed by the maxim in deciding

whether the Greys were in support or in the first line. I

have since seen Col. Madox, but he, being on the right,

can fix nothing as to the Greys, who Avere on the left.

He recollects the Artillery bearing on us before we

advanced. I was in front of the centre Squadron of the

Inniskillings, and had the conducting of the movement in

advance by signal from Sir AVm. Ponsonby, so that the

Royals and Inniskillings advanced simultaneously there

can be no doubt.

As to passing through the Infantry—part wheeled back

to make room for the Cavalry—part passed through the

intervals of Squadrons, and some, •! fancy, got through

rather irregularly. I recollect most distinctly the attack

on a Column of Infantry by the Inniskillings. One

cii'cumstance I cannot forget—an Infantry French soldier

on his knees, deliberately taking aim at the Adjutant of the

Inniskillings, who was close to nie, in the midsf of one of

the French Columns, and sending his bullet throug-h his head.

A Squadron of the Inniskillings was sent to the rear

(Brussels, I believe) with the Prisoners ; but whether they

took more prisoners than the other Regiments I cannot say.

As to taking Eagles, much might be said. A Private

(Penfold, I forget his Christian name), now living at

Brighton, can give.some strong proof on that head.
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It may Le projier to mention that Colonel Hamilton of

the Greys stood Jihove me, hut somehow, neither Sir W.

Ponsonby or myself adverted to it.

I have, &c.,

Joseph Stkatox,

Lieutenant-General

.

Sir William Ponsonhy was killed after the charge Death of I'on-

through the Columns of French Infantry (I was close to '^^^y. Hamilton

him). Colonel Hamilton was seen in advance, and never of the Grovi^.

afterwards heard of. I succeeded to the command of the Col. Muter

Brigade, and continued in command of it till wounded,
\^^ commiuid

very near the termination of the Action ; about four or so of the Brigade
until

in the afternoon we had moved to the right of the road, wounded,

About six I was wounded, and Sir Arthur Clifton had ^^'°"*

•'^'^J;'-"'-

command of the Brigade, then Lieutenant-Colonel of the a. Clifto'r' of

Royals. the Royals.
^ succeeds in

the command.

FROM THE SAME.

U. 8. Club, London, June 17th, 1839. No. 44.

I give you my own recollections, and those of Waterloo.

Lieutenant-Colonels Madox and Linton, in reply to the ^^^ Charge.

Queries contained in your letter of the 10th.

The Inniskillings came in contact with the French

Columns of Infantry almost immediately after clearing

the hedge and (I should call it) clieniin creux. V\e all

agree in thinking that the French Columns had nearly

gained the crest—perhaps twenty to thirty yards down the

slope. We think there were three French Columns.

The French Column did not attempt to form square,

nor was it, so far as we could judge, well prepared to repel

an attack of Cavalry. Our impression is that, from the

formation of the ground, the Cavalry was not aware Avhat The Cavaliy

they were to attack, nor the Infantry aware of what was pg^tedlv on

coming upon them. Sir William Ponsonby knew, and I the French

knew, he having called me to the front ; other individuals
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The French
Infantry had
no time to

throw them-
selves into

square.

The French
Guns were on
the opposite

height, not

with the

attackinp:

C'ohinms.

may also have knoAvn, but not the mass. I have always

considered it a splendid illustration of the maxim that the

attacks of Cavalry against Columns of Infantry should be

unforeseen and unexpected."^

I could g-ive an example, in the Peninsular War, of a

similar result from the formation of the ground, as also of

opposite results where the Infantry saw, and prepared

accordingly.

Our recollections are that the French skirmishers must

have rejoined their Columns before, or at the moment
of our clearing the hedge. We do not recollect seeing

them.

The right and centre Squadrons of the Inniskillings

certainly came in contact with a French Column. The

left Squadron may have had to bring up its left shoulders

to come on the flank of the Column, but I rather think

the French Column extended as far as our left.

Our left Squadron cut off (if I recollect) about 2,000

Prisoners.

I shall send jour query to Lieutenant-Colonel Miller,

and let you know.

I am inclined to think that the Artilleiy by which our

left was annoyed must have been placed on the opposite

heights. We do not recollect coming on any Guns accom-

panying the French Columns, nor do I think that the

French Artillery got to the hedge. If there were any,

they must have made off.

We cannot say that the Inniskillings were checked

by any body of Cavalry in line, but rather think that,

flushed by extraordinary succes?, they went on with so

* The Cavalry, on reaching the crest, or a moment before that, saw,

from bring a little raised on horseback, the solid Columns, and increasing

their speed, attacked with great impetuosity, cheering by the thi-ee

countries, England, Scotland, and Ireland. Tlie French Infantry made
good use of their musquets and tire, but had no time to throw themselves

into square ; any attempt to do so would, I think, have been frustrated

by the momentum which the Cavalry had [gained] by plunging over the

hedges, and their increased ardour by this time acquired.
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much impetuosity, and suffered severely, )>atli in pursuit

and return, from Pelotons, Clouds, or small bodies of

French Lancers.

After charging' through the Infantry, there was no line

preserved—imperfect, at any rate.

I have, &c.,

Joseph Straton.

LIEUT.-COLONEL F. S. MILLER.

Major axd Lieut.-Colonel Inxskillixgs.

to sie joseph stratox.

Radivay, June 11th, 1839.

My dear Sir Joseph,—
No. 45.

As I perceive the Royals and Greys have an Eagle on their

Standards, &c., I think application should be made for the

Inniskillings to be granted the same distinction, as I have Thinks the

always considered them as much entitled to it as either of In^^kdlings
•^

_
entitk-d to the

the other Regiments. distinction of

an Eagle on
their Stand-

When we took [up] our position on the 18th, the ards, as well

Royals were formed on the right, the Inniskillings on the jj^^ Urevs.

left, the Grej/s in reserve, and so formed we charged. I

commanded the left Squadron, Madox the right, and

Browne the centre. My Squadron was composed of

Holbeck^s and Douglas' Troops. In charging the French

Column I was bayoneted in two places slightly, and lost

my horse. In returning to the rear I met Sergeant Small,

who had lost his own horse, and was leading one which

had belonged to a French Officer of Lancers, and on that I

rode, with the Lancer's appointments, for the rest of the

day. I then found out Rickatts, got some sticking-plaster

put on my bayonet wounds, and rejoined the Brigade

—

then reduced to three Squadrons, some having been
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Assist. -Sur-

geon M'. H.
Rickatts,

InniskiUinsrs.

AVoimded a

third time.

B rusf=els with prisoner; behind the littlesent to

wood.

From thence, after some time, we were ordered to the

right of the Genappe road, moved up to the front, and

there I was again wounded, and left them under the com-

mand of Madox, you commanding the Brigade. As to

time I cannot pretend to any accurac3^ whatever. I should

ffuess we charged about twelve—Ponsonby was killed at

that time—that we moved towards the right about four,

and that I left the field about five. I was wounded shortly

before you, and, I believe, also before Lord Anglesey—but

of that I am not certain.

Story of

Private Pen-
fold taking an
Eagle.

Penn appears

to have been
a private or

non-commis-
sioned officer

of the Innis-

killings.—Ed.

Lieut. A.
Ilassard,

Tnniskillings,

wounded.

As to Penfold taking an Eagle, I only know what I

heard at the time, that he took an Eagle which was by

some means dropped or lost, and brought off by a man of

the Greys or Royals. But Penn says that Penfold told

him that after we charged he saw an Eagle, which he rode

up and seized hold of; that the person who held it would

not give it up, and that he dragged him by it for a con-

siderable distance ; that the pole broke about the middle

and Penfold carried it off ; that immediately afterwards he

saw Hassard engaged by himself, and went to his assist-

ance, giving the Eagle to a young soldier of the Innis-

killings, whose name Penn now forgets ; and that a

Corporal of the Royals persuaded that young soldier to let

him have it, and he carried it off, and Penn says he saw an

Eagle broken as described going to Brussels with the

prisoners.

Believe, &c.,

F. S. Miller.
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FROM THE SAME TO THE SAMK.

Radway, June ISth, IH'i'J. ~^q [.(]

My dear Sill Joseph,—

You may remember that when we advanced, and the men Watc-rloo.

began to fall from the fire of the Artillery, we dismounted ist Charge,

and marched up the hill on foot, and on reaching the toi) ^Ifived up the

we mounted, and 1 then perceived the enemy s ctofse

Columns advancing near the hedge.

On seeing us they hesitated, and were inclined to tn/rn. fieelso. 17,

A person in plain clothes, standing near the hedge close to P"

the left of my Squadron, cried out, " Now's your time,""^ Richmond's

so over the hedge I went, and waited a moment or two for exclamation,

the men to collect^ and then we were into the Column in a

second. There it was I received my bayonet wounds, and

lost my horse. From our scattered state in getting over

the hedge, I do not conceive we should, have made any

impression on oitr opposing Column had they not been

inclined to retire, and had they reached the hedge we

could have done nothing with them.

So you will perceive it was at the top of the hill that

my Squadron came in contact [with them]. They were in

square when I first saw them. I saw no skirmishers. The

Square fired at us very irregularly, after we got over the

hedge. But they seemed altogether taken by surprise, and

did not offer the resistance they ought to have done. And

we did not stand long to be shot at.

My Squadron certainly completely broke one Column, His Squadron

and I always understood, took a number of prisoners, and oroke one

the Eagle which afterwards got into the possession of one Column, took

of the other Regiments ; therefore it is, (I think it will be,) pjisoners and

very hard upon the Regiment if they are to remain the -^^ Eagle (:-).

only one of the Brigade without the distinction.

As I was on the left of our front line I heard no

word of command, and only did what I saw done on my
right until I got in sight of the Enemy. So I was rather
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behind the rest of the Hue, when we advanced after

mounting", and therefore mhjJti come more unexpectedly

ou the Enemy, and after the skirmishers had been called

in.

Believe, &c.,

F. S. Miller.

Penn is not now with me, but keeps a public-house

of mine, and has put up the Iniiiskilling Dragoon for

his sigu, which was before the lied Horse.

I conceive there were three or more Columns or Squares

charged by the Brigade, one by my Squadron, supported by

the Greys.

Dohnberg's Cavalry Brigade.

The 3rd (Light) Cavalry Brigade was composed

of the 1st and 2nd Light Dragoons of the King's

German Legion, and of the 23rd Light Dragoons.

It w^as commanded by Major- General William

Dornberg.

On the 17th, the 1st and 2nd Light Dragoons

formed part of the right Column of Cavaby in

the retreat, whilst the 23rd was with the centre

Column, which passed by the road through the

town of Genappe. After acting as a support to

the 1st Life Guards during their charge at

Genappe, it became the last Regiment in the rear

guard, and continued so during the remainder of

the retreat.

8eu General At Waterloo the Brigade was first posted in

rear of Sir Colin Halkett's Infantry in the Allied

right centre, and was engaged during the day

in several successful combats with the French

Cavalry attacking that part of the line.
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At the time of tlie adviince of" the second

Cokmin of the Imperial Guard, a Squadron of the

23rd Light Dragoons, under Lieut. J. Banner

(Captain P. Z. Cox having just been disabled)

charged and overcame the Cuirassiers, which were

annoying the British Batteries, pursuing them

round the rear of the Column, until checked by the See General

fire of French Infantry. The 2nd Liglit Dragoons > - •

•

of the Grerman Legion also greatly distinguished

itself.

The letters are solely from the 23rd Light

Dragoons.

No. 47 refers to the march on Quatre Bras, and

to the retreat on 1 7th June, the remaining letters

to Waterloo.

23kd Light Dragoons.

BREVET-MAJOR J. BANNER, 93RD
HIGHLANDERS.

LlEL'TENANT 23rD LiGHT DuAGOONS.

LciTcefield House, Hawkeshead, Lancashire, ~^o 47
April 15th, 1837.

Severe domestic affliction^ which I have experienced

since I had the j)leasure of seeing you^ must plead my
excuse for not having sooner forwarded to you the enclosed

Memorandum of my remembrances of the 16tli and 17th

of June, 18] 5. .....
I am sorry I cannot lay my hands upon some papers,

containing a few particulars of the Campaign, and an old

map of the Netherlands, wherein I had marked all the

marches performed by the £ord Dragoons in that country,

with the cantonments which they occupied there, conse-

quently I cannot positively name the places in the enclosed
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statement.
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16th June.

British troops

directed to

concentrate

on Quatre
Bras.

March to

C-iuatre Bras.

The 23rd
passed
through
Nivelles.

Enthusiasm of

the inhabit-

ants.

But GonicJce ov some such name was the village

at which my Troop was stationed when ordered to march

upon Quatre Bras ; it was about seven miles from Brussels.

I am, &c,,

John Banner.

Memorandum.
On the morning of the 16th of June, 1815, at two

o'clock, the different detachments of the 23rd Light

Dragoons, that were in cantonments about seven miles

from Brussels, received orders to assemble at the Head
Quarters of the Regiment with all possible haste, for the

purpose of proceeding to Quatre Bras, where the British

troops were directed to concentrate, intelligence having

been received that the outposts of the Allied Army had been

attacked, and were forced to fall back, and that Napoleon

with the French Army was advancing upon that point.

The 23rd Light Dragoons being collected moved off

from its headquarters shortly after daybreak, and on its

march came up with several Dragoon Corps; the 13th

Light Dragoons was the Regiment immediately in its

front.

When we arrived within a few miles of Nivelles a

brisk cannonading was plainly heard, which indicated that

a general engagement was going on ; the Cavalry had to

proceed through bad roads, which retarded their progress

exceedingly, but they trotted whenever the road admitted

of their moving at that pace, and pressed forward with the

greatest alacrity to participate in the glories of the Field of

Action.

On reaching Nivelles it was in the greatest possible

state of excitation and confusion, the inhabitants from

distant parts of the neighbourhood having come there for

security ; every house was filled with ladies and well-

dressed females, who crowded to the windows, waved their

handkerchiefs, and cheered the troops as they passed along

the streets, in the most enthusiastic manner; the spectacle

was encouraging beyond description.

Never was a sight more touching than that on ap-
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])roacliing- nearer to the Field ol; i5attle. The road sides

close to Quatre Bras were covered with the slain, and a vast

number of g-allant fellows in tlieir last moments of agony.

The British Cavalry having- a long march from their Ca%:Jrj- njach

cantonments did not reach Quatre Bras until near six
n}j„^i ^jx i,.m.

o'clock in the afternoon of the 16th June, about the close

of the Action. The 23rd Light Dragoons was one of the

first Regiments that arrived ; it took up its position on the

rising ground to the right of the Namur road at the

entrance to the Field of Action from Nivelles. Almost im-

mediately on the 23rd entering the field, a reconnoitring-

party, under the charge of an Officer, was despatched across

a large plain of high standing corn close to the edge of an See plan Xo. 2

extensive wood to watch and ascertain the movements
jji-^t"'^

^*'

of the main body of the Enemy, which was lying behind it.

From six o^clock (the hour about which the Cavalry

joined or came up) the firing gradually diminished until

nine o'clock, when it altogether ceased at Quatre Bras,

but towards Ligny, where the Prussians were engaged, the

cannonading continued until 10 o^'clock. The 23rd Light

Dragoons furnished a strong* picquet that night, under the

command of Lieut. Banner, which was posted on the slop-

ing ground to the right of the Namur road, oj^posite to and

not far distant from the wood near the entrance of the

Field of Battle. Colonel the Earl of Portarlington was the

Field Officer on duty, and Captain Dance was the Captain of

the day. The night passed off quietly, nothing material

taking place in the immediate vicinity of Quatre Bras until

10 o'clock, when a most tremendous cheering, which con- At ten p.m.

tinned for several minutes, was heard towards the rig-ht of
^renchTroops

_

'
_

*= cneeving lor

the French position, and which was supposed to be the the Battle

Enemy's demonstration of joy for the fancied victory they lWv
had obtained in the hard fought Battle of Quatre Bras, but

in the morning it was ascertained that the acclamations and

shouts of joy were proclaiming the decisive advantage they

had gained over the Prussians at Ligny, in forcing them

to abandon their position.
Tl R tr t

The Enemy did not renew the attack at Quatre Bras,, on iTtli June.
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the next morning, nor was any attempt made to disturb

the troops while they remained in that position. When
the Duke of Wellino^ton received on the morning of

June 17th intellig-enee of Marshal Blucher's defeat, and

that the Prussian Army was retiring, the British and

Belgian troops were immediately put in motion and

ordered to fall back upon Waterloo. The Infantry com-

menced moving from Quatre Bras early in the morning,

and the Cavalry, ordered to protect the retreat, remained

in that position until the rest of the Army had proceeded

some distance to the rear. The Cavalry began its march

about two o^clock in the afternoon, when the Enemy
immediately afterwards emerged from the woods and

jiursued the Allied rear guard with the greatest enthu-

siasm. The rear guard had not marched half a mile from

Quatre Bras when it was overtaken by a storm of thunder

and rain, the latter falling in such abundance that it

rendered the roads and ground over which the troojis

retreated scarcely passable.

There being only one street by which the Army could

pass through Genappe, the progress of the troops was

conseqviently retarded at that village, and during this

stoppage some of the Cavalry Regiments moved a short

distance to the right of the entrance to Genappe to be

ready to form and meet any attack that the French

advance guard, whicii was rapidly approaching, might

make upon our Columns while they were delayed at this

defile, but all our troops entered Genappe before the

French came up.

The Artillery which accompanied the French advance

guard to Genappe was immediately planted at the left

side of the town on the bank of the river which passes

through it, from which station the Enemy opened a heavy

and incessant fire upon our Cavalry when ascending from

Genappe, by which they were exceedingly galled and

sustained some loss ; our Artillery being all at the period

considerably in front, we were without a cannon to return

•a shot. The Enemy^s Cavalry, having entered Genappe,
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hc'^au to press upon our ruur g'uard, the lust division of

which had scarcely quitted the town when the Eai-l of

Tlxhrids^-e came to the rear to reconnoitre, and placing-

liimself upon the elevated <:^round on the rig-ht of the road

leading- from Genappe, perceiving- the boldness of the

French, directed the 7th Hussars to charge in order to Vth Ilussara

check their advance ; the 7th Hussars, being animated by ,.hargo the

the presence of their Colonel, rushed on the Enemy with 'ijlvanting

. . ... i" ronch
the greatest spirit and intrepidity, and drove the French Cavalrj'.

advanced divisions back into the street of Genappe upon the

main body of their Cavalry which occupied the town, where

a most obstinate conflict commenced, each party fighting

with the utmost desperation. The French, being backed

by a long- dense Column of Cavalry flanked by the houses

on each side of the street, were enabled to make a most

formidable resistance ; notwithstanding this numerical

superiority, it was only when menaced by such a heavy

force pressing forward that the 7th Hussars were obliged 7th obliged to

to retire, but although they fell back the fault did not lie

with them, nor was it in consequence of the lightness of

their horses, as has been insinuated. The conduct of this

Corps on this occasion was heroic in the extreme ; their

spirit and ardour was universally admired and acknow-

ledg-ed by all who witnessed the gallant aifair. The French

became exceedingly elated in thus having- repulsed the

7th Hussars in this, the first attack made by the British

Cavalry,

Immediately on the 7th Hussars falling back the whole Enthusiasm of

French Column raised the war cry and rent the air with
Frenc .

shouts of En avant ! En avant ! and evinced the greatest

impatience to follow up this momentary advantage, and

attack us in return at this favourable moment when a

great many of our Columns in the rear were experiencing-

considerable annoyance from the well-directed and effective

fire from the Enemy^s Guns on the bank of the river. The

French Cavalry being thus emboldened, several divisions

pressed on rapidly with a view to fall upon our rear guard.

The 23rd Light Dragoons being then the Regiment next
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The 23rd
Light Dra-
goons in the

rear, nearest

Regiment to

the Enemy.

Open out to

permit 1st

Life Gruards

to pass.

Gallant
charge of 1st

life Guards.

After the

charge the

23rd again

the rearmost
Regiment, and
for the rest of

the Retreat.

to the Enemy, were halted and ready to receive them, but

the EaH of Uxbridg-e, desirous to afford the 1st Regiment

of Life Guards, which was immediately iu front of the

:23rd Dragoons, an opportunity of charging, directed that

Corps to be brought back ; the ii3rd Dragoons opened out

to permit them to pass.

During the interval of time which had elapsed between

the attack made by the 7tli Hussar^ and the Life Guards

coming from the front and forming in the rear, the French

had debouched from Geuappe, and when their leading

divisions had ascended a little more than half way up the

hill, the Life Guards were ordered to charge, and this

charge was perhaps one of the most effective ever made

by any troops. Although the French sustained the attack

with firmness, they were quite unable to stand their ground

in such a situation, advancing up the hill against the

flower of the British Cavalry.

The French were overthrown with great slaughter, and

were literally rode down in such a manner that the road

was covered with men and horses scattered and sprawling

in all directions down to the main body of the Enemy^s

advance guard.

The 2'3rd Dragoons supported the Life Guards on this

occasion, and after this successful and most brilliant

charge, the 2dn\ Dragoons became again the last Regiment

ill the rear guard, and continued so during the rest of the

retreat, and while it was proceeding leisurely along the

road near the summit of the hill, not far from a house that

was on the left-hand side of the pave, tbis part of the road

being much exposed to the Enemy^s fire, a Staff Oflicer

who was passing called out to Colonel the Earl of

Portarlington, who commanded the 23rd Dragoons, to

trot and push forward, but his Lordship, with his usual satiff-

froid, gave the word of command in the most emphatic

manner for his Regiment to walk, and replied that " the

23rd Dragoons should never trot before an enemy,^^ the

French advance guard being at the time only a very short

distance off.
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From this period until the ri-ird J)riio-oons oiitored

oil the position at Waterloo it was not much harassed
;

the Enemy merely pressed on twice or three [times], and

made preparations to attack, but never carried their

intentions into effect. The last time when their advance

(T-uard showed any serious disposition of doing so was in

the hollow before reaching La Haye Sainte, when the

2-3 rd Dragoons formed in line on the ground on the left-

hand side of the road to hid them an affectionate good-

night, but they would not come on to receive the proffered

salutations. During this last ceremony the Gruns from the

position at Waterloo, and those which accompanied the

French advance guard, were playing over the heads of the

Cavalry. Thus closed the proceedings of June 17th,

1815.

John Banneu,

Major and Captain, 93rd Highlanders.

FROM THE SAME.
TO COL. d'AGUILAE, DEPUTY ADJ.-GEJT., DUBLIN.

Dear Colonel D'Aguilar,—
Rochdale, Sept. 3nl, 1835. ^q^ 43^

The 2'3rd Dragoons, to which I had the honour of Waterloo,

belonging, were posted towards the right of the British

Line at the Battle of Waterloo, when Major Cutcliffe,

having left the field wounded, between four and five o'clock*

in the afternoon of that day, the command of the

Regiment devolved upon Major Lautour, who received an

order between five and six o'clock to send part of it towards

the centre to the relief of a Brigade of Guns, which was

considerably annoyed by the repeated charges of the

French Cavalry, and in obedience with that order a

Scpiadron to which I belonged was despatched, under the

command of Capt. Cox, who was soon after obliged to

leave the field in consequence of having been previously

n
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severely stunned in a charge by his horse falling' on

him.

The French Cavalry that made the last effort to

silence the Guns above-mentioned were repulsed and driven

back by this Squadron of the 23rd Dragoons to a Square

of French Infantrj'^ which was formed considerably to the

front, and behind which the French Cavalry took refuge.

This Square opened a heavy fire on the 23rd Dragoons

on their retiring, and in consequence of their experiencing

a similar annoyance on approaching the British line, they

were induced to move to its flanks, which movement

brought the greater part of this Squadron of the 23rd

Dragoons along the front of Sir Hussey Vivian's Brigade.

After clearing the Brigade I re-formed the men belonging

to the 23rd Dragoons, and pi-oceeded in the direction of

Sir Hussey^s Brigade, which had just before advanced,

and on my coming up with the 18th Hussars on the

summit of the French position, I went to the Honble.

Col. Murray, who commanded that Corps, and informed

him of my having brought up a division of the 23rd

Dragoons which had been separated from its Squadron

in a previous charge, and requested to be allowed to

advance with his Regiment, upon which he replied that

he had no control over me. I therefore continued to

march with the 18th Hussars until we halted to bivouac

for the night, when Captain McNeill and Lieut. Dodwell,

with a few men, reunited with my division. The other

Officers of the Squadron were Cornet Blathwayte and,

I believe, Cornet Hemmings. Cornet Blathwayte was

with my division.

I am, &c.,

John Banner,

Captain 93rd Highlanders.
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LTEUT.-COLONEL P. A. LAUTOUR, II. P. 2Zku

LANCERS.

Major 23 kd Light Dkagoons.

Boulor/ne, February 2Sth, 1835. No. 4'J.

On the evening of the 17th of June the 28rd Lig-ht

Dragoons having formed part of the rear-g-uarJ, entered

into position and bivouacked in a barley field just in

rear of the Nassau Brigade of Infantry^ the 1st and

2nd German Light Dragoons having joined us that

evening, which composed our Brigade under the command

of Major-General Baron Dornberg. Major-General Sir

Colquhoun Grant^s Brigade being to our right.

On the morning of the 18 th the Brigade moved up AVateiioo

in column of Squadrons to the ridge of the position

occupied by part of the Royal Horse Artillery, as a

suj)port to the Guns, one of the German Light Dragoon

Regiments forming on our immediate left, and the other

a little to our left rear; and in rear of our Brigade

was formed a Regiment of Belgian Heavy Cavalry,

where the Brigade remained dismounted until the French

Lancers and Cuirassiers advanced to attack our Guns

and the position we occupied, when the Brigade mounted^ Eepulse an

and led by our gallant General Dornberg (who was French

severely wounded in that charge), repulsed the Enemy Cavahy on

with great loss, and when the 23rd Light Dragoons,

animated and borne away by this success, pursued its

advantage a little too far, crossed a very wide and deep

ravine into which several of the rear rank horses fell,

driving back the Cuirassiers and Lancers on their own
Guns, and throwing the French gunners into the greatest

confusion.

After re-forming the Regiment (Lieut.-Colonel Cutcliffe

having been severely wounded), I moved it up in advance

of its first position, and to the support of the 33rd

Regiment, commanded by Colonel William Elphinstone,

H 2
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which Regiment was formed in sqnare prepared to receive

the French Cavahy. Immediately after that movement

the 23rd Light Dragoons (the Marquis of Anglesey at their

head) advanced again and drove back the Enemy's

Cavalry from their immediate front, and during which

advance I found it necessary to move the Regiment to

the right to give an opportunity to the Belgian Heavy

Regiment of Dragoons in our rear to deploy (which I

had reason to believe afterwards they did not do), and

to prevent our being outflanked, as the Enemy were

deploying at that moment a reserve to take us in flank,

which by this movement was frustrated.

The 23rd Light Dragoons in this charge forced the

Enemy^s Cavalry to abandon the eminence they had

obtained a momentary possession of, and which they

appeared very jealous of maintaining. From that period

the Regiment remained on the eminence supporting the

Infantry until about Ave or six o^clock in the evening,

when, it being much weakened, I formed it on the left of the

Household Brigade, commanded by Lord Edward Somerset,

and where we remained until the evening [when the

Enemy] on our right, led on by the Imperial Guards,

advanced again to force the position occupied by the

British, and in which they were successfully repulsed

;

and it struck me, as well as I could judge from the

immense smoke and confusion at that moment, that a

part of the Imperial Guards were overthrown and driven

back by the 52nd Light Infantry.

It was almost immediately after that attack that

the Marquis of Anglesey rode up to the Regiment,

and requested me to let him have a trooj)-horse, his

own being tired out or wounded, which request I imme-

diately complied with by dismounting Sergeant-Major

Stride, giving his Lordship the Sergeant-Major's mare,

which his Lordship instantly mounted and galloped some

yards to our front on, when he met with his wound.

Perceiving his Lordshiji to have fallen, and on galloping

up finding it proceeded from a severe and dangerous

In the even-

ing- the '23rd

is formed on
the left of

Somerset's

Brigade.

Loi'd Angle-
sey obtains a

troop horse

from the

Regiment.

And is

wounded
immediately
afterwards.
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racture, I ordered a small party to assist in removing

liis Lordship from the t^round, and reported the cir-

cumstance to Major-General Lord Edward Somerset.

About, or just previous to this time, Major-Generals The 23rfl

Vandeleur's and Sir Hussey Vivian's Brigades advanced, '^
^^^

when the 23rd Light Dragoons forming a support to Vandoloui's

the former, advanced with it the remainder of the evening

and bivouacked next to the 11th Light Dragoons on that

night.

In this statement I have not troubled you with

the details of the several affairs in which the 33rd

Light Dragoons were specially engaged during this

memorable day, but it is a duty which I owe to the

Officers and men whom I had the honour on that occasion

to command, to state that the charge which they made

down into the ravine, to which I have alluded, and in

several other charges which in the course of the day they

made, especially in one in which they rode over a body of

French Cuirassiers and Lancers, they displayed in a high

degree the cool steadiness and determined bravery of British

soldiers.

I cannot conclude without naming a circumstance rela- Illness of its

tive to the Earl of Portarlington, at that period the
-^^.^^^ ^f Port-

Lieutenant-Colonel of the Regiment, which I feel it a aiiington.

justice due to his Lordship (as a more gallant Officer never

existed) to state, and to account for his absence from the

23rd Light Dragoons during that day, that in consequence

of his Lordship having been taken dangerously ill with

spasms and a violent bowel attack during the night of the

17th (when the Regiment slept on mud from the torrents

of rain that fell), which obliged him to be removed from

the ground very early on the morning of the 18th, and

when he was conveyed to Brussels in a dangerous state ; He comes up

but having during the day recovered a little, and hearing ^^„^ ^^^

of the Action, he came up in the evening, and at the charges with

moment the 18th Hussars were charging, and advanced Hussars. His

with them, and had his horse severelv wounded under him ho^'^e seyereiy
' ... .

wounded.
in that charge, and which illness will account for his under him.
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Lordship not having- been with the 23vd Light Dragoons

during that day.

I have, &c.,

P. A. Lal'tour,

Lieutenant-Colonel H. P. 23rd Lancers.

No. 50.

"Waterloo

Vivian's

advance.

Death of

Major
Howard, 10th

Hussars.

See No. 7o,

p. 176.

LIEL^T.-COLONEL H. GROYE.
Captain axd Brevet-Major 23rd Light Dragoons.

Tonhridge Wells, January 8tli, 1845.

I saw Vivian's Brigade trot gently up in a Column of

Divisions in the most perfect order, with Vivian, Thornhill,

Keane, and others at the head. Poor Howard was in the

rear, and we nodded to each other as they passed, within a

few minutes of which he was killed.—and a very fine,

handsome fellow he was ; hut he evidently looked, as if his

time was come.

Yours, &c.,

H. Grove.

V^andeleur's Cavalry Brigade.

The 4tli (Light) Cavalry Brigade consisted of

the lltli Light Dragoons, the 12th, or Prince of

Wales', Light Dragoons, and the 16th Light

Dragoons. It was commanded by Major-General

Sir John Yandeleur, K.C.B., up to the period of

Lord Uxbridge being wounded in the evening at

Waterloo, when the latter was succeeded in the

command of the Cavalry by Sir J. Vandeleur, and

the command of the 4th Brigade devolved upon

Lieutenant-Coionel J. W. Sleigh, of the 11th

Li^rht Drag'oons.

On the 17th June, Vandeleur's Brigade (with
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the exception of a detuclied S({uadroii of the 11th

Light Di'iiyoons) and Vivian's formed the left

Column of Cavalry in tlie retreat. It was drawn

up in rear of Vivian's Brigade, and, on the latter

being pressed by the Enemy, it crossed the

Genappe river at the bridge of Thuy, so as to

leave the passage open for Vivian.

Nos. 52 and 55 formed part of a correspondence

in which exception was taken by some Officers of

the Brigade to the description given in the first

edition of Captain Siborne's History (Vol. I. p. 201

and following), to the effect that Vivian expected

that Vandeleur was to support him until pressed

by the Enem^^ and then let him retire through his

(Vandeleur's) Brigade, the latter taking the rear

guard in its turn.

The pursuit of the Enemy being checked at the

river, the two Brigades retired without further

molestation to the position at Waterloo.

On the 18th, Vandeleur's Brigade was posted */ General
' ... Plan, Jso. 1.

in tlie morning on the left of the position behind

the Wavre road, and in rear of the farms of Pape-

lotte and Ter la Haye.

At the time of the first attack on Picton's 5^ePian,p. 38.

Division, and of the charge of Ponsonby's Brigade,

Vandeleur's was moved to the right to support the

latter, but was delayed by the nature of the ground

it had to pass over in coming up. The 12th

Light Dragoons, the leading Regiment, charged

down into the valley, and broke the only French

Column remaining intact after Ponsonby's charge.

It then took in flank the French Lancers who

were pursuing the remains of the Heavy Brigade.
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See General
Plan, No. 2.

See General
Plan, No. 3.

The ICth, led by Yandeleiir, also charged the

Lancers, but more in their front, the two Eegi-

ments driving them back to the foot of the valley.

The 12th sustained heavy losses, and the Command-

ing Officers of both Regiments were very severel}^

wounded. The 11th had been kept in reserve on

the brow of the hill.

Later in the day, on the advance of the Prus-

sians being ascertained, the Light Cavalry was

moved from the left to the other side of the main

road. Vandeleur's Brigade was drawn up in rear

of the Infantry Brigade of General Chasse's Dutch-

Belgian Division, and by its attitude prevented the

latter from quitting the field at the time of the

final attack of the Imperial Guard.

In the General Advance the Brigade moved

forward to the left of Hougoumont, and encoun-

tered further on a large Column of Infantry

forming square to receive them, Mdiicli they charged

and broke. The 11th Light Dragoons captured

the last Battery which kept up its fire in the

French left wing. The 12th came upon the

Eegiment of Grenadiers a Cheval, which was in

perfect order, not having been engaged all day,

but were too weak, after their previous losses, to

make an impression on it.

Nos. 52, 55, 56, and GO refer to the retreat on

the 17th, No. 55 and all the remaining letters to

Waterloo.
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GENERAL SIR JOHN VANDELEUR, 0.0. IJ.

Ma.i()u-Gexeral and K.C.I'., Cu.mmanding 4tii Cavai.uv \'>\iv:\uv..

MEMORANDUM. No date [.'' October, 183o]. ^o. 5 1

.

Ou the morning of June 18th, Vandeleur's Brigade, Watorloo.

consisting o£ the lltli, 12th, and 16tli Light Dragoons,
Yu'''^l"^ "l=>

. .
the Bii;^ade

was formed on the extv(nne left of the Infantry (Picton's atthecom-

Division), being separated from the Infantry by a ravine,
["j'j,"ji'^j\"i"

and having the village or hamlet of La Ilaye Sainte
,^,.c Goncral

[La Haye] two hundred or three hundred yards in its ^^^'^^^ ^^- ^^

front, occupied by Germans. Vivian's Brigade was

formed on the left of Vandeleur's Brigade. Observing

that the Enemy's shot reached us, Vandeleur's and (I

believe) Vivian's Brigades were ordered to retire behind

the brow of the hill and dismount.

About the time of commencing the Action, an order

arrived from Lord Anglesey to Generals Vandeleur and

Vivian to engage the Enemy whenever they could do so

with advantage without waiting for orders, and sub-

sequently an order came from the Duke or Lord Anglesey

to close to the Infantry, which had left a vacancy by

closing to its right.

These two oi'ders were the only orders received previous

to the first charge made by Vandeleur's Brigade.

This Brigade, upon receiving the order to close to the The Brigade

Infantry, passed the ravine in column with a small front. ™^^^^jj^^
^

It was then seen that Sir William Ponsonby's Brigade, Ponsonby's

after their most gallant chai'ge, had been repulsed, and seen retirmo-,

was retiring precipitately and in disorder upon the left of ist Charge.

Picton's Division, of which it masked the fire. Vandeleur's

Brigade was brought forward as quickly as was consistent

with order. The 11th Light Dragoons were ordered to The Brigade

be the reserve and remain on the hill, the 1:2th and 16th ^^'o^S^*
lorward.

being in line, the 12th on the left.

Sir William Ponsonby's Brigade, followed closely by the

Enemy's Lancers in column, were so near to the left of

Picton's Division, and to the right of Vandeleur's Brigade,
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that it was impossiLle to form a line perpendicular to the

Enemy's flank in order to charge him in flank perpen-

dicularly without exposing- the left of the Brigade to a

flank attack by a part of the Enemy's Column. The two

Regiments were therefore ordered, " Squadrons Right half

wheel, charge/^

The Eiiemy was driven back, and the two Regiments

were ordered, previous to the charge, not to pass the

hollow ground in front. Sir Hussey Vivian''s Brigade

followed Vandeleur's over the ravine, but could not arrive

in time to cover the retreat of Sir AVilliam Ponsonby's

Brigade. It formed on the left of the ground from which

Aandeleur^s had charged. The pass across the ravine was

narrow and required some time to pass, which was the

reason that Sir J. Vandeleur left the 11th in reserve.

After this the Infantry left a considerable space of

ground vacant on the left by closing to the right, and

forming four deep, squares, &c., and Vandeleur's Brigade

was ordered to the rear of the Infantry on the great road

behind Hougoumont, where it remained till the Enemy
made his last great effort, and was repulsed. It then sup-

ported Vivian^s Brigade, which made several charges on

the left of the retiring Enemy. Vandeleur' s Brigade then

relieved Vivian^s Brigade, pursued, charged, and broke the

last Infantry Avhich preserved its order near La Belle

Alliance. It was then quite dark and the troops remained

on the ground.

that a col-
^^ ^^^^ ^*^ dark at the end of the last charge that the

lision with the 1st German Hussars, coming up in rear of Vandeleur's

Hussars Brigade, were mistaken for the Enemy till reconnoitred,

nearly took which prevented any collision,
place. ^ ''

And drives

back the

French
Lancers.

The Brigade
ordered to the
rear of the

Infantry
behind
Hougoumont.

It supports
Vivian's

Brigade when
charging the

retiring

Enemy.

It relieves

Vivian's
Brigade, and
charged Jind

broke the last

French In-

fantry which
preserved

oi-der.

After this it

was so dark

No. 5.:?.

The Retreat

on the 17th.

FROM THE SAME.

Dublin, Nov. 1st, 1845.

I had the pleasure to receive your letter of the 33rd

ult., and am perfectly satisfied with your j)roposal con-

tained therein, viz., that the last declared opinion of the
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lute Lord Vivian was that Sir J. Vaiidolinir liad received

no instructions to support Ids, Sir Ilussey Vivian's,

Brig-ade on the 17th of May [June], and with tlie altera-

tions you propose to insert, and which Colonel Childers

approves of, namely, adding^ the foliowiuf^ sentence :

—

" Vivian not being" aware that Vandeleur had previously

received orders to retire and leave the road clear for the

retreat of the Cavalry in his front."

I remain, &c.,

J. Vandeleur.

The Uth Light Dragoons.

LIEUT.-GEN. J. W. SLEIGH, C.B.

Lieut. -CoLoxEL Commanding 11th Light Dragoons.

Shirleij House, near Southampton, Nov. lltli, 1841. ^O. 53.

In acknowledg-ing the receipt of yonr letter of the 5th

inst., received this morning", I shall be happy in replying" Waterloo.

to your queries^ so far as my recollection will allow ; the 1st Charge.

first as regards Sir John Vandeleur's Bricrade covering the ^^entho
" & ^& Biigade

retreat of General Ponsonby^s after his attack on D^Erlon^'s advanced to

Columns. The Brigade was formed that day, the 16th
HJ^^J^^^

Dragoons on the right, 11th in the centre, the l;ith on the Ponsonty's

left. When Sir John Vandeleur ordered it to advance I ntii weie left

was directed to remain on the brow of the position as a m support on

support, the 1:2th being the left Begiment of the whole line the hill.

advanced by itself under Sir Frederick Ponsonby ; the

16th with Sir John Vandelevir at their head proceeded

rather to the rig'ht, but in going down closed on the 12th,

and I am pretty sure some of the 16th charg'ed with the 1:2th.

The 16th, however, broke off to the right, leaving a

considerable distance between the Corps, throug-h which

interval and the 11th Dragoons the chief part of the Greys

retired, excepting one Squadron under Colonel Cheney,

which fell back in very perfect order to the right of the

16th Dragoons.

With reference to the Belgian Cavalry, who joined in The Belgian

covering the retreat, there were some in the rear of our '^^'^ ^"
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Brigade to the left, a few of them went down following

the 12 th Dragoons; but I cannot say I observed them to

take any part in the attack, nor would the ground admit

of their doing so on the left, as the 1 2th advanced close to

the hedge from which they suffered the severe loss the

Regiment sustained.

With regard to the second query, the Brigade moved

towards the close of the day to the right upon the crest

of the position, giving cover [? support] to some Belgian

Brigades who were in rear of (I think the Guards), and

which timely support restored order to these troops, who

were from the press made at that period upon this part of

the position in some confusion and unsteady.

The Duke came up and said, " Tell them the French

are retiring, *' and I imagine from this [? time] gave the

order for the General Advance. This is (as near as the

distant period will allow of my stating) my observation on

this part of the day.

In the evening
the Brigade
was support-

ing and
encouraging-

Belgian
Squares in

rear of the

Guards.

The Duke
came up and
said, " Tell

them the
French are

retiriu"-."

In theGenei-al

Advance Van-
deleur's Bri-

gade was on
the right.

Took the last

French
Batteiy and
received the

last fire.

The nth and
IGth all Itut

in collision

with the 1st

German
Hussars.

Vandeleur^s Brigade in the Advance was the right of

the whole, Sir Hussey Vivian's being on our left. We
took the last Battery, and received their last fire, which

was given when the Brigade, then under my command,

was so close that I saw the Artillerymen fire their Guns ;

fortunately the ground was undulating, and we only lost

by the fire Lieutenant Phillips [? Phelips] of the 11th

Dragoons, and Hay of the 16th Dragoons. It was after

this, when continuing our advance, that the 1st Hussars

came up in the rear of the Brigade, and from its being

nearly dark were all but in collision with the 11th and

16th, which Regiments, knowing there was a Brigade of

French Cavalry on our right, went Threes about, and were

in the act of charging, v/hen they recognised the 1st

Hussars by knowing their cheer ; it was very dark, and the

men knew of the French Briirade beine: behind them.

I am, &c.,

J. W. Sleigh.
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FEOM THE SAME.

Shirley Home, November 20th, 184l. No. 54.

The statement o-iveu you by an officer of the ];itl), I Waterloo,

have no doubt is correct, as I afterwards ascertained we

were close on Buonaparte when he was getting' away.

The Brig-ade of French Cavalry is the same as you Colonol Sir

mention. It was poor Colonel Harvey who rode up and told Harvev I4th

me where they were, but they never came down, and I Light

imagine must have gone to the rear on the road to L>ep?-Assi'st.

Charleroi, or the Regiment mentioned by the 13th officer Qitr-^I'ist*,i-

. .
ueneraL

may have formed one of this Brigade.

I am, &c.,

J. W. Sleigh.

COLONEL M. CHILDERS.
Captain and Brevet-Major 11th Light Dragoox*.

foewaeding an exteact feom a lettee by lieut. -gen. sleigh.

Flours Castle, Kelso, September '2%th, 18i5. No. 55.

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your The Eetreat

letter (with its enclosures) of the 35th inst. I do not °^ ^"*^'

know Major-General James Hay's address, but I wrote to

Lieutenant-General Sleigh. An extract from his letter I

herewith send you :

—

"Your letter of the 4th reached me this morning

(September 10) ; in reply I will state, as well as my recol-

lection permits, the circumstances attending the paragraph

in Captain Siborne's History.

" Previous to the two Brigades retiring, the -Ith was Previous to

formed in rear of the 6th some short distance. "We re- Y^nd^f' .'^

ceived instructions to send an Officer to ascertain where we Brigtide was

could cross the Genappe River, and to commence our retreat yivian's

as soon as this had been found. Before the Officers re-

turned who had been sent from the two Brio-ades and
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^Moved off to

the bridge

over the river,

hut took up
no new posi-

tion till the

Brigade had
crossed.

Dyneley's Guns (I think), that tremendous rain commenced.

We moved off, and gradually proceeded to the Bridge,

Vivian^'s Brigade and the Guns following. We took up no

new or commanding position until the Brigade had crossed.

The 11th Dragoons was the leading Regiment when they

broke into column to pass, and' I fully remember Sir J.

Vandeleur desiring me to form as soon as I could find an

open space, leaving the road clear for the Guns and rear

Brigade. This was done, and the 4th Brigade remained

till Lord Vivian's and the Guns had passed ; and this is

shown, I believe (if I recollect right), in Siborne's state-

ment, as it will be found we were the last Brigade that got

to the final position ; then, if Sir J. Vandeleur had re-

ceived instructions to allow the rear Brigade to pass and
arrived at the relieve them, he did so the moment he could, and at the
Waterloo
position. most material point.

This is the extract from Lieutenant-General Sleights

letter, and only shows how hopeless it is to expect (after

such a lapse of time) an account from those who were

actors in what then took place, in which all should agree.

For my own part I do not recollect even the Bridge to

which the Lieutenant-General alludes.

Ordered to

leave room for

the Guns and
rear Brigade
to pass.

Vandeleur's
the last Bri-

gade that

Waterloo. Colonel Tomlinson is kind enough to say, respecting

Sleigh and myself (he, S., was then Lieutenant-Colonel com-

manding the 11th Dragoons), that we assisted in restoring

order in a Belgian Square of Infantry which had commenced

crumbling to pieces. I perfectly recollect the circumstance,

for Colonel Sleigh was hit by a spent ball in the stomach

at the moment, and I thought was killed. You may either

mention it or not as you may think fit. It is not for me
to publish or make mention of these matters.

I have, &c.,

M. Childers.

P.S.—I do not recollect any particular Regiment of

French Cavalry more steady than the others, noi do I re-

member the Grenadiers a Cheval.
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LIEUT.-COLONEL J. A. SCHREIBER.

CaTTAIX ll'i'll LlOIIT DllAGOONH,

Melton, near Woodbridfje, ~\^ -f.

Oct. 'list, \H.'/.).
^^^"^

On the evening- of the 16th June I was ordered on Sent on picket

Pieket to Quatre Bras in command of a Squadron of the i6that"Quatre

11th Drag-oons^ and remained there till about one o'clock l^^as.

p.m. on the 17th, when I received an order to retire,
^i~l^f^^^

forming the rear-guard. This I did at a foofs pace

without the least molestation fromthe Enemy's Cavalry. On
arriving within about two miles (as near as I can recollect)

of the town of Genappe, I was directed to leave the high

road to make room for the 7th Hussars, I think by Lord

Anglesey himself. On proceeding a short distance I

discovered the 7th Hiissars formed in close column of

Divisions on the Chaussee. Having passed them I resumed

my position on the high road, and retired quietly through 17th retires

the town of Genappe. At about a quarter of a mile
Qe^appe.

on the Brussels side of it the 7th Hussars passed us at

speed, right and left of the road in all directions, having

been evidently much harassed.

I immediately halted and fronted, and when they were The account

clear, charged and drove tlie French Cavalry back into the is contradicted

town of Genappe. We were then obliged to retire, which ^y ^j^^^ ^
^ ^

^
='.

.
Anglesey. Ed

was perfected in good order, and I rejoined my Regiment
^.^^^^^ 4^

the same evening about nine o'clock. p- 6.

I have, &c.,

J. A. SCHIIEIBER.
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Curzon Street, July 29th, 1836.

The statement which you have sent me respecting-

the charges made by Sir WiUiam Ponsonby's and a part of

Sir J. Vandeleur's Brigades at the Battle of Waterloo

appear to me to be very correct. I will, however, give you

my own impression of these charges.

General Vandeleur's Brigade was bivouacked on a cross

road in rear of General Picton's Division on the night of

the 17th. On the morning of the 18th it was directed to

move about nine o'clock to the extreme left of the position

about three-quarters of a mile from the left of our Infantry

(General Pack^'s Brigade, I believe). Here it remained, in

company with General Vivian's Brigade and a Battalion of

Nassau Infantry till the Battle commenced, when it was

ordered to close in and form near our Infantry. During

this short movement the heavy rattling of musketry

showed that a serious attack was in progress, and when my
Regiment, the 12th, was formed on its new ground, I had

a view of the plain between the two Armies, and of the

whole of the French position.

I saw considerable bodies of French Infantr}^ and

Cavalry in some confusion in the plain, and a good many
scattered Dragoons in red nearly on the ci'est of the

French position. I felt that these were in the utmost

peril unless some support was immediately afforded, and

the 12th, accompanied by some of the 16th Dragoons,

charged and penetrated a mass of unsteady Infantry on the

plain below. I say some of the IGth, for I saw Baron

Austen and Sergeant-Major Blood of that Regiment in the

viclce which took place. The confusion was very great in
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the mcli^e, as a body of French Lancers and Chasseurs ha<l
Y'"-^"^'- ,

' -^
. IjHnccTH ana

entered into the conflict, Chaswrnre

I endeavoured to draw off my Reg-iment, but being
l:"^^';^"^'

*^

wounded and completely disabled, I soon fell to the ground w^oundod and

upon the crest of the French position, and in the near disabled on

1 1 1 1 T 1 111 tho croKt of

vicinity of some Guns which probably had been abandoned French

during- the charge of General Ponsonby's Brigade, as l'"^^^^^^

several men, I think of the Royals, were found in the same

spot where I was picked up in the following morning.

The French soon resumed the ground they had lost. I

believe the ground on which I fell was the extreme right Fell about the

of the French, position, and it was occupied the remainder ^f French

of the day by French Light Infantry. Some Squadrons position,

of Prussian Cavalry passed over it late in the day,

I cannot take upon myself to say who gave the order

for the charge. There can be no question that it was well

timed, and it must have been, if not by the order, at all

events with the sanction of Sir J. Vandeleur, What part

of the 16th charged I cannot say, but some certainly did.

If I may venture an opinion it would be that the 12th

and a Squadron of the 16th charged, and that the

remainder of the Brigade acted as a support to the charge.

My personal adventures have nothing to do with the

narrative, except as establishing the fact that some of the

Royals, some of the 12th, and some of the 16th were cut

down close to some Guns on the French position.

The time of my charge was immediately after the The time of

charge of General Ponsonby, which I suppose took place ^j^*^ foty^^

between 11 and 12, and the French troops in the plain immediately

must have been a part of those returning from the un- General

successful attack on General Picton^s position. Ponsonbr.

I have said that a good many men fell on the crest of

the French position. I know we ought not to have been

there, and that we fell into the same error which we went

down to correct, but I believe that this is an error almost

inevitable after a successful charge, and it must always

depend upon the steadiness of a good support to prevent

serious consequences. In a great battle the support is at

I
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liandj and I am therefore firmly of opinion that although

we sustained a greater loss than we should have done if our

Squadrons had remained compact^ the Enemy suffered a

g-reater loss, was thrown into more confusion, and required

more time to re-establish order, than if greater regularity

had been preserved.

You are at perfect liberty to make what use you please

of this letter. The opinions may be erroneous, but I

pledge my honour that the facts are correct.

I have, &c.,

F. PONSONBY,

M.-General.

MAJOR A. BARTON, 12th ROYAL LANCERS.
Captain 12th Light Dragoons.

_No. 58. Birminghavi, November 3rd, 1834.

Waterloo. Major Barton, 12th Royal Lancers, presents his com-

pliments to Mr. Siborne, and agreeable to his request,

returns his plan of the Field of Waterloo, on which he

has, to the best of his recollection, marked the two prin-

cipal positions of the Regiment on the 18th of June. He

has also enclosed a few recollections of that eventful day.

To the rear of This was the first position taken up on the morning of
ape e.

^^^^ ^g^^^ ^^ June. The Regiment was formed in close
Sc6 GrCIlGrtll

Plan, No. 1. column of three Squadrons, left in front, in a field of ^oeas

p'^v^d*^"^'^
or vetches in the left rear of the British line of Infantry,

having in its immediate front the troops of Nassau.

1st Charge. The left of our line being attacked by a strong

Column of Infantry, commanded by General Durutte, the

Regiment was ordered to advance by its Lieut-Colonel

the Hon. Fredk. Ponsonby, who, I believe, had orders

to act discretionally. We advanced unperceived by the

Enemy, and on passing the hedge-row, occupied by the

12th attack Highlanders, immediately made a flank attack on the
the French

i /->, n mi •
r> i i j.

i

Infantry. French Column. ihis attack was successrul, and threw
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the Enemy into disordorj who retreated in the f^i'oatest

confusion followed by the Rej^inient till we were stopped

by their standing- Columns of reserve on the o])posite

side of a ravine.

During the whole of this time an indiscriminate fire

was kept up by the French Artillery on the Reg-iment as

well as on their own retreating Battalions. We were in

considerable confusion^ being- mixed up with the Enemy's

broken Infantry, suffering at the same time from a heavy

cannonade, and before we could regain the position for

formation, we were charged by the 3rd and 4th French

Lancers, who advanced from behind their own Columns of

reserve. From this charge and the heavy fire to which

we had been before exposed we suffered great loss, having

nearly one hundred killed and wounded ; amongst the

latter was our gallant Lieut.-Colonel, who at the time

was reported "killed/''

This was our position at about 7 p.m. We were at this

time formed into two Squadrons, owing to the great loss

the Regiment had sustained in its attack on Durutte's

Column. We were standing in a field of trampled corn,

in the right rear of the rising ground held by the Guards,

to which point Sir John Vandeleur's Brigade had been

moved from the left of the line, as nearly as I can recollect,

about five o'clock.

On the Brigade taking up its position, the Regiment

stood on the left, and in its immediate rear was a deep

quarry or sandpit. I can call this circumstance more

particularly to my recollection from Lieutenant-Colonel

Stawell (then Captain) remarking the awkward position

in which the Regiment stood in the event of a retrograde

movement becoming necessary, and suggested we should

take up a more advanced alignment, which was accordingly

done ; this consequently placed us some distance in front

of the Brigade. We had elevated ground in our front,

from which the shot directed on the Guards ricocheted,

passed over our heads, and took effect on the other

Regiments of our Brigade; we were at this time so

I 2

IIT DllAOOOXS.

Stoppod by
Fr<;nrh

Columns of

re8f;rv«s on
opposite hide

of tho valley.

12th attacked

>jy the French
Lancers, this

and the heavy
fire causing

erreat loss.

The site

indicated is

exaetlj- in rear

of the House
of Hougou-
mont, and
close behind
the Xivelles
Road, after

the Brigade
had been
moved to-

wards the
right of the
position.
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close to the Enemy that some of our men were Avounded

by grape.

On the failure of the Enemy's last attack the Brigade

advancedj passing over the ground on which the struggle

had taken place between the French and English Guards.

The scene here was terrific from the great number of killed

and wounded. Bodies were lying so close to each other

that our horses could scarcely advance without trampling

on them, and a great many were wounded in the fetlocks

from the bayonets and other weapons that were scattered

about on the field.

It is impossible for me at this moment to state posi-

tively on which side of Hougoumont the Regiment passed

during its advance, indeed, I do not think any individual of

the Regiment could at this day, or even the day after the

Battle, decide the fact ; such a scene of devastation and

rout had never before been witnessed by any of us, but I

am disposed to think, from our inclining towards our left

during the Advance, that we must have left Hougoumont

to our right. The Enemy was in full retreat, and our

Brigade followed them, skirting the wood at the Observa-

tory close to our right.

The only attempt to make anything like a stand

against us or interrupt our pursuit, was made by a weak

Regiment of Infantry which halted and fired a few shots

at us, after which some of the men threw themselves down

on their faces in the standing corn, and others effected their

escape into the wood on our right. At this time we saw to

our left front, at no great distance, a strong Regiment of

Cavalry, which we soon ascertained to be the Grenadiers a

Cheval of the Imperial Guard ; they were formed in a

dense close column, and appeared to take but little notice

of our advance, when opposite their flank they fired a few

pistol or carbine shots.

"We were some distance in front of our Brigade, and

being too weak to make an impression [on them], they

literally walked from the field in a most majestic manner.

I had subsequently an opportunity of learning from a

Advanced.hy
the left of

Hougoumont.
See General

Plan.

fleeting the

Grenadiers a

ChcA-al who
retire in per-

fect order.
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16th Liout Dbaoooxh.

French Officer that this lleg-iment, as well as the lied

Lancers of" the Guard, was not in action durin*^ the day.

I can only account for their steadiness in such a perilous

situation, by ascribing- it to a wish to cover tlieir Infantry

and Cavahy that were retreating- in such g-reat discn-der,

and by their perceiving that we had outmarched our Guns.

The Brig-ade continued its piirsuit of the Enemy still

further, and when we were ordered to retire a short distance

for the purpose of taking- up our bivouac, rather an extra-

ordinary circumstance occurred. While retiring we met

the 1st Hussars, King's German Legion, advancing. We Averted col-

mutually mistook each other for the Enemy, and were on the Bri^'ade

the point of attacking when the error (by which an Officer ^I^^
*^^' ^^*

(, . . .
Hussars,

of our Brigade was shghtly wounded) was discovered. K.G.L.

The 16th Light Dragoons.

MAJOR W. TOMKINSON.
Captain 16th Light Dragoons.

Willington, Nathivich, April 2nd, 18S5. No. 59.

The Brigade went out at the left of the position, sup- Waterloo.

ported the charge, and covered the retreat of the Heavy ist Charge.

Brigade, viz., Boyals, Greys, and Inniskillings. The

appearance of the Enemy at this time in our front, being

about one o'clock, was having their Light Troops in advance

of the hills they occupied in our front, with parties of

Cavalry and Infantry in different places without forming

any line.

The arms of the French Infantry charged by the Anns of

Heavy Brigade lay in two lines, nearly as regularly as if in|fnt^^
laid on parade. They had advanced diagonally to our charged" by

position, their right (I think) considerably advanced. I Brigiide.^ljing

did not ascertain this on the 18th, but find the following in in two regular

-r
,

^ lines on the
my Journal :

—

ground.

" On going over the ground the followino- mornino- I
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saw where two lines of Infantry had laid down their arms,

whose position Avas accurately marked from the regularity

the muskets were placed in/'

The Brigade remained on the left until half-past five or

thereabouts, and having- seen the advance and commence-

ment of the Prussians' attack, moved in rear of our Line,

crossed the Brussels and Genappe road (our Line being at

this time greatly reduced, and having large intervals),

forming with our left on the road the instant we passed it.

There was a Regiment of Belgian Infantry a little in

advance of the left of the Brigade in square, which during

the last attack on our Line, which was immediately in our
prevented to- ^ • ^ • ^ •

their going to front, commenced nrmg their muskets m the an-, meaning
the rear.

^^ move off in the confusion. Colonel Childers of the 11th

and myself went and urged them to be steady, the Duke

riding up and doing the same.

Brigade
remained on
the left until

arrival of, and
attack by, the

Prussians.

Formed in

rear of some
Belgian In-

fantry, and

Joined in the

pursuit of the

French,

In pursuit when the Line advanced, we moved in line to

the crest of the position, when we broke into a Column of

half-Squadrons to pass the Infantry. When on the crest

of the position the whole French Army was in full retreat,

their Infantry in confusion running at the bottom of the

hill.

Yours, &c.,

W. TOMKINSON.

No. 60.

Retreat on
17th.

FROM THE SAME.

Willington Hall, Chester, Febniary 10th, 1845.

I beg to forward you a reply from my Journal relative

to the retreat on the 17th, which, I believe, is a correct

representation of what occurred.

I have no doubt Sir Hussey Vivian expected us to cover

him, and so we were ordered to do ; but the events I mention

changed that purpose, and rendered it impossible.

I remain, &c.,

W. ToilKINSON.
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K'yrn Liojit Duaooomh.

June ntJi, 1815.

The Duke rode up at daylight to Quatre Bras, and we

soon heard that, in consequence of the attack made on the

Prussians last nig-lit, they had retired on Wavre, and that

we were also to retire to a position in our rear to cover Retreat

Brussels. The Infantry withdrew quietly, leaving the "'f^^^-

Cavalry to cover their retreat. We remained on the

ground [on which] we had passed the night until one o'clock,

when, in consequence of the Enemy showing some Cavalry,

we turned out, forming in three lines to the left and rear

of Quatre Bras.

The two Brigades of Hussars were in the first line. Two Brigades

General Vandeleur^s Brigade in the second line, and the in gi-st lino or

Heavy Cavalry in support some distance to the rear. rear line, ^ an-

,
"^

,

.
ueleur s m

The intention of Lord Uxbridge was to keep the second. Heavy

Hussars [? in hand] to take advantage of any favourable
^^^^^^^

^

chance, and on tlie Enemy advancing in such force as to Lo^d

oblige us to retire, they were- to pass through the second J-xbndge
^

. .
intended the

line (our Brigade), and it to cover the retreat. Hussars to

I saw the French Cavalry when turning out of their
f^f/e^^^^^

bivouac, and I thought, from their numbers, we must line when

either bring all our force to oppose them and keep our

ground, or that, if a retreat were determined on, the

sooner we marched the more prudent.

They came out Column after Column, and in greater The great

force than I ever recollect seeing together at one point.
{]^j'rrac-h

They advanced in very large bodies, and Lord Uxbridge Cayalry.

soon saw that, so far from having any chance of charging,

he had nothing left but to get his troops away with the

least possible delay. We, the second line, were ordered

away immediately, and retired, leaving Genappe on our

left (in retiring) . The first line got away without much

loss, retiring with the Heavy Brigade Cavalry on Genappe,

but had not time allowed it to retire through the second

line as at first intended. Xo time for

There was not time for the Hussars to pass through Hussars to

pass through
our Brigade, the Enemy was so close upon them, and had second line.
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Ave not got off with tlie least possible delay^ the Hussars

and our Brigade would have been in one confused heap.

We had learnt the necessity o£ making way for those in

front when we and they were retiring.

The Infantry being all clear, and the Enemy showing

so large a force of Cavalry, we ought not to have waited so

long. Retreat being our object, the more easily it was

effected the more prudent it would have been.

MAJOR J. LUARD.
LlEL'TENAUT ANT) ADJUTANT 16tH LiGHT DrAGOONS.

TO COLONEL JAMES HAY, 2nD DEAGOON GUAEDS.

No. 61. No date.

Waterloo. Extract of a letter from Major Luard (late of the 16th

Light Dragoons) to Colonel James Hay, Commanding

2nd Dragoon Guards (late of ICth Light Dragoons).

1st Position

of Brigade on
left of the

line. Sec

General Plan,

No. 1.

Moved to the

right to

On the morning of the 18th, I don^t think we mounted

our horses much before 9 a.m. You may recollect my
coming to you for orders; you were in a small house.

Lieut. Richardson was in the same room with you, and

was very sick. When the Regiment was formed we moved

and were placed under the brow of a hill nearly on the

left of the British Line. The Hussar Brigade was on our

left, a little to the front. We then dismounted, and while

in this situation, at about eleven o'clock, the cannonade

became spirited, and the Battle appeared (from what we

could hear, for under the hill we could see nothing) to be

becoming general. A group of OfRcers were talking

together with their horses in hand, Avhen a shell dropped in

the middle of them and killed Captain Swetenham's horse.

The fire of all arms was now increasing and drawing

near, and shot and shell passed thickly over us. We were

ordered to mount. The 1 2th Light Dragoons were detached

from our Brigade to the left, while we moved more to the

right, to support a charge made by Sir William Ponsonby's
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Brigade. On our moving- over the hill, the Greys made a "'ipp'^rt

„ 11 1 .1 • l'oriMonby'8

most g-ulumt and des})erate charfj^e, overthrowmg- every- jirigado.

thing" opposed to them, and pursuing- their success to the iHt Charge,

height of the French position. Upon returning to reform,

of course broken and divided, they were pursued by the

Enemy^s Lancers, which the J 6th charged in front and 1 0th charge-

drove them back upon their own Infantry, while the 12th Lancers.

Light Dragoons charged in flank. At this moment

Colonel Hay, who commanded the 16th Light Dragoons,fell Colonel Hay

desperately and dangerously wounded, and Lieutenants mounded.

Osten and Crichton were also wounded. The Regiment

was on the point of making another charge, when orders Brigade

were received to move more to the right. We moved some ^^^' ° ^

distance, passing the remains of Sir William Ponsonby's

and Lord Edward Somerset's Brigades, and formed under

the brow of a hill in eclieUm of Regiments, left forward.

The Hussar Brigade was formed on our left. A Corps of

Foreign Infantry (I believe Dutch) formed in our front, Posted in rear

partly covered, like ourselves, by the hill; in front of Belgians.'

them, on the top of the hill, was formed our line of

Infantry.

Thefire nowbecame tremendous,particularly ofmusketry. Period of the

I had at this moment my horse shot in the head by a musket- ^nd column

ball, and Lieutenant Phillips [? Phelips] of the 11th, ofthelm-

while condoling with me on seeing me moinited on a troop

horse, had his head shot off by a cannon-shot. The fire

became every moment hotter, and from the rapid way in

which it approached us, appeared as if the Enemy was

carrying the hill by which we were partially covered, and I

confess I thought at that moment the day was going hard

with us, that the Infantry were beaten, and that we (the

Cavalry), by desperate charges, were to recover what they

had lost.

The Foreign troops in our front appeared to think so

also, but certainly had not resolved to recover the day, for

they began to give way rapidly. We closed our squadron The Dutch-

intervals, and would not let them pass through, and by the ventedfroni

'

persuasion of Sir John Vandeleur, other Officers, and gi^-ing -way.
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myself, they again formed to the front. The fire now
rapidly slackened, the Duke of Wellington appeared in our

front in great spirits, and we moved to the front at a

smart trot, in a Column—open Squadrons left in front.

We passed the scene of carnage where our Line had been

formed, moved down the hill with great rapidity, passed

our own Infantry as well as broken Columns of the French,

and pursued Cavalry of all arras mixed, the ground

strewed with cuirasses thrown away to lighten the

Cuirassiers in their flight. About a mile and a half from

our position, a road runs through the valley, on the opposite

side of which a Column of French Infantry formed square

to oppose us. We instantly wheeled into line, received

their lire, and charged, taking or destroying the wdiole. In

this charge Captain Buchanan and Lieutenant Hay were

killed, and Captain Weyland wounded. The 10th and

18th Hussars charged a Column of the Enemy at the same

moment to our left.

We now saw houses on our left on fire. We continued

to pursue the Enemy until we came upon some huts, which

had been the Enemy's bivouac the preceding night. The

day now closed, and as we were returning nearly in the

dark, the 1st German Hussars, taking us for the Enemy,

were preparing to charge us, when other Officers and myself

rode forward and prevented them, by stating what we were.

Having taken some waggons laden with provisions and

brandy, I, as Adjutant, collected a number of canteens of

each Troop, and filled them, to be divided equally amongst

all the men. We then bivouacked near a wood, but

exactly where that wood is I don't know.

We moved at ten o'clock the next day, and continued

marehino- until we reached Paris.
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Grant's Cavalry Brigade.

The 5tli (Light) Cavahy Brigade consisted of tlie

7th Hussars, the 15th, or King's, Hussars, and the

2nd Hussars of tlie King's German Legion, but as

the latter Regiment was still on the frontier, it was

replaced by the 13th Light Dragoons taken from the

7th Brigade (in which remained only the 3rd Hus-

sars, King's German Legion). It was commanded

by Major-General Sir Colquhoun Grant, K.C.B.

In the retreat on the 17th the Brigade, with

the exception of the 7th Hussars, formed part of

the right Cavalry Column. The 7th furnished at

first the rear guard to the centre Column, which

held the Enemy in check until the other troops of

the Column had passed the bridge and town of

Genappe, when it also retired through the same.

On the Enemy's advanced guard of Lancers

appearing at the other entrance of the town, the

7th charged it, and an obstinate conflict ensued,

with great loss on both sides.

At length the 7th were withdrawn, and the

Enemy's Column, the rear of which was already

beginning to retire from the town, was driven

through it by a charge of the 1st Life Guards. A
brilliant charge was made in the evening by a

Troop of the 7th Hussars, as the two Armies were

taking up their respective positions at Waterloo.

On the morning of the 18th, Grant's Brigade

was posted to the right of all the other Cavalry,

and in front of the Nivelles Road, near the junction

of the latter with the Wavre Road. One and a

half Squadrons of the 15th Hussars were detached to
f,

. . . . See General

the right of the position with V edettes thrown out. Plan, Xo. i.
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Between three and four p.m., the 13th Light

Dragoons and 15th Hussars were ordered to the

right to attack a body of Lancers, who were

menacing that quarter, and in the meantime the

7th Hussars (with other Eegiments) charged and

repelled the French Cavalry attacking the Infantry

Squares in front. Grant, observing that these

attacks were being repeated in great strength, and

that the movements of the Lancers were a diversion

to draw him away from them, returned to his

original ground, leaving a Squadron of the 15th in

observation as before.

The Brigade was then employed in charging

and repelling the French troops attacking the

Allied Line, and, with alternate success, according

as the French were driven back, or, bringing up

strong supjDorts, forced it to retire.

In the General Advance the Brigade attacked

bodies of Cavalry and Infantry, and contributed to

the rout of the French.

Nos. 65 and 67 refer to the retreat on the 17th,

all the remaining letters to Waterloo.

LIEUT.-COLONEL J. THACKWELL, FOR LIEUT-
GENERAL SIR COLQUHOUN GRANT, K.C.B.,

G.C.H.

Major-General Sir C. Grant, K.C.B., Commanding 5th Cavalry

Brigade,

No. 62. Gloucester, July Wi, 1835.

Waterloo. Having been requested by Lieut.-General Sir Colqu-

houn Grant (owing to bis inabihty in consequence of a

severe family affliction) to reply to your printed letter of

28th October, 1834, soliciting information with respect to

the proceedings of the 5tli Brigade of Cavahy in the
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Lt.-CoL. TifACKWELL FOK SiR C. GbANT.

Battle of Waterloo, I bof^ leave to state, in connection

with a former communication relative to the movements ,S'eeNo. 68,

of the 15th Hussars that, with reference to the query, I'-
^^^*

"What was the formation of the 5th Cavalry Brif^ade,

&c. &c. ?
"

The Brio^ade about this time was formed in line of Popitionoftho

.
Bngade at

Squadrons at or about AA, a\, a'l, in the Plan, accordm<j 7 p.m.

to report and the best of my belief and recollection; but

there might have been a Square of our Infantry between

the 15th and 13th, and their position might have been

50 or 80 yards more to the left. I must, however, here

remark that the relative situation of the three Regiments

was not the same throughout the day, the 13th being for a

great part of the conflict on the left of the 15th. The

Squadrons at this time did not probably amount to 30

files each. I should also perhaps explain here that the

13th Light Dragoons had joined the Brigade that morning

in consequence of the 2nd Hussars of the Legion not

having returned from the frontier, that the 15th Hussars

had a squadron in a ravine at a\, and a picket at a^, from

the beginning to the end of the Battle, which detachments

suffered some loss by cannon fire and skirmishing ; and

that the 7th Hussars were very weak, having suffered most

severely on [the] debouch of the French Cavalry from

Genappe the preceding afternoon.

With regard to the second query, " AVhat was the

formation of that part of the Eneray^s Forces immediately

in front of the Brigade ? " The Enemy^s troops. Cavalry Formation of

and Infantry, were in column, the former at perhaps half
jj^^^ont oH-^^

or quarter distance. It is a difficult matter at this distant

period to trace the Enemy's formation more particularly,

but a large force of his Cavalry was in this part of the

field.

In reference to the general proceedings of the Brigade

I beg to state that it was under the crest of the position,

in rear of the angle at Hougoumont, until about three p.m.. About 3 p.m.

when the 15th Hussars and 13th Light Dragoons were moved to

moved to the Ravine D between the Nivelles Road and ^^ ^^=1^^ °^
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attack Lancers
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Attack by
French Cav-
alry upon our
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Guns in the
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Braine-la-Leudj for the purpose of attacking 10 squadrons

of Lancers in two lines^ forming" the left of the French

Army at E. Whilst disposition.^? were making for the

attack the Lancers began cheering, and on looking to-

wards the position we had quitted, the cause of cheering

was discovered to be an impetuous attack by the French

Cavalry upon our Infantry and Guns, the limbers of

which were going rapidly towards the Nivelles road. The

French Cavalry passing between the Squares of the

Infantry were charged and driven back by the Cavalry

of the 3rd Brigade [Dornberg's] and the 3rd Hussars of

the Legion.

This attack was several times repeated, and Sir

Colquhoun Grant, judging that the attack of the

Lancers was only a secondary object, most judiciously

took upon himself the responsibility of taking the two

Regiments back to the ground they had left, the 13th

leading, which Regiment formed line to the front, and at,

or about the spot marked B, charged a body of

Cuirassiers, who were driven back for more than 3U0

yards to the low ground beyond C; the 15th also formed

to the front, to the left of the 13th, and charged a

mass of Cuirassiers, which were likewise driven back for

a like distance upon heavy masses of Cavalry, who

beginning oifensive operations in front and on the flank,

compelled the 13th first and afterwards the 15th to

retreat to their own line, where the steadiness of the

two Regiments had the effect of checking any further

serious attack upon this point for some time ; but the

skirmishers of the 15th were employed against the Cui-

rassiers and other Cavalry in front, who were kept at some

distance.

More to the left, however, the Enemy^s Cavalry made

some demonstrations in advance and attacks. Between

six and seven o^clock a Column of nearly 1,000 Infantry

had advanced to within 150 yards, or less, of the first line,

to near the spot F on the plan, supported by a large body

of Cuirassiers and other Cavalry about C. This Square
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Lt.-Coi-. Thackwell fok But C. Guaxt.

was char^'C'd by the two squadrons of the 15th Hussars Uf-twocn G

and its further advance was clieckcd. Shortly after a Fronch

some Li<>-ht Cavalry and Lancers, who incommoded the ^[i^'-^^^

. ... .
CJiarged by

front of the adjoinino' Squares of Infantry, were charg'ed two Squad-

and driven back by the same Corps. The 7tli Hussars and \'^"y/^ ^

the 13th Light Dragoons were also most actively engaged, y^^ .^^,i jg^j^

and on the General Advance the Regiments of the Brigade ''^^^" ^'-tivoly

made several attacks on Cavalry as well as Infantry^ in
j th-c' o-i

one of which Colonel Kerrison of the first named Regiment Advance tho

had a horse killed under him, and Major Griffiths, of the several attacks

15th Hussars, was killed in charging the latter; and these ^^ Cavalry

attacks contributed greatly to the loss and confusion of ^r . ^, .^^^

'

" •'
jlii.)- Griffiths,

the Enemy. Sir Colquhoun Grant had five horses killed of the 15th,

and wounded under him. He was in Hussar uniform, and ^ ^,'
,

. .
5 11 /» 1 IV '^i^ ^'* Grant

rode, at about seven o clock, a very ime, large, chestnut had tive horses

horse, which was wounded. ,

killed and
•wounded

The j)rompt, judicious, and fortunate movement of the under him.

Brigade, from the designed attack of the Lancers to that of

the Cuirassiers before-mentioned, restored confidence to this

part of the Line, which seemed to be in some danger, and

may justly be considered an event of the utmost import-

ance.

I should imagine it was previous to the return of the

Brigade that the Cavalry attack witnessed by IMajor ,sw Xo. S9,

Mercer occurred. However, I saw no Cavalry in the 1^' -^*^-

ravine leading to Braine-la-Leud from the time we quitted

the angle of the position to that of our return, except the

13th and 15th passing along it, although there might be

Cavalry at the spot stated by Major Mercer. It might

have taken place afterwards, for I know, by report at Si-c Xo. 133,

the time, that a body of Cuirassiers passed between the
^'

Squares of Infantry to our left, and being unable or un- Cuirassiers

willing to return, retreated down the Nivelles road, and F^^*'"'!
^

- T
between the

passed the small post of the 15th Hussars; but those who Infantry

escaped were said to be not more than about thirty, some down th

having been knocked down by the fire of the 51st, the Xivelles road.

direction of which prevented their being charged by the ^9* more than
^

.

& & J
^ thu-tv

above detachment. But a difficulty occurs here, as at this escaped.
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time a considerable part of Lord HilFs Corps had joined

the first line, and probably Major Mercer with it, I

think I heard this body was charged, but never knew
when, or by what Corps. It is certain that no attack by

Cavalry had been made on the position near Hougoumont
until after the two Regiments had quitted that part of the

field to move against the Lancers, and it is therefore

probable some mistake may have occurred as to time, and

that the circumstances mentioned may have originated in

the same affair,

I trust I need not apologise for this long statement,

confiding in the hope that you have received Sir Colquhoun

Grant's note intimating that he had desired me to transmit

it after having perused and confirmed all the events of

moment therein mentioned.

I have, &c.,

Jos. Thackwell,

Late Lieut.-Col. 15th or King-'s Hussars.

The 7th Hussars.

No. 63.

LIEUT.-COLONEL T. W. BOBBINS, HALF-PAY,
Captain 7th Hussars.

Castle Malioood, Stony Cross, Hants. March 31st, 1835.

"Waterloo.

Wounded
between 6 and
7 o'clock.

On the first advance of the French Cavalry on our

position (on the left of Hougoumont), I conclude between

six and seven o'clock, I was wounded and fell. When I

was able to rise my own Regiment was gone, the Enemy
we had been opposed to were gone, and some close Columns

of Infantry, I think one of them was a Battalion of

Guards, had changed their ground also. Being then

obliged to leave the field, of that part of the Battle to which

you particularly allude I am unable to give any account.

On the nig-ht of the 17th the 7th Hussars bivouacked
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on the left of the hif,^li road leading'- to (lenappe, above La

Haye Sainte, which I have marked No. 1. Early on the No. i i« 200

following- morning' the Regiment was moved across both
j\!ft ^f /h,.

'

the hia-h roads to No. 2, where it remained dismounted until '^i'nappcroiwJ,

the commencement or the Action. Un our way we passed ;„ mir of the

many Regiments of all arms moving to their places in ^^'avro Koad.

position. I think lam correct in marking this spot, as 370yar,i8in^

I recollect on our left was a mound or hillock, which I con- front of MorU-

ceive to be the spot I have marked X. A little in our rear „ .

'

.
'- X IS the nse

was a hedge, and a rather hollow roadway. of i^ound

Soon after the commencement of the Action we moved eonrourP5
to No. 3, remaining thei'e some time ; but being much Xo. 3 is just

annoyed by shot and shells, and still seeing no Enemy, yet i^^.™*,^,
^^^

losing many men and horses, we were again moved to No. and in a lino

4, formed in line under cover of a bank, from which some ^^njaiV^
^^

Guns of the Horse Artillery had just been obliged to hedge of

withdraw, the Enemy^s Guns from Mon Plaisir havino- " °
.

1 • -. 1 • •
"= No. 4 IS

exactly got their range and doing great execution. behind the

At the alarm that the French Cavalry was advancing up "avreRoad,
'' o 1 not tar from

the hill on the left of Hougoumont, the 7th were mounted, its junction

and rapidly moved from their left; then wheeling into line xivelles road.

theyalmost immediately charged the leading Regiment of the

Enemy at No. 5 (Lancers). They came on in three distinct No. 5 about

lines. In this charge I fell, and from that time am unable gfy^^\^
^

to state anything that occurred. During the short time we Charged the

were in motion my attention was too much occupied with J'l'eiich
•^ ' Lancers.

my own men to have been able to pay much to what was

going on around us. Yet I distinctly saw the three lines French Cav-

of the Enemy's Cavalry advancing rather en echelon, as alrj- advanced

,

'' '' °
. steadily in

steadily as if on a field day, at the time we were brought three lines.

up to oppose them, passing some of our Guns and some

Squares of Infantry whose fire they must have sustained.

Some other Regiments of Cavalry came up at the moment,

and, I conclude, charged with us. But from [the] place I

occupied, commanding the centre Squadron of the 7th, I am
unable to say more.

As long as I remained in the field I can with confidence

J
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say we never scarcely saw an enemy, up to the time I have

mentioned already. I shall ever reg^ret having been so

unfortunate as to have missed seeing the end of that

glorious day.

Allow me, &c.,

Tho. Robbins,

Lieut.-Col. H.-Pay, late Capt. 7th Hussars.

No 64

LIEUT.-COLONEL S. O'GRADY,

Lieutenant 7th Hussahs.

Cahir Guillamore, March 18th, 1835.

Waterloo.

The 7th were
posted on the

gTOund above
Hougoumont,
and, -with the

13th and loth,

drove hack the

French Cav-
alrj', who
attacked tho

British and
Brunswick
Squares.

I believe, however, that the time you fix is that when

the h/sf attempt to force the British position was made by

([ think) Ney, on the Brussels road. If so, the 7th were

ordered from the right to assist in repelling that attack,

and consequently were on the right centre at that time,

but from the great confusion that prevailed consequent

upon the flight of some Belgian Dragoons, who ran through

our ranks, I find it very difficult, and indeed, except by

guess, impossible to fix upon the precise spot we occupied.

The 7th, who were in advance of the left centre on the

night of the 17th, were moved very early on the 18th to

the ground above Hougoumont, and occupied various posi-

tions there during the day, and assisted by the 15th Hussars

and the 13th Light Dragoons, drove back the French

Cavalry, who attacked the Squares of British and

Brunswickers immmediately above Hougoumont, and

rather late in the day. If your query has reference to that

charge I think I could place the 7th accurately for you.

The French Cavalry were in the first instance

Cuirassiers, and in squadron, but they soon became mixed

with Cavalry of all arms, and acted in masses of more or

less size. After clearing the front of our position we were
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ordered to our le£t to assist in repellin;^ the la.sl atlcmpl of

the Enemy to which I before alluded. After that we moved

to about midway to our former position, from which we

moved at the Cxeneral Advance, and sweeping- the g-round to

Hougoumont, entered the Enemy's Line on his left, and

charged down his Lines until we met Sir Hussey Vivian at

the head of his Brigade.

The 7th having in these various encounters lost a great

many men, and being reduced to a Squadron, and having-

separated from the 15th Hussars and the 13th Lig-ht

Drag-oons, joined Sir Hussey anJ continued to act with

him until the next mornin"".

7th IIcSHAttH.

In the f^enoral

advanco tho

7 th f;liar):j';<l

flown thf;

Enemy's Lines

from his left

until they met
Vivian's

linfcadt;.

You will perceive that as we occupied the ground above

Hougoumont no Infantry penetrated to us, though we were

perpetually menaced, and often attacked by the Enemy^s

Cavalry, who advanced in column and formed squadrons

of attack.

I have, &c.,

StANDISH O'GllADY.

FROM THE SAME.

Hamilton Court, April 10th, 1837. '^q^ Qq

On the occasion of our last advance at Waterloo I be-

lieve we commenced it from the right centre of our Line,

and consequently we left the house, &c., of Hougoumont

on our right. None of our Cavalry were during the

day on the ground beyond (or at the Nivelles side of)

Hougoumont. The road/to Nivelles was stopped by felled

trees, and the 51st Regiment protected it.

As respects the retreat of the Army on the 17th from

Quatre Bras, I am aware that much misconception existed

in the minds of many at the time, and of many more since,

as to the conduct of the 7th Hussars who covered the

retreat on the main road to Brussels through Genappe, and

J 2

Waterloo.

Xone of the

Cavalry were,

during the

day. on the
ground on the

Xivelles side

of Hougou-
mont.

Eetreat from
Quatre Bras.
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on this subject I ought to be qualified to speak, as I had

Commandcil a the command of the Troop on the high road, sup^jorting

porting the the skirmishers, and consequently was an aiixious and
skirmishers. interested observer of all that took place. My first im-

pressions I see no reason to alter, and I believe no

Regiment could have done more or done better than the

7th did upon that day. Facts are, however, what I

apprehend you want, and I will give them as shortly

as I can.

Early in the morning of the 17th the Army was drawn

up to show a front, and soon afterwards the Infantry

began to move to the rear. When they moved off,

leaving the Cavalry, Sir C. Grant called the Field Officers

together, and spoke to them for some time. When Major

Hodge (who was in command of the right Squadron, to

which I belonged) returned, he called me aside, and told

me that the Prussians had been beaten and obliged to fall

back, and that we must make a similar movement to

prevent the two Armies from being disunited ; that our

Brigade was to retire by Regiments from the left, and that

The 7th was the 7th had the post of honour, the main road to cover and

post of honour pi'otect ; that Sir William Dornberg was to take charge of

in the Retreat, -^he skirmishers of the Brigade, and that our Squadron was

to skirmish. There was at this time no appearance on the

part of the Enemy of an advance, and we were to hold our

ground until driven from it.

We did so and (though I cannot pretend to accuracy in

point of time) I think it was twelve before their advance put

Eight Troop us in motion. We threw out the right Troop to skirmish, and

Hodo-e's Major Hodge went with them. I held the high road with
Squadron ^he left Troop, and had from time to time to send them
thrown out to .

skirmish. assistance, and rrequently to advance to enable them to

Supported by hold their ground, as their movements were difficult

tinder Licut°^ through ploughed fields so soft that the horses were sunk
O'Grady. ^p to their knees always, and sometimes to their girths.

Whilst I was so employed Sir WilHam Dornberg joined

me. Thus we continued to dispute every inch of the

ground until we came within a short distance of the town
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of Genappe. Here Sir William Dornherg' told me that he

must leave me ; that it was of the utmost importanee to f niportantc of

face the Enemy boldly at this spot, as the bridge in the
j^JJ^jl^.^Vn^"

town of Genappe was so narrow we must pass it in file ; chock in front

that I should endeavour if possible to obtain time for the
,^£ (^..n;^^^,/.

skirmishers to come in, but that I was not to compromise

my Troop too much. Sir William had been ridincrwith me

some hours, and when he bid me farewell he shook my
hand, and I saw plainly he never expected to see me again.

I then called in the skirmishers and advanced at a trot

up the road. The troops opposed to me went about, and

as I followed them they did not stop as soon as I did. I

continued advancing and retiring alternately, until I saw Advancing

all my right Troop safe on the road in my rear, and then ^nj^ .^^ ^-^

I beffan to retire at a walk, occasionally halting and skirmishers

fronting until I turned the corner oi the town oi Genappe. the road.

I then filed the men from the left and passed through the Passed

town at a gallop, no enemy in sight. When I arrived at Genappe and

the opposite entrance of the town I found the 7th drawn up joined the 7th

, , .
r. T • • 11- f 1

at the other
on the road m a column of divisions, and having re-tormed side of it.

our Squadron we took our place between those already

formed and the town.

Here I met Sir William Dornberg, who appeared sur-

prised to see me, and asked me how we had effected our

retreat, and if we had saved any of the skirmishers, and

when I told him we had not lost a man or a horse, he

exclaimed, " Then Buonaparte is not with them ; if he

were, not a man of you could have escaped.^''

Here we remained drawn up about twentyminutes before

any of the Enemy appeared, and then only a few stragglers,

some of whom rode into us and were found to be quite

drunk. As well as I can guess, the Cavalry Column

by which we were pursued, and which moved slowly, but

shouting loudly along the high road, were about fourteen Thinks the

Squadrons. Occasionally I was able to count them, but
f^^in-^^olumn

not accurately. They might have been eighteen. And this amounted to

Column now showed its head within the town. This head squadrons.

consisted of a Troop of Lancers, all very young men.
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At its head a
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Lord Ang-lc-
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Guards.

mounted on very small horses, and commanded by a fine-

looking and a very brave man. For about fifteen minutes

they remained in the jaws of the town, their flanks being

protected by the houses ; and the street not being straight,

and those in the rear not knowing that the front were

halted, they soon became so jammed that they could not go

about.

In this state of affairs Lord Anglesej* gave us orders

to charge them, which we immediately did. Of course,

our charge could make no impression, but we continued

cutting at them, and we did not give ground, nor did they

move. Their Commanding Oificer was cut down, and so

was ours (Major Hodge), and this state of things lasted

some minutes, when they brought down some Light

Artillery, which struck the rear of the right (the charging)

Squadron and knocked over some men and horses, im-

peding the road in our rear. We then received orders

to go about from Lord Anglesey, who was up with us, but

not on the road during all this time. The Lancers then

advanced upon us, and in the melee which ensued they lost

quite as many as we did, and when at last we were able

to disengage ourselves they did not attempt to pursue us.

We retired through a Regiment of Light Cavalry, and

the first pass we found off the road we took, and formed in

the field by the road side. I then got the remnant of the

right Squadron and moved them down towards the town

of Genappe to look after any of our wounded, whom it

might be in our power to save. When I saw the ground

upon which we had charged it was strewed with men and

horses, but I saw very few fighting men of the Enemy.

In the meantime the Light Brigade having been removed

from the road where they were when we passed through

them, the Life Guards came down the road and charged

into the town.

I could not, of course, see what they did, but I believe

they fell upon the rear of a retiring Column, impeded by

the narrowness of the bridge, and did their duty man-

fully.
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7th Hvhhauh.

The Enemy did not again attempt to molest us, and wo

reached our position witliout further interruption, except

some i)icket affairs in takin^^ up our respective Lines, in one

o£ which Captain Heyliger of the 7th made a very Churgo by

brilliant charg-e with his Troop, and when the Duke of Well- jfjtJV^with his

ing-ton sent to stop him he also desired to know his name. Troop near the

I thought at the time, and I still think, that when we Waterloo,

charg-ed the Enemy at Genappe their entire Column was in

the town, and that being the case it is clear that as soon as

they found the head of their Column engaged, they com-

menced clearing their rear out of the town.

If this be the case it is obvious that the success or

failure of the 7tli in their charge was simply a matter of

time. A little delay and they would not have had to

charge, but to pursue. This as well as I recollect was

Sir Wm. Dornberg^s opinion at the time when he objected See 'So. i, -p. 6.

to charging before their flanks were open to us. I feel,

however, that I have no right to pursue this, and satisfy

myself that I have given you, as well as I can now

recollect them, all the facts as they came before me. A
few minutes before we charged, one of the heaviest

showers of rain I can remember fell, which, as it wet

everybody and everything, rendered fire-arms useless,

and though the French fired a few pistol shots, I don^t

think they did any damage ; our engagement was there-

fore one of sabre and lance.

I have only to add that we lost our Commanding
Officer, Major Hodge killed, and Captain Elphinstone, Officers of the

who commanded the right Troop, wounded and taken. Our '^^^ wounded

Adjutant was killed also, but not in the charge, but as we ^^ the charge

never could find either Major Hodge or Adjutant Mayer,

I only say they were killed because I hope it.* In

answer to a flag of truce that evening they said they had

taken a Major, a Captain, an Adjutant, and an A.D.C.,

which latter was Captain Krockenberg, A.D.C. to Sir Wm.
Dornberg.

* That is, in fishtin^.

—

Ed.
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You will perceive that the right Squadron under

Major Hodge was the only one of the Regiment engaged^

and that it was Captain Elphinstone's Troop^ which had been

engaged skirmishing throughout the day, that charged

afterwards at Genappe.

Believe, &c.,

Standish O^Geady.

The 13th. Light Deagoons.

Xo. GO.

Waterloo.

In the morn-
ing the 1 3th

were orJorcd
to the extreme
right of the

position.

Soon after-

wards hack to

their oiiginul

ground.

MAJOR D. DOHERTY, 27th REGIMENT.
Lieutenant 13th Light Dragoons.

Buhlhh 19, Stephen's Green North, Nov. 14th, 1834.

Operations of the 13th Light Dragoons on the 18th

of June, 1815, at the Battle of AVaterloo.

On the morning of the 18th June, 1815, the 13th

Light Dragoons being in Brigade with the 7th and 15th

Hussars, and under the command of Sir Colquhoun Grant,

moved uj) to their post in the position, being thus situated

on the immediate left of the Nivelles road, and in support

of the Chateau de Hougoumont.

Previous to the attack on Hougoumont the 13th

Dragoons were ordered to cross the Nivelles road, and

take post on a rising ground on the extreme right of the

position, to Avhich post also the 51st Regiment were

ordered. The 13th Dragoons were soon afterwards ordered

back to their original post, when the Action commenced.

From this time until I suppose about one or two

o'clock they remained under a heavy fire of Artillery,

when the 13th were again ordered across the road, and

remained in the hollow for about an hour. They were

then for the first time called upon to act, and re-crossing

the road moved up to the crest of the position, and
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formed in linC; opposed to a line of French Heavy Cbirt,'(;d and

Dragoons^ which were immediately char<^'cd and routed. ofVrLnch^^
^

On returning after the charge the Regiment re-formed in Hcuvy

rear of the Columns of Infantry, and again moved half

way up towards the top of the position, when a large

Column of French Cavalry appeared in front of our left '^y- I'-ft

Squadron, which they immediately charged in the most thai7,'od

gallant manner, commanded by Captain Gregory, and ^r<,nch Cuv-
to ' J 1 & ..

^
jjlj.y again.

checked their advance, and [they] were subsequently French Cav-

obliged to retire, I suj^pose from seeing the force of Cavalry ^iliy oblif^r.d

ready at hand to support the left Squadron.

On arriving at the crest of the position the 13th I3th again

were again opposed to the Enemy's Cavalry, and forced Enemy's
^

them back, and afterwards retired under the brow of the Cavalry

position, where they remained for a short time.

The 18th again moved and retook a Bi*igade of Guns The I3th

that had been momentarily taken by the Enemy, and after ^^^^^^ t .v- x.

driving back the Enemy^s Cavalry the Regiment again was momen-

retired to their former position. SSn^'of'the

It was at this period that Lieutenant-Colonel Dalrymple French.

of the 15th Hussars lost his leg, and the same cannon shot Lieut.-Col.
®

.
Daliy-mple,

that struck him also passed through the body of Sir C. i5th"Hussars,

Grant's horse. The Officers of the 13th and 15th were ^o^'^^d.

almost all assembled together and talking to Sir C. Grant,

when the ball bounded from the top of the hill and came

into the midst of them.

Not long after this* the 13th were again called upon,

gind on adva,ucing in line up the position. Lord Anglesey and

Lord Hill were observed by the Regiment, the latter with

his hat off, cheering them forward, and on reaching the crest

of the position, the centre Squadron of the 13th, commanded Captain J.

11 T/r • T-. 1 P 1 • ir. 1
Dohertv, loti

by the late Ma3or Doherty, found itself opposed to a strong Light

Column or Square of Infantry. Dragoons.

The cheering cry of their old General, Lord Hill, "At 1 3th opposed

^, 11 P^ 1 , 1 , 1 ,. . ^, . , to a Column of
them, my old rriends, the 13th, ' was quite sumcient, and Infantry.

instantly the centre Squadron dashed into them, and com- Broke and

pletely upset them, dispersed them, and with the assistance "P*-^^

of the rest of the Regiment nearly annihilated them.

L
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Obliged to

retire before

superior force

of French
Cavalry.

French Cav-
alry suffering

from fire of

our Infantry;

charged and
pursued by
the 13th.

Lt. Doherty
severely

wounded at

the time of

the Crisis.

This slaughter continued until a Regiment of Polish

Lancers on our left, and a Regiment of Cuirassiers in

our front came to their assistance, which obliged the 13th

to retire, and which they only did at the last moment, and

then retreated in rear of two Squares of Infantry, one of

which was composed of the German Legion, and as Sir C.

Grant's horse was wounded, /le was obliged to enter the

Square for safety.

The Cuirassiers and Lancers suffered severely from the

fire of the Infantry, and as soon as the 1 3th Dragoons were

again reformed, and finding the Enemy's Cavalry so much

broken from the fire of the Infantry, they again advanced

and pursued and cut down the Enemy's Cavalry as far as

they could prudently follow, when they again retired under

cover of the position.

The 13th remained there until the Crisis, when they

again moved up the position, and on nearly arriving at the

top, a large Column of the Enemy's Infantry was observed

to the left of their Line, and immediately I was struck

by a grape shot in the stomach, and instantly afterwards

by a musket ball through my head, which so completely

took away my senses that I have no recollection of what

occurred subsequently, but I have always heard that on the

Regiment arriving at the top of the position, the Enemy

gave way, and the rout became general.

G. DOHEETY,

Major 27th Regt., late of the 13th Lt. Dragoons.

Severe losses

of the 13th.
N.B.—The 13th Dragoons went into action on the

morning of the 18th June, 1815, with three complete

Squadrons, and I have been informed that at the close of it

they could only muster one weak one.
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l3TJt Light Dkaoookk.

LIEUT.-COLONEL A. T. MACLEAN, HALF-PAY.

Lieutenant 13th Light Dkaoooxh,

United Service Club, Nov. ith, 1844, "^o. 07.

As it is more than probable that your work on the

Waterloo Campaign may have a second edition, I take leave

to bring to your notice that the 3rd German Hussars were

not in action on the 18th'^ (as stated in page 91), and did

not join the British Cavalry till the 20th, near Binche.

The 13th, in absence of that Corps, was attached

to Grant^s Brigade (the 7th and 15th Hussars), and did

duty with it on the 17th, and throughout the Action Retreat on

on the 18th, a Troop of it coverino- the retreat of the , „ '
',

' '^ ^
^

A Trooi) of

Brigade, and having orders to move parallel with the 7th I3th covers

on the left of Genappe on the former day, on which occa-
^.j^^ Bri/'ade

sion it was so hard pressed by the Enemy that the 2nd

half-Squadron, under Major Macalister, was ordered to its

support, and engaged with the Enemy till skirmishing

ceased.

Lieutenant Drought mounted picket at Hougoumont isthfurnished

that night, but was withdrawn early next morning, when Houo-oumont

[it was] occupied by the Guards, and the right Troop of the n^S'ht of the

Regiment was posted in the circular road leading- to tiie ,, e° ^
_ ^

^ JloiTung or

Chateau, where it made several charges in column of the isth the

Divisions, capturing some prisoners and horses, and con- ^.^^ posted^

tinned until the Brigade was ordered off to the extreme near Hougou-

right, when Major Moray, 13th—not 17th—Dragoons it made several

(A.D.C. to General Grant), directed the Troop to join the tliarges, cap-

^., , .... .
turmg some

Brigade (and was hard hit in giving the order). Lieut.- xDrisoners and

Col. Boyse commanded, not Doherty, t who was left sick in °^^*^''-

the rear at Castros [?] on the 15th, till his horse was shot, ^vouIlded.

falling on him, and so disabling: him that he was compelled "*" Lieut.-CoL

•
1 1 -r, Ti T . T ^

,
and Col. P. :

to give the command to Brevet-Major B. Lawrence, who Doherty, I3th

_ had three horses shot under him, and held it durins: the }'^S^^

JL
3 a Dragoons.

; - _ Lieut.-Col.
* This is an error, as there is a letter from an Officer of the 3rd Hussiirs Boyse

M giving an account of the operations of the Regiment at "Waterloo, where disabled.;

r
"^
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close of the
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remainder of the Action. General Grant had four horses

shot under him.

Your account of the charge made when the Brigade

resumed its ground left in front is most correct. The

13th only had time to wheel into line, and though the

charge was successful, we were flanked on the left by

Infantry, which occasioned our retiring hurriedly. The

second advance was made in line by the Brigade, and in this

instance we suffei*ed most by the concealed skirmishers in

the wheat we passed over to get at a body of Cavalry

gradually retiring on our approach. The Brigade took

ground to its right, and here each Corps in succession had

opportunities of charging with advantage bodies of Cavalry,

invariably Heavy.

Towards the close of the day we were well up with

Vivian's Brigade till halted for the night, when we were

unable to obtain water.

Having been with the Regiment in these momentous

days, and being the Oflicer ordered in search of the 3rd

Hussars on the 20th, I have a perfect recollection of lolien

I found old Baron Arentsschild and his Corps, and the kind

reception they gave me.

Yours, &c.,

A. T. Maclean,

Lieut.-Col. H.P., 13th Dragoons.

Combat of 7th
Hussars at

Genappe.

I was the Officer who commanded the rear guard on the

Nth, and held the approach to Hougoumont on the 18th.

I am not aware that you make any mention of the 7th

Hussars and their fight on the 17th in Genappe, when

they so gallantly checked the Enemy's advance by repeated

charges when it was impossible for them to penetrate the

dense Column that pressed them through the narrow long

street of that village, flanked by a nasty marshy ravine

hardly practicable from the torrents of rain that fell at the

time.
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I witnessed the charge made by tlie Life Guards when Cfuirgo of iHt

the 7th made way for them, thus aUowiiif^ the French

Cavahy to clear the viHar^e and form up in its front, when

they were more easily vanquislied than when checked hy

the 7th.

It occurs to me this instant that in the second advance

made by the Brigade, when it suffered so severely, one

Troop of the 13th lost all its officers—Captain Gubbins, Tho former

Lieutenants Geale and Pym. I mention this as I observe
t^o'iiittor

you specify Officers^ names of other Corps, and when they wounded,

fell.

The 15th or Khstg's Hussaus.

LIEUT.-COLONEL J. THACKWELL.
Captain 15th Hussars.

Gloucester, December 20th, 1834. No. 68.

Before I reply to your queries I had better here state Waterloo,

that the Squadrons of the Regiment were not more than

from fifty-two to fifty-five files, including Officers (each),

and that one Squadron and a Division of another were A Squadron

detached from the Regiment on the morning of the 18th of 'detached to

June, and did not rejoin, except for a short time, during the right in

the day. This detached body was posted in observation in t. jj^ -^^ ^ j^

front of the valley leading to Braine-la-Leud, and as its observation

operations were confined to skirmishing, its loss was ^ ''^'

trifling.

1st, With respect to the query, '^ What was the parti-

cular formation, &c. &c. ?
^''

Ansioer.—I bear to trace the formation of the 15th Foi-mation at

Hussars at A in the plan; on its flanks were British

Infantry in Square, but I am not certain of what Regi-

ments, as part of Lord HilFs Corps from the second line

were then in the first line ; and I am not sure whether the

site of the traced position is not a j^little too much in

i p.m.

I
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advance. The 13th Lig-ht Drag-oous were either to the

right or right rear of the 15th, but as the troops were at

the time closely concentrated in this part of the position,

it was a difficult matter to distinguish particular Corps.

2nd, "What was the formation of that part of the

Eoemy's fox'ces, &c. &c. ?
"

Formation of Answer.—At B I beg to trace, according to the best of
the Enemy m n • ^ t c ^ t c • o
front of the niy recollection, a body or about 1,000 Infantry in Square,
^ supported by a large body of Cuirassiers and other Cavalry.

This Square was charged by the three Troops of the 15tli

Hussars, as it was halted and in fine order, a little before

or about the time of the advance of the Imperial Guard;

Severely but as I was then severely wounded, I did not observe in

about the time what manner these troops were supported on their flanks,

of the advance or liow their retreat was conducted, but very large masses
of the Im- P /-, 1 i.1 •

perial Guard. 01 Cavalry were 111 their rear.

Positions of In the early part of the day the position of the main

earlier in the ^ody of the 15th Hussars was, in the plan, at C, that of the

daJ^ right Squadron at C 2, and that of a Picket at C 3 ; but

after the Battle had begun until about half-past 3 p.m. it

was at D ; and for nearly an hour afterwards it was at E,

whence it moved with the 13th Light Dragoons to about

F, for the purpose of attacking 10 Squadrons of Lancers

posted in line in rear of a deep ravine at G. It then joined

the right Squadron of the Regiment, but owing to the im-

petuous attack of the French Cavalry on the right centre of

the British position, the intended attack of the Lancers was

given up, and the Regiment, leaving the right Squadron

where it was originally posted, retraced its steps to the

Charo-in"- the vicinity of the position A, and was immediately engaged
Cuirassiers ^^ ^j^g attack, by charge and skirmishing, of Cuirassiers
and other ' j » o'

Cavalry. and other Cavalry, and this lasted until the Enemy's

Cavalry found it could make no lasting impression on this

part of the position.

The Enemy's Cavalry and Infantry moved in column in

advance and retreat, the former being at about quarter

distance, and I understood when the British Line advanced
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the three left Troops of the 15th charf^ed a body of
'^}]'-':J\''''^'^

Infantry as well as sonne Lancers, bohk; Infantry

The position of the Regiment being in rear of Hougou- ''"'^ I>'*"tor.s.

montj the masses o£ Infantry which would have closed on

its post were intercepted by the troops defending that

place, and none of the Enemy's Infantry, to the best of my
recollection, passed its enclosures, and the first I saw of

that force in the immediate front of the 15th Hussars was

the Column charged by my Squadron; but I witnessed

the advance of many heavy masses of Infantry which

attacked Hougoumont, although soon after the firing began

the distant movements of the Enemy's Column were from

this part of the position but indistinctly seen, owing to the

smoke which hung lazily on a surface saturated with rain.

The left of the Enemy's Infantry [? Cavalry] extended The extreme

to the Nivelles road nearly in line with the letter G in the French line

plan, from whence a heavy fire of Artillery was kept up extended
^ •'

_

"^ nearly in line

for the chief part of the engagement upon the angle of with "G on

the British position.

I have, &c.,

Joseph Thackwell,

Late Lieutenant-Colonel commanding

15th or King's Hussars,

LIEUT.-COLONEL H. LANE.
Lieutenant 15th Hussars.

Tliorpe Arch, near WetherMj, March 2Uh, 1835. No, 69.

Two Squadrons of the Regiment were placed upon the Waterloo.

position near our own Squares of Foot Guards, and one Position of

Squadron was detached to the right in rear of Hougou- ^ •

mont, having a Subaltern's picket placed on the high road On the
^ ^ *

^Nivelles road

Plan.

leading to Nivelles at the point which I have marked. -^ due front

I cannot answer the two leading questions you propose

as to the appearance of the Enemy at seven o'clock. Large

masses of troops in column advanced very near our linesj

k
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till shaken by the severe fire they sustained from our

Artillery they wavei*ed, and upon our whole Line advancing

to meet them, fled in utter confusion.

Saw the first

shot fired

about 11

o'clock.

See p. 124.

A little to the
left fi-ont of

C 2 in fore-

sroinc: Plan.

Returning to

the position,

charged the

French Cav-
ali*y with
success.

Also a Square
of Infantry,

but failed.

See No. 133,

p. 316.

I saw the first shot fired from our lines about eleven

o'clock ; it struck the Column of the Enemy advancing

upon Hougoumont, and caused some confusion and delay.

The 15th Hussars was moved soon after to the ground

on the right of the position, where I have marked a

Squadron as placed, and where the Enemy showed a strong

body of Lancers, which we were preparing to attack. The

Enemy made this diversion for the purpose of drawing oft'

our force from the right centre of the position, which, in

fact, was successful, for we Avere no sooner off that ground

than the first attack made by the Cuirassiers took place

upon the spot we had quitted. We at once returned to

our former position, leaving one Squadron to keep the

French Lancers in check.

We were no sooner on our ground than we advanced in

line, and charged the Grenadiers a Cheval, who fled from us.

Our next attack (in line without reserve) was [on] a square

of French Infantry, and our horses were within a few feet

of the Square. We did not succeed in breakiug it, and, of

course, suffered most severely. In short, during the day

we were constantly on the move, attacking and retreating

to our lines, so that, at the close of the Battle, the two

Squadrons were dreadfully cut up.

When the Cuirassiers made their first attack, they

passed through the Squares considerably in rear of our lines,

and in retiring a body of them followed the high road to

Nivelles. They came unexpectedly to the ahatis marked

on your map, and a Regiment of lufantry hidden there

gave them their fire, which destroyed them all.

I am, &c.,

Henry Lane.
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Vivian's Cavalry Brigade.

The Gtli (Lig"lifc) Cavalry Brigade was composed

of the loth or Prince of Wales's Hussars, the 18th

Hussars, and the 1st Hussars of the King's German

Legion. It was under the command of Major-

Greneral Sir Hussey Vivian, K.C.B.

In the retreat on June 1 7th, the Brigade formed

the rear portion of the left Cavalry Column. It

had some skirmishing with the French Cavalry

previous to crossing the Grenappe, or Dyle, River at

the bridge of Thuy, where the advance of the latter

was checked, and the Brigade then marched to the

position at Waterloo without further molestation.

On the IStli it was posted on the extreme left *« General

. .
Plan, ISO, 1.

of the Line, where it remained until the advance of

the Prussians rendered its presence there no longer

necessary.

The Brigade was then moved to the immediate

right of the Brussels-Genappe road, and was drawn

up in support of some German Infantry which was

being greatly harassed. Here it was exposed for

some time to a tremendous fire of artillery and

musketry.

On the repulse of the Imperial Guard, the

Brigade moved round by the right of Maitland's

Guards, and advanced towards the French position.

On arriving about half-way, the Regiments were

ordered by Vivian to form line on their leading

half-Squadrons, the 10th in front, the ISth and 1st

Hussars in support. Owing to the fast pace of the

leading half-Squadrons, they advanced rather in

echelon than in line. The 10th was inclined to the Plan, Xo. 3.
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See General right, aiicl its three Squadrons successively eu-

' ' countered bodies of the French Cavahy, overthrew

and dispersed them.

The ISth were then directed towards the left

against some of the Cavalry of the Imperial Gruard

drawn up in front of La Belle Alliance. Some

French Horse Artillery attempted to gallop away

across the front of the Eegiment, but were over-

taken, the gunners and drivers cut down, and the

Gruns secured. The 18th then charged the Cavalry

and completely dispersed them, and also drove

some more Artillerymen from their Gruns, the whole

flying in disorder.

Meanwhile, the 10th on the right had gone on

in pursuit of the Enemy's Cavalry, excepting about

a weak Squadron collected by Major Howard.

Vivian, calculating upon the support of some

Infantry which was approaching, ordered this

Squadron to attack a French Square of Infantry.

This was carried out with great gallantry, but also

with great loss, amongst the killed being Major

Howard, as our Infantry had gone in pursuit of a

separate Column. The Hussars, however, kept

pressing the Square, and forced it back for some

distance, until it finally broke up, and its ranks

joined the otlier fugitives.

The remaining portion of the 10th, after re-

turning from the pursuit of the French Cavalry,

came upon about half a Battalion of the Imperial

Guard which had been rallied, and was supported

by Cavahy. The 10th charged both bodies, whicli

turned and fled.

The 10th and iStli having become greatly
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mixed up with the flying Enem}^ were at lengtli,

and with difficulty, rallied and re-formed behind

the 1st Hussars, which were brought up into front

line, and ultimately the Brigade bivouacked for tlie

night near the hamlet of Hilaincourt.

Nos. 70 and 71 refer to the receipt of intelli-

gence of the advance of the French Army into

Belgium.

Nos. 70 and 75 refer to the march on Quatre

Bras.

Nos. 70, 71, and 75 to the retreat on June 17th.

Nos. 71, 74, 75, and 76 to the arrival of the

Prussians at Waterloo, and all the letters to the

Battle of Waterloo.

MAJOR-GENERAL SIR HUSSEY YIVIAN, K.C.B.

Extracts from a Letter to Lady Viviax.

June 23rd, 1815. First (lay's halt. No. 70.

On June 13tli I went to Tournay to inspect the 1st iSthJune.

Hussars. I there heard that the whole French Army had At Tournay

eoncentrated at Maubeuge, and the persuasion in France
^j^g French

was that Buonaparte would arrive from Paris and advance a^^^y ^^^

on the 15th. We treated this with contempt, supposing at Muubeuo-e.

that he would hardly dare such a thing, &c. On the 11th

I returned to my quarters at Neder Boulire [?], and on the

15th I went to Brussels to attend a ball to be given by the loth June.

Duchess of Richmond, and I should here notice that so Dphess of

little did the Duke of Wellington expect an advance of ball.

the Enemy, that he was to have given a ball on June 21st, Duke of Wel-

the anniversary of the Battle of Vittoria. have^^ven'a*^

At dinner on the 1 5th, however, he heard that the ^^11 on the
21st.

Enemy had advanced and driven the Prussians, who were "
,".

Z' At dinner the

at Binche, out of that place. At the ball reports came Uuke he^u-J

K 2
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of the French
advance.

More reports

at the ball.

Received
orders to

march at day.

break.

16th June.

which proved the Euemy were advancing- in very great

force. Things became serious, and most of the Officers,

about twelve or one o'clock, left Brussels to join their

respective Corps.

We received orders to march at daybreak upon

Enghien—twelve miles from Grammout. From Enghien

we moved by Braine-le-Comte, twelve miles more, to

Nivelles, twelve more; the roads dreadful.

An-ived at

Quatre Bras

;

threw out
pickets.

17th June.

AYe threw out our pickets and skirmished on the Field

of Battle.

The next morning, the 17th, the French and we stood

looking at each other, neither party appearing- disposed to

move, Lord "Wellington waiting for the junction of his

whole army. Lord Hill's Corps not having arrived, when he

would have attacked the French.

Retreat ou
17th.

The Cavalry
to cover the
retreat

;

Vivian's
Brigade on
the left.

Enemj^'s
Cavalry drive

in pickets.

Artillery fire

begins.

Enemy moved
to attack the

centre Column
also.

Ordered to

retire.

Orders were given accordingly, and the Cavalry left to

cover the retreat, the Hussars in front. Grant's Brigade on

the right, mine on the left. We remained quietly on the

ground until about two o'clock, when immediately on my
left I observed a great dust, and by looking a little nearer

I discovered an enormous Column of Cuirassiers, Lancers,

Hussars, &c., moving over a hill into the high road which

was on my flank. My pickets were soon engaged and

driven in. A Brigade of the Enemy trotted up the road

and formed opposite to me, a little ravine separating us. I

opened upon them with my Horse Artillery. They very

soon returned the compliment with theirs. A large body

also moved up the road to attack our centre, where General

Dbrnberg was posted with the 7th Hussars and 23rd.

The line of Heavy Cavalry and Light Dragoons in our

rear had by this time received orders to fall back, and we

in advance were to do the same. This I did very contre

fjre, for at this moment a Brigade of Lancers and Chasseurs

fl Cheval were about to attempt crossing the ravine in my
front, and my fingers were itching to have a lick at

them. However we retired quietly enough. They
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cannonaded my rear, and pressed my rear Squadron until His roar

we crossed a little river, the Dyle, which runs hy Genapjje, preHsod.'

and then I formed the 1 0th to support my rear j^uard, and

they molested me no more. Not so the poor 7th, &c. &c.

18th. ....... isth.luno.

I arrived in the rear of the Infantry iust at tlie time that "^^'atorloo.

several small Squares of Foreign troops were giving- way. In
j^^y^dlo tho

fact my wheeling into line in their rear and cheering them right and

actually halted two of them, and gave them confidence. Lord
f,f Foreign

Edward Somerset with the wretched remains of the two troops en-

courages

Heavy Brigades, not iOO men and horses, retired through them. See

me, and I then remained for about half an hour exposed to
p{![J|'^^-^ 9

the most dreadful fire of shot, shell, and musketry that it is
p^^.j^ains of

possible to imag-ine. No words can give any idea of it Heavy
!, -, . -IN •

i. ^ Pmgades pass
(how a man escaped is to me a miracle), we every instant through

expecting through the smoke to see the Enemy appearing i^^^^^'^^

under our noses, for the smoke was literally so thick that

we could not see ten yards off. But we at last began to

find that the shots did not come so thick, and I dis-

covered that the Enemy were, instead of advancing to gain

our position, retrograding on theirs. The moment to

attack was arrived, and I received orders to advance.

Havino" cleared the smoke I observed the French General

retiring up the hill and along the high road covered by -^<i"^'a^ce.

their Guns—two large bodies of Cavalry, and two Squares

of Infantry, whilst our Infantry were gallantly moving on

also after them.

I led the head of my Brigade diagonally across the Brigade

ground for the left body of Cavalry. The Enemy, seeing ^^^^^^^

this, opened a fire upon me from the Square, and with Cavalry.

grape from their Guns, and I suffered some loss. But every

man was at his post. We gave them a cheer in reply, and

I instantly ordered the Regiments to form line on their

front half-Squadrons. They did it to admiration. I led

the 10th against a body of Cuirassiers and Lancers, much See General

superior to them in force, on the French left, and having I'la^, ^o. o.

sei'U them fairly in, the Enemy flying and falling under
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their swords, I rushed to the 18th, and with them attacked

the Cuirassiers and Chasseurs who formed the French right

in support of the Square and Guns. They were routed by

the intrepidity and gallantry of this Regiment, and the

artillerymen cut down at their Guns. From this moment

not another cannon shot was fired. By this time the

remains of the 10th had again formed The 1st Hussars,

still in reserve, determined that the glory of ending the

day should end [? rest] with the Regiment of my Royal

Master, I ordered the 10th to charge the Square of Infantry

still steady and close to us. This they did most gallantly,

and as gallantly was the attack received.

The 10th cut down the French in their ranks, some few

then escaped under cover of a hedge, but from this time

every man was in retreat, and eventually every man was

taken during a pursuit which lasted as long as we could

see, so long, indeed, until from actually having cut down

some Prussians, we were obliged to desist and give them

the pursuit. ......
We marched in pursuit on the 19th to Nivelles, 20th

to Binche, 21st to Bavay, 22nd Le Cateau. From day-

break until sunset have we been marching. Now the

Infantry are so fatigued that it has been found absolutely

necessary to rest.

No. 71.

A.I regards the

Duke being
taken by
surprise.

13th June.

FROM THE SAME.
(Lievt.-Genekal, G.C.B., G.C.H.)

0.0. [Ordnance Office], June 3rd, 1839.

In the U.S. Journal for this month is a paper headed

" Popular Errors Respecting the Battle of Waterloo,^^ which

is not in itself perhaps exactly correct. As you are about

to write a History perhaps the following remarks may be of

some use to you.

1st. In respect to the Duke being taken by surprise.

That he must have been aware the Enemy was con-

centrating there can be no doubt. I myself on the 12th

and 13th visited Tournay and Mons. I found in front of
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Tournay, where there liad heen a picket of French Cavalry,

they were replaced by Douaniers. I spoke to them,

and they did not hesitate to say that their Army was

concentrating', and that if they did not attack us they

expected we should attack them, and this, on my return

to my quarters, I communicated both to Lord Anglesey

and Lord Hill.

On the 15th I went to Brussels and dined with Lord loth Juno.

Anglesey. After dinner Sir Pultney Malcomb came to us

from the Duke, where he had dined, and said that the News that the

French had advanced, and I think he said had taken
^[^^.^^^^.J^'and

Charleroi. At nig-ht we all went to the Duchess of Rich- taken

raond^s ball. It was only durinw- the ball that the Duke
1 1 T -T^- • •

Duchess of
called several ot those who commanded Divisions or Richmond's

Brigades together, and told us to be prepared to move in

the morning, and it was during the night only that orders

were issued for the actual march of the British troops

from the right towards Nivelles, and it was on the march

that we received orders to continue our march on Quatre Orders to

Bras. That the Duke must have been aware, therefore, that ouatre^Bras

the French were concentrating there can be no doubt.

That the uncertainty of the front on which they would

make their attack prevented his concentrating his force

sooner I think is equally clear, and that he did not expect The Duke did

the attack quite so soon I am very much disposed to attack so soon.

believe. And he was probably led to this from the fact of

information having only about the 14th, I think, reached

him of the Imperial Guard having left Paris, and from his

not calculating that they could have so soon arrived wath

the Army, and been in a state of readiness to advance.

2nd. That the Prussians were seen advancing to our Waterloo,

support long before their arrival on the field there can The Prussians

be no doubt. (The French at first took them for Grouchy^s adTandno-

Corps.) That its being an understood thing between the long before

Duke and Blucher that they were to support us, and that at Waterloo.

such understanding was a necessary part of our remain-

ing in our position and risking a battle is equally certain.

Any attempt therefore to throw doubt on the combination
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by which their assistance was afforded to us is quite

absurd, and the writer who attempts to correct the error

is perfectly right in what he says on this part of the

subject. That the fcarl// arrival of the Prussians rendered

the victory more complete is, I feel confident, quite correct.

Had the French been engaged earlier in the day with

them, the last body that attacked us would not have been

so committed. So far the delay of the arrival was most

fortunate. Still, however, had they arrived earlier we

might have beaten the Enemy sooner, and had more day-

light to take advantage of our victory.

3rd. That the position of Waterloo is by no means a

strong one cannot for a moment be disputed. How far

the statement that the Duke had the year before selected it

is correct I will not pretend to say, but I will mention an

anecdote told me by poor Sir Fredk. Ponsonby after the

Battle, and what I heard him often repeat. He said " he

knew it to be a fact that the Duke had himself halted

some Regiments in position on the Brussels side of Genappe,

meaning to have halted his Army there, having that town

and the small river that runs through it in his front, but

that Delancey, his Quartermaster-General, who had been

sent to the rear, came to him and described to him the

position of Waterloo, and that the Duke determined to

retire from that on which he was then halted to take up

that on which the Battle was fought.
''

The French made a great mistake in attacking the

position of Waterloo. They should have masked Hougou-

mont and penetrated with all their force between us and

the Prussians by attacking our left, or else they should

have attacked Hougoumont in a different manner than

that in which they did attack it, not advancing against

the garden and wood, but occupying in force the height

above it and driving our troops out with their Artillery,

and then turning our right altogether, advancing, getting

possession of the road to Brussels at the point of junction

with that from Nivelles and that from Genappe. They

might thus have bothered us terribly.
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4th. With respect to the m('etin<^ of Wellinjii'ton and Mooting of

Blucher I see a note refers to what I said in the Gawler ^nd i/luchor,

controversy. I cannot turn to that correspondence, but I

have no doubt in my own mind that when I saw the Duke

he had met Blucher. I think his words were, on ray

telling" him (after congratulating- him on his victory) that

my Brigade was in perfect order, reformed after their

attack, and ready to pursue :
" Our troops have had a hard

day^s work ; the Prussians will pursue the Enemy ; do

you bivouac your Brigade.'" I am not quite certain, but Arrangement

I believe he said he had settled it with Blucher the ^-^^^^ ^^^^^.
^^'

Prussians were to pursue. Certain I am that what he said pursue the

conveyed that conviction to my mind that he had seen

Blucher.

The morning after the Battle, at or soon after daybreak, i^th June.

I proceeded from the hamlet of Hilaincourt over the Field

of Battle to Waterloo to see Lord Anglesey. I called on Called on the

the Duke, it must have been about or soon after four
surpnsed°aT^^

o'clock ; he had just got his breakfast. He asked me the extent of

many questions about the field, which I had just passed

[over] , and was very much surprised, indeed, when I assured

him of the very large number of the Enemy's Guns that

I had seen on the ground. He told me no Returns he had

received had at all amounted to what I had described, and

I am quite certain he was not at that time aware of the

full extent of his Victory. He told me, I recollect full

well, that as far as he had then heard, the Prisoners sent

to the rear were about 1,200.

I believe you have my Journal of the proceedings of

my Brigade, but I am not certain if I have gone into all

the detail, or mentioned some interesting anecdotes of

what occurred in front of Quatre Bras before our retreat.

On the morning of the 17th at daybreak, or soon iTthJune.

after, the Duke came to Quatre Bras. I believe he had

slept at Genappe. I was on horseback near the house

at Ouatre Bras, lookino- about. Some few of the

Enemy's vedettes only were to be seen, and my Brigade Bp"ade^^n

being on the left, I had two strong pickets out, the left
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one of the IStli on the Namur road and one of the 10th

Hussars in front. The 1st Hussars had only joined rae

from Tournay in the night after an immense march.

The Duke asked me what account I eoukl give of the

Enemy. I tokl him all I knew, which was not in fact

much; for they had been ver}^ quiet. He then desired that
Lieut.-Col.Sir

j gi^^^^^j g^^^j l^^^l£ ^ Squadron with an A.D.C. of his fCol.
A.Grordon sent ^

_ _

^

with a patrol Gordon) on the Namur road. I did so and in about an

Namur road hour, or rather more, they returned, reporting that the

Enemy was to be seen on the right of the road about

two miles distant, where they had been engaged with

the Prussians the preceding day, but that they could not

learn that they had crossed the road. This patrol, how-

ever, seeing the Enemy on the right, had not ventured to

push on very far, from a fear of being cut off. Soon

after the patrol was sent off the Duke received some

despatches from England, and shortly after that I think he

gave orders for the retreat, having satisfied himself that

although the Enemy were not in motion, still they were

preparing to move. He then lay himself down on the

ground, covered his head with one of the newspapers he

had been reading, and appeared to fall asleep, and in this

wa}' he remained some time ; when he again rose and

mounted his horse and rode down the field in front of

Quatre Bras a little distance, and looked about through

his glass, and I perfectly well remember his expressing
Owing to the

}^jg astonishment at the perfect quiet of the Enemy and
extreme qiuct ... . .

of the Enemy his saying it was '' not at all impossible that they also

Suwr/htat might be i-et.-eati„g."

their retreat- He remained for some time longer anxiously looking

" ^" ' out, when on a sudden on the road to Namur at a con-

siderable distance, I should say about three miles, we saw

something glittering in the sun, which was rising bril-

liantly. The Duke at first said they were the French

bayonets, but on looking through my glass I saw they

Cuirassiers were Cuirassiers, moving on the road and forming in the

seen advanc-
^^^[^ ]_,., ^|^g g^je of j[t. Very shortly after the picket of

ing on the •' ....
Namur road, the IStli Ilussars began skirmishing as did that of the 10th
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in our front, .ind also tluit of tlie 7tk Hussars (I believe)

on our rig-lit. My Brigade with tlieir Guns formed on Vivian's

the left of the house of Gluatre Bras, Vandeleur's in their
fv/nm^l^'on Wt

rear and on their right somewhat. Presently the ISth ot'Qiuitn;

picket came galloping in, followed by two or three i/.m's in their

Squadrons of French Cavalry, on which my Guns opened ^''^''^^^

a fire, and if I am not mistaken, some Guns of another ,'•
''

^
' ' aiwt-n in.

Brigade on the right did the same. This checked the lo^jnch

advance of the Fi-ench, but we presently saw them very a<lv;m(.o

,..,.. '

/ ,: , ^ 'hocked hy
active m bringing up (juns, and soon a nre was opened on Ai-tillcry fire,

„ which the

Enemy replied

The Duke had by this time left us to go more to the to.

right. Lord Anglesey, who remained, told me we were to Eetreat on

retire, and that Vandeleur's Brig-ade would support mine, ^ '

and he then left me. I saw the Enemy pressing* on in vast

numbers, not only on my front, but left flank. I therefore

ordered off the Guns at once. Fortunately, I had early in

the morning sent an Officer of the Artillery, Lieut. Swabey, Lieutenant

to reconnoitre the passages of the little river Dyle, and he j^jj^'^
^^'

had discovered a bridge to which a road parallel to the

high road led from the rear of Quatre Bras, and which

was a little higher up [lower down] the river than Genappe. The guns sent

To this bridge^ then, he at once moved at a trot with his
Qgnanne'^

Guns, and passed without interruption from the Enemy. I Kiver.

put my Brigade about and retreated in line, covered bv ^iiSf*i*^

, • •
1 t 11 T • 1

" retreats in
skirmishers. Across a small dip m the ground, and stand- line.

ing" rather on a commanding position, Vandeleur's Brigade

was drawn up distant from me about six hundred or seven

hundred yards, I fully calculated on his allowing me to

pass through and liis taking" the rear. The Enemy had

brought some Guns to bear on us, and I recollect a soldier

of the 18th being killed by a shot immediately before me
in the ranks of that Regiment as we were retirino-.

On my arriving vi^ithin about fifty or sixty yards of Tandeleur's

Sir J. Vandeleur, he put his Brigade about and retired,
retires on the

upon which I moved to the ground he had occupied, and approach of

directed the 1st Hussars to cover the left flank and left

front. In this manner we stood some time skirmishino-
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with the Enemy, and during- which Lieut,-Colonel Thorn

-

hill, A.D.C., came from Lord Uxbridg-e to me to see what

we were about, I told him I had enoug-h upon my hands,

but that I hoped to get my people all well off, and I sent

an A,D.C. to Sir J. Vandeleur to desire he would as fast

as possible get his Brigade over the bridge, in order that

I mig-ht have no interruption in my retreat in case I was

hard pressed.

About this time the most tremendous storm I almost

ever witnessed came on, in a very short time rendering-

the ground so deep that the horses had some difficulty

in moving- quick through it. To this I am persuaded I

am in a very great degree indebted for the little loss I

experienced in the retreat to the bridge. The Enemy
began to relax in their preparations for enveloping me,

which considerable bodies assembling on my left appeared

preparing to do ; those in my front were contented with

simply skirmishing.

I sent off the 18th Hussars and 10th, ordering both

Regiments to form on the other side of the bridge, and

the 10th to dismount some of their men who were armed

with rifles to defend it, and prevent the French from

pursuing our rear guard over it should they press us

hard, and I remained with the 1st Hussars (K.G.L,),

This Regiment had now taken the whole of the rear guard

of our left, and skirmished with the Enemy, but no charge

took place.

On the high road to our rig-ht skirmishing was also

going on, and I observed the g-reater portion of the Enemy^s

Cavalry were directed to that road. After some time I

sent off a Squadron of the 1st Hussars towards the bridge,

and when we began to do this the French again pressed on

so much as to interpose between the left Squadron and the

body of the Regiment, and oblige that Squadron to pass

the little river (Dyle) higher uj) [lower down] than the

bridge over which we passed.

When I found all was ready, I galloped off down the

road to the bridge with the remaining Troops of the
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Hussars. The Frcncli Followed us cheering-, and took a

Ser(>'eaiit whose horse was wounded. On our passii)<4' the

bridg"e and the Enemy's arrlvin<^ at itj some of" the dis- Enomy

mounted men (h-ed, and from that moment no attempt was
firo'of 'lis?

made to molest us. I halted my Brigade some little time mountodmen.

on the ground beyond the bridge, and then moved quietly

on the narrow lane which runs parallel to the high road by

an old Abbey, I think called the Abbey of [? Ayanors], to •

the hamlet of Verd Cocou, whei'e I bivouacked, the officers

occupying three small houses.

I don't know if I sent you a long series of extracts Waterloo.

I made from different French writers speaking of the Opinions of

Battle [Waterloo] , in which they all attribute the com-
^.j.j^*jj^

plete disorder (the sanne-riin-peiit state) into which the

French were thrown at the end of the day to the attack of Who attribute

these six Regiments of fresh Cavalry (Vandeleur's and ^out to

Vivian's Brio'ades) . Now, without meaning to take from 3^^'^^°,'^ ^^^
? .

'

1 • P
Vandelem-'s

the merits of my friend Vandeleur, I must claim for my Brigades.

people their due. I assert positively that, when I advanced Vi^•ian's ad-

I left Vandeleur's Brigade standing on the position, and ^nd had the

they cheered me as I passed. The 10th charged, the 18th principal
'' ^ o ^ share m it.

charged; the Squadron or more of the 10th under Howard
c^j^^o-es of

formed and charged again, and I had myself ordered the the loth and

10th and 18th to be re-formed and to follow me. Having

placed myself at the head of two Squadrons of the 1st

Hussars, two other Squadrons being in support, and was

advancing in pursuit of the broken Enemy, when I found

on my right and front the 11th Regiment, part of

Vandeleur's Brigade.

So completely had I found myself alone with my
Brigade prior to this, that I had actually some time before

sent my A.D.C., Captain Keane, to Sir J. Vandeleur to Vivian sent

request he would come on and support me, and the gallant
!|^j, Vandeleui-

old Soldier, for he is as brave an old fellow as ever lived, to support

was very angry with me for so doinq-, saying '^that I had ^ "

/ * -^

.

s-^^ J » Replvofthe
no business to send orders (which I did not) to my senior latter.

Officer.'' . . . . .

'

.
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I wish I could tell you an^-tliing- o£ Napoleon during

the day, Init I neither saw or heard anything of him, ex-

cepting- before the attack began, when, with a large suite

of Officers, he rode amongst the Columns forming in the

front of the British left, and was hailed with shouts of
With his glass j/^^.^, VE)inH'reur. I fancied looting through my glass I
saw iSapoleon ... .

s> & J »
^

before the could distinguish the little Hero, and, indeed, have little

°' * doubt of it, but he very soon returned towards the centre

of his position, and certainly after that never again, I

should say, came to that part of the French line.

Ever, &c.,

HussEY YrviAN.

FROM THE SAME.

J^Q 7 2 Memoraiidum. Jan. 18th, 1830.

Waterloo. In one of the Numbers of the Quarterly Review the

Criticisms of conduct of the British Light Cavalry in the Battle of
the Quarterly . .,., ^• ^ ,- , -n
Bevieio on the vv aterloo IS noticed in the most slighting terms. Hivery-

conduct of the thing is attributed to the Heavy Cavalrv, which arm alone
Cavalry.

^ ^
i -n v.

is stated to have had ]iower enough to meet the French

Cuirassiers. Now, I have no wish to take from the great

merits of the Heavy Cavalry on the occasion. The Life

Guards and Blues, with the 1st Dragoon Guards, gallantly

met and repulsed the charges of the Cuirassiers in the very

heat of the Action, and the -losses of these E-egiments afford

evident proofs how severely they must have been engaged.

A¥hilst about the same time the desperate attack of the

Brigade of Heavy Cavalry under the command of Major-

General Sir William Ponsonby on the Columns of French

Infantry advancing against our position on the left of the

road, and its complete success, had an influence on the

Battle infinitely greater than has ever been admitted ;

Theimportant indeed, having myself witnessed from my position on the

rWe of
*^^

1^'it the complete success of the charge, and the consequences

Ponsonby's to the French Infantry, I cannot but consider it as one of
° ' the most iiii])ortant features of the Battle.
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But after these attacks of the Brigade of LifV; Ouarrhs <^)win^' to tho

and Sir William Ponsoiihy's, they became non-f.-ffectlve, other Cavalrv,

and the other Cavalry of the riffht havin''- suffered most V'^aml.Uiur'H

Hri'l Vivian 8

severely, there remained only the Cavalry of tin; left, Sir Urif^adcH only

J. Vandeleur's and Sir TI. Vivian's Brig-ades, effective. ^^•;V^
em=<^tiv<--

" ' mthooveninj,'.

These Brigades, then, were moved to the right, and

arrived at a most opportune moment. The effect of their

formation immediately in the rear of the line of Infantry

on the position, was to give confidence to the troops almost

worn out with the protracted and murderous combat, and

to the effect of the [? their] charge the following quotations

from French authors (for they at least have done them French au-

justice, and those who feel the blow may be supposed to
^j^^J'^^^jtarrout

know, under such circumstances, from Avhence it came) of thoir Ai-my
.,, , , .

.

to these two
Will bear testimony. Brio-ades.

The detail of the proceedings of Sir H. Vivian's in reality it

Brigade will show that the Cavalry referred to is this
^-a? mainly

^ -^ owing to

Brigade, and this only. Sir J. Vandeleurs did not charge Vivian's.

until some time after on the remains of a broken Square

of Infantry that had collected^ and most of whom were

made prisoners by it. That Sir J. Vandeleur's Brigade

did not attack any of the French Cavalry, nor indeed

until they had been all driven from the field, is proved by

their having taken no horses, whilst a very large number,

nearly two hundred, were captured by Sir H. Vivian's

Brigade. The principal loss sustained by Sir J.

Vandeleur's Brigade occurred whilst- formed on the left

of the road, and in support of Sir William Ponsonby's

Brigade. There, indeed, its loss had been great, and

especially in the 12th Light Dragoons. The attack that

was made at night on the body of French Infantry that

had collected, was made by the 11th and part of the 16th

Light Dragoons.

The time between the attack of the first, 6th, Brigade

and the advance of Sir J. Vandeleur's must have been at

least twenty minutes, if not thirty. It may be judged of

from the following facts : the 10th had charged and

rallied ; the 18th had charged after the order to halt was
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g'iven to the 10th ; the order to halt had been given to the

18th; the rallied body of the 10th had charged, and it was

after this that Captain Keane was sent by Sir H. Vivian to

Sir J. Vandeleur to beg him to move on in his support

;

and Sir H. Vivian was in the act of moving on with two

Squadrons of the 1st Hussars when Sir J. Vandeleur, with

his Brigade, passed by his rig-ht flank, and a conversation

took place between them.

I have been thus particular in stating these facts, because

it will be seen by some of the following extracts that the

confusion occasioned by the attack of the Cavalry from the

left is attributed to an attack of both these Brigades,

whereas in fact it was one only that made the most impor-

tant impression.

In saying this it is not my object to take from the merit

of the conduct of Sir J. Vandeleur^s Brigade. That

Brigade had been much exposed and had suffered severely

and behaved gallantly early in the day, whilst mine was

comparatively in security.

It was fair and right, thei'efore, that the brunt of the

Battle should at last fall upon me [?vis], and having so

fallen it is equally fair and right we should have credit

for it.

Truth is history, and history without truth does not

deserve the name ; and I am anxious for the sake of the

gallant men I commanded, that one day at least the

truth may be known.

HussEY Vivian

No. 73.

AVaterloo.

First Prus-
sians that

came into

action.

FROM THE SAME.

No date.

The first Prussians that came into action I should say

were the advanced guard of a Corps not exceeding two

Regiments, and supported by another ; they passed the

hedge of Papelotte, drew up across the valley in line almost

at right angles with us. They were directly under where I
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stood, and I saw the operation as plainly as ifc' at a field

day.

The French at once advanced ag-ainst them (their left

flank rather), and drove them back. They then occupied

the villafT-e of Smohain or Papelotte, I forg-et exactly the

name. This must have been somewhere between five and Nearer to 6

six o^clock. I should say nearer live. It was a consider- o'clock.

able time after this that the Prussians appeared in force. Considerable

They [we] remained long enough for me to see the French
th^y '^jppearcd

reserve and right form line en potence in order to meet in force,

the attack on Planchenoit, and I was surprised to see

the tremendous fire the French were able to direct

against the Prussians. It was just as this took place

that I moved to the rig-ht.

If anyone can tell you exactly about the time we

advanced it will give you the time of the Prussians being

generally engaged, but I should certainly say that they

were before Planchenoit very soon after half-past seven,

if not as early. This I saw then, when with the 18th

Hussars I got into the high road beyond La Belle

Alliance. Some Prussians also had reached it^ and I have

no doubt some were cut down by the 18th for French,

for I myself saw two or three who were wounded with

the sabre on the road the next morning.

I have no doubt Gawler is quite correct as to when

he saw the Prussian Artillery—that is some few Guns;

but I do not think any large force of Prussians reached the

high road short of Belle Alliance. I am certain some

came along the French original position, from the direction

of the fire. The fact was that after the attack of the

Prussians, theirs might almost be called the general Action

—fighting had in a great degree ceased along our Line,

excepting on one front

—

i.e., the attack of the Imperial

Guard, so that the Prussian Army must of course cut a

conspicuous figure at the moment chosen for representation

on the Model.

In truth, I care not what others may say, we were

L

The Prussians

were gene-
rally engaged
at the time of

the British

Advance.

Met Prussians

on the high
road beyond
La Belle

Alliance.

Some mis-
taken by the
18th for

French and
cut down.

After the

attack of the

Prussians,

theirs might
be called the

general
Action.
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The Prussians

coining on the

right and roar

of Napoleon
gave uri the

Victory of

Waterloo.

The attacks

of the 10th

and 18th

threw into

confusion the

French troops

covering the

retreat of

their left.

Whilst
Adam's
Brigade had
before routed

the Reserve
covering the

attack of the

Imperial
Guard.

Kot the

slightest

ground for

jealousy of

the Prussians.

greatly indebted to the Prussians^ and it was their com-

ing on the right and rear of Napoleon that gave us the

Victory of AVaterloo. We might have held our ground,

but we never could have advanced but for the Prussian

movement.

The advance of my Brigade and the attacks of the

lOtli and IStli no doubt threw into confusion all those

French troops formed to cover the retreat on their left of

the road around La Belle Alliance, whilst Adani^s Brigade

had before routed the body of reserve covering the

attack. I can very easily believe that the movement

of the 52nd, &c., did not occupy more time than Gawler

mentions. ^

You are quite right in saying there is not the slightest

ground for jealousy, and I must say those are most unjust

to the Prussians who refuse them their full share of credit

for their most effective aid at the end of the day. I must

conclude. Ever, &c.,

H. Vivian.

No. 74.

See No,
p. 173.

FROM THE SAME {Lord Vivian).

Bodmin, November 27th, 1841.

In the details of what took place under such circum-

stances as the advance of my Brigade at the end of the day

of Waterloo, it would be a miracle if all parties in the same

Regiment [? Brigade] ever agreed. It is very possible

that both Colonel Taylor and I may be right, and yet

not exactly agree. Indeed it is extraordinary that we

all (I mean all the Officers of my Brigade) agree so

generally.

That I ordered the advance at a trot, and that the

leading Squadron moved off at a trot, and went down

the hill into the flat at a trot, / cannot have the

slifjJitest doitht. That Taylor, who commanded the centre

Squadron of the lUth, might have galloped in order to pre-

serve his distance, perhaps from not having moved off the
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position ;it tlie same inorn(3nt is very possible. There is one

circumstance to Avliich I liave I think to you before adverted,

tliat proves the advance was at a trot and not a hurried

one. The leading half-Squadron as we were moving off the

jiosition, on approaching- s^me of our Guns wheeled to the

right instead of to the left, and was consequently moving

to the rear. I was on the flank ofthe Squadron. I imme-

diately (I recollect perfectly well), with a coasidera/jle der/ree

of emphasis, Sfc, and a good hearty danm, galloped to the

flank of the second lialf-Squadron, and said that it was

towards the Enemy and not from, the Enemi/ they were to

wheel. I then took the flank Officer's place and I led the

Column down the hill in the direction I wished it to move

until the leading half-Squadron was brought back into its

place, when I went to the flank of that half-Squadron, and

in this way conducted the Column some little distance.

Now had our advance been at any very rapid pace the

half-Squadron which had wheeled from us and been left

behind, somewhat perhaps confused and entangled with

the Guns, would never have returned to its place in so short

a time.

Then as to what happened when we arrived in the plain

at the bottom of the hill. That there was a pause, and I

may say a halt in the front I caii positively affirm; the

very circumstance of Sir Colin Campbell coming to me
from the Duke and desiring me to halt^ and the conversa-

tion which took place (the affair of a minute, or perhaps

moment only, I admit), proves it. When I moved ou

again, and ordered the formation on .the leading half-

Squadron, and the advance and attack, the order was to

form line on the front half-Squadron ; but that the forma-

tion was rather en echelon of Squadrons than in line

1 think is miTch more than probable, and if any halt

occurred in the next Squadron it was [illegible] at once,

for I well recollect the instant it was in line giving the

order to charge, and the others no doubt took it up

in succession. I sent orders to the IStli to remain

steady in support. I charged with the 10th, and as

L 2

Loi!I> ViVIAX.
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Cuirassier.

soon as we were well into the Enemy and mixed up, the

French making- off, I gave the word " halt/^ and galloped

off to the 18th.
Attacked by a

j^^^ rojife I was attacked by one of the Cuirassiers whom
we had passed. I was fortunate enough to give him a

thrust in the neck with my left hand (for my right was in

a sling, and I was just capable of holding- the veins with it

only*), and at that moment I was joined by my little

German orderly, who cut the fellow off his horse. I then

went to the 18th, and what happened afterwards I have

before described to you.

The circumstance of the Squadron of the 2nd Light

Dragoons, K.G.L., having been attacked by some Lancers

when passing across our front 3'ou will recollect I have

before described to you. I believe I also mentioned a cir-

cumstance that occurred at that time, which made a g-reat

impression on me, which was that a man of that Squadron

having had his horse wounded, and struggling to get from

under him, and a French Lancer immediately before me
blowing' his brains out. ....

Ever, &c.,

Vivian.

10th or Prince of Wales' Hussars.

LIEUT.-COLONEL T. W. TAYLOR, 10th HUSSARS.
Captaix 10th IlrssARS and Brev.-^JIajor.

TO SIR HUSSEY VIVIAN.

Norcmher, 1829.

No. 75. My Dear Sir,

I am afraid that I cannot pretend to exactness as to

the proceedings of the Hussar Brigade under your com-

mand on the 10th, 17th, and 18th June, 1815, but at your

* In consequence of a wound received at Croix d'Orade, near

Toulouse.—En.

J
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request will do my best to relate wliiit I remember of the

proceedings ofc' the lUth Hussars, which may be useful in

recalling- to your mind the general movements of the

Brigade. Many of my opinions may be erroneous ; I

have never seen the ground since we galloped over it, but I

fancy that if I was there I could point out the exact course

we took, in spite of Belgic Lions and Tombs, &c., with

which they say the ground is now encumbered. If I use

the vowel of which Lord Erskine was accused of being

so fond, it is only because I relate what I saw or thought,

and it must be excused.

On the 15th June I rode home from Brussels to loth June.

Vivorde by myself in the evening, and found that there

were orders for a field day next morning. On the 16th, I6th June,

at about half-past four a.m., my servant called me and said

the Regiment was ordered to turn out in full marching-

order to change quarters. The Brigade assembled on the

road from Vivorde to Grammont. We waited some time March on

for the ISth Hussars. When assembled we commenced Q^^^tre Bras,

our march (I think) about seven. We proceeded through The Brigade

Grammont and Enghien, falling in with other Corps of about 7 a.m.

Cavalry on the march. At Enghien Lieut. Parsons of my
Troop joined, having come across from Brussels, where I

had left him the day before ; he informed me of the

advance of the French^ that the troops had turned out

from Brussels, and that there would probably be an action

in the course of the day.

After some hours^ march, we turned off the road to

the right, dismounted and fed, and the men and Officers

dined on what they had in the haversacks or could procure

—

continued the march to Braine-le-Comte. In passing

through a deep wood beyond that town, we began to hear

firing; on our issuing from the wood it became quite

distinct, and soon we were enableJ to see the line of smoke

of the Action at Quatre Bras from the high banks of

the road. An order arrived ivova Lord Uxbridge to throw trot at nine

away our hav and to trot at nine miles per hour, towards °^^* ?^ ^'-''"^'

TVT- n -
"'^

1 • 1 •
towards

Nivelles, which we did accordingly. We passed through Xivelles.
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After passing

Kivelles pro-

ceeded along
the Namur
road.

Arrival at the

Field of

Quatre Bras.

The Action
now over.

17th June.
A patrol of

the 10th
ordered out
with the
Duke'sA.D.C.
Sir A. Gordon.

* Not 5.

(signed) H.V.

Retreat on
L7th.

Nivelles, in which we saw several waggons with wounded.

AVe had then an order to proceed two miles on the Namur
road, and the Brigade, with its Horse Artillery trotting up

the c/untssee made no small clatter.

Vse met several wounded coming out of action ; when

we got near the left of the wood at Quatre Bras the

firing was still going on and some cannon shot passed us;

a horse of the 18th I heard was killed. We formed half-

Squadrons and were then ordered to canter, and in this

way advanced to the Field and halted. Our horses, in

spite of the long march—between 30 and 40 miles I should

think for some of the Corps—were very fresh ; one horse

of ours broke his neck by falling into [a] hollow road

we passed, in consequence of his pulling- and throwing nj)

his head.

The Action was now over, only a Gun firing- now and

then and a few occasional shots of tirailleurs. We heard

of the Duke of Brunswick's death, and of the Battle of

Ligny, and that the Prussians had retired. We retired

and dismounted and bivouacked in a wheat-field behind

the left of the wood in which the Guai'ds had been

engaged.

17th. About two a.m., a Troop was ordered to mount

to patrol with Sir A. Gordon, the Duke of Wellington's

A.D.C. Captain Grey's Troop went, they had 12* miles

out and as many back, most of it at a smart trot as I

heard, but were I believe unsuccessful in communicating

with the Prussians. Firing commenced at daybreak

between the pickets of Infantry and lasted with little

intermission to near 12. Major Howard's Squadron had

been on picket during the night at a farm in front and

to the left of Quatre Bras, whither we all went in the

morning by squadrons to water, and then returned to

the brow of the hill and dismounted, and breakfasted,

having a good view of the Infantry skirmishing.

The Infantry, Guns, and baggage commenced retiring,

the pickets were withdrawn, and the firing ceased. At

about 12 o'clock the French Infantry began to cook, as we
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saw by tlicir fires. Our Regiment mounted and was Inkntry and

moved down to tlic low ground, where it stood in cc/ielo/i
,n"n(.o'Vh"ir

of squadrons, a picket of the 18th where the road came retreat.

throvigh the enclosures in advance of us. About this

time we saw the French Cavalry filing over the rising

ground in front beyond the pickets, and forming their

columns of assembly.

The Duke of Wellington and Staff with Lord Uxbridge

came down to look at them, and stood near the front of

my (the centre) Squadron. I heard the Duke say, " Well The Duko's

1 11 f> 1 1 T >) 1 T 1
conversation

1 suppose we shall nght them here, and i understood with Lord

Lord Uxbridge to answer that he did not think it a Uxbridge.

favourable situation, as there were defiles in our rear,

&c. The Duke then said, stretching himself and yawn-

ing, " Then I suppose we must retreat/^ Just after the Decided that

Cavalrv formino' two lines alono^ the brow of the rising-
Cavalry

•^ ^ ^
_

® were to retire

ground to the left of the road (to Namur I believe) the also.

Heavy Cavalry in second line, we were ordered to retire and

form in our place in Brigade.

The French Cavalry tlien commenced its advance, the The French

18th picket falling back, not by the road, but in line
^dvan s

across the fields under us, a Squadron of Lancers advanc-

ing upon them, both having skirmishers out. When the

Enemy's Cavalry were pretty thick in the opening between

the fences our Brigade of Horse Artillery Guns gave them OurGunsopen

a few rounds, apparently with effect, knocking men and °^ ^°^*

horses off the road.

Both lines of Cavalry were then ordered Threes about. The Cavahy

and retired in line over the cornfields. On our getting across the

rather into a hollow the Enemy's Guns opened upon us, cornfields,

throwing shells which fell over us. I saw one burst near

the 18th. Just then commenced a thunderstorm worthy Thunder-

of the tropics for the loudness of the thunder and violence of
^*^°"^-

the ram. This with the sort of ballet of war of the

retiring and advancing Cavahy, and the French Guns
firing, altogether made a picturesque and grand scene.

Our Brigade then filed off into narrow roads and

through a village, the 18th leading (I think), the lUth in
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The rear of the centre and the 1st G. Hussars following-. I beard that

pressed^by their rear was attacked by the Enemy just as we entered

the Enemy.
-^J^g narrow roads, but the French soon left us for the main

road. On issuing- from the village there was a hollow way
with an ascent commanded by hig-h banks. Here Sir H.

Vivian formed a division of the 10th on the bank, in rank

entire wath carbines advanced and ready to fire into the

hollow way and check pursuit, had the Enemy come on, but

as they did not, the division resumed its place, and the
Aftex- passing

g^.^gade marched quite unmolested throug-h narrow roads,

•way (:f bridge hearing" Occasional cannonade on the main road, and the

Genappe) the shouts of the attacks that took place. Lieutenant Smith
Brigade of the 10th was sent across to the main road, and was

lested. present at the affair between the 7th Hussars and the French

Lancers ; during which, at considerable risk to himself, he

Lieut. Smith saved Lieutenant Gordon of the 7 th, who was wounded,

Go*d f *th
^^'O"^ capture or death, by dismounting and lending him

7th on the his horse to carry him to the rear till he could meet his own
led horses. Lieutenant Smith escaped being taken by

leaping- over the ditch off the cZ/ans-sc'e, till the Lancers

being driven back he got his hoi-se again.

Towards evening we reached a coppice near some

cottages to the lef/ of Waterloo with reference to the

Bivouacked in position. Here we halted and bivouacked in the coppice,

position of ^^ ^^^^^ raining hard. Some of the Officers made a fire and
Waterloo. j^y down round it, some got into cottages. I was w^arned

by the Adjutant for picket with my Squadron. After

some time I found Lord Robert Manners and some of the

Officers in a cottage drying their clothes and picking and

broiling fowls. Finding shelter I lay down and got a good

sleepj after which went to see when my picket was to

turn out. Towards morning I received the order, and at

daylight marched with my Squadron to the brow of the

* rapelotte.
^ \y[[\ over a village (Ohain^' I believe, from inquiries I made

,,. r, , of an inhabitant), where I relieved a Squadron of the ISth
His Squadron ^

_

•

sent on picket. Commanded by (>aptain Grant ; they had an advanced

post the other side of the village, and their chain of

vedettes on the rising ground beyond it. I went round
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with Captain Grant and saw the jjost and vedettes re-

lieved. We were to communicate with the 1st Hussars

picket round to the left, and (I think) Infantry on the

right. In going- round my vedettes I saw two Corps of

French Cavalry in close column dismounted within

carbine shot of them, and looking from the ridge of the

hill into a hollow beyond, I saw a strong patrol of French -Snw a patrol

Heavy Cavalry winding up a road that led away to our Cavahy pro-

left, probably ffoing: to feel for the Prussians. cooding in the
' i-

_

J ^ ^ 110 1
direction of

Having seen the chain secure I moved the Squadron the Prussiana.

into a road of the village in the bottom, when a Prussian

Officer with a patrol arrived at my post and desired me to Arrival of a

inform the Duke of Wellington that General Bulow with
f.^^^^tiTstSes

his Corjis d'Armee was advancing to join us, and that he that Bulow's

was trois quarts de lieue distant. Having communicated three-quarters

with our Army the Officer was to return directly. I sent ^^. ^ league

--• • >i**ii* 0.15X3.111.

Lieutenant Lindsay to Headquarters with this intelligence, rpj^j^
intelli-

We then established ourselves in a house in the village, gence sent

which was deserted, and getting some fowls killed, put quarters.

them to boil in a pot with some bacon we found. I

mention this, as a ridiculous thing occurred which relates

to this. One of my men came in from the advanced

post, saying " there were three great Squadrons right in

upon us.-*^ I mounted immediately and galloped to the

front, wdiere I saw the vedettes withdrawing steadily and Vedettes with-

falling back to the advance party. Serjeant Guedule [?], advance of

who was one of the captors of Lefebre and Benevente, was French1-1 T 1 CI 1 f
Cavalry,

conducting them. 1 saw two or three Squadrons oi

Cavalry advancing towards the village and a general

movement along the opposite slope, troops and Guns

taking up their positions.

I called in my men and mounted the rest, and know-

ing that the village was well garnished with Infantry,

retired through it, and formed on the plain space above,

one Troop in advance ready to charge any Cavalry that

might attempt to push through or round the village, Waterloo,

placing' more vedettes to command the hollow way and

the valley.
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Battle on the
left ilank

begun b}-

tirailleiu-s

skirmishing.

Artillery fire

commenced
about 11 a.m.

* Xassau.

—H.V.

The Squadron
rejoins the

Brigade which
was foiTued on
the crest of

the hiU.

See General
Plan, No. 1.

The Brigade
moved to the
right to

support
Yandeleur.

The French
preparing for

the approach
of the

Prussians.

Just then the Action commenced on that flank by

tirailleurs skirmishing- in the valley and about a farm-

house. Some French Guns opened on the village, and the

troops on the hill to our right (Belgic^ I believe), whose

Guns returned the fire. I think this was about 11 o^clock.

Just then we heard a tremendous fire distant on the right,

which I suppose was the first grand attack. I had notice

sent me that we were not to fire on troops coming up

from the left, in consequence I suppose of the intelligence

brought by the Prussian Oflicer.

The remainder of the Regiment and Brigade came up

from the rear, and my Squadron was ordered to join the

Brigade, which then took ground to the right and formed

on the crest of the hill, the lOtli with their right to a

hedge which ran at right angles to the position and a road

rather sunk in the slope of the hill. The Horse Artillery

were advanced to the brow of the hill, but did not fire,

though some Belgic Guns there (or Hanoverian) did.

Some French Guns were either attracted by their fire or our

position, as for several rounds they constantly struck the

ground in front of mine and Major Howard's Squadrons,

or fired just over our heads. A cannon shot had struck

one Squadron and caused some casualties ; here Lieut.

Hardman, the Adjutant, who had gone forward to look,

received a severe contusion from a musket shot.

While in this position we saw movements of Cavalry at

a distance to our right and a good deal to the rear, as if

some of ours which had attacked were retiring and rallying.

We next moved through the hedge into the low ground

behind the ridge, and advanced in line to the top of the

hill to support an attack of the Light Brigade, General

Vandeleur^s. While on the ridge of the hill there were a

good many shells sent over us or pitched near us ; the

latter did no harm, as they buried in the mud and burst

upwards. We had been all this time looking out for the

Prussians ; we had seen the French throw out vedettes at

[an] angle with the right of their position, and looking

towards where the Prussians were expected by us. They
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had Guns and tro()})S in reserve as if waitinj^- i'ur them.

Some Staff Officers came occasionally to the left, to see if

there was any appearance of them. I remember seeing

Captain [Lieut.-Colonel] Percy^ the Duke's A. D. C.

At last we remarked the French vedettes in some com-

motion^ and some Prussian tirailleurs hegan skirmishing^

with their right to the village in the bottom, and after a

considerable time the Prussians began to come up and Tho Prussians

„ .,,.., , .,^ /-, i>i/^ bf;;^n to come
torm with their right to the village, Corps utter Corps, ^^ and form

extending to the left in a line at right angles with the
^.^i^yfJUj'"^'^''^

French Line. They established Batteries which opened, French Line.

and the French reserves formed to oppose them opening Their Artil-

their Guns also. The Prussians kept their right stationary, K^L^^x-^^^V
J^ *^ "^

' of the i rench

but pushed on their left getting round the Enemy, so that tecome

before we moved to the right, their right formed an acute ^ °^°*^

. . The Prussians
angle [? with our Line]. I do not think the Prussians keep pushing

commenced seriously till about four o'clock, or later. forward their

After having supported the Light Dragoons, we took

(I think) ground to the left again, resumed our first posi-
*

tion,"^ then moved to the right again, and for some time * Xo ; we

were formed on the face of the hill, iust above the hollow never passed
' "^

.
back thiough

road in which our Horse Artillery were. We dismounted the lane.

for some time; there was a heavy cannonade at this time. "
' *

I heard that a shell fell through the limber box of one [of]

our Guns without exploding it, which was fortunate, if true,

for the Guns were just under us. While in this position I

remember a very sharp attack on the Infantry to our right

near the trees, which was, I believe, the position of Sir T.

Picton's Division. The Enemy, however, were driven back.

Soon after we were mounted, and advanced along the Briccade

crest of the hill in open column of half-Squadrons, there ™°^^
^°

was a good deal of fire, and I remember seeing Captain

Grey's mare in the right Squadron hit in the head ; she

was killed after by another shot. We took ground

towards the rear of the position by Threes right, so as to

get under the shelter of the hill, and passed through a

coppice of low brushwood behind the hill, and after halted

in close columns just behind, and with our left to the end
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Affords sup-

port to the

Infantry.

* Capt. Shake-
speare I had
ordered out of

the ranks to

attend me as

an extra

A.D.C. on the

occasion.

—H. V.

Capts. Gur-
wood, Wood,
and Grey
wounded.

Great steadi-

ness of the

men under a
heavy fire.

Brigade
moved still

further to the

right.

f This was
before the

Nassau troops

attempted to

pass us, and
not after, and
it was before

the casualties

mentioned in

the last page.
—H.V.

Brigad(!

h.'iltcd in rear

of some (jruns.

of a ridge. Here we saw the Infantry warmly engaged,

and took open column after a little time, and, bringing up

left shoulders, moved along the rear of the Infantiy, and

the Infantry being rather pushed by the Enemy, who kept

up a heavy lire, we wheeled into line and supported, about

fifty yards in rear of them ; they rather fell back upon us,

and one Battalion of Brunswick Oels in close column,

retiring, being [in] want of ammunition, I believe, but in

good ordei-, was near passing through us between my
Squadron and Major Howard's. Just then two or thi-ee

Battalions to the left of it advanced at double quick, their

drums rolling, and drove back the Enemy. The Brunswick

Oels faced about and advanced at tlie charge also. Sir H.

Vivian and Captain Shakespeare,* &c., cheering them on.

A cloud of tirailleurs being close up to our Infantry,

behind which we were, and keeping up a lieav^' fire, we had

many casualties here, particularly numbers of horses hit,

some in two or three places. Captain Gurwood, of my
right half- Squadron, was struck in the knee, the shot

wounding his horse, which was killed as he was going to

the rear. Captain AVood was shot through the thigh,

and I think Captain Grey was wounded here. The men
behaved with great steadiness in a position rather trying

for Cavalry.

The attack being repulsed, we wheeled by half-

Squadrons to the right and moved on, then took ground to

the rear by Threes, passed by a farm-house, I believe Mont-

St.-Jean, took ground to the left (of the position) a short

way, fronted, and after advanced in column again right

in front, crossed a chinssee in front of the farm-house,t

and moved on towards the right of our position bringing

up the left shoulders rather. About this time I saw the

Marquis of Anglesey and his Staff, and some miserable

remnants of the Cavalry of the right.

AVe halted in open column in rear of some Guns.

Troops in front warmly engaged, a heavy fire. As I was

sitting close to Lieut. Hodgson, who had taken my right

half-Squadron after Captain Gurwood, his horse was shot
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in the body, stag-f^ered forward, iind fell. AV'e either went

Threes left from column or wheeled into line, and wlien we

had come close up to the rear of a Battery, were ordered to

pass throug-h it by Threes, and when throiig-h to wheel u\). Ordered to

This brought my right half-Squadron with its right flank
throuf^h Na-

to the muzzle of a Gun ; either the Officer of Artillery had pior's iiattcry

not ordered them to cease firing, or it was not attended to,

for I saw the man with the portfire apparently about to

fire, and roared out to him not to blow my half-S(juadron

away ; he answered, " Out of the way, then, and let me

have my shot/^ I gave the word to rein back, and as soon zeal of Xa-

as my horse^s nose was clear of the line of fire he fired, the 1'^^^ sgunnerd.

shock shaking all the horses, and the shot must have all

but grazed some of the horses' noses ; luckily it was round

shot. Lieut. Arnold had been in the same predicament

with his half-Squadron, I heard, and when the Gun fired

the flannel of the cartridge struck on the neck of his horse.

After we advanced, an Officer has told me since, he saw

one of our men knocked forwards ofO his horse by a cannon

shot, probably from our zealous friends, who had so good a

sight of the French retiring that they did not like to cease

firing.

Just then, the last attack of the French being re- Brio^ide

pulsed, we were ordered to advance in column rio-ht in oi'^*?red to

advance at a
front and to gallop. A Staff Officer met us (Colonel gallop.

Harvey, I think) and said " Come along,-'' when I told See Xo. 74,

him in passing that our right Squadron was behind and
^'

begged him to rectify it. This I believe he did, or

probably told Sir H. Vivian, for the right Squadron came

up at a great pace and took its situation at the head of

the Column. Before we passed the Guns I remembered

[saying] to Lord R. Manners that there was no Squadron

Officer to the right Squadron. Sir G. Quentin having Colonel Sir G.

been wounded. Lord R. Manners took the command of the Quentin being
wounded,

Regiment, which vacated the Squadron. I think he Lieut. Lord R.

ordered Lieut. Arnold to command it. I do not remember ^^'"^^^^^stakes

commang of

Major Howard changing from the left. the lOth.

As we advanced at a gallop we saw the French Army
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Picturesque
view of the
French
retreating.

Lord Ux-
bridge
wounded.

10th attack
French
Cavalry.

See General
Plan, No. 3.

* Light Ger-
mans from the
right; these

and a Squad-
ron of Belgians
vfere the only
Cavah'j' I saw
in advance.

—H.V.

The French
Cavalry
broken and
flies.

retirin,^ in confusion np the hill, presentinf*- a most

pieturesijne sight of a mixture of all arms and uniforms.

Some Guns in their rear were firing-, and there was also

some musketry. At this time I coneeive Lord Uxbridge

was wounded near the left of our Regiment. One of our

Officers told me he saw him fall. The Guards and

other Infantry were advancing in close columns on our

left and cheered. I believe the Duke of Wellington was

near them, observing our advance. There were some

Corps of French Cavalry—one very conspicuous with red

[uniforms] or red facings and red crests, also Dragoons in

green and French Lancers lohite, formed to the right to

protect the retreat.

Sir H. Vivian led us towards these, bringing up the

left shouldei's rather and gave the order—Front form line.

Each Squadron formed, but the head was going so fast

that we scarce got into line, rather en echelon of

Squadrons.

As we neared the Enemy, a Squadron or half-Squadron

of a Light Dragoon Regiment with red facings, either the

23rd'' or some Germans, pushed rather in advance of our

right rather obliquely. The Lancers couched their lances,

made a gallant charge down the hill and turned them.

Our right Squadron came upon the Lancers and sent them

about ; the Dragoons in green charged to support the

Lancers, and the centre Squadron came u])on them, and

the whole broke and fled, our men cutting in among

them.

Bringing up the right shoulders rather and passing

over a hill we were halted and rallying. A Square of

French Infantry was formed rather in a hollow under the

road. Sir H. Vivian appeared to be preparing to attack

them with the 18th. I do not know the result, as Lord

R. Manners led us on in pursuit up the hill across the

road, where we passed Infantry, who surrendered, and

abandoned Guns. Coming to the brow of the hill we

found three or four Companies about, rallied and formed

with Cavalry close behind them. They commenced a fire
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onus. Ijord R. Manners halted a minute to form and lOth attack

charged. Tliey turned and fled, and our men pursued to fantry with

the brow of a hill with a steep dip beyond it on the ^^[" jj^'"''

opposite side. On a knoll another Si^uare o£ Infantry was

formed. Our men bein<^ much scattered I began to

collect them and retired to join the rest of the Regi-

ment, which I found halted and forming, telling off,

&c., and commenced collecting and telling off my
Squadron.

Before I left the last hill my horse was so knocked up

he could hardly go, and I was going to change him for

a French one. But Sir H. Vivian coming up and ex-

pressing himself satisfied with the Regiment, and that we

should have no more to do that night, I desisted from

changing my saddle.

Just as I was coming back I saw about thirty of the

18th pass dash down into the hollow and gallantly,

though uselessly charge the Square on the hill, by which

they were repulsed. It was now dusk and I remember

several shells pitching at no great distance, whether

thrown by friend or foe was difficult to say. In a little

time we advanced and met many prisoners* under the * These -were

escort of Light Dragoons. We halted on rising ground. ^j^V Y^nd'^'

There was now fine moonlight. The course of the leur'sBrisrade,

fugitives could be discerned by the occasional fire of the vanced after

Prussians pursuing, and shouts and clamour, which mine had

gradually died away. A Regiment of Prussian Uhlans were reform-

advancing in pursuit here passed us. After a little time "^o-—H. ^ .

we were ordered to bivouac, which we did in a wheat-

field near the Observatory "^ as they called it. The Officers * The Brigade

sat down under a hedo-e, and we srot some beer from a bivouacked at
^ ^ '=' Hilamco)irt.

farm-house not far off, and got what we could to eat. —H. V.

My batman coming up with the led horses agreeably sur-

prised me by producing two boiled fowls and some bacon,

which, on m}^ inquiring, he told me he had secured by

going into the village where my picket had been on the

left, as soon as the French ceased to cannonade it. There

he found all quiet, and our pot boiling away and the fowls
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Attack on a

Square of

Infantrj' by
Major
Howard's
Squadron.

* I was by the

side of Majoi-

Howard, and
myself ad-

vanced with
the Squadron;
the communi-
cation with
the Infantrj'

was after the

attack to

desire them to

cease firing.

It was a
Regiment of

Hanoverians.
—H.V.

^lajorHoward
killed and
afterwards

struck by a
French
soldier with
the butt end
of his musket.

Lieut. Gun-
ning killed.

and bacon done, which he broug'ht a\vay_, and veiy welcome

they were.

We lay down under the hedg-e^ and I believe all slept

soundly till daylight.

iSText morning, the 19th, we fed in a clover field near

a farm-house, which was full of Officers writing to

England. I wrote to my friends. Lieutenant Smith

of the Reg-iment went with a burj^ing party to the field,

and then it was, I believe, Major Howard^s body was

recognised and buried by Serjeant Plowman, by whom it

was afterwards taken up and removed to England.

With regard to the attack on a Square of Infantry by

Major Howard's Squadron, in which he was killed, having

received three wounds—Lieutenant Arnold was shot

through the body, and Lieutenant Bacon through the

thig-h—I do not describe that, not having- seen it, but I

understood that the charg*e had been successful, and that

the Square was broken, and Sir H. Vivian gave the Regi-

ment credit for it in Orders. The account I have had of it

from an officer was this : that Sir H. Vivian had directed

Major Howard to co-operate with some Infantry that were

coming along the road in attacking this Square ; that he.

Major Howard, sent to the Officer of Infantry to say so,

who for some reason declined ; that Major Howard asked

this Officer of the Regiment what he thought of it, who

said that without co-operation of the Infantry it was better

not as the Square was well formed, but other troops com-

ing" up and surrounding them, they must surrender.^

Major Howard said that having been ordered to attack he

thought it a ticklish things not to do it, and g-ave the order

accordingly and did it with effect, though the Enemy stood

well, the Officers being* wounded close to the bayonets,

and Major Howard falling so that a man in the ranks

struck him with the butt end of his musket.

Lieut. Gunning, of my left half-Squadron, I always

understood to be killed in the charge by a musket shot,

but my batman says he saw him fall in an attack on a

Square from which they were repulsed.
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The Duke of Wellington in his despatch, I think, says

the Earl of Uxbridp^e was wounded by the last shot that
1-1 ii-v/r-TT IT- Major JlarriH,

was nred. After which we had Major Howard and Lieut. iJeiits.AiTiold

Gunnino: killed, and Lieuts. Arnold and Bacon severely '^^'^
^''f-^"-°

,
Hcverfly

wounded, and Major Harris. wounded.

It is curious to remember that little notice was ever The ebirj^e of

taken of the charge of this Hussar Brigade in English
^f,'i'itti"^'*

accounts, whereas there is scarcely a French account in noticed in

which the Corps of Cavalry that came from the left and accounts,

completed the rout, [and] which Buonaparte saw cutting into ^^^hereas

the thick of his troops, is not mentioned as the final blow writers say it

that decided him to be off. Z^'^lty^j^lH

I was generally so much occupied "with ray own Icon left the

Squadron (because I think that if every Officer keeps his

immediate charge in order all will go well), that I cannot

speak as to the proceedings of the 18th and 1st Hussars.

The latter were, I believe, sometimes supporting in second

line, but what I have written may, in spite, I dare say, of

some erroneous notions, assist you in recalling the general

movements of the Brigade.

About twelve o'clock on the 19th, we marched to 19th June.

Hautain-le-Mont, next day to Merbes-Ste-jNIarie, next day Brigade

across the Sambre, so on to Paris.
m&vch. on

The day Paris surrendered I was going on Squadron Pinis.

picket from Bourget to Grandrancy [?] to relieve Kranek-

enberg of the 1st Hussars, when you sent for me and told

me my vedettes were not to tire.

I cannot read this over, not washing' to delay it

longer.

In some places I mention you by name, which you

must excuse in a letter addressed to yourself.

Believe, &c.,

T. W. Taylok.

M
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18th Hussars.

No. 76.

MAJOR-GENERAL THE HON. H. MURRAY, C.B.

LlEUT.-CoLOXEL ISxH HvSSARS.

Memorandum. Jan., 1835.

Waterloo.

See General
Plan, No. 1.

Beginning of

the Battle.

The 10th and 18th were on the left at the commence-

ment of the Battle.

The 18th had bivouacked at Yerd-Coeou the night of

the 17th, throwing out a picket to Ohain.

Coming down upon luxuriant crops, the Brigade took

up its position, the 10th being on the right of the 18th in

line.

The Action soon commenced, and General Vivian rode

forward to observe its progress.

The Brigade stood under cannonade frequently, but

not attended with serious casualty.

To us on our regimental posts the prevailing fire

seemed towards the centre of the Armies, and to our right,

very heavy and continued.

It is impossible at this distance of time that I can trace

step by step the progress of the Brigade from the left to

the right, but I will mention as consecutively as I can the

chain of events which constitute my recollection of it.

A Prussian Officer came with the intellia'ence of theIntelligence of

the advance of ^ p . i j_

the Prussians, advance ot that army

After some time. Major [Lieut.-Col.] the Honourable

Henry Percy, one of the Duke of Wellington's Aides-de-

Camp, came to ascertain how soon the Prussians might be

expected.

]\Iajor Percy told us of the fall of Sir William

Ponsonby, and the severe wound (or supposed death) of

Colonel Frederick Ponsonby.

After a time we joined General Vandeleur's Brigade

again to our right.

I may here mention that when we were thus moving

to our right the day had improved, and whilst ourselves
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were less exposed to fire, we had a better view of the

Action.

When with General Vandeleur's Brigade, we heard of

the wound (then supposed mortal) of Colonel Ilay of the

16th Lio'ht Drag-oons.

Afterwards the 6th Brigade quitted General Vandeleur's Brigade

and proceeded rig-ht in front, and passing- a little to the rear, ^l^f
^ ^^''

went on again more towai'ds the right.

About this time I believe Colonel Quentin, of the 1 0th,

was wounded.

About the time we crossed the Genappe road there was

a wonderful Column of French pouring- down from their

position.

But that Column could not have been engaged with

the right of the British forces so soon as the period when

we first replaced the Household Brigade in our position.

I mention this because I have been told that it was seven

o'clock when we passed Lord Edward Somerset's Brigade,

but I have no idea that it could be seven till some time

afterwards.

The Brigade now began to tread the ground of

devastation ; the pavement of the Genappe road was torn

up and scattered.

Lord Edward Somerset's Brigade, streng-thened by the Eeduced state

addition of what had been Ponsonby's, was dwindled to
^^d P™i'

two various Squadrons. ^y"^ Brigades.

General Vivian asked, "Lord Edward, where is your

Brigade?" "Here," said Lord Edward. The ground

was strewed with wounded, over whom it was hardly

possible sometimes to avoid moving.

Wounded or mutilated horses wandered or turned in

circles. The noise was deafening-, and the air of ruin

and desolation that prevailed wherever the eye could reach

gave no inspiration of victory.

Lord Uxbridge, in Hussar uniform, mounted on a

common troop-horse (his own being exhausted), rode ^^ith

General Vivian a short time in our front.

Colonel Sir Felton Harvey came to exchange his

M 2
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wounded horse^ and in the act of mounting a troop horse

of the 18th exclaimed, '^ Lord WelHng-ton has won the

Battle, if we could but get the d—d to advance."

Then galloped to the front.

Advance of "We moved in column of half-Squadrons to the right,
the Bri"ade at

t. o
--

the Crisis.
' parallel to the position. Then wheeled the head of the

Column to the left, so as to proceed perpendicularly to the

front.

In the first part of this movement wounded British

Infantry were lying on the ground, when we changed

into the new direction ; General Vandeleur's Brigade (I

believe) on our right cheered.

We were cannonaded upon our right flank, and some

casualty I think took place amongst the 10th, who were

leading. I have an uncertain recollection, but believe it

See No. 74, must have been somewhere about this time I saw Sir Colin

P- 163. Campbell.

As the fire, by which we were inconvenienced when

about to form to our front, proceeded partly from our own

Artillery's mistaking us when thus advanced, it was

understood General Vivian had sent to remedy this

mistake.

This was I cannot determine the time, nor exactly what we

Brio-ade after
were doing, when some Nassau troops with white caps

having moved fell back upon US, and were forced forward, in which I
from the left . t j. j.

of the British remember my Adjutant instrumental; nor can i state

position, was ^yhcn it was that I either heard myself, or was told at
drawn up m •'

_

support of the the moment, the Infantry was advancing. Perhaps it is

the'^ri'^ht'o^
not irrelevant to mention that when we were proceedini^-

the Brussels- in column of half-Squadrons to the front, the earth
GenappeRoad. , ,

^ , c ^^ ^ ^

—Ed. thrown up by a cannou-sliot tailing under my horse

struck me hard in the face and breast.

See No. 48, In forming line to our front some of the 23rd Light
^^'

' Dragoons and Germans came rapidly across, and the

right Squadron of the 10th Avas attacked by Cuirassiers.

Some casualty from fire happened too amongst the 18th.

General Vivian (who I think had then changed from

his OAvn horse to a grey troop-mare of the 10th) had
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just been j^'ivini;' directions with re^'ard to our forma-

tion.

Ordering" the ISth to remain where we were, the

General went on with the 1 0th to direct their charge.

The charge of the 1 0th 1 believe was in a direction

diverg-ing to the right, and bringing* their left shoulders

forward. The 18th remained under fire, until Sir Ilussey

Viviands return to them.

I remember Sergeant-Major Jeffs and others making-

use of the expression which General Vivian mentions*

before we moved off to charge ; the General being- a

great favourite with the 18th.

Where we stood in line there Avere (as I have reason

to think) in our front French Artillery, Cavalry, and

Infantry near us. General Vivian himself accompanied

me to g-ive me the original direction, and in that direction

when put into it the Regiment proceeded onwards.

That direction diverged to the left (as the 10th

charge had to the rig4it), bringing our right shoulders

forward.

It may be mentioned that I led from the centre

Squadron in front of Captain Luard (who very ably

commanded it), and whose coverer was Sergeant Colgan.

However slow the description of a charge of Cavalry,

the grass has no time to grow under their horses'' feet.

I understood that Major Harris was wounded in our

charge, but when, I am not aware. His animation I well

remember when things looked worst.

On proceeding onwards in the direction that had been

given us for our charge, we soon crossed a chaussce or road

(the horses clattering as they went over at a gallop).

When coming from our left and slanting- towards our

right some French Artillery made a push to cross us at a

gallop. But it would not do, we were on them (I ordered

ISth remain
halted under
fire during the
charge of the
10th.

See General
Plan, No. 3.

Charge of the
18th.

They cross

the chattssie.

* To the 18th I said :
" Eighteenth, my lads, you ^v^, I know, follow

me "—on which the Sergeant-Major, Jeffs (afterwards Adjutant of the

7th), -who was near me answered: "Yes, General, to h—11 if you -will

lead us."

—

Extract from a letter by Sir H. Vivian.
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Intercepting-

and taking-

French CTiins.

Closed -with

thg French
Cavaky.

The Enemy
routed.

Diverging
natm-e of the

charge.

The 18th come
upon French
Infantry
retreating.

Coolness of

men of the

Old Guard.

Squares of

French
Infantry to

the right of

the line of the

charge.

The 18th first

pulled up.

the Guns to be secured, the drivers not hurt) ; when again

we were in with some Cavahy (on our right formed up,

Cuirassiers and other Cavahy, and, as I think, some Guns),

an Officer in front of them rode forward and fired at

me, but the 18th were among them with their swords.

The Enemy gave way and were forced over the

field.

The charge then ceased to be compact, for the assail-

ants and those who were in retreat were intermingled

pell-mell, and that as hard as they could ride.

The Cavalry, in trying to escape, rather bore to their

right hand, than went quite straight to the rear. So that

the original direction of the 18th having been to the left,

and that direction (leaning dowai to intercept the French

Artillery coming from the left) having been still further

increased, was altered by a sudden swerve to the right

hand to attack the Cavalry formed to our right, and that

alteration more or less increased in pursuit. As this was

a chase, compactness was out of the question.

But soon we came into ground entirely covered with

French Infantry retreating, not in a body, but individually,

yet wdth none of that hurry and confusion that might be

imagined when thus suddenly ridden in upon, and es-

pecially some of the Ancienne Garde might be remarked

for their coolness and bold countenance (one nearly

bayonetted me as I passed). Numbers of these were cut

down, and my Orderly (a man named Dwyer) cut down
five or six in rapid succession, the pursuit of the Cavalry

continuing.

On our rig-ht were some Squares of French Infantry,

but out of the stream of attack of the 18th as they

pressed on the heels of the Cavalry.

The first pull upon their horses was where a l^arty of

the 18th, with Lieut. Woodberry I know (perhaps with

Lieut. Waldie), were well f<^rmed up. Though few, ready

and anxious to act.

The field they had passed was cleared, and a con-

siderable distance had been traversed as hard as the horses
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could g-o, and now they stood with some St^uares of French

on the opposite bank halted.

There was a dip or hollow in the ground between the

party of the 18th g.nd the Squares, perhaps a fence, but

quite close.

The Squares so posted were inaccessible with any

prospect of making impression upon them by even a

much larger force of Cavalry than the party I have

mentioned, especially with troop horses after so hard a

gallop.

I moved them a little to the left, where the ground

favoured them more, and others joined us.

However, as I was told that the signal had been given

for us some time before to retire—as this was too close to

the Enemy for forming up the Regiment after a charge,

and nothing was immediately in our power to do—which

was evident to all—I put them about in order to fall back

upon our reserve.

The charge, as also the previous movements, had been

attended with casualty, but retiring with a view to forma-

tion proved infinitely more destructive. For as the light

was uncertain, they crossed upon some fire, whether the

Enemy^s or Prussians' (perhaps the latter), which mowed
them down many at a time more than once.

In returning there was a party of men with me at

first; so many fell I do not think another man remained.

This happened near a barn or farm building on our right

as we came back. I then joined others of the 18th, and

the first person of the Brigade I met and spoke to was

Sir Robert Gardiner [Capt. and Lieut.-Col. R.H.A.].

Lord Robert Manners was forming the 10th when the

18th came to form up with them; Major Grant, I

remember, assisting me in doing so.

The attention having been directed to the Artillery on

our left, it was more as the Cavalry formed on the

right drew out in their escape that their description was

observable to those who had charged them.

It must also be observed that there is not leisure

French
Squares too

favouratly
posted to be

attacked by
uni'onned

Cavalry.

The 18th obey
the signal to

retire.

In doing so

suffered great

loss from (ap-

parently) the
Prussian fire

owing to the
uncertain
light.

The ISth
re-form, with
the 10th.
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nor opportunity for remarking* what is even at an incon-

siderable distance whilst eng-ag-ed in charge or pursuit.

I am not aware of having seen any British Infantry

whilst we were employed in the pursuit. Where our

pursuit ended I do not imagine that any of our Infantry

could be in our front, that front being occupied by French

Squares.

But not having been subsequently over the groimd on

which the Battle was fought, I cannot give any guess at

the place where the charge which I was concerned in

terminated, but that it was far from the place whence we

had started for the charge there can be no doubt.

The various little occurrences I can call to mind would

occupy some minutes, and the rate of going*, taking diver-

gence and check into calculation, must have been at the

rate of ten miles an hour at the least, probably more.

The lOtli and 18th formed up tog*ether, and after a

time were moved still further to the right, and, the action

having* concluded, bivouacked.

In the attack the 1st Hussars had been in reserve.

In the course of the day the Brigade had moved from

left to the right.

Sir Hussey Vivian severally addressed the Regiments

that night in commendation of their conduct.

Henry Murray.

EoYAL Artillery.

The whole of the British and German Artillery

was under the command of Brevet-Colonel Sir

Greorge A. Wood, Kt., and the Horse Artillery

was commanded by Lieut. -Colonel Sir Augustus

Eraser, KC.B.
The six Troops of Horse Artillery were at

Waterloo detached from their respective Brigades
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of Cavalry, with one exception, tliat of Sir ItoLert

Gardiner's, and, with the two reserve Troops, were

generally emploj'ed as Batteries of position, so to

speak. One of the five Field Batteries (Rogers's)

was also moved away from its Division to other

positions.

To avoid confusion, therefore, the letters from

the Troops and Batteries of Artillery have all been

placed together in one series, instead of being

included with those of the Brigades or Divisions to

which they belonged.

At Quatre Bras only two British Batteries

were engaged, Lloyd's and Eogers's, the latter with

Picton's Division near the left of the position, while

the former at a critical period succeeded, with

great loss, in silencing two French Batteries in the

Bois de Bossu, and in forcing back into it a strong

Column of French Infantry.

In the retreat on the 17th the Troops of Horse

Artillery accompanied their Cavalry Brigades,

frequently coming into action, and checking the

advance of the French Cavalry. On the arrival of

the rear of the Army at Waterloo, Lloyd's Battery

(and Cleeve's of the King's German Legion) were

emplo^^ed in driving back some Columns of French

Infantry which were approaching too close to the

position

.

At Waterloo Gardiner's Troop remained all

day with Vivian's Cavalry Brigade, accompanying

it in the General Advance at the end of the day.

Bogers's Batter}^ after being engaged in resist-

inp; D'Erlon's first attack on Picton's Division,

was moved to the right of the main road, and
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finally assisted in the repulse of the French

Imperial Guard.

The Eocket Sections of Whinyates' Troop sup-

ported the charge of Ponsonby's Cavalry against

D'Erlon's Columns, and subsequently his Guns re-

mained in jDosition in front of Kempt's Infantry

Brigade, and were more or less in action for the

remainder of the day.

Ross's Troop was at first posted on the crest of

the Position in rear of La Haye Sainte Avith two

Guns on the Main Road, but on the loss of that

farmhouse and its surroundings, it was obliged to

move more to the right.

In the adjoining plan I have endeavoured to

indicate the positions of the remaining Troops and

Batteries on the right of the Main Road, as far as

can be gathered from the replies to the Circular

Letter, and the situations indicated b}^ the writers

on the plan that accompanied it, and which posi-

tions varied but little during the course of the

day.

As a rule, they were stationed along the crest

of the position in front of the Infantr3^ and their

fire was directed upon the assaulting Columns of

French Cavalry and Infantry from the period of

their formation until their near approach compelled

the Artillerymen to abandon their Guns for the

moment, and to take refuge in or behind the

Infantry Squares.

One remarkable exception to the latter pro-

ceeding was that of Mercer's Troop, which two or

three times, by its own unaided fire, repelled the

charges of French Cavalry upon it.
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Hiii J. May.

Durin"- the intervals between these attacks theo
fire of the Guns was mainly directed against the

French Batteries.

In the Greneral Advance, most of such Troops

and Batteries, or portions of them, as were in a

condition to be moved, joined in it, and took

advantage of favourable opportunities for opening

their fire upon the retreating French.

Numbers 80, 81, and 98 refer to the march on

Quatre Bras.

Numbers 98, 100, and 101 to Quatre Bras.

Numbers 80, 81, 85, and 98 to the Eetreat on

the 17th; and all the Letters, except No. 101, to

Waterloo.

COLONEL SIR JOHN MAY, K.C.B.

LiEUT.-CoLONEL, AssisT. Adjutant-Gexeral Eoyal Artillery.

Memoeandum. Woolwich, Dec. 2Wi, ism. '^q, 77

At the middle and end of the day, the British Horse Waterloo.

Artillery was much with the Cavalry, to which it was

attached. The Reserve Horse Artillery on the ridge o£ the Positions of

hill, and the Troops and Brigades'^ attached to Infantry ^^^ Artillery.

Divisions were with the same under the Generals com-

manding.

Towards, however, the latter end of the day even the Towards the

Artillery in the second line were ordered to the front, and ^^f ittif

the whole so disposed of on the ridge as to play upon the in 2nd line

immense close Column of Foot Guards advancing, and con- front.

stituting the last effort of the French. And to pLiy

As the Artillery were shifted according to circumstances, ^P*-^?! ^^^^^ ^^\-
'' * ' penal Cxuard.

* At the period of Waterloo Horse Artillery Batteries were called

Troops, Field Batteries either I3rigades or Batteries of Foot Artillery.

—Ed.
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it would (if it were even possible) create mucli con-

fusion in detailing their situations on the ground.

No one person can speak correctly about the movements

of the Artillery throughout the day. The Officers, or

Captains commanding Troops and Brigades (who survive), if

referred to, will be the best able to point out their several

positions at different periods of the day, and the Field

Officers commanding the same may throw much light

on the subject.

ROYAL HORSE ARTILLERY.

Major Bull^s Tkoop.—Heavy 5|-inch Howitzers.

CAPTAIN AND BREVET-MAJOR R. BULL, R.H.A.

To LiECT.-CoLONEL SiR AUGUSTUS Fraser, K.C.B., Commanding

Royal Horse Artillery.

"V'^ (7

Q

June 24:th, 1815.

Waterloo ^^^'—Having received your directions through Lieut.

-

Colonel Macdonald to render a report of the manner in which

the Troop of Horse Artillery under my command was

employed during the Battle of the 18th inst., I beg' to

At first formed inform you we were ordered from our bivouac at half-past

flank of'^^*
eight o^clock a.m., and formed on the right flank of the

Ponsonby's Heavy Brigade of Cavalry, commanded by the late ]\Iajor-

Bri'nide. Greneral Sir William Ponsonby, K.C.B., to the left of the

road leading from Waterloo to Genappe, where we remained

Ordered to the about an hour, when we moved by order of Lieut.-General

Uxbi-id<re^°''^
the Earl of Uxbridge to the heights on the right of our

Came into fi^'st line, and immediately came into action with spherical

action on the ^.^gg gj^Q^ with the intention of dislodging the Enemy ^s

of Hougou- Infantry from the left of the small wood and the garden
^^^^- and the farm called Hougoumont adjoining, and at about

Enemy from 1,000 yards' distance from our front, in which I have

the wood of reason to believe we succeeded, for our Infantry were
Hougoumont.

enabled to enter the wood.
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Ijlll'hTuooi'.

We then ceased firin*^- for a few minutes by order of the

Commander of the Forces on account of our troops

occupying- the wood, but on the Enemy reinforcing- itj and

ag-ain oblig-ing- them to retire, we recommenced our fire, and

in a short time our Infantry ag-ain entered it, reinforced

by another Reg-iment, when we directed our Guns on some Fiicl on

strong- Columns of Infantry in rear and support of the wood
" v'.J^^ng j^

with common and spherical shells, which immediately I'-ar of tho

caused them to retrog-rade.

The Guns opposed to us at this time were about sixteen French Guns

in number, twelve in our front and lour on our rig-ht flank I'^'V^'^^'^ ^<^ ^^^
' ^ i. roop.

beyond and above the before-mentioned farm on the road

to Lillois, and when we oblig-ed their Columns of Infantry

to move, they brought up six more Guns in our front, all of

which were well served, and annoyed us considerabl}'. It

was from one of the flanking- Guns that Major Cairnes was Major Caimes

unfortunately killed, a few minutes after we got into our ^^^^'^•

position.

We continued in this situation firing- on their Guns and Ceased firing

. at 2 p.m.,
Columns until near two o^clock, when we ceased firing and and moved to

received an order to retire tlie Troop, and form on the rig-ht ^^^
^^^f

^"^

f' ^
^ complete

of Major Ramsay's in the second line to enable us to repair ammunition.

our casualties and complete our ammunition. Whilst thus

employed Lieutenant Smith, two men, and two horses Lieut. Smith

were wounded. As soon as everything was completed we
moved forward with Major Ramsay's Troop to resume our Moved

former position in the front line, but at that instant the ±orw;u"d again.

first charge of the Enemy's Cavalry took place ag-aiust our First charge

first line, and we formed and got into action between the Cavahr on
Squares of Infantry of the second line. British right.

As soon as their attack was repulsed we again

attempted to regain our former position, but the second Second charge

charge of the Enemy's Cavalry took place at the instant Cavalry.

of our getting up, and we had only to prepare to defend

ourselves with our swords from another situation on the side

of the hill ; but as the Enemy's Cavalry were again driven Gotintoaction

hack we followed them, and once more g-ot into action on I.„„;'l^i!
* ^^

' & front ot orig-

our original ground in front of the woodj but about inal position.
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Lieut. Louis's

two hundred yards further advanced, INIajor Ramsay's

Troop firing on our left, from which position we maintained

a most severe cannonade as well as receiving* the fire of

the Infantry from the Column protecting the retreat of

their Cavalry, which latter, however, lasted but a short

time. The Guns on our right galling us extremely, I

two Guns directed Lieutenant Louis to turn his two Guns towards

Frencli flank-
'^^^^^^^ ^^^ "^'^ shortly succeeded in silencing them, which,

ing Guns as they enfiladed our position from the right, was of

the ria;h't of considerable advantage to us during the remainder of the

Hougoumont. day.

Major Bull About this time I myself was wounded, and from
wounded. o ^ • i i •

reehng much pain and losmg a good deal of blood I

went to the rear to have my arm tied up. During my
absence (about half an hour). Lieutenant Louis main-

Eeturns to the tained the same ground, and shortly after my return the
^^°^'

advance and attack of our Army took place, and we
advanced in support of them, as far as the eligibility of

the ground would admit.

It was shortly after my return to the Troop that some

of my Guns being short of ammunition, several of my
men vohinteered to assist Major Ramsay^s Guns on our

left. The early part of the morning* our Guns being-

directed against the wood, the natural effect could not be so

well distinguished, but on inspecting the ground after-

wards it fully justified the opinion we had formed of it in

the morning.
The effects of The effect of our Guns upon the Enemy^s Column was
the Troop's ,,..

-, ikt -r,

Guns. plain and decisive ; and Major Ramsay on our left, who
could see it more accurately than ourselves, sent me word

some of the shells opened a perfect lane through them

;

one in particular strewed the ground on the opposite side

of the Column. I have also reason to think our fire on

their Artillery had its effect, particularly on the two en-

filading Guns on our right. Our fire on their Cavalry

appeared to add considerably to their confusion whilst

retiring.

I believe I have now stated, as nearly as possible.
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Wkhuku-Smith'h Tuooi',

the manner in which tlie Troop under my command were

employed during the whole period o£ the Battle. We
remained on the field until ordered to march at 3 p.m., on

the 19th.

0£ the conduct of the Officers and men I think it Conduct of

11 1,1 1 J j^ 1 1 • Officers and
unnecessary to add more to the statement already j^-iven men.

in; nothing" could surpass their coolness and steadincf^s

throughout the day, or their cheerfulness whenever called

upon for particular exertion. I beg- to add that the

effect of the spherical shells generally appeared very Effects of

great, and I observed but two shells out of the number >^l*t-ncalsh<ll.

fired that did not burst well.

Robert Bull,

Commanding 1st Troop.

LiEUT.-CoL. Webber-Smith's Tuoop.—Light 6-pouNDEiiS.

MAJOR-GENERAL J. WEBBER-SMITH, C.B., R.A.

Captain and BiiEVET-LiErT.-CoLONEL E.H.A.

Dublin, August 29thl?183o]. Xo. 79.

I first came into action in the field near Hougoumont Waterloo.

with my right close to the road and a little in front of the

sunken road. Bull was then very much to my left, being

on the ridge above the orchard. When I had. got my
harness, &c., &c., in order in the hollow way I got into

position a little to the left of Bull.

I think Bamsay was between vis, and no charge or

attack of Cavalry had taken place before I was in action

t/iere.

Believe, &c.,

J. WEBBER-SillTH.
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"Webiser-Smith's Troop.

WATERLOO LETTERS.

No. 80.

IGth June.

Marched on
Quatre Bras.

17th June.
Arrived at

10 a.m., and
joined Grant's
Cavahy
Brigade.

Eetreat on
17th.

Detached with
two Guns
during the

retreat.

Waterloo.

Troop ordered

into action in

support of

Hougoumont.

Retired in rear

of right of

first line.

LIEUT.-COLONEL E. Y. WALCOTT, E.H.A.

Captain E.H.A.

WincJcton, Ringwood, January 18th, 1835.

Marched on the morning of the 16th June, 1815, with

Lieut.- Colonel Webber-Smithes Troop of Royal Horse

Artillery, of which I was Second Captain^ from Haltert,

a small villag-e near Alost, to join the advanced posts of

the Army. Troop reached Quatre Bras about ten o'clock

a.m., Saturday the 17th. Troop joined the Brigade of

Cavalry it was attached to under the command of M.-

General Sir Colquhoun Grant, consisting of the 7th

Hussars, 15th Hussars, and 2nd German Light Dragoons.

The remainder of this day I was detached with tioo

Guns of the Troop, and retired into the position on which

the Battle of Waterloo was fought, with the right of the

Cavalry.

Sunday, June 18th, 1815.

At 11 a.m. I rejoined my Troop, then under arms, close

to the road leading from Nivelles to Brussels and a little to

the rear and left of Hougoumont. At half-past eleven

o'clock the Enemy showed himself in considerable force,

and threatened the Chateau of Hougoumont. Lieut.-

Colonel Webber-Smith's Troop was ordered into position

to protect the chateau and the Enemy came on in force.

We (the Troop) continued hotly engaged and suffered

severely from a Battery in support of the attack, until the

French troops arrived in close action with the troops in

the grounds of the chateau, the buildings of which and

the trees surrounding it prevented our longer annoying

the Enemy, in consequence of which the Troop was with-

drawn, and remained a short time in rear of the right of

the first line.

I cannot recollect hours, but the Troop had been but a

very short time so posted when it was ordered to join the
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'I'lOOpH,
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Cavalry.
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\Vy.iii:y.ii.-Hmjn\ Tuooi

position of the Troops of Horse Artillery immediately in

front. From this spot I for the first time saw the whole

position of the French and their attacking- Columns coming

on. No sooner had the Troop got into action, having- on

its right Lieut.-Colonel BulFs and Major Ramsay's Troops,

and on its left Captain Mercer's, than a Column of the

Enemy's Cavalry came directly towards us. From the

nature of the ground, and to protect the British Infantry

from the fire of the Enemy's Artillery, they were formed

in squares behind us on the slope of the undulating hill,

the crest of which we occupied. These Squares consisted

of the Guards, and I believe German Legion.

That magnificent order which directed the Artillery-

men, when from the closeness of the Enemy they could no

longer fire canister, to leave their Guns in position and fall

back in a line with the Squares did not reach my ears, and

I continued directing- a Gun of the Troop, till looking- up the Infantry

when it was ready, I found the skirmishers of the attack-

ing Column, French Imperial Guard—for they had not the

cuirass, and wore black fur caps—close upon me. Two of

them contrived to upset me, and when up again seeing

[? saw] all my men in a line with the Squares, and the

Squares ready to advance, our absence from the Guns en-

abling them to do so freely, as well as to fire and resist

Cavalry without killing- us. I cannot recollect whether on

this occasion the Column topped the hill or not, but no

sooner was the demonstration over than we rejoined the

Guns, which were again in full play.

Soon after this attack a second, much more serious,

was made by Cavalry supported by Infantry. On this

occasion the same fine manoeuvre was resorted to. The
French Cavalry came right through the line of Guns, and

so far to the rear as to kill and wound men and horses of

the Troops of Artillery with the llmhers and ammunition

carriages of those Guns in action on the crest of the hill.

The French Infantry followed quick the attack of the

Cavalry. The Artillerymen fell back. The Squares of

Infantry advanced, and gloriously driving back the

N

Ordered to

leave Guns in

position, and
the gunners
retire to the

proteetion of

Capt. ^Yalcott

upset hy the

Grenadiers
a Cheval.

Second attack

of French
Cavalry sup-

ported by
Infantrv.
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And the final

attack of the
Imperial
Griiard.
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attacking- Columns, g-ave us the oppoitunit}^ of playing-

over the heads of our own, and info the retiring and beaten

mass of the Enemy.

Another similar attack being made, the day continued

more or less wildly, and much more severe towards our left

until the last attack of the French. The last shots made

by Webber- Smith's Troop, and the expenditure of all our

ammunition then immediately with us, were directed into

the head of this last attacking Column of the Enemy

towards our left.

Lieut.-Colonel Webber-SmitVs Troop was not ordered

Capt. Walcott in pursuit. At half past nine p.m. I received orders to

collect a list of killed, wounded, and casualties of the

several Troops of Horse Artillery stationed in the different

parts of the field, and a most interesting sight it was, and

at half-past two a.m., on a tired trooper (my charger being-

taken prisoner) and a lost shoe, after plenty of brandy from

both Prussians and British, I made my report to Colonel

Sir Augustus Eraser, my commanding officer.

Ever, &c.,

E. Y. Walcott.

sent to collect

a list of the
casualties in

the Horse
Artillery.

LlEUT.-CoLONEL SiR ROBEUT GaRDINEE,''s (K.C.B.) TrOOP.

Light 6-Poitnders.

No. 81.

CAPT. W. B. INGILBY, R.H.A.

LlEVTENANT R.H.A.

Woolwich, April 25th, 1838.

16th June.

Troop
marches on
Quatre Bras.

Attached to

Vivian's Cav-
alry Brigade.

Temath, June 16th. Marched before daylig-ht, orders

having- been given in the night to place ourselves on the

great road between Ninove and Alost. A fresh order while

on the march directed us to proceed to Eughien. At

Eng-hien we were joined by, or met with, the main body

of the Cavalry, and were finally ordered to be attached

to Sir H. Vivian's Brie-ade of Hussars. We bivouacked
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Oaiii>i.\kr'h Tkooh.

kite in the evening- at Hruine-le-(J(jrnte ; th(;re was a heavy

cannonade in front.

Some oJi" the Cavalry Re<^'iments pushed on for the

purpose of j^-ettinj^ into tlie field. We must have marched

this day between fifty and sixty miles by a most irrej^ular

and circuitous route, which must show how uncertain the

Duke must have been of the movements of the Enemy.
At nii^ht a drizzling- rain came on.

17th. We marched before daylight, passed throuj4-h 17th June.

Nivelles, meeting- many wounded on the road, and arrived ^Vrrival at

at Quatre Bras, where the affair of yesterday had been.

The whole Army was g-radually and successively arriving-,

and the French appeared in considerable force in our front.

About noon Lord Arthur Hill, Aide-de-Camp to the Duke,

mentioned that the Prussians had been defeated, and that

their Army was in retreat. In the afternoon there appeared

a considerable bustle among- the Enemy^s troops in our

front, as if preparing for a move. The whole of our

Infantry at this time were moving- off to a position we

understood to be a few miles to our rear.

The Cavalry formed in three lines : the Hussars in the Retreat on

first line, the Light Cavalry in the second, and in the third
^'^^"

line the Heavy Cavalry. It suddenly became insufferably

hot and close, and the sun became absolutely darkened by

a very black cloud, while at the same time a heavy cloud

of dust rising-, showed the advance of a very larg-e body of

Cavalry coming to reinforce the Enemy ; they came from a

direction on the right of the Enemy.

I had heai'd the same Aide-de-Camp say that Lord

Uxbridg-e had positive orders not to have an affair of

Cavalry.

The French Cavalry I have before adverted to now
advanced boldly in great force, and for some time partially

under cover of a wood, until their vedettes fired on our

front line. We commenced a cannonade, which was Troop's Guns

promptly returned, and as the Enemy continued to advance ^^^ *j^
*^"^

and, I think, had commenced a deployment, an affair Cavaky.

seemed inevitable.

N 2
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The interest and even silence, until the Guns and

skirmishers opened, up to this moment was intense, for it

was not generally known that the Cavalry General was to

avoid an affair.

At the last moment the order was given, and the whole

commenced a rapid retreat in three Columns and by different

roads. At this instant the heavy black cloud broke with a

tremendous clap of thunder and torrent of rain. We
formed the left Column in retreat. The road and ground

became so quickly deluged with the heavy rain that was

saturated that falling, that it became impracticable for the French Cavalry
the French ^^ press our Column in any force. In fact, out of the road
Cavalry could ' j >

not press on in in the track of our own Cavalry, the ground was poached

into a complete puddle. Seeing this, and having lost the

shoe from off a Gun horse, I halted and had it put on in

spite of some skirmishers who began to press on us, but

were kept at bay by our own skirmishers forming as if to

charge them. This will show how impracticable it was for

them to press us on this cross road. But at this moment

I could see the centre Column on the main road on my
right, and they ap23arently charging, accompanied with

much cheering. (This was the affair of the 7th Hussars,

who were not successful, but the matter was retrieved by

the Life Guards.) In our Column not a man was lost.

The retreat for the Guns the whole Avay, with the exception

of the Gun mentioned, v/as at a hard gallop for six or

seven miles vintil we came upon the Infantry, in and g-etting

into position. The rain continued very heavy throughout

the night.

The same night I received instructions to set out by

times in the morning to find a practicable road which should

lead parallel to the main road, and through the wood of

Soignies and by the left of Brussels, so that in case of

further retreat Sir Hussey^s Brigade might retire covering

the left flank of the Army.

18th. I left the bivouac just at dawn, and succeeded

in making myself acquainted with a road practicable for

our light Guns (six-pounders) and Cavalry. At a village

At this

moment saw
the engage-
ment on the

main road
between the

7th Hussars
and the

French.

The Guns re-

treated at a

gallop to the
position at

Waterloo.

Lieut. Ingilby
ordered to

search for a

line of retreat

for Vivian's

Brigade, in

case of neces-

sity, through
the wood of

Soignies, and
parallel to the
Brussels road.
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(i.VllUINKu'H TttOOP.

I fell in with a body ot" ftnir or five liundi-e*! Prussians, At a vilUgc

evidently of different Corps, and seemingly fuf^itives; how-
B^„i,/i'r*L

'

ever, they appeared as if collectin*^ to niarch in the sianuCr).

direction of the cannonade, which was commencinj^ to be

rather heavy. Numberless of the peasants had taken and

were taking- refuge in the wood of Soignies, with their

women and children, cattle, pigs, sheep, and whatever

valuables they could carry off. I went into Brussels; the

streets were wholly deserted, except by the wounded that Deserted state

were straggling in from the Cavalry affair of yesterday ^ "^""^^

and at Quatre Bras the day before; many were lying

and seated about the steps of the houses as if unable to

proceed further in search of a hospital. I managed to get

a hast}'- breakfast in the Hotel d'Angleterre with a

gentleman anxious for news, and who proved to be

Admiral Malcolm. I carried off a cold fowl for the Troop,

who I knew had nothing, and which I reached about halt- Returned to

past ten o'clock, and immediately proceeded to make my 10.30 a.m.

report to Sir Hussey Vivian. I found Sir William and made his... . .
report to

Delancy with him, and it was at this time I became Vivian.

acquainted with the instructions he was receiving from

the Duke of Wellington, through Sir William Delancy,

for the operations of his Brigade during the day.

Believe, &c.,

W. B. Ingilby.

FROM THE SAME.

Island Bridge, November 20th, 1834. ^o. S2

Sir William Delancy was with Sir H. Vivian, and I ^^'aterloo.

learned the ultimate position of the Brigade was to be on

the extreme left of the Line, and that Sir H. Vivian

would be in communication with the Prussians, for

whom a look-out was to be kept, and who would arrive

on our left.

At about eleven o'clock Sir H. Vivian moved his
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Brigade forward in observation, and shortly after, about

noon, the French Columns, Avhich in the meanwhile had

crowned the opposite heights, were in motion, and making

a simultaneous push forward, neared our whole Line, and

immediately the Battle commenced by a heavy cannonade

from both sides. The right Column of the French was

almost abreast with Sir H. Vivian before he retrograded

and took his position in the general Line, on the extreme

left of the whole Allied Army.

We could at this time distinguish a stationary picket

or a patrol of Prussians, with our glasses, at a consider-

able distance, on an eminence to our left.

Some Nassau troops were a little in advance, occu-

pying the hedge rows in our front, and near the village

of Papelotte, supported by the fire of three or four Guns.

To the right we could see a considerable way along the

front of our Army. Immediately to our right was a

round height (Mount St. Jean), on the slope of which,

and adjoining Sir H. Vivian, was the German Legion

and their Artillery.

The cannon of both Armies after commencing main-

tained a continued roar, and the French having a very

long' line of Guns at their right centre, near the main

road, soon after, supported by the fire from this Battery,

advanced a Column of Infantry, shouting " live I'Eni,-

pereiir," and attacked the line along the whole face of

Mount St. Jean.

Our troops recoiled, and some Highlanders were in

confusion; but the thick rolling fire of the musketry,

adding to the smoke from the Artillery, I could not perceive

the further result until after a time, when a Brigade of

our Cavalry appeared charging and to carry all before

them, and the Infantry, apparently then relieved of the

pressure of the attack, again advanced and resumed its first

ground. A bodj^ of French Cavalry, having a second

(which appeared clothed in red) in support, proceeded

diagonally from the right of the French Army to aid their

repulsed and seeming routed Infantry.

Vincke's and
Best's

Hanoveiuans.

D'Erlon's

first attack on
Picton.

Chafg-e of

Ponsonby's
Brigade.
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Our Cavalry (Sir William Ponsonby's Brigade) also ThiH muKt

advanced dia<^onally to their left, and then charginf^ the
'j'ivam-o of'

French in line and in the (greatest order, completely over- Vand<;lour'H

threw them and appeared to annihilate the FreucAi Xo. 07. p. 11:5.

Cavalry. An inconsiderable party of Sir William — Kl>.

Ponsonby^s Brigade after this success, or in continuation of

the chai-ge, wheeled to their right and rode amongst the

Guns of the right flank of the great French Battery, and
,

kept undisturbed possession of them for a quarter of an

hour or twenty minutes, and as they abandoned them

again, apparently only at their leisure (for the red Column

of French Dragoons fairly trotted to their rear, and left

their front line to its fate), we remarked had those brave

men been furnished with spikes and acquainted with their

use, several of the Guns of the great Battery could have

been rendered useless the rest of the day.

Although as I had learned when in Sir William

Delancy's presence that Sir H. Vivian's Brigade was not

to engage, and be kept entire, until the arrival of the

Prussians, the desire to assist Sir William Ponsonby

seemed irresistible, therefore Sir R. Gardiner advanced Two Guns of

with two Guns, and being myself included with them, the advancecL

slope of the ground also favouring, I had a clear and very

near view of the charge. The ground, however, was so

saturated with the rain, and so little capable of bearing

the horses without sinking up to their girths nearly, that

we had some trouble in bringing the Guns into action at

all ; but scarcely had we opened a fire, when a shell from On coming

the great French Battery (which from its elevated position
{^e'^amuuSii

and larg'e calibre of the Guns directed an accurate dre) blew tion boxes of

up, by passing through the ammunition boxes of one of the q^^s blown

two Guns. The French set up a general Hurrah and Fire ^P ^7 ^^^

1) 11 1 i\ 1 mi '
1 1 1

French Artil-
t Hjinpereur at this explosion. The charge being over, the lery fire.

Guns rejoined the Troop, and the limber was replaced

complete from a waggon.

The weather was still dull and wet. The cannonade

mixed with musketry never intermitting, it was only

occasionally when the wind freshening and partially
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cleared away the smoke, that other charg-es of the Cavahy
and movements in both Armies, and the Infantry in

coKimns or squares, and then ag-ain in line firing volleys or

in a continuous roll, could be disting-uished, amidst which

the Hurrahs and shouts of Five I'Einjierenr Avere frequently

revived.

The position of Sir H. Vivian, and consequently of Sir

R. Gardiner^s Troop of Horse Artillery, continued station-

ary on the left, during- which several announcements were

made by Prussian Officers, sent on for the purpose, of the

arrival of their Army ; and on the other hand two or three

times Officers from the Duke's Staff came to ascertain if

their troops had actually made their appearance. Nothing

more was yet visible of them but their fixed picket in the

distance. At length, however, about 5 o'clock, the advance

of a Prussian Corps did make its appearance, hurrying up

in a direction to pass the village of Papelotte.

The French up to this time, upou the whole, had

succeeded so far, that it was on a plain or flat in advance of

the ground on which they had commenced the Battle their

line now fired from—but their numbers were evidently

greatly diminished, as well as our Line, for by closing in as

the ranks became thinned, a large space was left between

the right of Sir H. Vivian's and the left of the German

Legion.

The Prussian Corps, when their front had halted, in

contact with the French skirmishers, arriving in successive

straggling and broken jDarties, gradually formed, and at

about six o'clock (not being then in any great strength or

sufficiently collected) made a brisk advance perpendicular

to the French Army to attack its right. The French had

perceived the arrival of the Prussians, and we saw them

prepare for this attack by wheeling some troops to the

right from their Reserves, and taking Guns from the

right of their g-reat Battery. They then advanced against

the Prussians and very quickly repulsed them. This took

place exactly in our front, but without the effectual range

of our 6-pounders, and as the slope of the ground des-

Announce-
nients of

arrivals of the

Prussians.

At 5 o'clock

a Prussian

Corps
appeared.

Up to this

time the

French had a

certain

amount of

success.

About G

o'clock the

Prussian
Corps attacked
the French
right.

But were
quickly

repulsed.
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cended [? ascended] towards us, we had a Hank bird's-eye

view of both the Prussians and French in their movements,

and that Corps of Prussians made no furtlier proj4-ress,

or any effort that I saw, during- the remainder of the

liattle.

The weather now took up, and it became a very

fine afternoon. Matters did not appear advanced either

way.

About half-past seven o'clock Sir H. Vivian made a Thia account,

circuit to his right and placed his Brigade in line, about 20
J^"'^^g ^^j

paces in rear of the Infantry in front of Mt.-St.-Jean, adyanc^^,

, (liffcrs ironi

and thus formed in two lines, the whole steadily advanced aU the others

to attack. This movement of Sir H. Vivian's Brigade W Vivian's

gave rise for a moment to misgiving as to the result of

the Battle, that it was to cover the retreat of the Army.

From the details, casually heard in the presence of Sir

William Delancy, I expressed a different expectation,

which was soon proved. For some while we could see

nothing whatever from behind the Infantry (which ad-

vanced slowly, step by step) on account of the dense smoke

from their musketry.

The advance of this Infantry was admirable. B}'-and-

bye they ceased to fire, broke from line into open column,

and Sir H. Vivian's Brigade quickly passed through

the intervals. We had now the French in full view

before us, completely routed and flying, in the greatest

confusion.

Sir Robert Gardiner brought his Guns to fire upon the The Troop

fugitive crowd instantly, and from that period acted in- pj-ench

dependently from the Brigade of Cavalry, alternately fugitives,

advancing rapidly and halting to fire, whenever we found

we had a clear front from our Cavalry (which charged in

separate bodies or divisions, and frequently became mixed

with the French) and the beginning (more than dusk) of the

evening permitted.

As we commenced our pursuit, at about half-past eight

o'clock, a Prussian Corps arriving- near the spot Sir H.

Vivian had occupied during the day, their Horse Artillerj^
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opened a fire, and by mistake directed two or three shots

ujDon us at a moment the Troop was limbering up to move
forward. However, as the Prussians had never probably

seen British troops before, it was not extraordinary that

they should take us to be the Enemy in the ptle-mele sort

of confusion that was pi'esented to their view at first com-

ing" up. Previous to this and as we first emerged from,

behind the Infantry, we could perceive another fire of

The Prussians Artillery in the direction of Planchenoit, Avhich had opened
at Planche-

noit, upon the right rear of the French. These were Prussians

also, so that there appeared three Corps or bodies of

Prussians on the Field at this time. The first had been

easily kept in check, and the two last appeared too late to

be actually aiding in the Battle, but as their approach when

perceived (requiring to be provided against) at a critical

juncture added to the difficulties of the French, it probably

deprived them of every hope of withstanding the attack we

had already commenced.

In traversing the field, following- the flig'ht of the

French, it was hardly possible to clear with the Guns the

bodies of both Armies which strewed the ground, and after-

wards late at night (the Trooj) had halted in bivouac near

the wooden observatory at about half-past ten o'clock)

when despatched to bring uj) some ammunition waggons,

it was with difficulty we could avoid crushing many of the

wounded on the road near La Haye Sainte, that had

crawled there in hopes of more ready assistance. There

were some in whom life was not yet extinct that we sup-

posed the French Artillery had crushed by passing over in

their retreat.

I may add a remark in confirmation of the necessity for

the allowance offered in your Circular, that on the foregoing

occasion, when I rejoined the Troop and stated how

numerous I found the dead and wounded throughout every

At first it was part of the field I had passed over, and that I had seen full
not realised

i i i ti t i i i i

by the Troop 5U (jruns abandoned by the Irench, and then hazarded an
that a great opinion that we must have won a y-reat Battle, there was
Victory had ••

_

"
^

'

.

been gained, thought to be some exaggeration, so little confident did we

State of the

field after

the Battle.
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foe] as subordinate actors on tlie spot, in our cupaljility at

once and immediately to estimate to its full extent the

magnitude of the event we had a part in acliievinj^-. . .

And have, &c.,

W. B. Ingilby,

Captain R.H.A.

Major E. C. Whinyates' Troop.—Light 6-Poundeiis

AND Rockets.

COLONEL E. C. WHINYATES, C.B., K.H., R,A.

Brevet-Major R.H.A.

TO COLONEL SIR HEW ROSS, K.C.B., DEPT. ADJUTANT-GENERAL R.A.

Carlisle, March 10th, 1841. Xo. 83.
My Dear Sir Hew,—

When the bug-les of the Army sounded the turn-out my Waterloo

Troop^ with others of the Horse Artillery, assembled on the

low g-round behind the position on the left of the road

leading- to La Belle Alliance, and there awaited orders.

The men were dismounted, and stood near their horses.

I was in front of my Troop when I observed a stir Position of

amongst the Cavalry. I was personally advanced before
^j^^ moi-nm^

the line of Cavalry, but not in its front, and watched with

interest the General of Cavalry making the preparation.

My Troop was further back than the Dragoons, but I should

certainly say not in their rear.

I suddenly received a communication that the Cavalry Ordered to

was going to advance, and that I was to move forward,
^^^ifp^^i^^.

Whether at this moment my men were on or off their i^y's Cavalrj-

horses I do not recollect, but as they were alert, active, ,
°

•' .1st Charge,
and knew their business well, that would make very little

difference. 1 moved forward.

The Cavalry in all probability had the start, having

been prepared before I received my order, and they certainly

were across the chem'ni crenx before us, as a hollow road with
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two banks aud two hedges would require a little examina-

tion and consideration where and how to pass it with

Guns, and the greatest care to avoid accidents. At thisUu arriving

at the WaNie
/^ i i -«

i-
i i

Eoad, ordered moment^ however. Colonel Macdonald of the Horse
to leave the

Giinsandmove
forward with
the Rocket
iSections.

Advanced to a
favourable

position.

Fired some
gi-ound

rockets.

Rejoined the
Guns.

Troop had
advanced
clear of the
Cavalry,

And other

troops.

Artillery came up^ aud ordered me to leave my Guns

aud advance with the Rocket Sections, which I did, down
the slope in front of the position until the ground on the

French side gave a more favourable chance of effectual

rocket practice.

In passing over this ground there were no English or

French Dragoons, at least I saw none; there were a few

French Infantry"^ soldiers laying about and asking quarter.

On dismounting to fire the ground rockets some very high

grain crops interposed and screened the Enemy's line, aud

after firing some discharges of rockets I receiv^ed an order

to rejoin the position. The Troop accordingly moved back,

steadily and in perfect order and unpursued, and rejoined

their Guns.

I remember in going down the slope I saw a Guidon,

or Flag or Colour near a Frenchman, and though most

anxious to get possession of it, I proceeded rapidly on to

come into action. I mention this to show that when the

mind is intent, and eng-rossed by such paramount duties,

it is not likely that the observation can wander to that

which is only of subsequent interest. The Guidon was

close to my horse's feet.

According to my recollection of circumstances (passed

so long ago) the Troop, from the moment of getting into

motion, moved straight forward clear of the Cavalry, who
were to my left (for I should not have advanced in rear of

Cavalry when an open space was on their Hank, for if they

wanted my support they would have masked my Guns, or,

if checked, the Dragoons would have been amongst and

crippled us) ; it may, however, have inclined to the left

or right, actuated by circumstances of ground, or the

position of troops in its way, or in nearing the hedge to

* I thought they were Infantry.
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convenient o})eiiin^s in it. Or it rruiy not liave been

parallel orig-inally to the position. 1 do not at all know

where the Dutch Battery had been placed, or the relative

position of other Batteries ; events passed rajjidly, and we

did and occupied what seemed most advantageous and

elio-iblc.

The hig'h growing- corn through which we fired the

rockets gave no indication, that I am aware of, of Cavalry

having passed through it, and I never heard that the

rockets went amongst the English Dragoons, which I think

I should have done had the case been so.

The above relation will perhaps answer in some way the

points inquired about, and remarks on them; but to speak

more specifically to Mr. Siborne^s inquiries (which are about '

six), I sht)uld say, in regard to his first paragraph and

question, " Whether some little interval of time did not

elapse between the charge of Cavalry and discharge

of rockets ?^^ that time did elapse and must have been The Troop did

occupied in forming the Sections and moving down the
^t'the sam^*^

slopes, and that the Cavalry must have been well engaged moment as the

before any rockets were fired, but I cannot say that the

Dragoons were then retiring as Mr. Siborne suggests

;

indeed from the quickness with which everything was per-

formed I am led to think they were not, though they

might have been. Colonel Macdonald might have seen

them retiring, I did not.

The next reference is Captain F. Wardens letter. !My Scc Xo. 86,

opinion was that the foregoing transactions were from one P' -^^^

to two hours earlier in the day, and with respect to the

French Brigade of Cavalry (whether they were Lancers or

Cuirassiers I do not know) stated to have been put into

disorder, the onl}^ observation I can make is that they did

not follow us, and that about five or six years ago I was

told that a Major of English Dragoons was left wounded

near the French line, and that he had said he heard the Effect of the

rockets passing and the French swearing (in their way) at Rockets on
the French,

them, and the English for wishing to burn them alive, and

that they did not like them at all.
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Troop Some French Guns were annoying-, causing us casualties,

cluns oi'Iome
^'^^^^^^ obliged the Troop to direct their attention to them,

French when they became much less troublesome. I had not an

effect. opportunity of seeing that Battery at the close of the day.

I regret I cannot give any remarks that can be satisfactory

to Mr. Siborne as he requests me to do, for I did not see

the French Artillery galloi? into action, but it seems pro-

bable that the checking of the Brigade of Enemy^s Cavalry

must have been about the period the rockets were dis-

charged, but I will not assume or presume that it was

checked by rockets. Captain F. Warde says '^ soon after

coming into position.''^ I should have written this, '' oh

coming to the position," &c.

Two Guns of The two Guns of the Troop were not sent to the ahaiis

to the ahatis until after the charge of the Cavalry (Ponsonby^ Brigade)

on the mam ^nd the return of the Bocket Troop to their Guns after
road. .

nring.

The last paragraph of Mr. Siborne's letter is replied to

in the commencement of mine. If on nearing the posi-

In advancing, tiou Major Bogers^s Battery, or any other description of

other troops troops had been, or w^ere directly in my front, I should

in his front. have been obliged to find open space for my Guns, and not

have proceeded to ground already occupied. My object,

of course, was to get forward and be useful. In the first

page of Mr. Siborne's letter, he supposes the case that the

Bocket Sections " advanced down the slope simultaneously

advance with the Cavalry.'''' They did not so advance. They did

simultane- ^qJ^
after comino" to the position move simultaneously with

ously with the or ^

Cavalry. the Cavalry at all.

I am, &c.,

E. C. Whinyates.
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FROM THE SAME.

Carlisle, 2{)th November, 1842. No. 84.

In answer to the question, " Had you a certain number rernonnel oi

of men employed exclusivelij in manag'ing the rockets, in r^^',^,''

addition to the ordinary numbers attached to other Troops?

and if so what was the probable amount of that additional

strength ? ^^ I have to state that the mounted Rocket

Sections were also Gun Detachments and were not ex-

clusively employed in managing rockets.

When Colonel Macdonald ordered the advance wdth

rockets all the Gun Detachments (except the two dis-

mounted men at each Gun, who are called limber gunners,

and which two are carried on the limbers and have no

horses) left their Guns behind them and moved quickly. Method of

being on horseback, down the slope in front of their Guns. ^^™™" '"^'^

When halted and brought into action, they dismounted

from their horses to fire ground rockets, that is rockets not

laid at ang^les of elevation, but rockets that ricoched along

the ground. There Avere crops of high standing grain in

front of the Rocket Sections when the men dismounted,

which screened all objects in front, and the rockets were

fired through them in the direction of the Enemv's troops

in position.

With respect to the costume and equipment of the Costume and

Rocket Troop at the Battle of Waterloo, the men were ^I^^P"^^^" •

dressed like the Horse Artillery, viz. : with a laced jacket

(having three rows of buttons in front) and helmet.

Their appointments (both of horse and man), however,

differed from those of the Horse Artillery. They had a

pouch belt, which the Horse Artillery had not. Each

mounted man carried a fasces of three or four rocket

sticks in a bucket in a manner similar to the mode lances

and Dragoon carbines are carried. These sticks were

carried on the right side of the horse. Besides these the
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centre of Threes carried a small trough on his saddle bag-,

in which the rocket was laid when fired, and every man in

the Rocket Sections carried rockets in his holsters. Should

you entertain any intention of representing the costume of

the troops the small flag attached to the rocket stick should

not be introduced. It was added by the Captain as an

ornament, and was discontinued, and not part of the real

equipment. The Horse appointments were those of the

Light Cavalry, and the N.C. Officers and gunners had

blue shabraques laced with yellow.

I am, &c.,

E. C. Whinyates.

No. 85.

Waterloo.

Detached
Rocket party
under a non-
commissioned
officer.

FROM THE SAME.

Carlisle, I9th Decemher, 1842.

I beg to acknowledge your letter of the 12th iust.,

and in respect to your reference whether the party alluded

to by the Staff Officer"^ was the one detached under Capt.

Dansey, as I know nothing of the circumstance jDersonally

will state that the Troop w//eii united did not fire axiy

ground rockets, except at the time of their first advance at

the commencement of the Action, when they went down

the slope in front of the position, and at which time they

had no support, and there were none of our troops [illegible]

the fire. I conclude therefore that the party seen by the

Staff Officer was composed of some of Captain Dansey's

men after that Officer was wounded, and that the un-

certainty of the N.C. Officer as to his orders arose from

* Extract from a letter from Sir Horace Seymour of 4th Dec, 1842 :

—

"About the middle of the Action I was retiu-ning . . . from the Enemy's
position some small distance to the left of our centre, and had arrived at

the foot of the rising ground, when T met a non-commissioned officer of

the Artillery in charge of a part}' of ahout eight or ten men armed with

rockets ; he was passing to the right of oiu* line. Whether he spoke to

me first, or I to him, I do not recollect ; but I remember pei'fectly he

in the coolest manner dismounting his men, and firing a succession of

rockets into a Column of Infantry on the crest of the French position,

each of which seemed to take effect."
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his knowing' that his men wore also (iun Detachments, and

that the Guns would be useless without them, and it' he

detached himself.

I am sorry I cannot give you certain information on

these points, for I was with the Troop in the same position

from the beginning* of the Action until the total rout of

the Enemy, and having- seen the day won, went to Mont-

St.-Jean to have my wound examined, and having- the Major

next morning" been sent to Brussels for cure, lost hearing-
^voimd«xl^^

many of the particulars of the Action, not having- joined

ag'ain until Paris was occupied by the Allies.

With respect to the proceedings of the Troop on the 1 7th , l^ctreat on the

when the rear was falling back from Quatre Bras to occupy

the position of Waterloo, a very few rockets were fired, ^ ^ew single

1 J

1

-1 17 ' T T 1 -1 1
rockets were

and those smgly on the c/iaussee. i did not consider the fired.

rockets bad, for I think they cleared the c/ianssee^ but

single rockets never have the imposing appearance of

ground rockets fired together, when the g-eneral effect and

mass only is observed, whereas rockets when fired singly

have their deviations exposed and visible.

I am, &c.,

E. C. WhinYATES.

CAPTAIN P. WARDE, P.. A.

Lieutenant R.H.A,

Lauriston, Maxj 27th [? 1840J. Dover. No. S6.

I was not on duty with the Rocket Troop at Waterloo, Waterloo,

but with the adjoining Troop of Horse Artillery, com- ^°*w*^^^^
manded by Sir Hew Ross in the line of position resting at Waterloo.

upon the right of the Genappe road. The Rocket Troop i^^o^ieS?
upon our left, the road separating- ns, with a Brigade of shortly after-

Guns—Foot Artillery—I had an opportunity of observing -g'; \^^^
the Rocket Troo}?, and gladly afford you a correct recol- Sir He^v

lection of such. But although Colonel Whinyates, :\Iajor ^--^^f'
Troop.

Dansey and Capt. Strangways were severally wounded, I rates, Capt.

o
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Dansey, and sliould recommend your applying- to them for a detailed
Lieutenant

report. I can only offer you my observation.
fetrangways ^ j j j

woimded. About twelve o^clock tlie Rocket Troop, commanded by
Troop took up Major Whinyates, took possession of the ground vacated

by a Dutch Brigade of Artillery on the left of the Genappe

road. The Rocket Troop was composed of five light six-

pounders, and the Troop told off into thirteen Sections,

each Section carrying eight six-pound rockets. Soon after

coming into position. Major Whinyates received orders to

advance with the thirteen Sections, with the view of check-

ing the advance of a Brigade of the Enemy's Cavalry.

Major Whinyates moved at a trot within a range of three

hundred yards, and fired volleys of rockets, and in ten

minutes the French Brigade were in total disorder and
French Horse dispersed, when a Brigade of French Horse Artillery, con-

sisting of eight pieces of eight-pounders, galloped into

action from the rear of the broken Brigade of Cavalry.

Major Whinyates then retired upon his Guns in the

original position, which the Troop maintained with

most exemplary spirits (though with severe loss) during

the whole of the Action. The Brigade of French Horse

Artillery in front of the Rocket Troop were, by the Guns

of the Rocket Troop, totally disabled before five o'clock, and

left a wreck upon the ground at eight.

There were about two hundred and fifty or three hun-

dred rockets used during the commencement of the Action.

I beg, &c.,

F. Warde,

Captain of Artillery.

vacated by a

Dutch
Battery.

Composition
of Troop.

Eocket Sec-
tions advanced
to check
Enemy's
Cavah'j-,

which was
dispersed.

Artillery

came into

action against

the Troop,
which
retired to

reply with its

Guns, and dis-

abled the
former.

From 2o0 to

300 rockets
fired.

LIEUT.-COLONEL C. C. DANSEY, E.A.

Lieutenant R.H.A.

]S^Q_ §"7^ February 2?ifZ, 1843.

Waterloo. I think the advance of the Rocket Troop to the double

hedge did not take place until the results of the charge of
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Cavalry were pretty nearly (consummated, and tliat vvlicn Thinks th»j

the Rocket Troop eame up very few of the Cavalry remained
l^l'^^^l^

^^'^^

out in front upon the Enemy's <^round. My fjeneral idea advance until

of that crisis of the Action is that a grand attack of the
cfjrst)'^charge

Enemy ui)on that part of our position on our left of the was nearly

., 1 T> • 1 fl T X! i /T concludod.
high road was steadily met by a Jirigade ot Infantry (i

j^j^ j.^.^

think Scotch) who were in line somewhat in rear of the idoa of

double hedge, and that the defeat of that attack (which
.^^^.ff.]^ j^^d its

had been so far successful that some of the Enemy were rei^ilse.

at one time actually on the very ground that the Guns of

the Rocket Troop were on afterwards, namely, the double

hedge) was completed by the opportune charge of the

Cavalry. Rogers' Artillery formed part of the defence Rogers'

against which that attack was made, and it removed to
j^jinwll^the

another part of the position, I think on the right of the repulse, and
. ij-ixji r, then went to

high road ; but at what period relatively to the above- the right of

named attack of the French I cannot say. I only know the main road.

that Rogers' Artillery was early in action there, for before

the Rocket Troop came up I had been up to the ground and

spoken with the Officers, the Guns being then in action,

and I know that when the Rocket Troop eame up, Rogers'

Artillery was no longer there, and the Rocket Troop came

into action on, or very near to, the ground where Rogers^

Guns had been.

The advance with the rockets, when the Guns were left

unlimbered on the position, was directly to the front, and

I am not aware that it was connected with any other

movement. When I was detached from the Troop, I had He was

/-I 1 IT ^ n 1. ^
suDsequentlv

two Guns as well as rockets, and 1 went to the front along detached from

the high road to look for a place, or rather to form an
^tj^'^Q^^j^g

opinion as to where it would be best to come to action, and as well as

I went near to the abatis, and the fire of musketry was

very hot, and I resolved not to attempt to bring the Guns Left the Gims

up. I went back and ordered the men to get their rockets
^dvanc^^^th

and follow me on foot with them. Lieut. "Wright took a the rockets to

rocket under his arm, and we all went to the front to the

abatis and stuck the rockets among the bushes of it. The ^. ,. ^,= Directly they
momeiit we beg'an firing I was wounded by a musket ball, began filing"

o 2
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them he and and Lieut. Wright had some of the buttons knocked off his

jacket ; we were the only persons of the party mounted,

and were both hit ; this makes me think the more that

the Guns could not have been brought up.

I think it was after the French had gained possession

of La Haye Sainte that the rockets went up to the abatis,

becausCj to the best of my recollection, I saw Sir A. Barnard

and Sir Hew E,oss and Colonel Parker on the ground

above the high road (which is cut through there, you know)

on my right, and there was no one on the road, and some

one asked me with earnestness where I was going, and I

think they were these, having fallen back, as you mention,

upon the main position. The abatis was some distance in

front of where these Officers were, perhaps forty or fifty

yards, and if the situation of the abatis with regard to what

you allude to as the main position, to which you say the

95th were forced to fall back, corresponds with my im-

pression of its situation with regard to the position where

I saw those Officers, then it may be inferred that it was

upon the main position that they were, and that they had

fallen back to it (for I am sure that the rockets went to

the front of any troops of ours), and that it was after they

had so fallen back, and consequently after the gaining

possession of La Haye Sainte by the French, that the

rockets went to the abatis.

1 believe that after I went to the rear, Lieut. Wright

rejoined the Troop
;
possibly some of the party may have

got separated from him, and, if so, may have been those

seen by the A.D.C. of Lord Anglesey, but I had never

before heard of the circumstance until Colonel Whinyates

mentioned it to me as having heard it from you ; indeed,

it is the only way I can at all account for it, for there

could not have been any party away from the Troop

before my being detached without either of us knowing it,

whereas it might have been so afterwards from our both

being wounded.

I have a slight recollection of some Guns (not English)

being at perhaps about a hundred or two hundred yards on

Sec note to

Ko. 8o,p. 208.
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our left when wc were at the douLle hed<^e; but I f^annot

speak as to their being- deserted.

1 arrij &c.,

C. C. Dansey.

FROM THE SAME.

Woolwich, February 23rd, 1843. No. 88.

We had with the Troop a great awkward lumbering Waterloo.

carriag-e, with an apparatus called a Bombardinoj Frame for lif^cket Troop
*

,
•^.

. . , ,
^

. „ Equipment.
heavy rockets ; my impression is that at the time or our „, p , ,

advance with, the Guns, this carriage did not go to the ing Frame.

front with us^ but I recollect our seeing it, with its great

long frame cocked up in the air, at an angle of about

45 degs., firing away. It was on our left, but whether so

far from us as to create the impression of its being a

separate party from us, I cannot say
;
perhaps it mig-lit.

But I am sure that the non-commissioned officer in charge Brought into

of it did bring the carriage into action quite of his own non.-com.

accord, without any orders from Major Whinyates what- officer without

ever. As to what he might have been firing at, 'tis hard

to say j to be sure, rockets in those days were not what

rockets are now, but I should think that if those rockets

that were fired from the frame went as they would now,

they must have gone about a mile and half, and Major

Whinyates ordered him to cease firing, as there were some

Foreign Cavalry of our side between him and the Enemy.

I am, &c.,

C. C. Dansey.
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Lieut.-Colonel Sie Alexander Dickson's (K.C.B.)

Troop.—9-Pounders. Commanded by Captain A. C.

Mercer, R.H.A."^

No. 89.

Night of

ITth June
bivouacked at

the Farm of

Mont-St.-Jcan

AVaterloo.

The Duko of

Ivichmond
an-ived from
Brussels.

Troop moved
to the light.

Formed up in

fi'ont of Jlerhe
Braine, and
facing the
C";ivalry on
the extreme
French left.

BREVET-MAJOR A. C. MERCER, R.A.

Captain E.H.A.

Devonport, Novemhe)- 26t}i, 1834.

The night o£ the 17th, together with two other Troops

of Horse Artillery, we bivouacked in the orchard adjoining-

the farm of jNIont-St.-Jean. The whole of the adjacent

ground forming the reverse of the position (that is, the

northern slope from the crest of the ridge occupied during

the Battle by the first line of our Army) was covered with

Corps of all arms in Bivouac. Most of these Corps were

still on the same ground some hours after daylight on the

18th, but having gone into the Farm for a short time

(perhaps about 10 a.m.), I was surprised on returning to

find my own Troop alone in the Orchard, and the whole

neighbourhood a complete solitude ; scarcely a man ap-

pearing in any direction. At the same time, a heavy fire

of Cannon and Musketry was going on upon the ridge.

Drawing the Troop out of the Orchard, we remained,

according to Orders just then received, for some time in

the Position A, but how long, I cannot say. During this

anxious period the only individuals we saw were the Duke

of Richmond and his sons, who, arriving from Brussels,

crossed our front, and galloped away towards the Right.

I think it must have been past noon when the Adjutant

of the Horse Artiller}^ came to conduct us to the Position B,

'on the extreme right of the 2nd Line, or what I then

considered as such. Here we formed up facing towards

Nivelles, en potence as it were to the 1st Line, having a

Ravine (if I may so call it) in our front, running from

* Sir A. Dickson was detached from the Troop, and in command of

the Battering Train.—En.
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Lieut.-Colonel Sir Alexander Dickson's (K.C.B.)

Troop.—9-Pounders. Commanded by Captain A. C.

Mercer, R.H.A.*

No. 89.

BEEVET-MAJOR A. C. MERCEE,
Captaix R.H.A.

E.A.

Devonport, November 26th, 1834.

Night of

17th June
bivouacked at

the Farm of

Mont-St.-Jcan

Waterloo.

The Duke of

liichmond
arrived from.

Brussels.

Troop ino\ed

to the right.

Formed up in

front of ]Merhc
Braine, and
facing the
Cavalry on
the extreme
French left.

The night of the 17th, together with two other Troops

of Horse Artillery, we bivouacked in the orchard adjoining

the farm of Mont-St.-Jean. The whole of the adjacent

ground forming the reverse of the position (that is, the

northern slope from the crest of the ridge occupied during

the Battle by the first line of our Army) Avas covered with

Corps of all arms in Bivouac. Most of these Corps were

still on the same ground some hours after daylight on the

18th, but having gone into the Farm for a short time

(perhaps about 10 a.m.), I was surprised on returning to

find my own Troop alone in the Orchard, and the whole

neighbourhood a complete solitude; scarcely a man ap-

pearing in any direction. At the same time, a heavy fire

of Cannon and Musketry was going on upon the ridge.

Drawing the Troop out of the Orchard, we remained,

according to Orders just then received, for some time in

the Position A, but how long, I cannot say. During this

anxious period the only individuals we saw were the Duke

of Richmond and his sons, who, arriving from Brussels,

crossed our front, and galloped away towards the Right.

I think it must have beeii past noon when the Adjutant

of the Horse Artiller}^ came to conduct us to the Position B,

'on the extreme right of the 2nd Line, or what I then

considered as such. Here we formed up facing towards

Nivelles, en jwtence as it were to the 1st Line, having a

Ravine (if I may so call it) in our front, running from

* Sir A. Dickson was detached from the Troop, and in command of

the Buttering Train.—En.
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Iloug-oumont in the direction ot" Merbe Jiruine, in wliich,

as well as I can remember, were Riflemen or Li^ht In-

fantry and some Cavalry o£ the German Lcf^ion.

On our left, extending* towards the Nivelles road, and

somewhat in advance, was a Battery of Foot Artillery, liolton's JJat-

commanded by Captain Bolton, who was killed shortly
i^ft fi'ont oi

after our arrival ; what other troops there might have tho Troop,

been beyond, I do not remember. There were none of

any description on our right. In rear of us was the 14th

Regiment of Infantry lying down in square.

Beyond the Ravine the ground ascended at first rather

abruptly, and then continued in a gentle slope for a con-

siderable distance. Up this ran the great road to Nivelles,

having extensive corn-fields on either side of it, interspersed

(if I recollect right) with a few clum2:)s of wood ; and, on

what appeared from our position, the summit of the slope,

was drawn up a large body of Cavalry, consisting princi-

pally, if not entirely of Lancers, as marked in the Plan. On The Cavakv

their right were several Batteries of both heavy and light
^^^ liench

^

Guns, the latter of which kept up a constant fire on us ; left.

but the former seemed held in reserve, since they only

opened once, and then but for a short time, ceasing

immediately with the cause that had drawn forth their fire.

Our orders were to observe this line of Lancers, and not to

fire unless they attempted to cross the ravine, but as they

never did this we had ample leisure to remark all that was

passing around us, which I much regret not having noted

down at the time instead of trusting to a treacherous

memory.

A continued skirmish was kept up amongst the corn

near the Nivelles road by the riflemen, &c., whilst the

Cavalry in the bottom sent from time to time small

detachments up the opposite bank, which, after advancing

a short distance towards the line of Lancers, retreated

again, and rejoined their main body.

Of what was transacting in the front of the Battle we

could see nothing, because the ridge on which our first line

was posted was much higher than the ground we occupied.
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Of that line itself we could only see the few Squares of

Infantry immediately next us, with the intervening

Batteries.

From time to time bodies of Cavalry swept over the

summit between the Squares, and, dispersing- on the

reverse of the position, vanished again, I know not how.

One of those bodies, however, came over in more com-

pact order, and was holding its course directly towards us,

when a Regiment of Cavalry (I think of the German
Legion), debouching from the ravine at D, formed up to

attack them. The French Corps, immediately aware of

this danger, wheeled to the left into line, and, both

advancing to the charge, literally came in collision at

full gallop. The shock appeared tremendous, yet there

was no check, each party passing through the other, and

closing their files immediately on being clear.

The charge was not renewed, and the two Corps

disappeared like the rest, I forget how.

Several avalanches of this sort had already occurred,

when (perhaps about 2 p.m.) such a burst took place that

the whole right of the first line apjieared to have been

overwhelmed by it. I can compare it to nothing better

than a heavy surf breaking on a coast beset with isolated

rocks, against which the mountainous wave dashes with

furious uproar, breaks, divides, and runs, hissing and boiling,

far beyond up the adjacent beach. In a moment such

shoals of Lancers and others came sweeping down the slope

that the whole interval between the lines was covered with

them, a mixed and various multitude, all scattered and

riding in different directions.

The 14th Regiment immediately stood to their arms

and closed their Square, whilst w^e made a disposition to

support them with the left division of our Battery.

Of the first line we could see only the deserted Guns

still in position on the ridge, but of the Infantry Squares

nothing ! Every living soul seemed to have been swept

away by this terrible burst, and so dismal was the appear-

ance of things that an Officer of rank who happened to be

About 2 p.m.

another
general charge
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Cavalry on the
front line of

Squares.

The interval

between the

first and
second lines
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Nothing to be
seen of the

first line but
the deserted

Guns.
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standing- with me at the time exj^resscd his serious appre-

hension that all was over.

Whilst anxiously watching the movements of the con-

fused melee that throng-ed the plain, our attention Avas

suddenly called to the direction of Merbe Braine by loud T|i<= Bolgiann

and reiterated shouts, that we found proceeding- from fiomMribc

several Columns of Infantry, which, debouching from that i^ramc.

place, were rapidly crossing the fields towards us. Still,

however, the line of Lancers remained immovable, which

seemed inexplicable. The advancing Columns had all the

appearance of beings French, and we prepared to give the

best reception in our power to the double attack which we

expected, when to our no small joy a mounted Officer of the

14th, who had on the first alarm gone down the hill to

reconnoitre, returned with the intelligence that they were

Belgians who had been ordered up into line.

In the meantime the scattered bands of horsemen had,

like all those that preceded them, begun to evaporate, and

things were reassuming the same appearance as before their

irruption, when Lieut.-Colonel Sir Augustus Fraser, who

commanded the Horse Artillery, came in great haste to

conduct us to a position in the first line; accordingly,

limbering up to the left, we moved off at a gallop in

column of sub-divisions, taking the route indicated in your

plan.

On the way Sir Augustus informed me that a serious

attack was meditated against that part of the line to which

he was leading us ; that in all probability w-e should be

immediately engaged with the Enemy's Cavalry, in which

case should they charge home, it was the Duke^s positive

order that the men should be withdrawn from their Guns

into the nearest Infantry Squares. Then, having indicated

our position betw^een two Squares of the Brunswick In- Troop moved

fantry, he left us. The ground we were to occupy was y^ ^^\° "'*'^t
J

'

S' ^-^ L,me between
two or three feet lower than that immediately in our front, two Bnms-

so that the bank where this difference occurred adr//jjfl//,
*"

•^quiires.

and along- Avhich ran a narrow open road, formed a sort of

(jenouillere to our Battery. Beyond this road extended a
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tolerably level surface for about 40 or 50 yards ; and

thence the ground descended rapidly towards the plain

that divided the two Armies.

Our leading- sub-division had scarcely arrived on the

position, ere it became evident that the Duke^s order could

not be complied with, for a heavy Column of Cavalry com-

posed of Grenadiers k Cheval and Cuirassiers, had just

ascended the Plateau and was advancing upon us at a rapid

pace, so that there scarcely appeared time even to get into

action, and, if caught in column, of course we wez*elost.

However, the order was given to deploy, and each Gun
as it came ujd immediately opened its fire ; the two In-

fantry Squares at the same time commencing a feeble and

desultory fire ; for they were in such a state that I

momentarily expected to see them disband.

Their ranks, loose and disjointed, presented gaps of

several file in breadth, which the Officers and Sergeants

were busily employed filling up by pushing and even

thumping their men together ; whilst these, standing like

so many logs, with their arms at the recover, were ap-

parently completely stupefied and bewildered. I should

add that they were all perfect children. None of the

privates, perhaps, were above IS years of age. In spite of

our fire the Column of Cavalry continued advancing at a

trot until separated from us by scarcely more than the

breadth of the little road, but at the very moment when

we expect^ed to be overwhelmed, those of the leading

Squadrons suddenly turning, and endeavouring to make

way to the rear, confusion took place, and the whole broke

into a disorderly crowd. The scene that ensued is scarcely

to be described. Several minutes elapsed ere they suc-

ceeded in quitting the Plateau, during which our fire was

incessant, and the consequent carnage frightful, for each

Gun (9 Prs.) was loaded with a round and case shot ; all of

which, from the shortness of the distance, size of the

object, and elevation of the ground on which they stood,

must have taken effect.

Many, instead of seeking safety in retreat, wisely

Disordered
state of the

Brunswick
troops, who
were mere
bovs.

French
Cavahy ad-

vances in

spite of the
close fire of

the Troop.

But suddenly
turns and
rctii'cs in

confusion.
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dashed througb the intervals between our Guns^ and made

their way as we had seen others do ; but the <^Teater part,

rendered desperate atfindin<^ themseUx's held, as it were, in

front of the Battery, actually fouf^ht their way through

their own ranks, and in the struggle we saw /jIovm ex-

changed on all sides. At last the wreck of this formidable

Column gained protection under the slope of the hill,

leaving the Plateau enciimbered with their killed and Leaving tho

wounded, and we then ceased firing, that our men, who
^^imbore<r*

were much fatigued with their exertions, might rest them- '«'ith theii-

selves and be fresh against the next attack, which we saw woundod.

preparing' : for they had not retired so far down the hill

but that the tall caps of the Grenadiers of the leading

Squadrons were visible above the brow.

The second attempt was preluded by a cloud of skir- -^ second

. , . ,

.

attack pre-
mishers, who, advancmg to withm a very short distance ceded by

of our front, did us considerable mischief with their skirmighers.

carbines and pistols, but their intention being evidently to

draw out our fire, no notice was taken of them.

At length the Column being- re-formed, again ascended

the Plateau, and advanced to attack us, but this time their

pace scarcely exceeded a walk, or at most a gentle trot, too

many obstacles lying in their way to admit of more rapid

movement without confusion. This was in our favour.

Experience having shown us the unerring and destructive

effects of a close fire, w^e allowed the leading Squadrons to

attain about half the distance between the brow of the

slope and the road in our front before we commenced. It

is scarcely necessary to say that the result was precisely

similar to what has been already detailed. Again they fell

into confusion, and again for several minutes were exposed Exposed to

to a deliberate fire of case shot within 20 vards, so that the *^®^ ?^ *' case shot at

heap of killed and wounded left on the ground, before 20 yards, they
, leave an enor-

great, was now enormous. ^,o^g l,^.,p ^f

I think three times (of this I am uncertain) these tilled and
... „ -wounded,

attacks were renewed, always with less prospect or success

because our position became more and more inaccessible

after every attack. Be that as it may, the last had just
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been defeated and we were still busy at the work of de-

structioiij when the Duke arriving from the rear rode along

our front and obliged us to cease firing'^ although the

remains of the Cavalry had not yet quitted the Plateau.

His Grace was soon folloAved by a line of Infantry,

who ascending the slope with ported arms, ankle deep in a

tenacious clay and struggling with the numerous obstacles

encumbering the ground, presented but a loose and broken

front, whilst the feeble hurrahs they sent forth showed

how much they were out of breath with their exertions.

Arrived on the summit, these disorders were rectitied,

although the fire that now oj^ened upon us from the

Enemy's Batteries caused considerable loss, and the whole

(our neighbours of Brunswick included) descended the

hill towards the plain.

I suppose this movement must have been general ; for,

at the moment it took place the cannonade slackened all

along the line, and the smoke clearing away in a great

measure, enabled me for the first time to get an extended

view over the field.

The summit and declivity of the opposite position were

covered v/ith dark masses of troops, and others were in

movement on the plain, but my recollection is too confused

to admit of attempting to particularise.

The Line having descended sufficiently to permit of it, we

had just commenced firing over them at the masses in the

plain, when under cover of the smoke a Battery came (we

could not conjecture whence) and established itself a little

in advance of our left flank, from which it could not have

been distant more than four hundred yards (marked E in

the Plan), and thus almost enfilading our line, besides being

on higher ground ; the fire it poured in ujwn us was the

most destructive we had yet experienced, and could not

have failed to annihilate us, had we not been saved by a

Battery of Belgic Horse Artillery which came up soon after

on our left (F), and thus taking them almost in flank, soon

drove them from their position.

Before the arrival of these Belgians, however, we had

The Troop
enfiladed by a

Battery on its

l(,'ft fi-ont, and
a most de-

structive fire.

The Troop
supported by
a Belgian
Battery,

which drove
the former
from its

position.
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turned two (jiuns against our adversaries in the hope, if not

of silencing them, at least of rendering tlieir fire less

deadly. Hardly had this been done, when an Officer in a

black Hussar uniform came to inform us that we were Thr-hostilo

killing our friends the Prussians. It was useless repeating
^,'^,,^\(j\,'fi

to this man that in such a melee we could only know the Prusisian.

tree by its fruit, and that our friends the Prussians had

already treated us very scurvily, of which abundant testi-

monials lay around. We even ceased firing altogether to

convince him, but to no effect, although during the interval

he witnessed the continued and dreadful fire kept up by his

countrymen. At last we persuaded him to ride round and

endeavour to stop the fire of the otlier Battery, but we

heard no more of him, and, as I said before, were only

saved from annihilation by the Belgians, who, by the bye,

were all drunk, and would have fired upon us, too, had we

not taken some pains to put them straight.

My recollections of this period of the Battle are rather

confused, but I think that soon after, our Infantry appear-

ing in the plain, all firing from the Batteries ceased, and

about the same time we saw the Enemy's masses dissolving

and streaming from the field in confused multitudes.

Just then an Aide-de-Camp galloped up, shouting to us

with all his might, '' Forward, Sir ! Forward ! It is of the Troop

utmost importance that this movement should be supported support the

by Artillery 1
'^ We could only point to the miserable General

"^

1 1 • 1 rn J.
Advance. Im-

remains of our Battery, a glance at which was sufhcient, possibility of

and he rode on.
'^'^^=-

'

When all was quiet, I found that, except ourselves and

Major Bull's Troop of Horse Artillery, no other Corps

remained on the Position ; but soon after several Batteries

of Prussian Artillery marched up and established their

Bivouacs near us.

With respect to the appearance of the Field after the

Action, not much can be said, for night closed in upon us

very shortly, and we were too glad to lie down to think

of looking about. That the ground was everywhere thickly

strewed with the dead and dying (ISIen and Horses), wrecks
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of Gun and Ammunition Carriages, Arms, Caps, &c., will

occur as a matter of course. I should, however, add that

the heap of slaughter Avas far greater in front of our

Battery than on any other part of the Field, so much so

Troop greater
^j^^t Colonel Sir Augustus Fraser told me two days after-

other part 'of wards at Nivelles that in riding over the French Position
the field.

j^^ could distinctly see where G (our Letter) Troop had

stood from the dark pile of bodies in front of it, which

was such as even to form a remarkable feature in the Field.

The depth of the ground and the exhausted state of the

few men remaining at the Guns had latterly'- prevented the

possibility of running them up after each round, so that

w^hen the Action ceased, their recoil had brought them

together in a confused heap—as well as I can remember^

something" like this

Exhausted
state of the

Troop.

-« ^If^^^

the two Guns employed against the Batter}^ on our left

having recoiled upon the others.

In filling up the Plan, from not exactly understanding

your method of marking the feature of the ground, I may

have committed mistakes, Avhich your more recent ac-

quaintance with the localities will readily enable you to

correct. I cannot presume to do more than guess, and

where to place the {soi-disant) Prussian Battery has parti-

cularly puzzled me. It was about fo?cr hundred yards

ohliquehj to our left, and, as well as I can remember, on

more elevated ground.

I have thus endeavoured to give you as exact a detail

as possible of every circumstance connected with the Troop

I had the honour of commanding on that memorable

occasion, which I trust may be sufficiently explicit for your

purpose. ......
I have, &c.,

A. C. Mercer,

Caj)taia Royal Artillery, Major.
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Major W. N. Eaimsay^s Tiioop.—9-PouNDi;ifS.

CAPTAIN P. SANDILANDS, RH.A.
LiKUTENANT RII.A.

Woolwich, December irjth, lSii4. No. 00.

I beg to return you the Plan of Waterloo. I com- Waterloo.

mancled Major Ramsay's Troop of Horse Artillery at seven M.ijr,rl{amsay

o'clock, the period of the Battle which you have selected oaVlier in tho

for representation, and I think I may say that its position 'lay.—Ki>.

and formation at that hour (viz., oblique c'clieloii to the -See Plan,

left) is accurately marked on the Plan.

The fire of Maior Ramsay's Troop I caused to be Fire of the

i-m ji-/^i p
Troop directed

directed against the Enemy s attacking Columns from the ai^ainst the

moment of their formation near La Belle Alliance until f^ol"|.™"« '^^

the Imjjonal

their arrival on the crest of our position near La Haye Guard from

Sainte ; it then ceased, as the Duke of Wellington, who ^^ ^^^^.{^ f^p.

had brought up three Infantry Regiments from the right, mation to the

deployed them on the flank of the French Columns, and Adam's

shut them out from our view. Brigade.

I have, &c.,

Philip Sandilands,

Captain Royal Horse Artillery.

LiEUT.-CoLONEL SiR Hew Ross' (K.C.B.) Troop.

9-PoUNDERS.

COLONEL SIR HEW D. ROSS, K.C.B., R.A.

Captain and Brevet Lieut. -Colonel E.S.A.'

Carlisle, January 27tli, 1835. ^0. 91.

With respect to my own Troop, it was posted at the Waterloo.

commencement of the day

—

Two Guns on the road at the Quarry, and four on the Position of

heights to its right, where it was exposed to a destructive
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Ross' Tkoop.

Three Guns
disabled.

Troop moved
to the right,

after the

French took

La Haye
Sainte.

-SV/- Plan, p. 186

The 3 service-

able Guns join

in the General
Advance.

fire, by which thi-ee Guns were disabled, and when the

Enemy's Cavalry forced that part of the position, several

men were cut down before they could take shelter behind

the Infantry. After the Enemy got possession of La
Haye Sainte, it was no longer possible to remain in our

first position, and the Troop was ordered to take ground to

its right. At the moment the French Imperial Guards

reached the crest of the position in their last attack,

it occupied, as near as I can now judge, the situation I

have marked upon the Plan, though I cannot speak posi-

tively as to the precise spot ; and on the repulse of the

Enemy, the three Guns then movable joined in the

pursuit to the heights beyond La Belle Alliance.

I have, &c.,

H. D. Ross,

Colonel Commanding R.A., N.W. District.

No. 92.

Waterloo.

FROM THE SAME.

Extracts from a Memorandum by Sir Hew Ross.

Woolwich, March 22nd, 1841.

a Haye S'.

When the first charge was made by the Cuirassiers, theDuring 1st

Cuirassiers, men serving the 4 Guns in front of the Hollow-way retired
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into it or endeavoured to slielter themselves under the

Guns. Sir Hew Ross believes both the Guns on the hi<>h

road were disabled at this time.

The earthen mound referred to afforded some slielter,

but he does not recollect that many availed themselves

of it.

The four Guns were in action soon after Somerset's

Heavy Cavalry charged down the slope in pursuit of the

French Cavalry. .....
The Hollow-way was partly blocked up by the wounded

horses and limbers of his Troop.

H. D. Boss.

Bean'h Tuoop.

tho (iunnarn
rotiif; into the
lloUow-way.

Two OiiriH on
high road
diKablod about
thiH time.

Four guns in

action after

1 st clwrf^e of

Somorsot's
Biigade.

Major G. Bean's Troop.—Light 6-Pounders.

OAPT. J. E. MAUNSELL, HALF-PAY, R.A.

Lieutenant R.H.A.

Cheltenham, November 30th, 1834. Xo. 93.

Major Bean's Troop, under my command, was formed

on the ridge a good deal to the right of the Brussels road,

immediately in front of the Imperial Guards, and con-

tinued firing on the advancing Columns until our Infantry

advanced to the charge, when a Battalion of the Rifle

Corps passed through the intervals of our Guns ; after this

the Troop advanced to where the Duke of Wellington and

his Staff took post, but did not fire. The Troop then took

ground to the left and got upon the road, advanced, and

took up a position on the right of the road, a good deal in

advance, in front of which the road was cut through a hill.

The Troop was prevented firing on the retiring mass as

they passed through the gap by a Battalion of, I believe,

the Guards forming line in front of the Guns, and before'

they could be got from our immediate front in the hurry

of the pursuit, the Enemy had got behind the rising

ground, when the pursuit ceased for the night.

Waterloo.

Troop formed
in fi-ont of

the Imperial

Guards.

Inthe General
Advance took
post in rear of

the gap in the
main road.

Prevented
fii-ing on the

Enemy by our
troops inter-

venino".
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Col. Auye.

iliijor Beau
and Lieut.

Cromie killed,

Capt. AVebbcr
•wounded.

Sir James Bruce, Bart.j of Down Hill, Londonderry,

who was the only officer with me, will be able, perhaps, to

give you further information. Major Bean having been

killed, Captain Webber wounded, and Lieut. Cromie having

had both his legs taken off.

I am, &e.,

John E. Mauxsell.

EOYAL AETILLEEY.

COLONEL S. E. ADYE, R.A.

LlEUT.-CoLONEL E.A.

No. 94.

Waterloo.

Commanded
Artillei-y of

l.st Division,

including
Sandhani's
Battery.

See Plan,

p. 186.

Fire din.'cted

on French
Troops behind
Hougoumont.

Just previous

to the (jfcneral

Advance
i'uiiously

charged by the

Cuirassiers.

Woolwich Common, December Qtli, 183L

I have to inform you that I commanded the Artillery

attached to the 1st Division of the 1st Corps, and that it

consisted of two Batteries . of six Guns each : Captain

Sandham's British Foot Artillery, and Major Kuhlman's

Horse Artillery, King^s German Legion.

The Batteries were formed, as nearly as I can guess,

where I have placed them in pencil on the Plan, on a bye-

road running from the Nivelles road along the position,

and their fire was chiefly directed, on the masses of the

Enemy's troops, formed on the rising ground to the right

and behind Chateau Goumont.

The Guns continued in nearly the same position the

whole day. A short time previous to the advance, they

were suddenly and furiously charged by a body of

Cuirassiers, and some of the Guns in the confusion fell

back on the road in their rear, leading from Brussels to

Nivelles. They afterwards resumed their original position

nearly.

T am, &c.,

Steph. E. Adyk.
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Captain Sandham's Battkiiy.—O-Poundeus.

BREVET-MAJOR C. F. SANDHAM, HALF-PAY, R.A.

Cai'Tain R.A.

Kurddl, Shoreham, May 19th, 1835. ]S^q^
(J'y

I have endeavoured to mark, as nearly as I could, the Waterloo.

position of my Battery, and believe I have nothing- more Sec Plan,

to add than about the time alluded to in your circular ^'

. -
(• /^ • • Batterj-

letter, that it was charged by a Column or Cun-assiers. clmrged by

Colonel Ad ye, who commanded the Artillery of the ^'^urassieri.

1st Division, was with the Battery the whole of the day,

and from whom it received its orders, has probably been

able to afford you fuller information.

I have, &c.,

Chas. F. Sandham,

Brevt.-Major, H.P.

Captain Bolton's Battery.—Four 9-Poundeiis and Two
Howitzers.

CAPTAIN G. PRINGLE, R.A.

Lieutenant R.A.

74, George Street, Edinburgh, JSfovember 25th, 183-i. '^q. 96.

Captain Bolton^s Battery was contiguous to the Foot Waterloo.

Guards, with the right of whose line it formed an angle of The Battery

1 j_ n ^ A o '"''^s posted
about 140". close to and

The Enemy advanced in heavy close column, with the °? the right

. . . • 1 j» 1 °* ^^® Guards,
intention of penetrating the position at the right of the

Foot Guards. They were within the angle formed by

the Battery and the Foot Guards before they went about,

so that at last the right Gun could not conveniently be

brought to bear upon the I/earl ofthe column. The Battery Repulse of the

fired case shot from the moment they appeared on the
e^iu|^^*^{^h^

crest of the hill (about two hundred yards) , and during the Imperial

advance along the plateau, from which they suffered

p 2
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severely, the Column waving, at each successive discharge,

like standing- corn blown by the wind.

I have, &c.,

G. PUINGLE,

Captain Royal Artillery.

:No. 97.

LIEUTENANT WM. SIIARPIN, HALF-PAY, R.A.

LlEUTEN.lNT E.A.

Beccles, Deceviher 6th, 1834.

Waterloo.

First positions

of Batterj'.

See Plan
of Capt.

Mercer's,

p. 214, for 1st

position of

Capt. Bolton's

Battery,

Three Guns
detached to

silence a

French Bat-
tery firing: on
Hougoumont.

Effected this

in about an
hour.

See Plan,

p. 186.

Battery moved
to positi(jn in

front line on
the riglit of

the Guards.

The Duke's
instructions

t(j the Battery
just before

the last attack
rf the Im-
perial Guard.

Captain Bolton^s Battery was attached to Lord Hill^s

Corps d'Armee, and formed part of Sir Henry Clinton's

Division.

At the commencement of the Action we were stationed

about six or seven hundred yards behind Hougoumont,

where we remained till between two and three o'clock in

the afternoon. Whilst we were in this position marked on

the map A, three of the Guns under Caj)tain Napier were

detached to the point B for the j)urpose of destroying a

French Battery of six Guns that was committing great

devastation amongst our troops in and near Hougoumont.

This they effected in about an hour, and then rejoined us.

About three o'clock we moved to position C, the centre

of the front line of the Army. ....
You may perhaps more precisely ascertain our position

at the period chosen for your Model by my stating that on

our left was a Brigade of Guards lying down under a low

bank.

A few minutes before the French Imperial Guards

made their appearance the Duke of Wellington rode up

to our Battery and hastily asked me who commanded it ; I

replied that Bolton did, but that he was just killed, and

that it was then under Napier. His Grace then said,

" Tell him to keep a look to his left, for the French will

soon be with him," and then he rode off.

I had scarcely communicated the Duke's message, when
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we saw the French bonnets just above the liig-h corn, and

within forty or fifty yards of our Guns. I beHeve they

were in close Columns of Grand Divisions, and upon reach-

ing the crest of our position they attempted to deploy into

\\\\Q, but the destructive iire of our Guns loaded with Destructive

canister shot, and the well-directed volleys from the In-
iJaTtf-rv-'H &-e

fantry, prevented their regailar formation.

They remained under this fire about ten minutes, ad-

vancing a little, but finding it impossible to force our

position they gave way, and went to the right about, upon The French

which the Duke ordered a general charge to be made, and ^^^ ^^^^'

in a moment our Infantry and the French were so mixed

together that an end was put to our firing for the day.

Captain Bolton at the time he was killed was on horse- Capt. Lolton's

back. I was standing on his left side with my hand on ^^^^^•

his stirrup talking with him. The shot from a French

Battery at that time flew very thick amongst us, and one

passed between me and Bolton, upon which he coolly

remarked that he thought we had passed the greatest

danger for that day ; but scarcely were the words uttered

before another ball, which I saw strike the ground a little

in front of us, hit him in his left breast. The shot having

first severely wounded the horse in the left shoulder caused

the animal to stagger backwards, thereby preventing my
catching poor Bolton as he fell from his horse.

You will perceive that in position C I have only in kst posi-

marked five Guns instead of six, the usual number. The t^°^ ^ -

Guns,
deficiency arose from the Howitzer of the left division of ^ Howitzer

the Battery, having been loaded by mistake with canister teing tempo-

shot whilst in the first position ; and no opportunity offer- abled by a

ing; when there to discharge it, I ordered the non-commis- ^'sta^*? ^'^

. . . . .
loading,

sioned officer as we were moving into our last position to

take it aside and get the shot out, and join us immediately,

but from some cause or other he did not find us again till

after the Battle. Four nine-pounders, therefore, and a

Howitzer on the right of them composed the Battery in

position C.

Captain Napier, Lieutenant (now Captain) Pringle and
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myself were spared till nearly the close of the Action^ but

at the time the French g-ave way, or rather just after our

^ , „ . troops were mixed with them, a Gun was fired from our
Capt. jsapier ^

wounded by a Battery, loaded with shrapnel shell, which, bursting- in the

Gun, wounded poor Najjier very severely in several places.

TV'e remained in position C all the night, and in the

morning- the Field of Battle presented a frig-htful spectacle

of killed and wounded, both of men and animals of each

party.

shell Lurstin

in one of his

Guns.

Appearance
of the Field

ncxtmornini:

I beg-, &c.,

Wm. Sharpin.

Major Lloyd's Battery.—9-Pounders.

No. 98.

MAJOR S. RUDYARD [? H.P.R.A.].

Captain E.A.

United Service Club, London, May 6th, 1838.

16th June.

The Battery
jnarch(^d with
the :3rd

Division on
Quatre Bras.

Ordered to

the scene of

action.

<SV'« Plan of

Quatre Bras.

G indicates

where the
Bois de Bossu
skirts the
Nivelles road.

iJotached with
two Guns.

At daybreak on the morning of the 16th the 3rd

Division, under Generals Baron Alten and Halkett,

belonging to the 1st Corps, commanded by the Prince of

Orange, moved on from the neighbourhood of Braine-la-

Leud, Braine-le-Comte, or thereabouts, on towards

Quatre Bras. Majors William Lloyd and Cleeves were

the two commanding Batteries. We were halted for some

hours after arriving on the Nivelles road until the French

had been well driven back over the said road, otherwise

we should have come up in their rear. It might have

been about noon or an hour later, when Colonel Harvey,

A.D.C. to the Duke of Wellington, ordered the Division

to move on the scene of action without delay.

On that part of the Nivelles road I have marked G,

we Avere halted and directed to form line, the Enemy
being descried in the wood on our right, and close to us.

I was with two Guns attached to the G9th, Lieutenant-
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Colonel Moricc, anrV placed myself on their rij,'-ht, when Jt.;join<;d the

I was directed to follow the four other Guns of Major ^1"^^^^,^
Lloyd's Tiattery ordered into action in front of the farm road.

of Quatre Bras, on the Charleroi road, to the support

of the Duke of Brunswick. I had hardly quitted the

69th when the Cuirassiers char^^ed from the wood, and

before the 69th could get into square they were rode

over, broken, and sad havoc made among- them, their

only Colour taken, the other being "in the Hospital of •See'So.iZf;,

Invalides at Paris, taken at Bergen-op-Zoom,'"' and but

for a Battalion of British Guards coming ujo to their

support, and, throwing in one of their destructive fires,

compelling the Cuirassiers to return to the wood, not a

man save the Colonel and Adjutant would have escaped

but for this timely aid, as Colonel Morice stated to me

before he fell at Waterloo, having there received four

musket ball wounds.

On my reaching the farm at Quatre Bras, two of

Major Cleeves' Guns enfiladed the Charleroi road, and

had literally macadamised it with the carcases of the Battery

Cuirassiers and their horses, who had made a most ordered to the

desperate charge in great force, but never returned to it. Quatre Bras.

At this moment Major Lloyd's six Guns were ordered d is facin"-

to the point marked D to support the Duke of Brunswick's '^'ood, hali
^

.

-^ -^ way between
troops who were getting severely handled by the Enemy, it :ind road,

particularly from two Batteries in the wood marked E.
'^^u^J^(ji*s^ance

Colonel Kelly, Q.M.G.D., ordered us to take up the position on Quatre

we did under this heavy fire, and before we unlimbered i-iv^Llct.

some three or four horses of each Gun and wago-on were E E French

killed, some wheels disabled, and literally some of our
^^ii-tt^fwl^od

gunners were cut in two, for we were not more than from one on either

four to five hundred yards from the Enemy's Batteries. formed'bv

We succeeded in silencing them, and also in obliging a toxmdauy.

solid mass of French Infantry, marked F, to retrograde
gjiencedthe

and. return to, the wood. Finding ourselves now alone Batteries, and

without any support, except a few Lancers of the into wood a

Brunswickers, and the duty executed that we were ordered ^odyof French
,. , ,

1 n 1 w T ^ Infantry—

F

upon, we limbered up and walked off towards the Quatre —on ri>Vht of
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Battery, be- Bras
tween wood
and road.
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Lloyd's and
Eogers' the

only two
British Bat-

teries at

Quatre Bras.

Occupied the
whole night
in repairing

damages.

Retreat on
17th June.

Retired to the
position of

Waterloo.

Lloyd's and
Cleeves' But-
teries ordered
to fire on
French
Infantry,

Which must
have suffered

much.

Two French
Horse Artil-

lery Batteries

replied with-
out much
effect.

farm and joined our Division. Major Rog-ers'

Battery of British had been up some time earlier in the day

than we were, and had been engaged with the Enemy.

These were the only t/vo British Batteries at the Battle of

Quatre Bras. Major Cleeves' and other Batteries of the

German Legion were up.

Having' sustained much damage from the Enemy's fire,

we were occupied the whole night in repairing- broken

axle-trees, wheels, &c., and had just finished in time to

move off the field, in view of the whole line of French

Cavalry, when a cannonade between our Horse Artillery

and theirs commenced, and continued at intervals the

whole retirement we made towards our position at

Waterloo. By General Picton's orders, our six Guns were

united to those of Major Cleeves and took up a position

on the heig-ht, close to the Brussels road, rig"ht leading

from the wood, and we opened our fire upon the French

Infantry who had followed us up rather too close, and

[were] disposed to continue. The range we had was

La Belle Alliance, or just where the road widens into a

quarry or open space (at that time) . There we dealt out

our round shot liberally and caused much destruction, as

the head of the Enemy's Columns were unable to retrog-rade

from the pressure in their rear, and did not extricate them-

selves for some time, and were about half an hour under

fire, and must have suffered much. Two Batteries of

French Horse Artillery played upon us at the time, but

not with much effect. The shot holes in La Belle Alliance

(which you have seen, perhaps) were perforated at this

period. By order of the Duke, we ceased firing and re-

mained on our ground until morning, when we took up our

position for battle on the 18th in front of Hougoumont.

I remain, &c.,

S. RUDYARD.
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LtOYj/n BaTTKUY.

FROM THE SAME.

Whithy, January C)th, 1835. ^q. 90.

Early on the morning of the 18th our position was Waterloo,

taken up on the very crest of the slope in front of our Battery ijostcd

Division; the Regiments were G9th and 33r(l in our rear;
i"" front oTthr-

the grain, I can't say whether wheat or barley, it was above C9th and 33rd.

our heads, but soon trodden down. From this position we Xevor moved

never moved one instant until the Battle closed ; the "o™.*^'*
' position all

Batteries contiguous to ours were Major Sandham^s Royal day.

Artillery on the right, Major Cleeves' King's German Legion Botwoen
^

[on] our left. Major [? Sinclair's] Royal Artillery and a and Cieevcs'

Dutch Battery were in reserve, and came into action late in l^attenes.

the day. At seven o'clock, when the Imperial Guards

advanced, our Guns were still in line. The French advanced

in masses of Infantry, upon which we directed our fire. Fired upon

Never during the Action did we return the heavy fire kept imperial

up upon us by their Artillery. Our fire was ever oblique G-uards.

towards the ground in front and right of Hougoumont.

When at the close the British Infantry advanced in

line to the charge, it very much resembled the curvature of

the surf upon the shore. You ask me for any local

remarks as may assist in the accuracy of the Model. ]My Details of the

1
•,• • c /^ service of the

horses, ammunition waggons, were in rear or our (juns
j>atterT

under cover of a little hollow between us and our Squares of

Infantry. The forge cart, artificers' stores, and such like

were in the rear of all out of fire. When ammunition was

to be replenished, a Subaltern conducted such waggons as

could be spared. They were supj^lied from the depot in

the wood, and returned without delay. The ground we

occupied was much furrowed up by the recoil of our Guns

and the grazing of the shot, and many holes from the

bursting of shells buried in the ground. As horses were

killed or rendered unserviceable, the harness was removed

and placed on the waggons, or elsewhere. Our men's

knapsacks were neatly packed on the front and rear of our
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limbers and waggons, that they might do their work more

easily. Every Guu, every carriage, spokes carried from

wheels, all were struck in many places.

The Cuirassiers and Cavalry might have charged

through the Battery as often as six or seven times, driving

Battery six or US into the Squares, under our Guns, waggons, some defeud-
seven times.

^^^^ themselves. In general, a Squadron or two came up

Effects of the the slojie on our immediate front, and on their moving oif

th
^ ^^ ^^^^ appearance of our Cavalry charging, we took advan-

tage to send destruction after them, and when advancing

on our fire I have seen four or five men and horses piled

upon each other like cards, the men not having even been

displaced from the saddle, the effect of canister.

The Duke and all his Staff were frequently in our rear

under the heaviest fire, also the Prince of Orange. I saw

the fore-leg-s taken from the horse of one of his Highnesses

A.D.C.''s at the shoulders, and [he] continued rearing for

some time with his very fat rider, dressed in green. My
own horse was shot through by a 9-pounder shot behind

the saddle flap, and did not fall for some time. Some of

the Cuirassiers were left, every charge among our Guns,

killed

Believe me, &c.,

S. RUDYARD.

The Duke and
his Staff fre-

quently in

rear of the
Battery under
a heavy fire,

also the

Prince of

Oran"e.

CAPTAIN F. WELLS, RA.
Lieutenant E.A.

No. 100. Kingsbridgc, Devon, March 13th, 1837.

ICth June.

Marched to

Quatro Bras,

And immedi-
ately Tirought

into action.

Sec Xo. 98,

p. 231.

I have, therefore, to inform you that Major Lloyd^s

Brigade of Artillery marched to Quatre Bras on June 16th

with the third Division of the Army, to which it was

attached, and was immediately brought into action in a

field in front of the houses on the high road at Quatre

Bras, adjoining the Bois de Bossu, and was attacked by

two Brigades of French Artillery, who were in the wood,
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and was about to })e charf^ed by thoir Infantry, who wore

coming- out of the wood, but were driven back by its fire. Suffered bo

It suffered very severely, many of its men and horses were

killed and woimded ; two of its duns could not be taken

off the field till the Action was over, so many horses being

killed. ,, _

o 1 1 -n • 1 movable from
With respect to the memorable June 18th—the Brig-ade tho horsf

s

was in the same position at seven o^clock p.m. as it took up '-""ng «""-'d-

at the commencement of the Battle, viz., on the left of .
'.

two other Brigades of Artillery—Major Sandham^s, of the the Battery,

British Artillery, and Major Cleeves^, of the German

Legion, in front of the Squares of Infantry and a little to

the left of Hougoumont. It was opposed the whole day to Frequently

the French Artillery, drawn up as well as ourselves in the
the^French

front of each Ai-my, and was frequently charged by the Cavahy,

Polish Lancers and Cuirassiers.

Our loss on the 18th was also very considerable.

Major Lloyd received a mortal wound from an Officer of ^lajor Lloyd

the Imperial Guard> and Lieutenant Harvey lost his arm. Harvey lost

I remain, &c.,

FoETEscuE Wells,

Capt. R. Artillery.

Major Rogers^ Battery.—9-Pounders.

COLONEL T. ROGERS, C.B., R.A.

Captain and Brev.-Major R.A.

Woohvich, February 25th, 1837. Xo. 101.

About the time the Division took uj) its position at Quatre Bras.

Quatre Bras, or very soon after, we were engaged with

some French Artillery, which opened a heavy fire upon us,

in addition to that of the musketry, killing and wound-

ing several of our men and horses ; the Ai-tillery being as Loss of men
we supposed at about the distance of 500 or 600 yards in and horses.
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the direction of the wood, and to t//eir left of the piece of

water described in your Plan. The number of Guns, we
could not judge of Avith any degree of precision, as they

were partly concealed by the wood ; and we"^ think they

were stationary during the Action, as we did not observe

them advancing or retiring. We were at one time

menaced by a body of Heavy Cavalry, but not charged by

them.

Our original position was on the left of the 5th

Division, not in front of it. In regard to the movement

of the latter by Sir Thomas Pieton in squares, as referred

to by you, our recollection does not furnish us with suffi-

cient distinctness to enable us to give any detail of

particulars. Our attention was much engag^ed in firing

spherical case shot at a Column which, passing near the

piece of water I have mentioned, attempted to turn our

left flank. We saw no Allied Battery in the vicinity of

our post, but believe that a Hanoverian Battery of the

King's German Legion was in the field.

I have, &c.,

T. Rogers,

Colonel Roj'al Artillery.

See Plan of

Quatie Bras,

No. 1.

* He and
Capt. Maulc

Position of

the Batterj-,

Engaged in

firing

spherical case

at French
Infantry.

No. 102.

FROM THE SAME.

Woolwich, February 9th, 1837.

"Wiitcrloo.

See next
letter.

D'Erlon's
attack on
Pieton.

Having read the account referred to by you as given

to you by Captain jNIaule of my Battery at Waterloo, I

have little to add, and the following is jDrincipally drawn

from his notes, assisted by our mutual recollections.

During the attack on our left, by the Count D'Erlon's

Columns, the position of the 5th Division under Sir Thomas

Pieton, to which my Battery was attached, must be too

well known to you to need repetition. During the forma-

tion of those Columns, and of numerous Batteries of

Artillery, the latter occasionally opened their fire upon the

Artillery of the Division, by which we lost some horses,
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but were restrained Ijy Sir Thomas Picton from returning

it.

In reply to your inquiry as to the manner in which Planner in

that attack was met and repulsed, I have to state, hy the repulsed,

fire of the Artillery of the Division, as long- as it was

possible to continue it; and on the Enemy coming into

close contact with us, by the Infantry of the Division

passing- between the Guns, and receiving them at the points

of their bayonets. These were almost immediately sup-

ported by a body of our Heavy Cavalry, advancing in ProhaUy the

column, as it appeared to us, parallel to and along the
^^^^^.^^

^

road from the right, but the smoke became so dense and

the 7fielee so complete, that it is impossible, at this distant

period of time, to describe with sufficient accuracy the

movements of any particular body of the parties en-

gaged.

About this moment. Sir Thomas Picton was killed. Pit-ton killed

close to one of the Guns of my Battery. Battery.

A sand, or gravel pit, was a little to the right in front

of the position of my Battery, and if by the " mound,^'

you mean the little rising ground directly above the edge

of the pit, neither Captain Maule nor myself recollect to

have seen any Guns posted on that spot.

We were, shortly after, ordered to the right of the Afterwards

road, on the high ground a little to the right of and in ^.^s ordered

rear of La Have Sainte, where, and afterwards more to ^o the right of... • /~^ ^ ^ main road,

the right, the Battery continued in action until the General and later to

Advance, opposing by its fire the advance of the Enemy,
|^^ Guards

and finally of the French Imperial Guards, in their last continuing in

, , , j_ o ,1 • , • action, and
attempt to torce the position. opposin"- the

At the time referred to in your printed Circular, as last attack of

th.6 XnipGnsJ
that chosen for your Model, the formation of my Battery Guard.

was Jive Guns, in line, and in action, as nearly as Captain -^t 7 o'clock

Maulers and my own recollection enable us to fix the spot, Guiiswere

where I have marked it in your Plan, the 52nd Regi- ^^ action.

ment being near our right, and our fire taking the ^.^s on the'

advancing French Columns diagonally on their left front, ^'l^^ ?i}^^-°
.

o2nd Kegi-
In the final advance of the English force, and retreat ment, and its



French
Column
diaaronallv.

The Battery
joined in the
final advance
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fire took the of tlie French, the Battery limbered up, and joined in the

pursuit. Owing' to the depth to which the wheels sank in

the heavy field we traversed, and some horses being more

exhausted than others, the rear Guns could not keep up

with those leading the Column. I therefore directed my
Second Captain to bring up the rear of the Battery, with

the ammunition carriages; and advanced with Captain

Maule and the leading Guns, diagonally across the field,

partly upon the small cross road, until we came to the

Genappe road, which we ascended until a little way beyond

the house of La Belle Alliance, where we fell in with the

Prussian troops, close to the left of the main road, and

the pursuit being continued by the Prussians, bivouacked

there for the night.

A remark in your letter as to " the position of the

fkree remaining Guns about half-past seven p.m.,'''' leads

me to consider some misconception possible, of the in-

formation 3'ou received from Captain Maule, which it may
be as well to provide against.

One Gun was spiked by its non-commissioned officer, at

the time Sir Thomas Picton was killed, and was after-

wards sent to the rear to have the spike drilled out, but

though, from casualties amongst the horses, and the heavi-

ness of the ground, one or two Guns may have been

momentarily prevented from getting into a new position so

soon as the rest, the other Jive Guns of the battery were

never separated, except as I have described, in t/ie pursuity

in which Captain Maule fully concurs.

One Gun had
been spiked
by its non-
com, officer

ft-hcn Picton
'was killed.

I have, &c.,

T. ROGEIIS,

Colonel lloyal Artillery.
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CAPTAIN a. S. MAULE, R.A.

LlEUTKNANT K.A.

Woolwich, December ?Mh, 1834. No. 1 0:-5.

You miiy remember I road to you an extract from my
Journal written the day after the Action of J 8th June^ when

the three days^ work were, as you may suppose^ pretty

fresh in my memory.

On reference to it and what I bear in mind to this day,

I have no hesitation in affirming that the three principal

positions, or rather stations, my Battery took up on the

18th were—1st. Close in front of the 5th Division, that is,

behind the hedge along the lane to the left of the Brussels

and Genappe road, where Sir Thomas Picton was killed and

we had a Gun spiked.

2nd. We then moved to reinforce the Artillery to our

right on the other side of the said road, and were engaged

some time.

3rd. We were ordered to, and took ground considerably

more to the right, coming to action with three Guns (two

more being disabled by the loss of horses) at the angle

formed by the Guards in line on the left, and General

Adams's Brigade, 52nd, 95th, 71st, whose right flank had

been thrown forward on our right. When there I perfectly

remember the French Guard coming up in front, and nearly

to our Guards, and their being taken in flank by Adam''s

Brigade and my Guns.

Before, or rather on their arrival with our Guards, the}^

were repulsed, and our Cavalry at this moment as Avell

as the whole Line advanced, and I accompanied w^ith

two Guns the Cavalry along a country road diagonally in

front of the original, or grand position, coming to action

several times on the retreating French until we gained

some houses on the main (Brussels and Genappe) road,

where a French park of Artillery had been.

Captain Bloomfield, B.A., on the Staff of Sir George

Three princi-

pal positions

of the Battery.

1st, in front
of Picton's

Division, and
to the left of
the main road.

2nd, to the
right of the
main road.

3rd, to the left

of Adam's
Infantry
Brigade.

Battery as-

sisted in

repelling the

French Im-
perial Guard.

Two Guns
joined in the
General
Advance, and
kept up with,

the Cavalrv.
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"Wood, perfectly remembers my advancing' along this road,

and my keeping up with the Cavalry, having during the

day taken the precaution of re-horsing my Guns from

other carriages as they became disabled.

Faithfully yours,

George S. Maule.

Captain Sinclair's Battery—Five 9-Pounders, and

One 51-INCH Howitzer.

CAPTAIN J. A. WILSON", R.A.

Lieutenant E.A.

No. 104. 43, York Place, Edinlurgli, November 27th, 1834.

AVateiioo.

Positions of

the Battery.

Came into

action in the

right rear of

La Haye
Sainte.

Aljout 3

o'clock the

Battery was
charged by
Cuirassiers,

who wore
driven hack
hy the 1st

Royals.

At the commencement of the Action Captain Sinclair's

Brigade was posted near a windmill in a field on the left of

the Brussels road, and in rear of the village of Mont-St.-

Jean. When we were ordered into action we proceeded

along the Nivelles road, took ground to the left, and formed

on the right rear of La Haye Sainte between two and three

hundred yards in front of the footpath laid down in your

Plan.

The smoke was so dense that I could not see distinctly

the position of the French, being at that time ordered to

direct my fire over the dead bodies of some horses in

front.

About three o'clock, our ammunition being* nearly

exhausted, we were charged by the French Cuirassiers, who
in their turn were driven back by the 1st Dragoons

(Royals). "We retired behind the Squares formed in our

rear. I heard the word given to them in German. The

Gun on the left without the limber having been sur-

rounded by the Enemy's Cavalry, remained in their

possession. Having received a supply of ammunition, we

returned to our former position and recovered the Gun.
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We were almost immediatoly ordered to the rij^ht, near v,:dt<:ry

Houg-oumont. Whilst moving- along- the ground I eould
'^-'^^^''^J^;.

^^"-"

see the French advancing-, apparently aj^ainst the right, ilougoumont,

in heavy masses of close columns. We remained in our

last position until twelve next day. The ground on which

we were posted was covered with the killed and wounded of ^"'1 to th<;

the Imperial Guard. A wounded Officer, who lay near me, which tho

told me he belong-ed to that body. Imperial
*^

. .

"^ Guard had
In our first position we passed through deep mud, our attacked.

wheels being up to the naves ; in our second the crops were

grain.

The Battery, which consisted of one 5^-inch howitzer

and five 9-pounders, was formed in line in both

positions.

I have, &c.,

J. A. Wilson,

Captain R.A.

Maitland's Infantry Brigade.

The 1st Infantry Brigade was composed of the

.2nd and 3rd Battalions of tlie 1st Foot Guards and

was commanded by Major-General P. Maitland.

The Brigade arrived at Quatre Bras about half

past six o'clock on the evening of tlie 16th June,

and was at once employed in driving the French

out of the Bois de Bossu. Arriving at the southern

extremity of the wood, and pursuing the Enemy
beyond it, it was forced back by the French Artillery

as far as the rivulet which crosses a portion of it.

It then formed line to its left as far as the

Charleroi road, and, after engaging the Infantrj' in

its front, its left flank was assailed by the French

Cavalry, whereupon it quickly retreated to the ditch

which bounded the wood, and from thence poured

Q
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in a most destructive fire on the Cavalry whicli,

together with a flanking fire from a Square of

Brunswickers, drove them from that part of the

See Flan oi field. It and the 2nd Brigade remained at night

No. 2. ' in possession of the Bois de Bossu.

See General At Waterloo the Briijade was posted on or
Plan of

o J.

AVaterioo, behind the ridge of the position between Halkett's

and Byng's Brigades, and its Light Companies in

the wood and orchard of Hougoumont.

Here the latter sustained such a severe and

continued contest with the French troops, that

about two o'clock there were hardly any of them

remaining.

During the day the Brigade was exposed to an

incessant cannonade, and to the attacks of the

French Cavalry. Towards evening the advanced

Square of the 3rd Battalion was at one time much
galled by the fire of a mass of Tirailleurs, when it

quickly formed line, charged, and drove them, off*,

rapidly re-forming square in readiness to receive the

approaching French Cavalry.

The head of the 1st attacking Column of the

Imperial Guard was directed against this Brigade.

The Gruards awaited its approach, lying down in

four deep order under shelter of a bank, and, on its

arriving within a distance of fifty paces, stood up,

and poured such a destructive fire into it, that

in one minute's time 300 of the French lay dead

and dying. The Column then began to waver,

when it was at once charged by the Guards and

driven down the hill in complete disorder.

The Brigade having advanced so far as to have

its fiank menaced by the 2nd French attacking
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Column, tlio order was given, to face aljout and

retire, but owinj^ to the noise it was misunderstood,

and a false alarm of Cavalry being raised, th(i

Brigade was thrown into confusion and hastily

retired to the original position, where order was

speedily re-established.

The head of the 2nd Column of the Imperial

Gruard was directed against the extreme right of

Maitland's Brigade, which brought forward its left

shoulder, and poured a galling fire into the Column

until it was dissolved and driven away by the flank

attack of Adam's Brigade.

Maitland's Brigade subsequently joined in the

Greneral Advance of the Army.

Nq. 108 refers to the march on Quatre Bras.

Nos. 106 and 108 to Quatre Bras.

No. 108 to the retreat on the 17th June, and

All the letters to Waterloo.

LIEUT.-GENERAL SIR P. MAITLAND, K.C.B.

Major-General p. Maitland, Commaxdixg 1st Infantry Brigade.

Brighton, November 2Mh, 1334. No. 105.

In compliance with your request I transmit to you, for Waterloo,

your own eye only, a concise Memorandum hastily drawn

up, of events that occurred in the course of the last attack

made by the French on our position at Waterloo.

The position of the Duke of Wellington must have

been hear to the 1st Brigade, as he was present with us

while the Grenadiers of the French Guard were advancing

up the slope.

I have, &c.,

P. Maitlaxd,

Lieutenant-General.

Q 2
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Memorandum of some events that occurred in the

course o£ the last attack made by the French on our

position at Waterloo.

Brigade
fonned to

meet the first

attacking
Column of the
Impc^rial

Guard.

The Cohimn
halted at

twcnt}- paces
from the
Guards.

About seven o^clock p.m., the Duke of Wellington,

aware of the Enemy's preparations for a new attack, desired

me to form the 1st Brigade of Guards in line four files

deep, His Grace expecting that the French Cavalry would

take part in the affair.

The formation of the Brigade was scarcely completed

before the advance of the Enemy became apparent. The

force employed by the Enemy in this service consisted of

two strong Columns of Infantry ; a third Corps, consist-

ing of both Cavalry and Infantry, being in reserve.

The attacking Columns were alike composed of the

Infantry of the Imperial Guard, the Grenadiers forming

one Column, the Chasseurs of that Corps the other.

As the attacking force moved forward it separated, the

Chasseurs inclined to their left. The Grenadiers ascended

the acclivity towards our position in a more direct course,

leaving La Haye Sainte on their right, and moving to-

wards that part of the eminence occupied by the 1st

Brigade of Guards. Numerous pieces of ordnance were

distributed on the flanks of this Column.

The Brigade suffered by the Enemy's Artillery, but it

withheld its fire for the nearer approach of the Column.

The latter, after advancing steadily up the slope, halted

about twenty paces from the front rank of the Brigade.

The diminished range of the Enemy's Artillery was

now felt most severely in our ranks ; the men fell in great

numbers before the discharges of grape shot, and the fire

of the musketry distributed among the Guns.

The smoke of the Artillery hapj^ily did not enveloi?

the hostile Column, or serve to conceal it from our aim.

With what view the Enemy halted in a situation so

perilous, and in a position so comparatively helpless, he

was not given time to evince.

The fire of the Brigade opened with terrible effect.
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The Enemy's Colnrmi, crippled und brokei), retreated Tli^, Column,

• 1 1 • 1 1 • !• 1 1 I
^>^'"^':'^ I'V the

with the utmost rapidity, leiiving- only a heap or dea<l and firo of tho

dying men to mark the ground which it had occupied.
^^.H- tM

The 13ri<>ade pressed on the retreating Column, and was in and was

some measure separated from the general line of our position,
thr/ilriicadr-.

The Enemy's second attacking Column advanced to- Tho advance

wards that part of our position which had been vacated by
^'ttaf'-kin"'

the second Brigade of Guards, when it moved to Hougou- Column,

mont.

Supposing the prolongation of the front of the 1st

Brigade of Guards, the Enemy's Column had already

advanced across the line of extension on the right of the

Brigade,

The Brigade began to change front towards its right.

The Light Brigade under Sir F. Adam occupied the Which is

ground vacated by the 2nd Brig*ade of Guards, and opened
^^j^jj^^g

•'

its fire on the Enemy's Column. The latter retreated with Brigade,

the utmost haste pursued by Sir E. Adam's Brigade.

So ended the last offensive effort of the Enemy.

The Allied Army advanced. r^j^^
General

The 1st Brig-ade, after passing several pieces of Advance,

ordnance abandoned by the Enemy, received orders to halt.

The Prussian Cavalry advanced along the Brussels

road, saluted as they passed, their bands playing-, " God
save the King," and took up the pursuit.

1st Eoot Guards—2nd and 3k,d Battalions.

MAJOR-GENERAL LORD SALTOUN, K.C.B., G.C.H.

Captain and Lieut.-Colonel 1st Foot CIuauds.

The Hill, Brampton, Cumberland, January 29th, 1838. ]!*^0. 106.

I can give you little or no information regarding

Quatre Bras. On that day I commanded the Light Com- Quatre Bi-as.

panics of the 1st Brigade of Guards, and the post we occu-

pied was in and about the wood on the right of the Field of
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This Plan was
a tracing from
an imperfect
foreign map,
the only one
available at

the time.

—

Ed.
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See Plan of

Quatre Bras.

Waterloo,

llougoumont.

See Plan of

Hougoumont,
p. 263.

Unfortunately
I cannot find

the Plan here
referred to.

—Ed.

Battle ; but from the circumstance of your Plan of the

ground not being shaded, I am unable at this distance of

time to trace our operations ujion it.

"When we debouched from the wood, which we had

cleared of the Light French troops, we had on our right a

deej) ravine, or perhaps I should rather call it a hollow, and

about 150 yards to our left, and about half that distance to

the rear was a low scrubby hedge, behind which the 33rd

Regiment was posted. This jioint I cannot make out in

your sketch of the ground, but as far as information goes

it is not of much importance. That was the extreme point

we advanced to, as did also the Brigade, and although we

were driven back from it we recovered it cigain and held it

till the firing ceased at dark.

I perceive you have a small brook or marshy bottom

running through the Avood, but as far as my recollection

serves me, we met with an obstruction of that description

much nearer the Nivelles road, from which we commenced

our advance, than it appears to be in your Plan. But I

most likely am wrong in this, for hurried into action as we

were, into a large and in some parts thick wood, without

any instructions and nothing to guide me in my advance but

the fire of the Enemy, it is not likely at this distance of time

that I should retain a very clear recollection of distances.

Next with respect to Hougoumont. From the first

attack to the period mentioned in your letter (till about

two o'clock), during the whole of Avhich time I was at that

post, the whole was a succession of attacks against the front

of that jDOst attended with more or less partial success for

the moment, but in the end alwa3-s repulsed ; and it was in

one of these attacks when I had been driven from the front

hedge of the orchard to the hollow way in the rear of it,

that they [the Enemy] occupying the outward side of the

front hedge with Infantry, brought a Gun along the line

marked by you a h, to a point I have marked D on that

line. This Gun I endeavoured to take, but failed. I, how-

ever, regained the front hedge of the orchard, and from

which I never was again driven.
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Whether the Enemy had Artilh.'ry at the point C, I urn

unable to state. We suffered very little from Artillery on

the post, but it is quite clear that the house and farmyard

of Ilougoumont was set on fire by that arm.

Your next point is " the attack (as you call it) of

the 1st Briojade of Guards against a iKjdy of Infantry

previous to the attack of the Imperial Guards, &c.''' You

seem to have mistaken the advance, not of that Brigade,

but of one Battalion of them—viz., the 'ird Battalion

Grenadier Guards, and have concluded that this was an

attack against a regular body of Infantry. But that was

not the case. The circumstances were as follows :

During the Cavalry attacks on the centre a great The 3rd

number of the Enemy's sharpshooters had crept up the slope forms line

of the hill, and emailed the 3rd Battalion, who were in square, from square,

1
• 1 11 T c ry ^^'^ drives

very severely. At that time the 2nd Battalion or Grena- away the

dier Guards (the other Battalion of the Brigade) was
fiJootSs!^"^"

likewise formed in square about 100 yards in rear of

the 3rd Battalion. The 3rd Battalion, who suffered

severely from this fire, wheeled up into line and drove

them down the hill and advanced to a point I have

marked E, and there re-formed square. A small body Ee-formed

of Rifles were at a point I have marked with an x,
^^^'"®' ^^

and the 53nd in line at F G G.

In this position we received the last attack of Cavalry

I saw that day, who^ refusing us, passed between us

and the inward rear angle of the orchard, receiving our

fire ; did not charge between us and the 52nd, where

the Bifles were, but rode along the front of the 52nd

with a view of turning their right flank, and were

completely destroyed by the fire of that Regiment.

After this we, the 3rd Battalion, retired to our original Eetired to its

position in square, as I conclnde the 52nd did also, as the position,

next I saw of them was their attack with the rest of

General Adams's Brigade on the 2nd Column of the

Imperial Guards. As to any attack made at that time

by the outward angle of the orchard of Hongoumont

I could not from my position see or know anything about it.
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The moment- Your next jDoint is with respect to what took place

oPthe^uards towards the close of the Action, and during the momentary
after di-iving confusion that took place in the ] st -Brigade from the cr}-
back and fol- c e, ^^ ,,

lowing the ot lorm square.

1st attacking j^ ^yj}} j^q^ Jq jj^ j^j^ accouut such as vours to put down
Column of the

. ....
Imperial any order that was not g-iven, however scientific it might
^^^ '

he, still less to make me give an order to retire when
that was the last thought that came into my head at that

moment.

The word of command passed was " Halt, front^

form up/^ and it Avas the only thing that could be

done. Any other formation was impossible, and as

soon as this order was understood by the men it was

obeyed and everything was right again.

The 2nd
Column de-

feated by
Adam's
Brigade.

Did not hear
the Duke say,
" Up, Guards,
and at them I"

or ever heard
of anybody
that did.

The left shoulders were then brought forward, and

we advanced against the second Column of the Imperial

Guards, but which body was defeated by General Adam^s

Brigade before we reached it, although we got near

enough to fire if we had been ordered so to do ; and

as far as I can recollect at this distance of time we

did fire into that Column.

Your last point is whether the Duke made use of the

words " Up, Guards, and at them.^^ I did not hear him,

nor do I know any person, or ever heard of any

person that did. It is a matter of no sort of import-

ance, has become current with the world as the cheering

speech of a great man to his troops, and is certainly

not worth a controversy about. If you have got it

I should let it stand. ....
I remain, &c.,

Saltoun.
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LIEUT.-COLONEL AND COLONEL R. ELLISON,
GRENADIER GUARDS.

Lieutenant and Cai'Tain Ist Foot Guards.

Royal Barracks, March Ist, 1835. 2s^o. 1 (J 7.

On the evening- of 17th of June about six o'clock,

four Light Companies of the Guards, one of which I

commanded, were suddenly ordered from our bivouac

to take possession of the farmhouse, garden, orchard,

and wood of Hougoumont.

The two Light Companies of the 1st Brigade occupied

the orchard, the two Light Companies of the 2nd Brigade

the farmhouse and garden. During- the whole of the nig-ht

we were occupied in making the position as strong' as our

means would allow. I was on picket that night. The

French brought up their advanced posts close to ours, but

gave us no molestation. ....
In looking on the Plan, I cannot help thinking that the

wood at Hougoumont is represented as much thicker and

closer than it actually was. It had no underwood, and

was easily traversed in all parts by Light Infantry, and the

communication of files kept up with the greatest facility.

I can speak to this point, as I was sent at one time of

the day (I believe about two o^clock) from the orchard with

some Light Troops to drive the French Tirailleurs back, who

had become very annoying to the farm, and w^ere gradually-

gaining ground, particularly on the right flank of our

position.

We drove them quite out of the wood upon three

French Columns, which were posted at the bottom of the

hill outside the wood, ready to move up and renew their

attack upon the farmhouse, two of these Columns just

beginning to move, the third unpiling arms and falling in to

the support. We, of course, were driven back immediately.

Believe, &c.,

Robert Ellison,

Lieut.-Colonel and Colonel Grenadier Guards.

Evening of

tho 17th four

Light Com-
Ijauies of th'-

Guards w,-nt

to occupy
Hougoumont.

Those of the

1st Brigade
occupied the

orchard, those

of the 2nd
the garden
and house.

See Plan of

Hougoumont,
p. 263.

Sent to drive

French
Tirailleurs

out of the

wood.

^^^lieh done,

came upon
three French
Columns

—

driven back
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No. 108.

March on
Quatre Bras.

CAPTAIN H. \Y. POWELL.
LlEUTEXiJN'T AXD CaPTAIN IsT FoOT GuARDS.

Foxlease, Lyndlmrst. No date.

Extracts from Journal.

June 15f//, 1815. Two o'clock p.m. Dragoon broug-ht

word tliat the French were crossing- the frontier, and to hold

the Brigade in readiness to move. Eight o'clock—A second

dragoon arrived with intelligence that the Prussians had

been forced across the Sambre. Orders were issued for

the right wing of the '3rd Battalion to remain at Hove

with the left wing, having been moved to that village on

the first order. I find I have forgotten to state that the

2nd Battalion were quartered in the town of Enghien,

and that the right wing- of the 3rd Battalion was at the

village of Mark, and the left wing at the village of Hove.

J/uie 16f//, half-past one, a.m. Drums beat to arms,

the Battalion and baggage ready to move at two. At three

the order came for the Brigade to assemble at Hove.

Heavy stores and hospital ordered to Brussels. At four,

the order was given to move to our left, over the position

of Steenkirke, in the direction of Braine-le-Comte, where

it arrived about nine o'clock, having been joined by the

second Brigade (2nd Battalion Coldstreams and 2nd

Battalion 3rd Hegiment) on the march. We halted on the

eastern side, having had great difficulty in getting through

the town in consequence of the numberless waggons and

baggage confusedly huddled together in the street.

About twelve. General Cooke returned from a recon-

naissance to the southward, and (as said at the time) on

his own judgment ordered the Division to move to the left

towards Nivelles. The heat was excessive, and the men

suffered much from the weight of their packs. At about

three p.m. the Division arrived within half a mile of

Nivelles, and took up a position looking over the town,

supposing our day's work was done. AVe were, however,
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scarcely haltcdj and the men flisencumbered of tlieir loads, '^" Division

when an Aide-de-camp brought the order to advance NivellcH, and

immediately. i.s ordrWd to

/ _ _ , .
advance

The Division were under arms in a minute, and started immediately.

double quick down the hill into Nivelles, supposing- that

the Enemy were entering- it at the other side, for the firing

had by this time become very heavy, and a})parently very

close. We continued our march through the town to

Hautain-le-Val, where we halted to collect the stragglers

and to let the Artillery pass to the head of the Column.

We then continued along the ckaussee from Nivelles to

Namur. On the march the order was given to untie ten

rounds ammunition and to see the flints in order, then for

the Officers to join their Companies and fix the bayonets.

On the road we met many wounded, and JNIajor Jessop, of

the 44th (Q.M.G. Department) shot through the foot;

who urged us to get on as the Action was going on badly.

As we advanced the wounded became more and more

[numerous] along the sides of the road. At nearly five Arrival at

p.m. we arrived at tlie head of a wood that abutted on the Q^atre Bras

chaussee to the right, when the Light Infantry of the

Brigade, under Lord Saltoun, were ordered into it, and as

the head of the 2nd Battalion 1st Regiment came vc^,

they were also ordered in, two Companies at a time, to Ordered into

support and assist the Light Infantry till the whole ^® ^^°^* ^^

Battalion were in the wood.

This wood was called the Bois de Bossu, and might on ,9^^. pj^^^ ^f

an average be about three-fourths of a mile long and three Q^atre Bras,

hundred yards broad. A small stream ran across it. On
the left side and close to the edge was a hollow way
running along the eastern side. The men gave a cheer,

and rushing in drove everj^thing before them to the end of And drove the

the wood, but the thickness of the underwood soon upset -^^^^^ "^^ "

all order, and the French Artillery made the place so hot Suffered from

that it was thought advisable to draw back to the stream, jj^j^^p"'^^^

which was rather more out of range. A great many men
were killed and wounded by the heads of the trees falling

on them as cut off by cannon shot.
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Ordered to The order was then give a to form line outside the

and to the left
^^'ood to our left. By this time our 3rd Battalion had

of the wood, come down the wood, and tog-ether we formed with our

rig-ht on the wood and our left towards the chaussce from

Brussels to Charleroi.

As all order had been lost in passing through the wood,

the men formed up as they came out and extended the line

into the standing- corn. A great many men of other

Kegiments who had been engaged before we arrived, very

And advanced gallantly left the wood and fell in with our men. The line

point"^
^'^ again advanced, but never could get beyond a certain point.

Here we stood firing at the Enemy in front, who deployed

most steadily under our fire, whilst the French Cavalry

kept moving about for an opportunity of charging us.

A Battalion of During our advance a Battalion of Black Brunswiekers

following. (so called from their black uniform, being [in] mourning,

as we heard, for their Duke killed at Jena, and fi'om their

Teutonic custom of blacking their faces) had followed in

the open field along the outside of the wood, and were

The French manoeuvring to form on our left when the French Cavalry
Citvahy charged our left and drove us all into the wood on the
charges the ^
lineof Guards, right. The hollow way now covered us from the Cavalry,

them into the ^"^ fi'om it the men threw in so destructive a fire as to

wood. nearly annihilate them, whilst the Brunswiekers {whose

in such a°dl-
fi''^nt became uncovei-ed by our retreat into the wood) formed

structive fire square beautifully, and did their part most effectively in

annihilate the their destruction. Many men and horses were taken who
Cavalry. i^^^

£qj,. gl^elter into the wood, which supplied our mounted

wic^kers'form l*^^'
^''^ther dismounted) Ofiieers with fresh horses. In this

square b(;auti- charge Lord Hay was supposed to be killed,

contribute to The UraiUerie continued during the daylight, and
the dc^truc- General Maitland took the 3rd Battalion to the end of the
tion of the

.
1 1 1 •

Cavalry. wood which the Enemy now no longer disputed, and having

thrown out pickets for the night, directed the 2nd

Battalion to retire to the chaussce at the end of the wood.

Buried in the 111h,Jline. The early part of this day was employed

BoisdeBossu, j,^ bringing the wounded out of the wood, and in burying
Capts. Grose,

, „ ^.^ i i i , /-i , /-, y-i j. t>
Brown, and tlie four Officers we had lost—Lapt. drose, Capt. Brown,
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Lord Hay and liarrington—wliich was done under tlie I-'t'I Hay.

large tree on the rio^ht of the wood nearest towards u-.m-im^jn,

Nivelles. "^'^^ ^^'^

'

, .
Ijiovious (Jay.

There was now mucli moving- of troops from one point

to another, but as it was ultimately determined to retire,

the Divisions moved off along* the e/iaus-u'e towards Brussels. Tho retreat^

The 1st Division left their ground a little past eleven. ^" Waterloo.

Nothing particular occurred to us on the march to the

position of Mont-St.-Jean. The day was excessively

hot and the road very much crowded, but yet there was

but little confusion and the stoppages but short. The

only material one was from the narrowness of the bridge

over the Dyle at Genappe.

After a march of perhaps eight miles we were ordered

to take along a cart track to the left, which soon brought

us behind a country chateau and farm with a garden and

orchard, but separated from us by a deep hollow way (the

continuation of the cart road) . Here we halted supposing

we were fixed for the night. Plowevei", orders came shortly

afterwards to order us to move to our right over the stand-

ing corn up the rise, and on to the next rise till we got Bivouackedon

to the c/iaussee from Nivelles to Mont-St.-Jean. Here we ^J^^ i^*^re^^-

had hardly been five minutes when there came on a storm t)f their subsc-

of rain that deluged us, and continued through the greater i^ the front

part of the night. ^^•

We afterwards found that we had halted under the Waterloo.

Chateau of Hougoumont.

We remained on the Nivelle c//aussce till a quarter

before eleven (by my watch) , when the first cannon shot First shot

was fired, and the different Divisions immediately moved

to their different stations in the Line. ii a.m

T have, &c.,

H. Weylaxd Powell.

tired at a

quarter to
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Waterloo.

Owing to the
advance of

the Prussians,

Napoleon re-

solves to play
his last stake.

The Duke
orders the

Brigade to

move to the

left, and form
line four deei).

The Brigade
sheltered be-

hind a bank
from the

cannonade
which pre-

ceded the at-

tack of the

Imperial
Guard.

The approach
of the Lst

attacking

Column.

FROM THE SAME.

Foxlease, LyndJiurst, April 21sf, 1335.

I shall now quote my Journal in answer to your first

question, because having been written when the thing was

strong in my recollection, [it] will probably have more

weight with you.

" Between five and six the Emperor was so much

pressed by the Prussian advance on his right that he de-

termined to make a last grand effort, and as he had tried

every other Corps without effect, there only remained to

him the 'Garde Imperiale.'' With these he resolved to

play his last stake and to ensure success. His Artillery

were ordered to concentrate their whole fire on the intended

point of attack. That point was the rise of the [our]

position about half-way between Hougoumont and La

Haye Saiute.

'^ The Duke of Wellington had but a short time previous

rode down to see what was doing at Hougoumont, and in

returning had ordered the 1st Brigade of Guards to take

ground to its left and form line four deep, which poor

Frank D'Oyley did by wheeling up the sides of the Square,

putting the Grenadiers and my Company (1st Battalion

Company) in the centre of our line. What would Dundas

have said ! !

!

'' This brought the Brigade precisely on the spot the

Emperor had chosen for his attack. There ran along this

part of the position a cart road, on one side of which was

a ditch and bank, in and under which the Brigade sheltered

themselves during the cannonade, which might have lasted

three-quarters of an hour. Without the protection of this

bank every creature must have perished.

" The Emperor probably calculated on this effect, for

suddenly the firing ceased, and as the smoke cleared away

a most superb sight opened on us. A close Column of

Grenadiers (about seventies in front) of la Moyenne Garde,

about 6,000 strong, led, as we have since heai-d, by Marshal
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Ney, were seen ascending' the rise an pan dc ckaiujc. sliout-

ing" * Vive VEm.pereur' They continued to advance till

within fifty or sixty paces of our front, when the Brigade

were oi'dered to stand up. Whether it was from the

sudden and unexpected appearance of a Corps so near Unexpected

them^ which must have seemed as starting- out of the thTBriU^
^

ground, or the tremendously heavy fire we threw into them, Guards in its

La Garde, who had never before failed in an attack Haddeulii ,^ '

,
'^ Tho Column

stopped. Those who from a distance and more on the aiops.

flank could see the afPair, tell us that the effect of our fire

seemed to force the head of the Column bodily back.

" In less than a minute above 300 were down. They Deadly fire of

now wavered, and several of the rear divisions began to

draw out as if to deploy, whilst some of the men in their

rear beginning to fire over the heads of those in front was

so evident a proof of their confusion, that Lord Saltoun

(who had joined the Brigade, having liad the whole of his

Light Infantry Battalion dispersed at Hougoumont)

holloaed out, ' Now's the time, my hoys' Immediately The Brigade

the Brigade sprang forward. La Garde turned and gave
^rive^the^

us little opportunity of trying the steel. We charged Column down

down the hill till we had passed the end of the orchard of _, ^ '

, ,

• 1 n 1 1
The Bngade's

Hougoumont, when our right flank became exposed to right flank

another heavy Column (as we afterwards understood of the ^'^"^^^^ J
Chasseurs of the Garde) who were advancing in support of tacldng

the former Column. This circumstance, besides that our , '

•iiiTii-r-.'i T -^"^ retires to
charge was isolated, obliged the Brigade to retire towards its original

their original position.
position.

" Opportunely, Sir F. Adam^s Light Brigade had in the

meantime come round the knoll between the position and

Hougoumont, when we had been ordered to take ground

to our left, and were advancing under the hedge and blind Advance of

line along the northern side of the orchard at Hougoumont. Brigade,

As soon therefore as we had uncovered their front we
halted and fronted.

'' The two Brigades now returned to the charge which ^^^ of the

the Chasseurs did not wait for, and we continued our

forward movement till we got to the bottom of the
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Proceeded
towards the
C'harleroi

road, where
they found
nearly sixty

Guns
abandoned.

valley between the positions. Here our Brigade halted to

restore its order by callina' out the covering- Sergeants

and forming Companies. As soon as the Column was

formed we proceeded towards the chaussee (to Namur)

[to Charleroi], where we found nearly sixty pieces of

Artillery jammed together and deserted. Whilst we were

halted in the valley the Light Troops and Cavalry had

passed iis and gone in pursuit.
'''

1 havC; &c.,

H. Weyland Powell.

:N^. 110.

LIEUT.-COLONEL H. DAVIS,

Lieutenant and Captain 1st Foot Guards.

Elmdey ParTc, March 19th, 1835.

Waterloo.

Position of

Brigade.

The Infantry
formed in

squares by
order of the
Duke.
After the
attacks of

French
Cavalry had
been repelled,

an attack of

French
Infantry also.

The Brigade of Guai-ds to which I belonged, con-

sisting of the 2nd and 3rd Battalions of the 1st

Regiment, were posted above and to the left of Hougou-

mont, a little behind the crest of the position, so that

they were nearly out of sight of the Enemy until close

to them. The Infantry in that part of the line were

formed in hollow squares by the express order of the

Duke of Wellington at the commencement of the Action.

About the middle of the day, after the attacks of

the Enemy^s Cavalry had been repelled, a strong force

of French Infantry was pushed forward, who kept up

a galling fire on the part of the line where the

Battalion to which I belonged was posted. In order to

drive them back the Battalion, not waiting to deploy

into line (which in consequence of large masses of the

Enemy's Cavalry still hovering about would have been

unsafe), opened from the centre of the rear face of the

Square, that face and the two flank faces bringing

their right and left shoulders forward until in line

with the front face, thus forming an irregular line of
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four deep. They then advanced, drove hack the French

Infantry, and in the midst of a murderous fire of tlie

Enemy's Artillery, re-formin^^ square with as much cool-

ness as on parade, returned to their former ])Osition.

When the French Imperial Guards advanced to the Repulsooftho

attack, the same manoeuvre was repeated hy the Britisli ,'/^\^,. j^^.

Guards, and the French Guards, whose attack was made poml Guard,

in column, were broken and driven back with f^reat

slaughter, the field being literally covered with their dead.

I remain, &c.,

H. Dayis.

CAPTAIN AND LIEUT.-COLONEL J. P. DIROM,
GRENADIER GUARDS.
Ensigx* 1st Foot Guards.

21, Usher's Island, February 27th, 1 835. Xo. 111.

With regard to our formation, that of the Imperial Waterloo.

Guard, and what took place, I feel as certain as if it

had only occurred yesterday.

The Brigade had been formed in line four deep, and

ordered to lie down. When the Imperial Guard came in

sight, the men were desired to stand up and cautioned at

the same time not to fire without orders. The Imperial

Guard advanced in close Column with ported arms, the Manner in

Officers of the leading Divisions in front waving their ^^^k of the

swords. The French Columns showed no appearance of Imperial

1 • pi> -I ^ •
-I 1 11 Guard -n-as

having surtered on their advance, but seemed as regularly carried out.

formed as if at a field day.

When they got within a short distance we were "SMien within

ordered to make ready, present, and fire. The effect
i^^c^, jt re-

of our volley was evidently most deadly. The French ceivedadeadly

Columns appeared staggered, and, if I may use the ex- Guards.

pression, convulsed. Part seemed inclined to advance,

* Appears to have held also the rank of Lieutenant.

R
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part baited and fired^ and others, more particularly towards

the centre and rear of the Columns, seemed to be turning-

round.

At this moment our line was ordered to charg-e, as

I always supposed, by the Duke of Wellington himself,

who was then immediately in our rear. On our advance

the whole of the French Columns turned round and made
ofe.

We were shortly after ordered to take up the usual

pace and form column of Companies without halting;

as soon as we had done so several R-egiments of Light

Cavalry passed us at full speed in pursuit of the Enemy.

I have, &c.,

J. P. DlROM,

Capt. and Lieut.-Col. Grenadier Guards.

On being
charged by
the Guards
the Column
made oif.

See Plan of

Quatre Bras,

No. 2.

See Plan of

Hougoumont,
p. 263.

Byng's Infantry Brigade.

The 2nd Infantry Brigade was composed of the

2nd Battalion of the Coldstream Guards and the

2nd Battalion of the 3rd Foot Guards, and was

under the command of Major-General Sir John

Bjng, K.C.B.

The Brigade reached Quatre Bras on the 16th

June, about half-past six p.m. It was moved round

the Bois de Bossu whilst Maitland's Brigade was

clearing the French out of the wood, and remained

upon the Charleroi road until the close of the

Action, when it was moved up to the front of the

wood, and threw out pickets for the night.

At Waterloo the Light Companies of the two

Battalions were posted in the Chateau, Farm-

buildings, and Gardens of Hougoumont, and in the

wood in front of it. About twelve o'clock they
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were reinforced by four more Companies of tlio

Coldstreams.

After a prolonged combat in the wood, in whicli

the Guards were supported by tlie fire of the

British Artillery when practicable, they were at

length driven by overpowering numbers inside the

range of buildings, but continued to hold them and

the gardens for the remainder of the day.

The French Artillery having set fire to the

greater part of the buildings, this added immensely

to the difficulties of the defence, and caused an

agonising death to many of the wounded, the

flames and smoke having made it impossible to

rescue them.

During the repeated struggles for the possession

of the orchard between the Enemy and the Light

Infantry of Maitland's Brigade, the fire of the

Coldstreams from the garden wall invariably turned

the scale against the French, and deprived them of

any temporary footing they had gained.

Several Companies of the 3rd Regiment had

been moved down to reinforce the Post, and about

two o'clock the remainder of the Battalion was

sent as a further reinforcement, and to replace

Maitland's Light Infantry, of whom few or none

remained.

The Battalion advanced twice to the front

hedge of the orchard, on the second occasion being

reinforced by some Grerman Troops of Du Plat's

Brigade, but was each time outflanked and driven

back to the hollow way in rear of it, and each time

the French were again dislodged by the fire of the

Coldstreams.

R 2
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On the third advance of the Battalion and the

Grermans, they not only remained in permanent

possession of the front hedge, hut two Companies

and the Germans also forced a passage into the

wood, and firmly established themselves in it.

The two remaining Companies of the Cold-

streams had been left as a protection to the Colours,

at first on the main ridge of the position and, after

the advance of the French Cavalry, in the hollow

ground behind it.

No. 112.

Waterloo.

At 7 p.m.

in command
of the Divi-

sion, Sir G.
Cooke being
wounded.

AVas with the

1st Brigade
during the

attack of the

Imperial
Guards.

The 2nd
Brigade was
at Hougou-
mont with a

reserve on the

hill in rear.

GENERAL SIR J. BYNG, G.C.B., G.C.H.

Major-General and K.C.B.

London, November 2nd, 1834,

I can hardly give you the precise formation of my
Brigade at seven p.m., as I was at that time in command
of the Division (Sir George Cooke being womided), and

was with the first Brigade, then attacked by the Imperial

Guards. As far as my recollection serves, the 2nd

Brigade were in Hougoumont and in the wood or orchard

to its left, with a reserve on the hill in rear of that posi-

tion.

At that time I think the third attack of the Enemy
had been repelled, and they (the French) were in columns

at a distance, with skirmishers in front, keeping up an

irregular fire ; but I do not feel positive.

Yours, &c.,

J. Byng.
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FROM THE SAME.

London, April Uh, 1835. No. i \'6.

I had only reached the position of the first JJrig-ade of Watorlw.

Guards but a few minutes before the attack commenced. T^e attack of

I will not, therefore, take upon myself to trace out on your Juanlfon tho

inclosure the precise line of their position. ^^^ Biigadc.

We were at first, as you state, in rear of the road, and

partly under cover, from which I moved them forward two

or three hundred yards. You are correct also in your The General

remark that the general attack was not commenced until
not^commence

after a short delay, say, ten or twelve minutes. until ten or

I think the inference you have drawn from information minutes after

received is g-enerally correct. . . but I fear ffiving- too the reijulsion
^

, .
'' *= *=

. of the Im-
decided an opinion, as I was at the moment suffering peiial Guard.

much from the contusion I received.

Yours, &c.,

J. Byng.

The Coldsteeam Guards—2nd Battalion.

LIEUT.-GEKEKAL SIR ALEXANDER WOODFORD,
K.C.B., K.C.H.

Major and Colonel A. "Woodford, Coldstream Guards.

Gibraltar, Jamiary lUli, 1838. "ISJq 111

At the time I was sent down to Hougoumont (about Hougoumont.

twelve o^clock or a little after), the Enemy had nearly got ^t 12 o'clock

into the farmyard. We found them very near the wall, had nearly o-ot

and charged them, upon which they went off, and I took ™*° ^^'^ farm-

. p .
1 ,. 1 -IT vard, but were

the opportunity or entering the larm by a side door in the driven off.

lane.

From that time there was much tiraillene^ some Artillerv set
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cannon and howitzer shots, which last I always considered

set fire to the barns.

The tirailleurs on the rising ground along the eastern

hedge never distinctly showed themselves^ though they

annoyed us very much by firing at -the door which com-

municated between the courtyard and garden, and of

which they could see the top.

Several cannon shots went into the centre building,

where some wounded Officers were lying.

In Corfu I had much conversation with General

Guilleminot, who was Chef de TEtat Major to Jerome

Napoleon, He told me that all Prince Jerome^s Corps was

in, and at the end of the wood. The first attack he advised j

the others, he said, he did not agree in. It always struck

me that the subsequent attacks were feeble.

The heat and smoke of the conflagration were very

difficult to bear. Several men were burnt, as neither

Colonel Macdonell nor myself could penetrate to the stables

where the wounded had been carried.

Baron de Cubieres, Governor of Ancona, also talked to

me much about Waterloo. He commanded a Regiment,

and was w^ounded and unhorsed just under the wall. He
says we forbore to fire upon him, and he ow^es us much for

many good years since. I have some recollection of the

circumstance, of which he always makes a great deal.

fire to the

bams.

jMuch annoy-
ed by French
tirailleurs, on
the east side

of the en-

closures.

Several

camion shots

enter the
building

"where the
wounded
Officers lay.

Opinion of

Jerome's
Ohief of the
Staff on the
French at-

tacks.

Several
wounded men
burnt in the
conflagration.

A wounded
French Officer

grateful for

not being
fired at.

I beg, &c.,

A. Woodford.
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FROM THE SAME.

Gibraltar, December 9th, 1838. Xo. 1 1 ').

The Farm and (Jarden of Ilouf^-ournont were occupied Hougonnion'

by the LiMit Infantry of the 2nd Bri^-ade of Guards on Farm Luild-

.
injrs ana

the nig-ht of the 17th, and loopholes were made, and plat- garden of;cn-

forms constructed with whatever material the premises
\]l,l]^p

"

afforded. Infantry of

^M^
THE PLAN FACES TO THE SOUTH.

A, Great Orchard ; B, Garden ; C, Small Orchard ; D, Hollow Way ; a, Chapel ;
the 2nd

6, House ; c, Farmer's House ; d, Cowhouse and Stabling ; c, Gardener's House,

Stables, &c. ; /, Barn
; g, Great Barn ; h, Small Garden

; j, Haystack.

Brigade on
the night of

the 17th.

The farm is well calculated for defence. The dwelling- Description of

house in the Centre was a strong square building, with ^^^ ^^^^-
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small doors and windows. The barns and granaries formed

nearly a square^ with one door of communication with the

small yard to the South ; and from that yard was a door

into the garden^ a double gate into the wood, under or near

the small house, which I conclude you call the Gardener^s

house ; and another door opening into the lane on the

West.

There was also another carriage gate at the North-West

angle of the great yard, leading into the barn, which con-

ducted to the road to Braine-la-Leud.

The little garden to the South, fronting the wood, was

occupied by the Guards; there were platforms in it, and I

do not recollect that the Enemy ever got into it.

Some few of the Enemy penetrated into the yard from

the lane on the West, but were speedily driven out, or

desjjatched.

The Enemy were, of course, in possession of the wood

all night.

I have heard from a French General Officer, that on the

18th nearly the whole of Prince Jerome^s Corps were

directed against the wood. They came on in force several

times, but did not attempt a general escalade ; there was

constant firing from the wood upon the garden, and from

the men on the platforms and banks, and I think in some

cases from the upper windows.

A rising ground commanded the south-west angle of

the farm. The corn was high and concealed the tirailleurs,

who kept a regular fire upon the doors of communication I

have mentioned, and killed several men and wounded some

Officers. There was but little cannonade directed against

Hougoumont ; in the afternoon, however, a shell or carcass

A few of the
French pene-
trated into

the yard, and
were driven
out.

The French
did not at-

tempt a
general
escalade.

The French
tirailleurs

kept u]j an
annoying fire

from the

rising ground
to the south-

west.

The gi-eat

harn set on

Theconflagral was thrown into the great barn, and the smoke and flames

tion extended
if^iTst out in a most terrific manner, and communicated

to the other
i -i t o

buildings. with rapidity and fury to the other outbuildings. Some
Many Officers attempting to penetrate into the stables to rescue

perished in some wounded men, were obliged to desist, from the

the flames, suffocation of the smoke, and several men perished. The
which stojjpcd

1 T 1 /-ii 1

at the Chapel, flames, as IS well known, stopped at the little Chapel.
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CoLUHTItEAM Gt;AKL>-.

The French never, as far as I recollect, {:^ot into the The Fnmch

garden. They were in the orchard, hut did not scale the truiiAinV)

p-arden walls. The platforms did not extend all the way, **"' or'^h-inl,

11 I'l 111. ^"^ '"**^ *"'

as in some eases the bank was high enough to enable the garden.

men to fire over the walls. The platforms were, of course,

rudely constructed, Colonel Macdonell having to work all

night to collect materials and loophole the walls.

General Guilleminot was the Chef de I'Etat Major of

the Corps, and was present at the several advances through

the wood.

General Cubieres, then commanding a Regiment, was

wounded and thrown from his horse near the gardener^'s

house, when the men nearest to him ceased firing at him,

and he has lived to acknowledge this ; he has mentioned

it to me several times.

The wood always appeared full of troops. From all I The French

have heard from French Officers since^ they considered sidered Hou-
goumont as

very formid-

able.

Hougoumont as very formidable.

Believe me, &c.,

Alex. Woodford.

CAPTAIN AND LIEUT.-COLONEL C. W. SHORT,
COLDSTEEAM GUARDS.

Ensign, Coldstkeam Guards.

London, March 5th, 1835.

I cannot speak as to the position of any of the Com-

panies of the 2nd Battalion otherwise than the 7th and

8th, to whom was confided the protection of the Colours.

These two Companies remained in the original position to

the immediate left of the three trees on the crest of the

rise behind Hougoumont until the French Cavalry came

on.

We then retired by order of Sir J. Byng across the

Nivelles road, and after two or three halts finally took our

station in some hollow ground, which, as far as I recollect.

Xo. 116.

Waterloo.

7th and Sth

Companies
detached with
the Colours.

At first posted

on the ridge

to the left of

the ••three

trees"' in rear

of Hougou-
mont.

On the

approach of
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the French commenced a little distance on our left and ran deeper in

the direction of Braine-la-Leud.
Caviihy, le-

tiredby Sir J.

B}Tig- to the
hollow ground
in rear.

Remained
there till the
General
Advance.

On our right was posted a Regiment with green facing,

the 51st or 55th, I think. Here we remained with the

Colours until the General Advance took place, and we moved

straight forward, and at the close found ourselves pretty

nearly on the same ground as we stood on early in the

day; rather perhaps in the advance, however, on the slope

towards Hougoumont.

The Companies detached in and about Hougoumont

joined us, and I went on picket in the wood.

Believe me, &c.,

C. W. Short.

The 3rd Foot Guards—^nd Battalion.

No. 117.

MAJOR-GENERAL F. HEPBURN, C.B.

Major and Colonel 3rd Foot Guards.

The Hoolce, near Lewes, November 22nd, 1834.

Hou2'oumont.

About
1 o'clock

ordered
with the

remainder
of the Bat-
talion to

reinforce the
troops in the
orchard.

See Plan of

Hougoumont,
p. 263.

The hollow
way served as

a rallying

jjoint.

I add a short narrative of the proceedings of the

Battalion under my command on the 18th of June.

Several Companies of the 3rd Regiment Guards had

been sent down to reinforce the Light Infantry of the

1st Brigade of Guards, who under Lord Saltoun were

making a gallant defence in the orchard before mentioned.

As near as I can judge, about one o'clock. Sir John Byng
gave me orders to go down with the rest of the Battalion.

The command was given up to me by Lord Saltoun, on

my reaching the near hedge of the orchard, where there

was a hollow way, which served us as a rallying point

more than once during the day.

After some time we advanced, crossed the orchard, and

occupied the front hedge, which I considered my post,

driving the Enemy through a gate at the corner of the

garden wall into the wood. Soon after this the Enemy's
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Cavalry passed close to our left, and ascended the position, Advanced and

at the same time we were warmly attacked, our left turned, iicut UiA^c

and we were driven back to the hollow way, where v,'e of thcoicliard.

rallied; but when the attacking- troops attempted to pass
/"|,|riv,?u

the orchard they received so destructive a fire from the I'ack to tho

Coldstream Guards, posted inside the g-arden wall, that
T 1 1 1 1 M 1

iJcstructiv.;

they were completely stagg-ered, and we meanwhile ad- fire from tho

vanced and regained our post.
Coldstrc-ams

*=> ' m the garden

After some considerable time had elapsed, during ontheattack-

which I presume the Enemy^s Cavalry had been driven ^°^ '^^^^ '

back, Columns of Infantiy passed over the same ground on

our left. We were again outflanked and driven back to

our friendly hollow way, and again the fire of the Cold-

streams did us good service, in fact, it was this fire that

constituted the strength of the post.

We once more advanced, and resumed our station along Advanced to

the front hedsre, from whence there was no further effort .* ^^'^S^

. .
again.

to dislodge us. But soon after Sir Henry Clinton having game opera-

sent down some Landwehr (with offers of further re- tions repeated.

inforcements, if necessary), I sent them with two of my ^'^'^'^^^^(^-.
' "^

"

-^ ments received
own Companies into the wood, where they kept up a heavy and sent

fire. I may remark here that the attacks made upon us ^^^ {^.om.

were in general upon our flanks, and not in our front. panies of

-FN • 1 • • T 1 j_i
• p 1 J

• the Guards
JJurmg- this time i knew nothmg- or what was passing* into the wood.

elsewhere. In about an hour or more after the last resump-

tion of our postj a Staff Officer came from the left at full

gallop, with orders for an immediate advance, stating that Ordered to

the whole Army were moving on to the charge. We passed o-eneral

the hedge and moved upon the troops in the cornfield, who Advance,

retired in no order, and almost without firing.

The 3rd Guards joined in the general pursuit,, till

perceiving- that the men were exhausted after their hard

day's work, I halted, and took them back to a field in the

rear of the house of Hougoumont, where we bivouacked

for the night. ........
I have, &C.J

Fean^. Hepbuknt,

Major-General.
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No. 118.

Hougoumont.

I'he Light
Companies
of the Cold-

streams and
3rd Guards
had the de-

fence of the
wood and
Chateau.

An error as to

D'Erlon. See

next letter.

This point x

is where the
cast edge of

the wood is

crossed hy the
diagonal path
leading to the
main road.

See haystack
on Plan,

p. 263.

It served as a
rallying point.

Between 1

and 2 the

remainder of

the Guards
driven into

the farm
buildings.

A few French
came in also,

V)ut were
driven out
again.

Bams, &c., on
fire. Officers'

CAPTAIN AND LIEUT.-COLONEL G. D. STANDEN,
SCOTS FUSILIER GUARDS,

ENSIG^f 3kd Foot Guards.

33, Old Bond Street.

" What was the particular formation, &c. ?
"

I belonged to the Light Company of the 3rd Guards^

which with the Light Company of the Coldstream, had

the defence of the wood and Chateau of Hougoumont,

after being driven into the house they remained there till

the close of the Action,

" What was the formation of that part of the Enemy's

forces, &c. ?
'^

Jerome Buonaparte attacked the wood and house with

his Corps, consist!ug of D'Erlon's divisions, &c. See his

speech in the Chambre des Pairs on the 21st or 23nd

June. " At one o'clock we were in possession of the

wood.''

A tirailleur came within ten yards of x previous to

the Action, and the corn concealed him till within that

distance, by which path the Duke and his Staff left the

wood half-an-hour before the commencement.

I have marked .... where a haystack was set

fire to in one of the attacks in which our Companies were

repulsed, behind which we repeatedly formed and charged

;

I cannot speak as to time, but Jerome put the earliest

moment, but think between one and two the French drove

the remaining few into the house. After a severe struggle

the French forced the rear gate open and came in with us.

We flew to the parlour, opened the windows and drove

them out, leaving an Officer and some men dead within the

wall,

Durino- this time the whole of the barn and cart house

were in flames. During the confusion three or four Officers'

horses rushed out into the yard from the barn, and in a
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minute or two rushed back into the flames and were hurnt.

I mention this as I hnd a]ways heard horses would never

leave fire; perhaps some beam or larg-e piece of wood fell

and astonished them.

The ditch at the corner of the wood leading- into the

orchard . . . was full of dead bodies (we had blocked

up the gate), as the French strove repeatedly and gallantly

to get through in defiance of the fire from the loopholes so

close to them. The anecdote of the fire burning only to

the foot of the Cross is perfectly true^ which in so super-

stitious a country made a great sensation.

I never saw such a "bullfincher^^ as the hedge in front

of the orchard. I cannot tell how the barn was first fired,

but there was an opening sufficient for a man to get

through in the wall, by which the French might with the

burning hay have fired it.

YourSj &c.,

G. D. Standen.

260

'UiD Foot Glauuh.

horses con-

Kurriod in tli<;

flamoH.

Ditch at left

hand comor of

the wood fiU<;d

with dead
IjodicH, the
French striv-

ing to force

an entrance at

that point into

the orchard.

Storj' of fire

stoppinfj at

Cross in

Chapel true.

Bam might
have been set

on fire through
an opening in

waU.

FROM THE SAME.
Guards Club. No date. No. 119.

I thought Jerome did attack us first, from reading his

speech in the Moniteur giving a description of the disas-

trous day, and that Reille^ D'Erlon, &c., were under his

immediate orders. .....
I heard voices, and the drummers beating the j^as de

charge, apparently belonging to Jerome^s left Column. I

was then in a small field like a crescent on the right flank

of the house, adjoining the lane going to the Charleroi

road from the house, but I am inclined to think they

belonged to the right or centre Column.

Hoiigoumont.

D'Erlon com-
manded the
1st corps,

Eeille the
2nd, and
Jerome u

Division under
the latter.

—Ed.

The French
advance
against

Housro^^mont.

When we in turn retreated, our attacks became each The alternate

time more feeble. Although we drove them out, our became more

advances became shorter,

skirmishers ; we had no support, i

They fed an immense force of feeble on both
'' ctH^c owinsr tosides

losses of men.
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Loss of men^ the remainder not having been so keen as

they were, therefore after the first or second eharg-e it is

impossible to say which Column of Jerome's they belonged

to (sic) . It was some time after the Action had commenced

that a body of troops rushed into the wood from the field by

the path leading to the Charleroi road. These came from
Gallant ]?Qy_ Thev made a desperate attack and attempt to o^et
attempt of the .,"',,,^ ^ ^
French to get mto the orchard. Most were killed or wounded by the
into the men inside the garden wall,
orchara. ^

Quatre Bras.

See Plans.

The 1st

Brigade
become en-

gaged in the

Bois de Bossu.

Lose many
of their men
by shooting-

each other.

Bushing out
of the wood
get into con-

fusion, and
obliged to

return to it.

The Division of Guards marched right in front from the

place we halted at, about five miles from Quatre Bras.

We had proceeded some way by the edge of the wood,

when we were halted by the Prince of Orange, who wheeled

the first Brigade into the wood. They began firing directly.

The French were by this time getting very close to the

edge. They never were through or near enough to prevent

the Prince of Orange from coming up the road. The first

Pi-egiment lost most of their men by shooting each other.

]Maitland has been much blamed for not clearing the wood

with his two Light Companies, which he might have done.

The consequence was, instead of halting and forming in a

deep sort of ravine, they rushed out of the wood, got into

temporary confusioii, and were obliged to get back again.

They say the Duke sent to stop them, but the A.D.C.

never arrived. I did not see any Belgians or Dutch

amongst the killed and wounded in the wood ; we met

some Cavalry (Beige) with lots of Good Samaritan Infantry

taking care of them, perhaps sixty at the outside.

Meanwhile
the two Light
Companies are

sent on to

Quatre Bras,

then to the
right towards
1st Brigade.

Brunswickers
repulse the

French
Cavalry with

When the first Regiment were clearing the wood, our

two Light Companies were moved to Quatre Bras, and then

brought round to the right, in front of the left centre,

with the First Regiment then debouching from the wood

on our right. On our left, a little in advance, some Black

Brunswickers received a charge of Cavalry with ffreaf'

steadiness. Our battalions remained till night on the

C/taussi^e. Just before dai'k our Companies were put on the
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advance pickets owing- to some mistake,-. The French ;,i'-at Ht<,;A<Ii-

havino" lit their fires and posted tlieir sentries in the open „., \.*= ^
_ ... ^ 1 ho !• renoh

field, beg-an firing, which continued on their side frequently outposts fire

during the night whenever we stirred. Rather a curious ,.;"1°^
''

thing that the sub-division to which I belonged was on

the advance picket, the 16th and 17th both.

Yours, &c.,

G. 1). Standen.

Adam's Infantry Brigade.

The 3rd (Light) Infantry Brigade consisted of

the 52nd Light Infantry, the 71st Light Infantr}'-

(Grlasgow Highlanders), the .2nd Battalion, and two

Companies of the 3rd Battalion of the 95tli Rifles.

It was commanded by Major-Greneral F. Adam.
Previous to the commencement of the Battle of

Waterloo it was posted between the village of

Merhe Braine and the Nivelles road, but on the

French moving to attack Hougoumont it was

formed behind the Nivelles road in reserve to the See General

Troops in the front line.

Towards the afternoon it was moved close up to

the Nivelles road, and about four o'clock ordered by

the Duke of Wellington to form a four-deep line,

and attack the crowds of French skirmishers who
had driven in the Artillerymen from the Batteries

on the crest of the position.

The skirmishers were repulsed and the Brigade

advanced and took up a diagonal position in the

hollow to the left rear of Hougoumont. Here it See Plan,

was formed in Squares which successful!}^ resisted

several attacks of the French Cavalry, but dui'ing

Plan, Xo. 1.

p. 288.
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tlie intervals between tliese attacks, the Squares

suffered greatly from the fire of the French

Artillery, especially the two flank Battalions, the

2nd Battalion 95th Eifles, and the 71st. The

portion of the 3rd Battalion 95th Rifles, attached

to the 71st Eegiment, most materially contributed,

by its effective independent fire, in repulsing a

Cavalry attack on the Square of the latter Eegi-

ment.

About six o'clock, the right of the Brigade

being considered exposed to a flank attack from the

enclosures of Hougoumont, the whole were with-

drawn behind the crest of the main position, so as

to be under cover from the Enemy's Artillery.

On the approach of the 2nd attacking Column

of the Imperial Guard, which threw out a cloud of

skirmishers in its front, the 52nd and 2nd Battalion

95th sent out a Company each to check them, but

these were driven in by a body of Cuirassiers

moved forward to attack the Batteries which fired

on the Column. The Brigade, meanwhile, had

been formed in line four deep, and brought up to

the road running along the ridge of the position,

and its appearance induced the Cuirassiers to

retire, pursued by a Squadron of the 23rd Light

Dragoons.

The French Column having diverged from its

original direction somewhat to the right, so as to

rather lend its left flank to Adam's Brigade,

Colonel Sir John Colborne, commanding the 52nd,

the centre Regiment, wheeled his left Company to

the left, and formed the other Companies on it, so

Pian^No.2. as to bring his front nearly parallel with the left
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flank of the Column. Tlie irnporial Guard lialtod,

wheeled up its left sections into an opposinj^ line

to the 52nd, and opened a most destructive fire on

that Regiment.

The Duke, seeing- Colborne's movement, at

once ordered the 2nd Battalion 95th, on the left,

to conform to it. Colborne, after pouring- a deadly

fire into the French Column, which was quickly

succeeded by that of the 95th, ordered his Regiment

to charge the Column, and the 95th hastened to

join in the charge. Meanwhile, Adam had galloped

to the right to order the 71st Regiment and .3rd

Battalion 95tli to also conform to Colborne's move-

ment, but they had so much ground to get over

that they were not in time to fire into the Column
before the charge commenced.

The French Column (excepting the two rear

Battalions, which retired in a considerable degree of

order) broke into the wildest confusion, and as the

Brigade pursued them, its line became at first nearly

perpendicular to the French position, a Hanoverian

Battalion under Lieutenant-Colonel Halkett was

advanced to give support to its exposed right flank.

The French fugitives, meantime, bearing more

towards La Belle Alliance, were being followed by

the Brigade, when its front was crossed by the

returning party of the 23rd Light Dragoons, at

which, by mistake, some shots were fired, and

immediately afterwards three French Guns on the

prolongation of the right of the line of the 52nd

began to enfilade it with grape, but were driven

away by the right Section, which was wheeled up

by Lieutenant Gawler for that purpose.
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See General The Brigade next came upon three Squares of

the Imperial Gruard, which were posted on a height

with their right resting on the Genappe road, and

the Duke ordered the Brigade to attack them. On
the Brigade advancing, the Squares, after firing

into it, were faced to the rear and retreated by word

of command.

The Brigade, in its pursuit of the Squares,

crossed the main road, and was threatened by a

body of Cuirassiers, but Adam moved on in four

deep formation, and the Cuirassiers dechned the

contest. On ascending the high ground in rear of

La Belle Alliance, it was b}^ mistake fired on by a

Prussian Batter3\ Soon after this it dispersed

some Infantry, and captured some Artillery, who

were unaware of its approach, and the last (as

supposed) French Grun fired that day was turned

round by men of the 71st Regiment and fired by

Captain Campbell (Adam's Aide-de-Camj)) into the

retiring Columns of the Imperial Guard.

The Brigade bivouacked for the night at or

near the Farm of Eossomme.

Among the letters of this iJrigade I have

included that of General William Halkett, who led

the Hanoverian Battalion which so effectively co-

operated with it during the final Advance, and

who captured General Cambronne, the Commander

of the two rear Battalions of the Imperial Guard

above referred to.

All the letters treat of "Waterloo, and No. 123

relates also to the entry into Paris.
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LIEUT.-GEN F:RAL THE PJGHT HON". Sill

FREDERICK ADAM, G.C.B., G.O.M.G.

jMajou-Genehal F. Adam, Commaxdixo 3uij Infantry Buioade.

Memorandum for CaiH. Sihorne.. iVo cZa<e [? 1838]. >^o. 120.

I must premise by stating that having kept no notes at Waterloo,

the time (in consequence of being wounded, and subse-

quently employed by orders of the Duke of Wellington

while at Brussels), and never from that time to this

having put anything on paper relating to the Battle,

I have only my memory to trust to, and at this distance

of time it is possibly not very accurate.

I may add that from the circumstance of my service

since 1815, I have been little in the way of hearing

the details of the Action discussed, and probably have

not ten times during the three-and-twenty years which

have elapsed, endeavoured to refresh my impressions for

the purpose of stating in conversation the transactions

which I witnessed on the ISth June, 1S15. I wish these

observations to be kept more especially in view as regards

the hours of the day at which particular events took place.

The relation of these events to others or their sequence, I

can probably pretty accurately record, but the exact time of

their occurrence must be fixed by the coinciding or pre-

ponderating testimony as to the hours of occurrence which

may best [be] trusted to fix the precise period of the day.

The 3rd Brigade was bivouacked on the night of the

17th en potence to the main line of the troops. Merbe

Braine was a little in front of its left.

The first position taken up by the -Srd Brigade was The Plan re-

nearly that marked on the Plan, formed bv Battalions in ft-rred to is

, p ^ . \. V 1 • . .
lost, and the

columns or Companies at quarter distance, iii this position ••marks" are

the Brigade remained in reserve with piled arms until the i^th ^l^'^^^'^

Enemy's Cavalry gained the crest of the position running —Ed.

from the [rear ofl Hougoumont towards La Have Sainte. I'i'''

G^enei-al

Txn l^^
• • T 1 1 1

•"' Kan, ><o. 1.

VV hen this was perceived the men stood to their arms, as

we expected the Cavalry of the Enemy would break the

s 2
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Sill F. Adam.

Brigade ad-

vances to the

Nivelles road.

Brigade
ordered by
the Duke to

form line foiii

deep, and
drive away
some French
Infantry.

•See Plan,

p. 288.

Brigade in

squares re-

pulses a

Cavalry
attack.

Brigade re-

tired so as to

he under
cover of the

crest of the

position.

A French
OflBcerdeserts,

and gives in-

formation of

the approach-

ing attack of

the Imperial
Guard.

small Brunswick Battalions which were clown the slope.

The contrary occurred^ and the Brunswickers stood firm,

and the Enemy^s Cavalry retired.

Shortly after this the 3rd Brigade was ordered to

advance; which it did in the order in which it was formed,

to the Nivelles road, on the edge of which it remained for

some time exposed to a fire of Artillery, by which a con-

siderable number of men were disabled. After crossing:

the Nivelles road the Duke of Wellington personally

directed that the Brigade should form Yme/our deep '' and

drive those fellows away,^^ meaning some French Infantry.

There was not space to form the 52nd in line with the 71st

and 95th, and the 53nd consequently was a sort of reserve

to the Brigade.

The Enemy^s Infantry were very soon disposed of, and

the Brigade continued to advance to about where the

Cavalry of the Enemy, being prepared to attack, the

Brigade was formed in columns and then in squares. The

interval between the 71st and 95th was larger than

desirable, and when the Cavalry were just reaching the 71st

Sir John Colborne brought down the 52nd to fill up the

space, and [threw] in a most effective oblique fire on the

Cavalry, which were in the act of attacking the 71st

Regiment.

After the Cavalry attacks had been disposed of, and

subsequently when the Enemy^s Infantry were again about

attacking Hougoumont, the right of the Brigade was

judged to be too near the enclosures of that place, and

had it remained, would have been exposed to being taken

in flank from thence. It was therefore, at the suggestion

of Sir J. Colborne, retired, and again brought a little

further back to about in order to be screened

from the fire of the Enemy's Artillery by the fall of the

slope.

While in this j)osition a French Officer deserted and came

over to where the Brigade was, and gave information that

the Imperial Guard was forming to make an attack on that

part of the position.
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Sijt F. AiMM.

It was not juclj^cd expedient to receive this attack, 'rfi<; Urii^udc

Lut to move forward the Hri^^ade and assail the Enemy
'^arrj'iome<-t

instead ot" waiting- to ]je assailerl, and orders to that effect it.

were given.

The Brigade was at this time formed in line four deep

—from right to left 71st, .52nd, 2nd 9.5th ; and the two

Companies of the 3rd 9.5th on right of 71st.

The first encounter with the Imperial (iuard was a very The first on-

sharp tussle with its Tirailleurs, but this did not extend to '-''""^'f'
^^•''

^ ' with the

our right further than the right of .52nd^ and hardly to Fronch

left of 71st.
Tirailleurs.

M^heu their Tirailleurs were disposed of, the .52nd were .V2nd right

right shouldered forward by Sir J. Colborne, and the 71st
>^i-^""^'t for-

'^ ... .

ward, <o that

conformed ; but it being considered that the interval their fire-

between the right of 71st and the enclosures of Hougou- '^'^
tiank^of

mont left the right of the Brigade exposed, request was -^'^ attacking
^

-, „
'

Column. 71st
more than once made tor troops rrom the other part or the conforming.

Division to occupy this space and cover the flank of the ord Some

Brigade, and at length Lieutenant-Colonel Halkett, with , ^.f!!?^*^"t?!

a part of his Hanoverian Militia Brigade was sent for between

this purpose, and as it came forward the 3rd Brigade o-i^ie and

advanced, the Imperial Guard was driven back, and the Hougoumont.

Brigade, continuing- to advance, crossed the Genappe J^ardis
cMussee, and continued advancing in a direction nearly driven back:

parallel to that c/iatissc'e, which was at some little distance vances .-ind

on the right. cTosses

. . Cxenappe road.
While advancing, the Duke of '\A"ellrng'ton being with Moves on

the Brig-ade, some Battalions of the Enemy were re-formed, ?w .
^^

and appeared inclined to stand. The Duke ordered them to be

attacked, but it was suggested to his Grace that the Brigade,

which froai its rapid advance was somewhat loose in its

formation, had better be halted and the files closed in. The
halt was ordered accordingly, but after a few moments the The Duke

Duke said, '' They won't stand, better attack them,'-' to aTtaek^"^

and the 3rd Brigade was accordingdv ag-ain put in ^^** l^odies of
o o ./ o J. Eneuiv's In-

motion, and the Battalions of the Enemy withdrew, and lantiy. still in

fell into the mass of confusion which existed in our *™-^'; '^'^'*i<^r-

and they are

front. driven awav.
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These Battalions (Imperial Guards) were the last

troops of the Enemy which had any appearance of order or

formation.

No. in.

COLONEL T. HUNTER BLAIR, C.B., UNATTD.
Major 91st Eegiment, and Brigade-Major to Adam's

Brigade.

Leamington, WarivicTcsJiire, May 1st, 1835.

Waterloo

Col. Gawler's
account a

faithful one

generally,

except as to

share of 1st

Guards, and
9oth in re-

pelling last

attack of Im-
perial Guard.

The French
had partially

gained the

summit of our

position.

During total

advance of

Brigade, does

not recollect

seeing any
Allied troops

in front of it

except retirinij

Cavah-y.

Since its receipt, I have ag-ain read with much attention

the corresj)ondence between Sir Hussey Vivian and Colonel

Gawler on the '' Crisis of Waterloo/' and my first impres-

sion is thereby more confirmed, that essentially their opinions

no2o nearly accord.

A subject so fully discussed leaves little room for

addition.

Colonel Gawler having- acknowledged the error into

which he had fallen respecting the 71st Reg-iment, it appears

to me that he has faithfully g-iven the leading features

of the position and movements of the Light Brig-ade, though

I am not quite prepared to admit that the 1st Guards, and

2nd and 3rd 95th, may not be said to have co-operated in

the repulse of the last attack of the Imperial Guard.

My persuasion is that the summit of our positioji Avas

partially gained by the Imperial Guai-d, and I recollect

Sir John Colborne telling me immediately after the attack,

that he had formed his left company en pofej/cr, refusing"

his flank in the apprehension of its being turned.

During the diagonal movement of the Light Brigade,

its attack on the Squares of the Old Guard, arrival at Belle

Alliance after crossing the Genappe road, and final halt to

allow the Prussians to pass through its ranks, I do not

recollect to have seen in front of it any portion of the

Allied Army, except the retiring small body of British and

German Cavalry.

The 71st was certainly not the "Regiment in red.''

It crossed the road before reaching Belle Alliance, and I
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well remember an Officer of tlie Regiment chalking- 7) on

a number of (juns abandoned close to the north g-able of

the house.

After the repulse o£ the Squares of the Old (iuard (I do Aftor dcft-at

not exactly recollect the spot) Sir Frederick Adam desired oij Guard,

me to ride on the prolong-ation of our riji^ht in order to "^'^'^^'^'^ to go

^ ^nd ooscTvo if

observe if any part of the Enemy seemed to threaten our right of

right flank—then apparently quite unprotected. Having-
threat/nf^^"

gone some distance, I met the Duke of Wellington moving ^j,.(. ^jj^, Duke

at a quick pace, followed by one individual to whom I followed by

. . .
a Sardinian

spoke. His answer was, " Monsieur, je ne parte pas nn otficor, who

senl mot d'Anglais." I told him in French the order I
^^^^^'^^t''

had received. He replied, " Le Due lid-meme a ele voir ; U been to sec

n^y a rien a cramdre." I rejoined the Brigade. that there was

The above circumstance has always appeared to me and "o danger.

to those to whom I bave related it, a very striking proof of

the miraculous escape and providential care of that great Miraculous

man on this eventful day : his Staff, even Orderlies, almost puke at

all killed or wounded, the few that remained untouched "^^'aterloo

T^ ^ r\oc Nearlv all his

carrymg messages ; his only attendant a r rench Officer, staff "killed or

attached to him by Louis XYIII. ! ! ! If you wish to record
^^^'-''^^^^

it you are quite at liberty to use my name.

What a contrast to Napoleon, if what the Belgian Xapokon's

Guide Da Costa told me when I revisited Waterloo in ^touched.

1816 be true, that not a single casualty occurred amongst

his numerous personal Staff.

And have, &c.,

Thos. Hunter Blair.

FROM THE SAME.

Dunskey, Wigtonshire, November '29th, ISoo. !Xo. 1'2'2.

"Waterloo.

I feel morally persuaded that the Light Brigade, more The o2nd and

especially the 52nd and 71st, had been a considerable time
^ome^timeirr

in line four deep, before the attack was made. line four deep

I was in rear of the 52nd line in conversation with French Guard

the late Sir Augustus Fraser, Hoi'se Artillery, when the ^tttacked.
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A French
Officer, a
deserter, caxae

and gave
warning of

the attack by
the Imperial
Guard.

See No. 129,

p. 306.

Thinks that

the 71st could

not get into

line vriih the

.52nd to share

in the attack

on the 2nd
Cohimn of the

Imperial
Guard.

See preceding-

letter. The
Officer attend-

ing the Duke
was Major
Count de

Sales, a Sar-

dinian Officer

attached to

his suite.

French Hussar Officer, a deserter^ mentioned by Colonel

Gawler, rode up to and joined us. He said we should be

attached by the French Guard within half-an-hour. Sir

Augustus rode off to inform the Duke, then towards the

left, desiring me to look to the deserter, whose information

proved literally correct.

The French cannonade commenced before Sir Augustus'

return. I sent the French Officer to the rear in charge of

a Sergeant of the 52nd Regiment.

I agree with you in thinking that the advance Colonel

Eeles refers to is the right shoulder movement into the

l^osition you have traced in a dotted line, and my impres-

sion also is that the 71st, though supporting the 5.2nd,

could not complete that movement in time to enable them

to share in the attack on the 2ud Column of the Imperial

Guard. Major-General Sir Thomas Reynell, who com-

manded the 71st, might best elucidate the point.

The extract you give me from Colonel Eeles appears

very faithful ; he is quite right in conjecturing that in the

advance Colonel Halkett's Brigade in column followed the

Light Brigade, as did the other Hanoverians of the

Division, accompanied by Sir Henry Clinton.

Lord Fitzroy Somerset mentioned to me in town last

spring the mistake I had been led into in supposing that

the Foreign Officer attending the Duke at the period I re-

ferred to was a Frenchman, he being a Sardinian.

I have, &c.,

Thos. Huxtek Blah?.

The 52nd Regiment—Light Infanthy.

LIEUT.-GENERAL LORD SEATON, G.C.B.

Lieut.-Colonel and Colonel Sir John Colhokne, K.C.B., o2m)

Kegiment.

"Vf -I Qo Kitley, Grecdnjytonl?], Fehruary 2-nd, 1843.

I have been so fully occupied since the year 1815, that

I have seldom had time or inclination to read any of the

accounts of the Battle of Waterloo. Indeed, it has alwa} s
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been a most unpleasant task to refer to our past military

operations, which are connected with many paiui'iil recollec-

tions.

I have cautiously abstained from <4ivinf^ ojjiiiioiis on

controverted i)oints that would draw me into discussions.

I thinkj however, that it almost becomes my duty to g'ive

you every assistance in my power to enable you to compare

the facts in my statement with the information which you

have received from various sources, and to correct the

errors which appear in the account you have forwarded to

me.

We were all so intent in performing our own parts,

that we are disposed to imagine that the Brigade or Corps

with which we were engaged played a most distinguished

p)art, and attribute more importance to the movements

under our own immediate observation than they deserved.

I am persuaded that none but mounted Officers can give a

correct account of the Battle, and very few of those had

an opportunity of seeing much beyond the limited space

which they traversed.

I have, in great haste, from the impressions which I

strongly retain at this moment^ Avritten down the princi-

pal facts which occurred under my observation, a kind of

log-book from eleven o'clock to the close of the Action.

With respect to the troops that first entered Paris by Adam's

the Bridge of Neuilly and the Bois de Boulogne—the SjefiiK""'
Brigade of General Adam passed the bridge of Neuilly enter Paris,

the night before the Duke took wp his quarters in Paris^

and halted at Neuilly, after having had a sharp discus-

sion with the French Officer in command of the Squadrons

of Cavalry at the bridge, who opposed our ]3assage of the

bridge in consequence of his having received no orders to

give up his post.

The next morning Sir F. Adam's Brigade, unaccom-

panied by any other, marched by the Barriere de PEtoile

to the Champs-Elysees. The 52nd was posted near the

Duke of Wellington's quarters. Several of the Garde de

Corps of Louis XVIII. were compelled to take shelter
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behind the 5"2ndj before that Reg-iment had piled arms,

in consequence of the insvilts they received from the

National Guards, with which the Place Louis Quinze

was filled. I return your paper. My log-book shall be

forwarded to-morrow.

I remain, &c.,

Seaton.

Waterloo.

First shot

fired by
Cleeves' Bat-

tery K.G.L.
Its effect.

First charge
of French
Cavah-y on
right centre.

The iVind and
Brigade
marched down
into the valky
to the left

roar of

Hougoumont.
Sep Plan,

p. 288.

Memoranda. Kitley, February 2ith, 1843.

It was eleven o'clock when our Batteries (of twenty

Guns, I believe), in position on the rising ground to 02ir

left of Hougoumont opened their fire on a Column advanc-

ing on Hougoumont.

The French Commandant of the Premiere Legere

mentioned to me, a few days after the Battle, that he was in

the front of that Column, and that the first shot from our

Guns killed and wounded three of his Regiment. At this

time several shots reached the 52nd Regiment, then halted

in column to the rear of the road leading to Merbe Braine,

and the point of intersection of that road and the Nivelles

road.

Desirous of seeing the commencement of the Action, I

rode -with Colonel Rowan to a commanding eminence. My
attention was directed to the French Lancers, which showed

themselves near the cross road leading to Braine-la-Leud^

and cheering. After this cheer a large space of our position

to the left of Hougoumont, a])peared covered with our dis-

persed Cavalry, rapidly retiring. Two large masses of

French Cavalry followed them in good order. They

passed the Batteries of twenty Guns to which I have re-

ferred, which appeared abandoned, and had ceased to fire.

I returned to the 52nd Regiment, which was on the

march in column, and advancing towards the cross road

that connects the high road from Genappe to Waterloo,

and the road from Nivelles to AVaterloo. The 52nd con-

tinued its march to the valley which separated the right

central part of our position from the Enemy, and halted

about five hundred yards in front of the cross road. I rode
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*= forrnod. Ilie

52nd, a strong

TOfpnif.nt,

forms two.

The Cavalry
repulsed.
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up the op2)osite ascent and o}jS(,-rved two (inns poiiilcd, .'UhI

firinf^ at our Column. I returned, and called out to (.'a[>t.

Shedden, the Officer leadin<i^ the Column, and desired him

to tell me whether he could see these (iuns. I formed On the ap-

two Squares on the appearance of the masses

Cavalry to our rig^ht, but nearer to the 71st

than to the 52nd.

Several shells fell near the left angle of our more

advanced Square, and the left side of it was grazed by a

sharp fire. Lieutenant-Colonel Charles Rowan was anxious

to take the command of the left Square in which Colonel

Chalmers was, but on my acquainting him that I should

superintend both the Squares he remained, at my request,

with me. The front and right faces of this Square opened

fire on the French Cuirassiers advancing towards us, and the

French Cavalry halted and retired and appeared in dis-

order.

Colonel Hervey, one of the Duke of "Wellington's o2nd ordered

Aides-de-Camp, brought an order from the Duke for the ^^ i-etire, if

52nd to retire up the hill. I mentioned to him that if the too exposed.

Duke had ordered us to retire with reference to our ex-

posed position, that we were protected by the ground in

front.

" Very well,'^ he replied, '^ I will mention this.""''

However, soon after I had received this order I heard a

great noise and clamour in the direction of Hougoumont,

and observed the Nassau Regiments, I believe, running

in disorder out of the wood ; and supposing that Houg^ou-

mont would be abandoned and our flank would be exposed,

I formed columns from squares, and wheeled into two lines, abandoned,

and this formation being completed, we faced about and
retip^g,

retired in two lines through the Belg'ian Guns under the

command of Colonel Gaeld [?] , and as we were ascending a French

the hill a French Colonel of the Cuirassiers galloped out of
•^•-^^'^•'te^- ^y'^s

*^ -^ "w-arning ot

the French ranks, holloaing out " Vive le Hoi," repeatedly, the attaekof

and rode up to me, addressed and said, " Ce — Xapolcon G^^ards^^"

est la avec les Gardes. J'uila Vatfaque qui se fait." This

Officer remained Avith me for some time.

Fearing that

Hougoumont
would be
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The attacking
Columns of

the Imperial
Guard moved
along our left

of Hougou-
mont, not ty
the Genappe
road.

—

Ed.
On ai^proach of

2n(l Column,
orders his

left Comjiany
to wheel to

its left, and
forms remain-
ing Companies
on it.

o"2nd line thus
nearlyparallel

with flank of

French
Column. A
strong Com-
pany sent in

front to

skirmish.

Orders the
skirmishers to

advance and
fire into the
Column.

The r,2nd

advances
against the

Column.

Column halts,

wheels up its

flank sections

into a line

facing o2nd,
and opens a

heavy fire.

The 2nd 9oth
was formed hj'

On our arriving- near the cross road on the summit of:"

the hill^ near the Belgian Guns, I halted the o2nd. Many
of our wounded were lying a few paces in our front. My
anxious attention had been attracted to the dense Columns

moving on the Genappe road towards the centre of our

position, and observing their rapid advance I ordered our

left hand Company to wheel to the left, and formed the

remaining Companies on that Company. Colonel Charles

llowan assisted in completing- this formation, with whom
I had had some conversation on the intended movement,

and on the necessity of menacing the flank of the French

Columns.

This movement placed us nearly parallel with the

moving Columns of the Freneli Imperial Guards. I ordered

a strong Company to extend in our front, and at this

moment Sir F. Adam rode up, and asked me what I was

going to do. I think I said, '^ to make that Column feel

our iire.^^ Sir F. Adam then ordered me to move on, and

that the 71st should follow, and rode away towards the

71st.

I instantly ordered the extended Company of the 52nd,

about 100 men, under the command of Lieutenant xVnder-

son, to advance as quickly as possible without any support

except from the Battalion, and to fire into the French

Column at any distance. Thus the 52nd formed in two

lines of half Companies, the rear line at ten paces dis-

tance from the front—after giving three cheers, followed

the extended Company, passed along- the front of the

Brigade of Guards in line, commanded by Sir John Byng-,

and about 500 [?] yards in front of them. If our line had

been produced it would have formed an obtuse angle with

this Brigade of Guards.

I observed that as soon as the French Columns were

sharply attacked by our skirmishers, a considerable part of

the Column halted and formed a line facing towards the

52nd, and opened a rt'/-// sharp fire on the skirmishers and

on the Battalion. The only skiimishers, I think, that were

out on that day from cnr Brigade were those of the 52nd
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which I have mentioned, but I am certain that none fired tlic Duk« on

but those of the 52nd. Three or four Companies of the ]'j„,,' "^.^^
"

95th were formed on our left rather to the rear of our line; >~^^'^- 7iHt, on

1 -1 fiT»-iio'i I 1
oiitc-r flank,

the remainder or the xJrigade, the 7 1st, must have been at was rapidly

least six hundred yards to the rear when the 52nd com- 'I'^^ancmg,
•^

_
ana jiorlwp.s

menced its movement towards the Imperial Guards; but i-OO yards in

I tliink I observed the 71st movino- on, as well as the "iVul -^GoV
whole of Sir H. Clinton^s Division, when we had advanced yards would be

,, , , , in rear of the
a tew hundred paces. Xivelks road

!

1 have no doubt that the fire on the flank of the ~^^'^'-
, *f

(jrcncial rhm,
French Column from the 52nd skirmishers, and the appear- No. 2.

ance of a general attack on its flank from Sir F. Adam's Has no doubt

Brig-ade and Sir H. Clinton's Division g-enerally, was the caused

cause of the first check received, or halt made by the f^olumn to
•^

halt.

Imperial Guards. The 52nd suffered severely from the
Qpg^t loss

fire of the Enemy ; the loss of skirmishers was severe, sustained by

and the two Officers of the Company were wounded. The g^ of

rig-ht wing' of the 52nd lost nearly one hundred and fifty (^''^liimn.

men during- the advance ; the Officer carrying- the

Reg-imental Colour was killed.

At this moment two or three Sqnadrons of the 23rd During the

Drag-oons appeared, directly in front of the line of the two^'eft'com-

52nd, approaching- rapidly towards the line. The two panies halt,

Companies on the left halted and fired into them, supposing- mistake oii

them to be the Enemy's Cavalry. My horse was wounded : Jf^^^li^o
"^

.
-^ -^ bquadion oi

I called out to the Adjutant to stop the fire, and whilst '23rd Light

we were rectifying- this mistake which had occurred, the see^o^lk
only one that had occurred during- the day, and which p- 98.

interrupted our march, the Duke of Welling-ton came to

the rear of the left of our line near the two Companies

whieh had fired. I said to his Grace, " It is our own
Cavalrv which has caused this firing-.'^ His Grace replied, JJ^siredbythe

•^ '^ J^ * Duke to "go
" Never mind, go on, go on." AVe continued our advance, on."

which soon brought us under the hill or ascent occupied bv ^^f-^
^^^

,
'=' r .. re-tomis under

the Imperial Guards, and we found ourselves protected the hill -where

from their fire by the hill. Our line, from the badness of ott^e
'^^^^'

the g-round and the interruption to which I have alluded, French Guard

had thrown the two rig-ht hand Companies into some Genapperoad.
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See C4eneral

Plan, Xo. 3.

The wholo
Briii:ado is

formed in

line, and
advances
asjainst the

Squares.

The Enemy
retires in

confusion.

The o-2nd

crosses the

road.

And passes

eighty Guns
and carriages

abandoned.

The British

Cavalry were
in his riaht

front.—Ej).
See General
Plan, No. 3.

The .")2nd and
Prussians

llle(;t.

disorder, and I, suspectin"' the French Cavalry were not far

from our rio-ht, called out to the Officers commanding'

Nos. 1 and 'Z Companies to halt and bring- up their C(mi-

panies in g-ood line, and whilst I was restraining- the

disorderly impetuosity of these Companies under g-reat

excitement, several Officers in front, Colonel Churchill and

Colonel Chalmers, were cheering and waving their hats

and caps in front.

At this time the 71st formed on our right flank, and I

ordered the bugles to sound the advance, and the whole

line charged up the hill ; and on our arriving at the edge

of the deep road, the opposite side of which the Imperial

Guards had occupied, the 5:2nd fired, at least most of the

Companies. We observed the Enemy in great confusion,

some firing, others throwing away their packs and running

to the rear.

Captain Cross called out that the French soldiers near us

were going to surrender, but on their continuing* to fire on

us I ordered the 52nd Regiment to '' pass the road,-''' and

the whole passed through the Guns and carriages, &e., and

we formed Columns of Companies, our right resting on

the road to Genappe. We moved on in column, and passed,

I think, eighty Guns or carriages in about ten minutes

after this new formation. No Cavalry whatever could be

seen on our left, or to the left of the Genappe road, and I

am sure that no British Cavalry were between us and the

French for the last hour of the Battle. 1 think, therefore,

that the attacks of our Cavalry at this time must have

been made by the Cavalry which had passed in rear of the

52nd, and to the right of the Genappe road.

I observed smoke and firing towards Planchenoit, and

to the right and left of the Genappe road. The 71st did

not cross the Genappe road, but moved to the right, as

well as part of Sir H. Clinton^s Division.

At the junction of the Genappe road and the road

leading, I believe, from Wavre to Nivelles, the skir-

mishers of the 52nd and the advance of the Prussians

under (jleueral Bulow mixed. AVhen we passed this point
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it was nearly dark. We halted a few hundred yards from

it, and the whole of General Bulow's Corps passed our

right on the road leading to (ienappe.

The Duke of Wellington, on returning, I suppose, from '^'^'- '^^^'

Belle Alliance, passed the left of our Column and inquired to halt for thn

for me, and left a message that we were to halt for the "'^''^'••

night.

Sir John Byng mentioned to me, at Paris, that he

observed our movement in front of hifi Brigade, and that

at this time his Brigade had no ammunition left. Lord

Hill mentioned to me also that he was near the Brigade of

Guards when he observed the .52nd moving across the

plain, that some men of the British Guards were retiring,

that he ordered them to advance, waving his hat to them.

I tJiink, therefore, that tl/is was the time when a por-

tion of the Imperial Guards halted to fire on the 52nd, and

that immediately after this halt the British Guards charged,

and made their forward movement. It appears to me

evident, if this statement be correct, the movement of the

52nd took place some time before any forward movement

was made by the Guards.

I have been particular in stating many unimportant

occurrences, because I am persuaded several absurd

blunders and stories have originated from the movements

of the 52nd, and General Adam's Brigade, having been

misrepresented.

S.

LIEUT.-COLONEL G. GAWLER, K.H., UNATTACHED.
LlEUTEXANT 52x1) ReGIMENT.

Derhij,Becemher2'lnd,lS-U. No. l:-24.

Major-General Adam's Brigade, of which the 52nd "^Vaterloo.

formed a part, bivouacked on the night of the 17th-lSth

June nearly on the summit of a height between the
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Nirellt'S C/ianssee and Merle Braine, 400 or 500 yards

East of the latter village, A.

After daylight on the morning of the 18th June some

Comi)anies of the Brigade were sent to occupy Merbe

Braine. The 52nd gave its right Company, to which I

belonged. This Company was posted in the garden of

a small country-house, of which the westernmost hedge

was the limit, on that side, of the enclosures of Merbe

Braiue.

On the summit of the rise towards Braine-la-Leud two

or three Battalion Columns were in sight, which proved to

be Dutch or Belgic.

First Cannon- While in this garden we heard the first cannon-shot of

11.20 a.ni.^
the Battle, fired in the direction of Hougoumont. An
Officer near me pulled out his watch, and said it was

"Twenty minutes past 11 o^clock.'''' Soon after this, it

might be about 12 o'clock, we were ordered to rejoin the

Brigade. When we cleared the enclosures of the village

it was seen standing in open column in about the posi-

tion B.

First positions The Brigade almost immediately advanced, the 52nd

Brio-ade. halted ill close or quarter- distance columns of wings at

about C. I feel much confidence as to the ground, as near

that point its outline is remarkable. The crop about us

was very low.

The first and greatest attack on Hougoumont was then

going on, and we were evidently supporting what had now

become the right wing of the Army in rear of Hougou-

mont. Cannon-shot fired at the troops in our front rolled

over the hill behind which we were j^osted, and were (I

believe) particularly annoying to the 2nd Battalion 95th.

In consequence of this annoyance from the cannonade,

the 52nd went over the rise to the ground D or ^D,

I think the former. From near this point the 51st Regi-

ment was distinctly seen extended at E E.

!Major Boss of that Regiment has since told me that

the Company which he commanded occupied the point E
on the clianssce, covered hi/ an abatis. ^lajor Boss told me
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I^'irellt'S C/iaitssee and Merle Braine, 400 or 500 yards

^'r^y/ o£ the latter villag-e, A.

After daylight on the morning of the ISth June some

Com])anies of the Brigade were sent to occupy Merbe

Braine. The 5^nd gave its right Company, to which I

belonged. This Company was posted in the garden of

a small country-house, of which the westernmost hedge

was the limit, on that side, of the enclosures of ]\Ierbe

Braiue.

On the summit of the rise towards Braine-la-Leud two

or three Battalion Columns were in sight, which proved to

be Dutch or Belgic.

First Cannon- While in this garden we heard the first cannon-shot of

n?20*-um.''^ the Battle, fired in the direction of Hougoumont. An
Officer near me pulled out his watch, and said it was

"Twenty minutes past 11 o'clock.''^ Soon after this, it

might be about 12 o'clock, we were ordered to rejoin the

Brigade. When we cleared the enclosures of the village^

it was seen standing in open column in about the posi-

tion B.

First positions The Brigade almost immediately advanced, the 52nd

Bric^ude. halted in close or quarter-distance columns of wings at

about C. I feel much confidence as to the ground, as near

that point its outline is remarkable. The crop about us

was very low.

The first and greatest attack on Hougoumont was then

going on, and we were evidently supporting what had now

become the right wing of the Army in rear of Hougou-

mont. Cannon-shot tired at the troops in our front rolled

over the hill behind which we were posted, and were (I

believe) particularly annoying to the 2nd Battalion 95th.

In consequence of this annoyance from the cannonade,

the 52nd went over the rise to the ground D or ^D,

I think the former. From near this point the 51st Regi-

ment was distinctly seen extended at E E.

]\Iajor lloss of that Regiment has since told me that

the Company which he commanded occupied the point E
on the clianssee, covered hy an abatis. Major Ross told me
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also tluit ho did not a/. ini;j lime soe any French soldiers to

the westward of the chanssee. I do not know positivcdy

what became of the other Regiments of the Brigade during

this interval, but suppose them to have remained at short

distances from the 52nd. The crops about the spot D were

very high.

I cannot speak with confidence to the precise time, but

calculating from other occurrences of which the times are

fixed, I think it must have been after four o'clock when Past 4 p.m.

the 52nd left the point D. It then proceeded in wing
]^r4",ie was

squares by the track a a aioY Y on the exterior slope of moved down

n 7 ' m the valley

the British position. Before it crossed the ^iyqWc cfiaus.see to the left

Dutch Heavy Cavalry, wearing high feathers perpendicular
^Q^^o^jjiont

to the top of their helmets, were seen retiring in confusion

at b b h. The point at which the 52nd Squares crossed

the first line of the Army, and near which it subsequently

formed to receive the attack of the Imperial Guard, was

occupied by Brunswickers in squares, front ranks kneeling.

On crossing the summit the 2nd Battalion 95th was

seen, as if taking up its ground, in square at F, annoyed

by skirmishers from the great hollow of La Haye Saintej

and shortly after the 71st vvas visible in square at F, wery

near to the easternmost hedge of Hougoumont. The two

Companies of the 3rd Battalion 95th with the 71st.

Adam's Brigade remained in this position F F F F, It remained

7 •! 1
•

) ^ ^
m this posi-

1 think tor at least an hour, until nearly six o clock, tion for at

During the whole of this time, no other Allied troops were ^^^^* ^^ ^°^""-

seen hy us in front of the position, unless it might be some

Light Cavalry in rear of the north hedge of Hougoumont.

On the French position scarcely any troops were visible.

Their Artillery only certified that they were there. The

great hollow about La Haye Sainte, however, was evidently

occupied in force, from the boldness with which the French

skirmishers pushed out of it, at times almost to the

summit of the British position. From this hollow the

Square of the 2nd 95th was, / believe, charged by Cavalry.

I saw a laro;e body of Cuirassiers move down the eastern- The Cuiras-
° -^

-I \ £
siers ch;irge

most hedor-e of Hougoumont and charge the 71st. After the 7ist, and
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then the right breaking upon its Square they rushed on in apparent in

-

oftheo2nd. fatuation upon the right wing of the 5:2nd, and received

the fire of its front and right faces.

T^ 71st jj-^ ii^jg position the 71st suffered very heavily and with

fiorn the admirable steadiness from the cannonade ; the 2nd Bat-

cannonade.
talion 95th considerably, the 5;2nd but little, the difference

of loss arising, I imagine, from the 71st being more ad-

vanced, and the 2nd 95th more elevated than the 52nd.

The 52nd right wing Square was nearly in front of the

Allied Field Battery, on which afterwards, when in line

four deep, its right nearly rested. ....
About 6 p.m. At al/ouf six o^clock Adam's Brigade was ordered to
the Brigade J•^^•^^ •

i- ^ • • 1 • • /-, /-^l i^
was retired retire behind the summit or the original position G G. On
behind the arriving there the 52nd at first formed quarter distance

position on columns of wings and afterwards deployed into two lines,

° ' the left wing in rear, but closed up to one pace from the

four-deep line, right wing. The other Regiments of the Brigade, I have

every reason to believe, made precisely the same formation.

The order, I believe, was given by the Duke himself.

At this time he passed unattended from the left to beyond

our right and shortly after returned to beyond our left.

In this position the 52nd riff/U was under good cover—^it

was about forty paces directJij in rear of the left of a Field

Battery, which at intervals fired down the face of the hill.

The left of the 52nd was much more thrown back

from the summit. A low hedge ran across itsfront at some

distance from it. Individuals of Nos. 3 and 4 Companies

remember this hedge distinctly as does the Adjutant, who
Avas generally with Sir John Colborne in front of the left

centre (see U.S. Journal, September, 1833, page 15).

Sergeant Dolan of No. 4 Company, now a pensioner at

Armagh, tore his leg so much in passing it that the

Captain of his Company asked if he were wounded. I

have good reason to believe that the 2nd Battalion 95th

Regiment was near to our left, but, if anything, rather to

its rear. The 71st Regiment was certainly close to our

right, so close that, as I was very distinctly informed by an
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Officer of the 3r(l Battalion 95th, the two Companies of this

Reg'iment had not room to deploy between us, but remained

in column in rear of the 71st.

The last great attack of the French commenced about Tho laht \n:<ni

seven o'clock. Judo^ing- from the information which I
'i,'i.,.n,.}, )^,.;,ai,

have received from others, and from my own recollections 'i^j^jut 7 p.m.

of the direction and duration of the musketry fire, / think

that about the first half-hour was occupied in a direct

attack of the Enemy, upon the touf/ue of (/round which

projects from the position, two or three hundred yards to

the left of the position of the 52nd Reg-iment.

Before the attack commenced Sir P. Maitland-'s and This refers t<>

Sir Colin Halkett's Brig-ades were advanced, upon this thr; ist'attack-

veri/ important tongue of f/round, to maintain it as long*
J?^

9'^^'^"^.°/^^

as possible from the possession of the Enemy. This first Guard, for an

part of the attack was made principally (I conclude) by
^?^?l^°^/g^

the 1st French Corj)s. The fig-hting- was very close and Maitland's

desperate. The British made a successful charg-e, but Bri^^ade!—Ed.

outflanked and overwhelmed by fresh Columns (perhaps the

leading- masses of the Guard) were compelled to retire

rapidly. Halkett's Brig-ade, which had suifered most

severely, Avas moved by the Duke in person about 100

yards to the left and rear, and three Battalions of Bruns-

wickers pushed forward to check the Enemy.

The Brunswickers broke into g-reat confusion, but were

rallied by the Duke himself. On the flanks of this attack

the Enemy pushed forward swarms of skirmishers. The

2nd 95th, and the 52nd threw out each a Company to The French
. , . „ ^ . Cavah-y drive

check those m their front, but these Companies were in the skii--

immediately driven in by a eharg-e of Cavalry from towards

their left, and the 52nd came down to the " prepare for 9.5th.

Cavalry.''^

Thus passed the first half-hour of the attack. I have

introduced in the above account of it very much that I

know only from the testimony of others, because without

it the following' account of the second half-hour would be

unconnected and somewhat unintelligible.

Sir P. Maitland's Brigade had by this time taken up a

T 2

mishers of the
•32nd and 2ud



There was an
interval of

10 to 12

minutes
between the

Columns.
—Ed.

Sec General
Plan, Xo. 2.
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line as much to the rear al the least as the left of the

52nd. I have no reasonable information as to what became

of the Brunswickers, or how the immediate left of the

Guards was then supported, but have some reason to

think that a part of Colonel Ompteda's Brig-ade was

there.

Without any material pause, the Enemy pushed on very

heavy masses composed entirely of the Guard, \\\QMoijenne

leading rather on the Western side of the projecting

arrivals of the tongue of ground.
wo a ackins-

j cannot describe positively from my own observation

the formation of the Enemy, for, when the right of the

5£nd subsequently crossed the summit, the smoke was

very dense ; but it has been confidently stated in the

Regiment that, as seen from this side, it was in two

Columns, in direct ecJielon, the left considerably to the

rear. It has also been stated that at first the opening'

between the two Columns was distinctly visible. That the

flank of the Enemy was much longer than the front of

the 52nd Regiment seems to be established by the fact

(which I have verified from the Regimental Books) that

our loss of men was as great in the right Companies as in

the left.

The Brigade of Guns in front of the 52nd rig-ht, which

had fired incessantly during the Jirst half-hour, was now

silenced by the intensity of the opposing musketry. The

extreme left of the Enemy's leading masses came nearly

in front of the extreme right of the Brigade of Guards,

and a desperate, and as I believe most critical conjUct com-

menced at this point.

The Duke perceiving the almost overwhelming strength

of the Enemy in their direct attack rode in person to the

2nd 95th and ordered it to charg-e the flank of the Imperial

Column ; before, however, the 95th could obey the order,

Sir J. Colborne, who commanded the 52nd, either from

previous directions from tlie Duke, fi-om catching his in-

tention with regard to the 95th, or on his own responsi-

bility in the excessive emei'gency of the moment, had given

Not quite

correctly

described.

The Duku,
seeing Col-

bomc's t'or-

wai'd move-
iiiciit, ])ushi'd

forward the

2nd 05tli to

conform to it.

—Ed.
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the words, '' Forward/' and, after a very few paces,

'' Rig-ht slioulders forward" to his Regiment.

The ris^ht of the 52nd grazed the left fjiuri of the

Battery in its front. The Captain of No, 1 Company

(now Major Diggle) fell severely wounded close to its

wheel.

So close was the left Company to the Imperial Column

that it was compelled to wheel back on its rig-ht, while

the rest of the Regiment came forward on their left. The

Enemy was pressing on with shouts, which rose above the

noise of the firing, and his fire was so intense that, with

but half the ordinary length of front, ai least 1.50 of the Half the

52nd fell in less than four minutes. I almost think in less
f^ont, but /<//»•

than three, for there was not the slightest check in the deep.—En.

advance of the right flank below the average of the old

wheeling time.

When the 52nd was nearly parallel to the Enemy's The .52n(i

flank, Sir J. Colborne gave the word, '' Charge, charge.''
f^J^^^^^''

It was answered from the Regiment by a loud steady Column (and

cheer and a hurried dash to the front. In the next ten jQ^^g ^^ ^^^

seconds the Imperial Guard, broken into the wildest con- charge on

P . -, ^ n •
^ ^ the left of it.

fusion, and scarcely firmg a shot to cover its retreat, was —Ed.).

rushing towards the hollow road in their rear of La Haye

Sainte, near to which, according to La Coste's account.

Napoleon himself was then standing.

During the charge Sir J. Colborne was in front of the

left centre, Lieut.-Colonel Chalmers with his cap on the

point of his sword in front of the riglit centre, and Major-

General Adam, who had galloped up from the 71st, in

rear of the centre. Lieut.-Colonel Chas. Rowan fell on

the left at about the same time that Captain Diggle was

wounded on the right. The point at which the left of the

52nd crossed the original line of the left flank of the

Imperial Guard was at the highest point of the re-entering

angle formed by the projecting tongue of land, and the

rise behind which the 52nd had been covered. I convinced

myself of this fact the next morning by the manner in

which the killed and wounded on both sides were Iving.
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Adam's
Brigade
presses for-

ward towards
the Cxenappe
road.

.Sec Xo. 48,

p. 98.

Three French
Guns whicli

enfiladed the

o'2nd at this

point were
diiven off by
the right

seetion under
Lieut. Gawler.—Ed.

It was hardly
80 long before

Vivian's

Cavalry Bri-

gade passed

to the front.

—Ed.

Although there is reason to believe that the Enemy's

second Corps was advanced to cover the left Hank o£ his

attack with its own left resting on the hedge of Hougou-

niont^ yet no part of it came near enough to menace

seriously the right flank of the 52nd Regiment during the

whole of the forward movement and charge. This right

flank apjieared entirely clear of the enemy for at least 300

yards.

The 52nd continued pressing forward at a hurried pace,

until its left was so near the hollow road in front of La

Haye Sainte, that an Officer of the left Company sfeppec/

out to see what the fugitives in it were doing. In its course

to this point the coming upon its front of a broken body

of Dornberg's Cavalry Brigade at g, and the throwing out

of its right section to drive in some Guns by which it was

eniiladed at about //, occurred, to the best of my recollec-

tion and judgment, as already described in my narrative of

the " Crisis and Close, fee"

The 71st Regiment moved forward to protect the right

flank of the 52nd Regiment as described in that narrative,

I now think, however, tcithout firing . The two Companies

of the 3rd Battalion 95th formed line on the left flank of

the 71st. The 2nd Battalion 95th followed up on the

left flank of the 52nd, but, / think, did not get into

line with it until it reached near to the hollow road, and

then more as a body of skirmishers than as a line. This

Battalion of the 95th suffered at some j^oint in its advance

a heavy loss. This mag have been from the French

occupying La Haye Sainte. Colonel Halkett's Hanoverian

Brigade followed at some distance in support of the ad-

vance of Adam's Brigade, and some of the 1st Battalion

95th mag have mixed with the 2nd 95th when passing La

Haye Sainte. Besides these, I have strong reasons for

believing that no other portion of the Bnke of Wellington's

Army left the British position for a full quarter of an

hour after the advance of the b%nd.

Thus ended what may be considered as the second

half-hour of the last great attack, at rather more than a
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quarter past eight o^elock. The sua, I think, set Ijefore the

53ncl reached near to the hollow road, twihg'ht was sensibly

corameneing when it subsequently erossed the ckauHHcc.

For the movements and formations of the 52nd

Regiment during the subsequent pursuit I must refer you

to the narrative of the " Crisis and Close/^ with the

following eorreetions and additional notices.

The position in which Adam^s Brigade found and at-

tacked the three squares of the Old Guard covering the

retreat was at H H H, instead of being as inserted in the

Plan accompanying my printed narrative ; and I have now

reason to think that, at this time, the two Companies of The whole

the 3rd 95th were between the 71st and 52nd, and that a m one line.

considerable body of the 2nd 95th were to the left of the —Eu.
'' Hee General

52nd. Plan, No. 3.

I have some reason to think that the 71st formed a

two-deep line before this attack. The 52nd certainly con-

tinued four deep to the close of the day.

I very confidently believe that the 52nd crossed the

chattssee at K K, and the 71st very soon after it. I have

not traced the routes of the 52nd and 71st on the East

side of the chaussee, because I feel some doubts as to the

depth of the sweep which the two Regiments described. I L is about

feel, however, confident that the Square of the Old Guard tween the kst

threw off its knapsacks at about L, and that the 52nd houses of

bivouacked for the night at M. and the

On crossing' the cliaussee, the Prussian Artillery was Brussels road.
^ '

"^
_ M IS to the

seen distinctly 700 or 800 yards towards the left, and in left of, and

passing to the east of La Belle Alliance some Prussian ^q°*^ ^^ ^^

cannon shot came over the heads of the 52nd, proving the garden of

that at this point the Prussians were still far to the left.

(See also Baron Miiffling^s '' History of the Campaign,''^

translated by Sir John Sinclair, page o5.)

[Omitted to be signed.]
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The 71st Regiment—Light Infantry—Glasgow
Highlanders.

No. 125.

Waterloo.

It was in

line four deep.
iSee Sir F.

Adam, No.
120, p. 277.

This was
earlier in the

day.

—

Ed.

MAJOR-GENERAL SIR THOMAS REYNELL,
BART., K.C.B.

Lieut. -Colonel axd Coloxel T. Eeyxell, 71st Eegimext.

Avisforcl, Arundel, 15th November, 1834.

You require to be informed of "the particular forma-

tion of the Regiment (about seven p.m.) when the French

Imperial Guard, advancing to attack the right of the

British forces, reached the crest of our position.'" The

Regiment was at that time in square, as it had been, for

the most part, during the time that the British Army acted

upon the defensive, exposed to the Enemy's fire, and to

repeated visits from his Cuirassiers. I do not say attacks,

because these Cavahy Columns on no occasion attempted

to penetrate our Square, limiting their approach to within

ten or fifteen yards of the front face, when they would

wheel about, receiving such fire as we could bring to bear

upon them, and as they retired, en passant, that from the

neighbouring Square. I do not recollect at any period of

the Action to have seen any Infantry very near to us, still

several Officers and men were killed and wounded by the

fire of musketry.

On the night of the 17th, that previous to the battle,

the 71st Regiment bivouacked in a fallow field on the

extreme right, and, together with the other Regiments of

Major-General Adam's Brigade, [was] placed en potence

to the British line. From this position the Brigade

moved, on the morning of the 18th, at the time that the

Enemy's demonstrations left no doubt of his intention to

attack the Allied Army, and formed, with the right thrown

up and somewhat in advance, in two Columns each

Regiment—probably -with a view to deceive the Enemy
by this multiplied army of Columns. Thus formed, they
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lay upon their arms in Hie rcav of a rising' gTOviiid, ujjon SeeD.Co].

vvhicli, soon after, a Jirii^ade of IJritisli Foot Artilh-ry was j.^'^g^. '*
'

posted, but which, aftractinf^- tlie Enemy^s attention,

brought down a heavy fire of shot and sliell, very destruc-

tive in its consequences to our Cohunns lying in the rear.

Our next movement was to the front, rather inclining See Y Plan,

to the left^ to a position in rear of Hougoumont, where ^''

the Battalion^ having united its wings, formed one Square.

In this shape [four deep] we advanced, with our right The advance

flank so close to the hedge of the farm of Hougoumont,
p^rirradc- 7ist

that several soldiers of the nearest Company were killed on 52nd right.

and wounded in passing. When all apprehension of further

annoyance from the Enemy's Cavalry had ceased, we took

advantage of the ground to display our full front by

obliquing, in opjoosite directions, the two wings, and 71st rc-fonns

directed our march upon two Columns of French Infantry, ^^^'^ ^'^^'^

which from the first had appeared at the bottom of the The attack on

hill. These Columns did not wait our approach, but made p^f^^^^^*^

off, and from the circumstance of our finding an immense Squares near

quantity of arms lying against the walls of the houses in
^.^^^j^^ <^^^;

'

the villag-e of Caillou r?Eossomme1, I should incline to General Plan,

Xo 3

believe that they had broken Avithout order and dispersed.

After scouring Caillou, where we came in contact with

the Prussian advance, we gave up the pursuit to them, and

having retired a little to the right to a cornfield that had

been cut, bivouacked there for the night.

I have, &c.,

Thos. Reynell,

Major-General.

MAJOR S. REED, HALF-PAY, 71st REGIMENT.
Captain 71st Regimext.

Douglas, 19th Novemler, 1834:. ^0. 126.

At this distant period, and then acting as a Company "Waterloo.

Officer (commanding the right flank), I cannot be as correct

as I could wish in tracing the movements of the 71st
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ilegiment, but as far as my memory allows me I have

done so on your map.

As you particularly mention the hour of seven, I have

marked our advance, bringing our right shoulders forward,

leaving Hougoumont to our right. In this movement the

Sir General Regiment was formed four deep, supporting' the 53nd

in a charge on the Imperial Guard, who, I think, were

either in square or column. I do not think they were in

line.

The attack on The two Regiments formed line, the 52nd still on the
the three

French left. We here charged three Squares of the Guard, whom
Squares. ^^ broke and pursued, crossing the road leading to

Genappe, when we brought left shoulders forward, the

right of the 71st resting on La Belle Alliance. Of this I

am more positive, as the Gun fired there by Captain

Campbell, Aide-de-Camp to Sir Frederick Adam, was

turned by some men of my own Company under the com-

mand of Lieut. Torriano. The French Squares having

separated, the 52nd pursued what had been their right

Square ; the other two fell to our lot. They retreated by

the right of Pianehenoit, in front of which village we

bivouacked for the night.

We were here passed by a bod}" of Prussian Light

Cavalry, their music playing God Save the King. The

first and second Companies of the 71st were stationed in

the village [? of Rossomme] , where we found a park of

seventy-two pieces of artillery which the Enemy had

abandoned.

See Plan, Our first position on breaking up from our bivouack
^' "' on the morning of the 18th was in front [?rear] of Hougou-

mont, but at some distance. However, the French Artillery

on the left of the Chateau were able to throw in a fire

among us as we lay down under the slope of the hill, by

which we suffered some loss, I think fifty men.

To gain our second position, which I have marked by

squares, into which we were thrown constantly during the

See Plan, day, brought us on the plain in front [left rear] of

^" " Hougoumont. We were here constantly charged by the
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French Cuirassiers, althouj^-h we, I think, suffered no loss

from them. Yet we did from tlie (ire of the Artillery.

We had two Officers and some [men] severely wounded in

this position. .....
I remain, &c.,

S. Reed,

Major, H.P., 71st Regiment.

The 95th Rifles—2nd Battalion.

CAPTAIN [?] T. R. BUDGEN.
Captain 95th IIikles.

London, December 17th [? 1834]. ^q. 1 2 7.

It was my duty the day after the Action to search ^Vaterloo.

for wounded, and to convey them into Brussels. In

passing- over the Field I certainly endeavoured to ascer-

tain the position the 2nd Battalion 95th Rifles occupied

before the final charge on the attacking French Columns.

I think your Plan gives a fairly correct representation This Plan

of the position of our Brigade (General Adam^s)
; Z^f^l:,,

although I think our formation was rather more in

advance of the road immediately previous to the Brigade

charging the French Columns, whose position is also,

I think, at that moment very correctly laid down.

My reason for thinking the Brigade was rather

more advanced at the time of charging, is that for several

hours previous, at intervals, the Brigade had been formed "^'"^ refers to

into squares of Battalions to resist the repeated charges when the

of the French Cavalry. I think the 2nd Battalion 95th Brigade was
'' m the plain to

sustamed and repulsed three several attacks about that the left rear of

time, and while in square I recollect seeing the French seT^hm^'^'^^'

Cavalry in possession of some Guns in our rear and P- 288.—En.

near the road.

I fully recollect also that a very short period (say w deer*^
less than half an hour) before the last advance of the hefore the lust

Enemy, our line was formed four deep, our formation theEnemv.
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Just before

the advance of

the Battalion,

the Duke rode
iilong its front

and spoke to

the men, who
cheered him.

The French
Columns
halted on
being taken
in flank by
the Brigade,

And on its

rushing for-

ward they
gave way
without order
nr discipline.

The 2nd 9.5th

contributed to

the result as

much as any
other part of

the Brigade.

This probably
alludes to the
Squadron of

the 23rd Light
Dragoons,
which ad-

vanced before

the French
Column was
attacked.

—Ed.

The Bi-igade

attacks and
drives off the

three Squares
close to the

Genappe
road, hice

(General Plan,

No. a.
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havino^ been previously two deep as usual. Immediately

before the formation of four deep I think we retired

a very short distance from the ground we had occupied

while in square.

After this last formation, and immediately before or

during the right shoulder movement of the Brigade,

the Duke of Wellington rode along our line. I conclude

he himself directed the movement. It was the only

moment I saw him during the day. He spoke to the

men, they cheered him in return.

I think the French Columns halted in consequence of

our movement taking them in flank, and that the most

effective fire of the Brigade was delivered at a less

distance than fifty yards. After receiving it the French

Column appeared to be in great confusion, and the

Brigade rushing forward, they immediately gave way

without retaining any order or discipline.

In this charge I am bound to say that the services

of the 2nd Battalion Rifie Brigade, then 9oth, were as

conducive to the result as those of any other part of the

Brigade, nor could it be otherwise, for from the moment of

the charge no check took place, and the advance was at a

most rapid pace.

I have a full recollection that after the Enemy were

broken and running away, the word was given to let the

Cavalry through, and they passed through our line causing

some confusion and breaks in it. After the Cavalry

passed to the front the 2nd 95th continued to advance

rapidly until it came on some bodies of the Enemy
posted on some rising ground. A rush was made at

them notwithstanding the disordered state of our line

from the interrujition of the Cavalry, and the dreadful

miry state of the ground. These, I conceive must have

been the rear Battalions of the Guard marked at D.

The opposition they made was very ineffectual and slight.

They were immediately driven off. The 2nd 95th cer-

tainly participated in this attack with the rest of the

Briirade.
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T do not tliink the position ut 1) was quite so elose

to the high road, as I have no recollection oi' liaving

passed a road with high banks at that time.

The 3nd 95th were not employed in skirmishing any

part of the day, I am almost positive.

The Battalion, early in the day after crossing the

Nivelles road, were much annoyed by a teasing cannonade,

particularly while in square. No large bodies of Infantry

of the Enemy passed very near it, but shortly previous to

the charge it suffered considerably from musketry. 1 con-

clude the French Columns covered their advance by

throwing out numerous skirmishers, as I do not think the

fire from the head of the Column would have reached

us, we being on its flank.

KM, 2si) Bait.

liocauw; h<;

crossed it

heijond th<-

high hank.
—E».

Thinks the

last attack of

the Imperial

Guard was
preceded hy
skii-mishers.

I have, &c.,

T. R. BUDGEX.

ALDRIDGE.
Corporal 2nd Battaliox, 9oth Rifles.

Dece»i&e)-, 1834. Xo. 12 S.

Statement by — Aldridge, late Corporal of the 2nd

Battalion 95th Rifles, forwarded by Colonel Gawler, late

52nd Regiment.

Corporal Aldridge, 2nd Battalion 95th Rifle Corps,

served in that Regiment twenty-two years, was in the

Peninsular War and wounded at Salamanca ; was at

^Yaterloo. Discharged with a good character, of which

" trustworthy " is one of the particulars. Has, besides,

private testimonials from two Captains of the Regiment.

Corporal Aldridge gives the following particulars con-

cerning the Action at Waterloo.

This Battalion brigaded with the 52nd, 71st, and ord

Battalion 95th ; was in reserve during the first part of the

Action, but suffered considerably, principally from Artillery.

It afterwards moved up into the front line and relieved

Brunswickers in squares.

AVaterloo.

Battalion in

reserve at

first, after-

wards in front

line, and
suhsequently
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moved in It formed square and moved to the front of the

iXthe'^°Mn
position. A Square of the 5:Znd was the nearest to it to the

Src Plan, n'o-ht.

^' "
,

Saw no friendly troops to the left ; the French were in
Muchannoved

.

•'

i ^ • -r, ,, ^^ i

by fire of that direction, and annoyed his Battalion very much

.

Enemy fiom French Cavalrv charo-ed close at them, and the left face of
direction '

.

of La Hayc the Square suffered particularly from grape.

Chai<^ed also After some time retired beliind the position, then one

by Cavalry. Aviug behind the other and so formed a four-deep line.

Battalion re- Aldridfipe then became the left-hand man of the front
tired behind ^

'

• n <• 'i i i

the position, ran'k. Two or three hundred yards m front or the 2nd 95tn
and forms

^^ by-road with somethinc: like a hollow about it.
loiu" deep. J '^

_ _

Aldridi?c be- Nearly in front of Aldridg-e was the right of a Brigade of

cameleft-hand British Artillery. This Brigade was behind the by-road.
man of the , • , p i tt • j
Battalion. Saw no Infantry to his left ; saw the Hanoverians or our

A British Division in line some distance to the rear,

left front."
^^ The French came up in three Columns abreast of each

Attack of other; they looked like quarter distance Columns. Their

Guardif^ ^^A was olUquehj to his left. They rushed forward three

Probably the times, and came vert/ close to the Artillery. The Artillery-

skirmishers raen left their Gnus, except two or three who lay down

forward.—Ed, under them. Saw the 52nd move forward to the right

Saw the .52nd of the 2nd 95th and charge those Columns. Ahon t t\\o

Columns
° same moment Lord Wellington rode up to the 95th and

About the called out, '^ Who commands the 95th ? '^ Colonel Norcott

th^^g.'Th'^^"*
and Major Wilkins had just been wounded, and at first no

ordered by the Officer answered. Then Lieut. Dixon, who commanded

charge also.
^he second Company from the right, stepped forward.

Lord Wellington said, " Order the 95th to charge.^^

liieut. Dixon then saw that Captain Logan, who com-

manded the right Company of the rear line, was in com-

mand, and gave the order to him. Captain Logan gave

the word " Forward '^ to the Battalion. The Enemy gave

way. One Artilleryman who was lying under the Guns

jumped up with a match in his hand and let off two or

Loft of three that were loaded. His comrades afterwards used to

the 9.5th pass
^..^\\ ]^i,„

a L^^d Waterloo.'' The left of the 95th passed
through the

, • i i

Guns. Ihromjh the Cl iins. The 95th did not lose a great many
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men at this time. Joined immediately with the 52nd

pursuing" the Enemy. Almost immediately after saw a smal 1

body of Eng-lish Lig-ht Dragoons pass to Ids left and ^o to

the front. Saw these Dragoons charge. Saw the French

Cavalry drive them towards the front of the 52nd. Very Tho 23i.l

soon after this a part of the 95th extended to skirmish. 4e No. 48

The French were very thick to his left of a house. Is sure P- ^8.

it was to his left of the house. The 95th were in a rije
£^^p!,7,^\he

field—is sure it was a vt/e field. They lost more men here^ l<-ft of La

he thinks, than at any one other time in the day. They
,

^ V
''

. CI r. 1 Attack on th(;

then went on with the 52nd to attack some Squares or the three Fn-nch

French rear o-uard. They were close to the great road. ^.'lu^'f-'^ "'-•^i'

He knows they were so^ because he very soon afterwards

went down into the great road, and went straight on it

until the Battalion halted for the night. Just before they

halted they came to a village, through which they 'i Rossommc.

skirmished ; it was full of French Artillery. Halted at

the other end of the village on the right hand side of the

great road, near a large pond of water.

The 95th Rifles—3rd Battalion—Two Companies.

LIEUT.-COLONEL W. EELES, K.H., RIFLE
BRIGADE.

Captain and Bkea'et-Majok, 9.5th Rifles.
No. 129.

Waterloo.

Jersey, December 22nd, 1834. Only tico Com-
panies of the

In compliance with the request contained in your letter Srd Battalion,

of the 1st instant, I beg to say that the Srd Battalion J^g^^^iAt-^.

95th Rifle Regiment formed part of the ord British Early in

Brigade of Infantry at the Battle of Waterloo. That the g^^ ^Y .

Brigade was formed during the early part of that day in reserve, and

reserve; that the 52nd, 71st, and 2nd Battalion 95th,
sideraUy'^"^'

while so formed, suffered I believe a good deal from round froml

shot. But the Companies of the 3rd Battalion 9oth,
igj.,, gj-e^

being- posted in the enclosures on the right of the Brigade, J;^^'^^*', ,.^ '^
,

.
^ » .» 3pJ Battalion

did not, until they advanced, lose a siiigle man. 95th.
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About the middle of the day, perhaps between one and

two o^clock, but I cannot pretend to be accurate as to time,

the Brigade advanced to the front. There was at this

time a tremendous cannonade both from the English and

French Batteries, and the smoke was so dense that I cannot

venture any description of the appearance of the Field,

except that I saw the English and French Cavalry

opposed to each other.

The Brigade continued to advance through the smoke

until it passed beyond the crest of the British position; on

the smoke clearing away, the 71st Regiment, with whom
my Company of the ord Battalion 95th Regiment was

then acting, found itself while in column ver}^ close to and

in front of a large body of the Enemy's Infantry, formed in

line, and dressed in grey greatcoats. The 71st immediately

formed line, and I placed my Company of Rifles on the right

of that Regiment. I can only here observe that the French

and 7 1st were closer than I ever before saw any regular

formed adverse bodies, and much nearer than troops usually

engage. The French opened a very heavy fire on the 71st,

who, nevertheless, completed their formation in the most

regular and gallant style. I formed my Company on their

right, and in line. During this operation the 71st and

the Company of the 9oth suffered severely, but imme-

diately on being formed succeeded in repulsing the Enem}-,

who retired almost unobserved in the smoke. Finding,

however, notwithstanding* the retreat of the French,

that many men, both in the 71st and the Company of the

Ooth, were still falling, I moved my Company forward,

and found a considerable number of the Enemy in a dell in

a rye field, from which -place they were firing on the 71st.

The Company I commanded immediately attacked and

drove them back to their position on the hill. While we

were so employed I observed a large body of the Enemy's

Cavalry advancing to attack us. We had just time to get

back and form in rear of the 7 1st Square, when the Enemy
attacked that Regiment with much impetuosity and

determination.
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The eharg-e was received with the utmost coolness and

gallantry by the 71st.

The Cavalry were repulsed in this instance, and in all Those Cavalrj-

their other attacks, without occasioning- the least loss or duco no effect,

disorder to the Square o£ the 71st. During one of these

charges of the Enemy's Cuirassiers on the right angle of

the front face of the 71st Square, I moved my Company

from the rear to the right, in line with the rear face of the

Square, and placing myself in front of it, kept every man His Company

from firing until the Cuirassiers approached within thirty ^^ ^^^ -u^^
or forty yards of the Square, when I fired a volley from my Square pours

Company which had the effect, added to the fire of the ^j^.g volley on

71st, of bringing so many horses and men at the same the Cavalry,

moment to the ground, that it became quite impossible for

the Enemy to continue their charge. I certainly believe

that half of the Enemy were at the instant on the ground

;

some few men and horses were killed, more wounded, but

by far the greater part were thrown down over the dying

and wounded. These last after a short time began to get

up and run back to their supports, some on horseback, but

most of them dismounted.

I mention this merely to prove how perfectly impos-

sible it is for Cavalry to arrive in sufficient force against

Infantry, so as to be at all dangerous, if the Infantry will

only be steady, and give their fire all at once.

After these various attacks of Cavalry had failed,

everything remained for some time in a state of compara-

tive quiet, and the Brigade remained in squares, wdth the For position

71st in square near the enclosure of Hougoumont, the °^^ yff^F^^^'
52nd in square of wings in the centre of the Brigade, and Plan, p. 2S8.

the six Companies of the 2nd Battalion of the 95th in

square on the left of the 52nd. In this manner the

Brigade remained for a considerable time, much exposed to

the fire of the Enemy's Batteries, and suffered considerably,

particularly the 71st Regiment, with which Regiment my
Company of the 3rd Battalion was formed, and, I believe,

during this time, the late Colonel Fullerton's Company of

the 3rd Battalion was acting with the 52nd Regiment,

u
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As the Regiments of the 3i'd Brigade were found to

suffer from the Enemy's shot, while so exposed in the

hollow, they moved back to the crest of the hill about six

o'clock in the evening, or perhaps a little later. During

the whole of this time, I mean from the time the French

Cavalry ceased charging the Squares, I saw no French In-

fantry, but the crest of the hill of the Enemy^s position

was covered with a large body of Cavalry. During this

time the Enemy was forming his Infantry for the last

attack, called in your letter the " Crisis of the Battle."

To meet this attack the 3rd Brigade was formed in line

four deep in the manner I have marked on your Plan,

which I return herewith.

The 71st being on the right, the 52nd close on their

left, and I believe the 2nd Battalion 95th on the left of

the 52ud and close to the British position, the 3rd Bat-

talion 95th being during this formation in reserve im-

mediately behind the rig-ht of the 71st, where they were

placed by Sir F. Adam.
The Brigade when so formed were on a height, or rather

a little behind it, being brought considerably forward from

the British line, so as to be able to bring their full front

on the flank of the French advancing to the attack. In

this order the Brigade waited for the advancing Enemy. I

cannot myself, being at that moment behind the 71st, say

what happened, except that after a violent cannonade from

the British Guns, the 3rd Brigade opened a heavy fire and

advanced on the line in which the}^ had been placed.

The 3rd Battalion 95th Regiment moved on at the

same time, and very shortly, as the 52nd and 71st opened

out a little, was formed in line between these two Regi-

ments. When the smoke cleared away a little I found

that we were moving between both Armies, and driving

some French before us in the greatest disorder. I was

almost immediately ordered out to skirmish with my
Company, and continued advancing in that manner until

some English and German Dragoons, followed by some

French, passed along the front of the Brigade. At the
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noise of the advancing' liorsemen, the Company of the

3rd Battalion^ which was in front, ran in on the other

Company, which was still between the 52nd and 71st,

From that time it continued so to advance in that close

and compact order, until the Brigade, still formed in line

and four deep, came up to three Columns of the Old

Imperial Guard, which they attacked, and defeated.

I believe there was at the time a Column of Colonel

Halkett's Hanoverians in the rear of the 71st. I cannot

positively assert that I saw them, but think I remember

having- done so, but I am sure that I saw Colonel Halkett Saw Colonel

himself ride forward round the right flank of the 71st and

take a French Officer prisoner.

I conclude, therefore, that his Brigade, or part of them,

must have been near to the 3rd Brigade.

The Companies of the 3rd Battalion 95th were then 3rd 9 oth again

again extended, and followed, as fast as they were able, following the

accompanied by the 71st Regiment, still in line and four vetiring

deep, the retiring French, until they came near some houses,

which I believe to have been the farm of Rossomme.

I then, having been for some time in command of the

3rd Battalion, thinking that the Enemy would make a

stand, under cover of the houses, checked the advance of

the Riflemen, and having drawn them close together,

prepared to act in concert with the 71st Regiment. There

.was, however, no Enemy to attack. They had all gone off

in the dusk of the evening, and the 71st and 3rd Battalion Probably the

95th bivouacked for the nig^ht on the rig^ht of the wood.

approach of

the 2.'ird Lt.

DnigoonH.
See No. 48,

p. 98.

.Joins in the

attack on> the

three French
Squares near
the main road.

General
Cambronne
prisoner. See

next letter.

To the farm
of Rossomme.

I have, &c.,

W. Eeles,

Lieut.-Colonel Rifle Brigade.

the opposite

side of the
road.

—

Ed.

U )i
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Waterloo,

When Adam's
Brigade ad-

vanced, lost

no time in

following witti

the Osnabruck
Battalion,

taking it from
the post of

Hougoumont.

Sent his

Brigade-Maj.

for two more
Battalions,

but he was
killed before

delivering the
message.

Got in line

with Adam's
Brigade.

The Battalion

captured six

Guns with
their horses.

Witnessed ;

successful

charge of

Cavalry on
French
Infantry.

GENERAL WILLIAM HALKETT, HANOVEEIAN
SERVICE.

LlEUT.-CoLONEL COMMANDING A HaNOVERIAN BrIGADE.

TO CArXAIN L. BENNE, HANOVERIAN SERVICE.

Nienburg, December 20th, 1837.

Dear Sir,—
According to your wish I send you an account of the

proceedings o£ the Osnabruck Battalion and of the capture

of General Cambronne at the close of the battle of

Waterloo, for Mr. Siborne's information.

The moment General Adam's Brigade advanced I lost

no time to follow with the Osnabruck Battalion (2nd

Battalion, Duke of York), then on the left of Hougou-

mont, of which post I was in command, one of the

Battalions of my Brigade occupying the wood and two

others in the ditches in the rear, other troops occupying

the enclosures, &c.

During the advance I sent my Brigade Major, Captain

V. Saffe, to bring up the two Battalions posted in rear of

Hougoumont, but neither he nor the Battalions showed

themselves. Next day I found that Captain Saffe was

killed before having delivered the message. The Osnabruck

Battalion soon got in line and on the right of Adam's

Brigade. During the advance we were much annoyed by

the Enemy's Artillery. The first Company of the Osna-

bruck Battalion broke into platoons, and supported by the

sharpshooters of the Battalion, made a dash at the Artil-

lery on our right and captured six Guns with their horses.

Some hundred yards to our right were fiome Troojjs of

Hussars (I believe the 10th). 1 rode up to them and got

them to charge the head of a Column of Infantry, which

was drawing to their left in rear of the French Guards.

The charge succeeded admirably and the Column dispersed

behind some enclosures, after which 1 saw no more of the

Cavalry.

During our advance we were in constant contact with

the French Guards^ and I often called to them to surrender.
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For some time I had my eye upon, as I supposed^ the

General Officer in command of the Guards (being- in full

uniform) trying to animate his men to stand.

After having- received our fire with much effect, the

Column left their General with two Oflicers behind, when I

ordered the sharpshooters to dash on, and I made a f^allop

for the General. When about cutting him down he called

out he would surrender, upon which he preceded me [to the

rear], but I had not gone many paces before my horse got

a shot through his body and fell to the ground. In a few

seconds I got him on his legs again, and found my friend,

Cambronne, had taken French leave in the direction from

where he came. I instantly overtook him, laid hold of him Capture of

by the aiguillette, and brought him in safety and gave him Jambxjnno

in charge to a sergeant of the Osnabruckers to deliver to

the Duke ; I could not spare an Officer for the purpose, many

being wounded.

After this I kept in advance of Adam^s Brigade; we Got in ad-

soon pushed the two French Squares upon the mass of their
vance of

Adam's Bri-

Cavalry of all descriptions, who at one moment threatened gade [See

,
• /. TT i-'j.

• • General Plan,
us m a most vocijerous manner. However, arter receiving

;j^'q_ g, ^^^

our fire thev went off in all directions. About this time, dioveontwo
. . . . . . French

Officers were flying in all directions, seemingly with Squares.

orders from a superior. Some French Officers, prisoners. The Battalion

. 1 ., TVT 1 threatened by
said it was JNapoleon. Cavalry, who

We had the good fortune to take twelve or fourteen made oif on
rGCGivino* its

more Guns of the Guards, in full play on us. On our fire. °

advance the sharpshooters, supported by a Company, were Captured

sent among a mass of Guns, and by their fire increased
fo^^^e^en^more

the confusion, made many prisoners, and cut the horses Guns.

from the leading Guns. Next morning I found marked on

these Guns 52nd, 71st, &c., for I had followed the

Enemy on the Genappe road, where I met the Prussians, Met the

and moved on with them to some houses on the left of
^^'^i^^ans on
the Genappe

the road near Genappe, which houses I occupied during road, and

the night, the BattaUon being much knocked up, and not ^j^^^ ^^ ^g.^.

seeing any red-coats in the rear. Genappe.

Soon after we halted, I sent the Major of the
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Battalion with a Company into Genappe to see what was

going on; at daylight I returned to the Field of Battle,,

sent the Guns and Horses taken to Brussels, collected my
Brigade, and marched with them to Nivelles, when Lord

Hill desired me to collect the Officers of the Brigade round

him, on which occasion he paid them a handsome com-

pliment.

I hope the above short account of what I recollect of

the proceedings of the Osnabruck Battalion during the

latter j^art of the ever-memorable Battle of Waterloo may

prove of service to Mr. Siborne.

I remain, yours truly,

W. Halkett.

P.S.—The Knapsacks in possession of the Hanoverian

Troops were English, painted yellow. The Luneburg and

Bremen Verden had green coats ; the latter wore dark blue

trousers.—W. H.

Mitchell's Infantry Brigade.

The 4th Infantry Brigade consisted of the

14tli Regiment (3rd Battalion), the 23rd Royal

Welsh Fusiliers, and the 51st Light Infantry, and

was under the command of Lieut.-Colonel and

Brevet-Colonel H. H. Mitchell of the latter Regi-

ment.

At the commencement of the Battle of Waterloo

the Brigade was posted as follows :

—

Along the portion of the Avenue leading to

Hougoumont from the Nivelles road, and next

to the latter, was extended the Light ComjDany

of the 23rd. On its right w^as an abatin across

that road, and a Company of the 51st was sta-

tioned close to it. Four more Companies of

the 51st and the Light Comjmny of the 14th
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were extended along the hollow way in continua-

tion of the Houg'oumont Avenue, and the re-

mainder of the 51st were in support about 200

yards to the rear. The 14th Eegiment was posted

still further to the rear as a Reserve to the Light

Infantry of the Brigade, which was thus opposed

to the extreme left of the French Line. These

troops more or less occupied the same positions

throughout the day.

The 23rd Regiment was stationed on the left

of the Nivelles road, under the crest of the main

ridge, and in rear of the 2nd Brigade of Guards.

The latter having been gradually moved down

as reinforcements to Hougoumont, their ground

was occupied by Brunswick troops, and the 23rd

was advanced to an interval between the Bruns-

wick Squares. Here it was suddenly ordered to

prepare to receive Cavalry, instead of which the

Chasseurs of the Guard appeared before it, where-

upon the front face of the 23rd Square precipitately

opened an ineffectual fire, but instantly recovering

itself, the Regiment and the Brunswickers made

good their defence.

The 23rd remained in square until the final

advance, repelling several attacks of Cavalry. After

one of these attacks, a body of Cuirassiers which had

surrendered to the British Cavalry, breaking away

from a weak escort, galloped down the Nivelles

road in the endeavour to regain their own lines in

that direction. They were fired upon by the 51st,

and after suffering great loss, were for the most part

taken prisoners by the Company at the ahatis.

All the letters refer to Waterloo.
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The 23rd Regiment—Royal Welsh Fusiliers.

No. 131.

Waterloo.

The 23rd was
first posted in

rear of the

2nd Brigade
of Guards.

The Guards
being moved
to Hougou-
mont,the 23rd
advanced in

square to their

position.

In conse-

quence of the
numerous at-

tacks of

Cavah'y, re-

mained in

square all day.

Some of the
Cavalry at-

tempted to

retire by the

MAJOR R. R HOLMES, 23rd FUSILIERS.
Lieutenant 23rd Fusiliers.

Winchester, April 29th, 1835.

To the best of my recollection the 23rd Fusiliers was

the only Regiment of the Division to which they weie

attached absolutely engaged. Our Brigade was stationed

somewhere about Hal watching the road leading from

Lille to Brussels. The two Regiments brigaded with the

23rd—viz. J 51st and 3rd Battalion 14th—remained during

the day in the second line, I think on the right of the road

leading to Nivelles.

Durino' the nig-ht of the 17th June the 23rd bivouacked

in a rye-field near the village of Merbe Braine, but early

the foUowino' mornino^ moved into the second line on the

left of the Nivelles road, in rear of a Battalion of Guards,

where the Regiment deployed into line and lay on the

ground, in consequence of the French having placed some

Guns on the Nivelles road which killed one of our Captains

and wounded some men.

The Guards in the front line having been withdrawn to

the support of Hougoumont, the 23rd formed square and

moved up into that line. In consequence of the numerous

attacks of Cavalry we remained in square the whole day.

I only recollect one attack of Infantry (in column) during

the day, which did not alter our formation. Some Regi-

ment in our rear, I think the 71st, deployed into line and

advanced with the 23rd Square (a wing on each flank) some

distance down the slope of the hill. The Infantry having

given way a charge of Cavalry immediately followed. The

Regiment in line ran into square to our right, a little in

advance and nearer to the garden of Hougoumont.

I believe the Cavalry that attacked these two Squares

were nearly annihilated. Having suffered much from the

Squares they attempted to retreat by the Nivelles road,
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5l8T Reoime.vt,

which was thickly lined with skirmishers, and the Officer NivolloH road,

who commanded the left company of the Regiment
yp'^J^y thf^^

stationed on that road assured me at the time [that] Oist, and
, IT- 1 • 1 • Hcarcc-ly a nuin

scarcely a man succeeded m makmg nis escape. oHcapwl.

After this charge, finding that we were suffering both

from the French Guns and the fire from the garden of

jHougoumont, we again retired to our former position,

where we remained until the attack on the centre Ijy the After tho

French Guards, when we again advanced some short dis-
j^v^nch

^

tance in square, then deployed and advanced in line ; but Cxuaids, do-

r. T 1 • 1 1 1 1 n -J. ployed into
nndmg nothing to oppose us, we wheeled by Companies to lino and

the riffht and moved in column on the rio^ht of the Charleroi jomed m the
'='

_

'='

,
Grenural

road to about,'^ where we bivouacked for the night, and on Advance,

the following morning retraced our steps and rejoined the * 300 yards

two other Uegiments of the Brigade, and marched upon Belle Alliance.

Cambray by the Nivelles road. —Ed.

Yours, &c.,

R. P. Holmes,

Major 23rd Fusiliers.

The 51 ST Regiment—Light Infantry.

COLONEL S. RICE.

Major and Lieut.-Colonel 51st Eegiment.

Leeds, December 6th, ISo-i. No. 132.

The 51st Regiment was in the Corps of the Army Waterloo.

immediately under Lord Hill—brigaded with the 14th and Position of

23rd under the command of Colonel Mitchell, being a

Light Corps, and standing at the head of the Column,

upon its first formation at the crest of the position. Com-

panies were in succession ordered in front, and occupied

ground to the right of the Nivelles road, pretty nearly in

a line with the Hougoumont farm. Lastly, the remain-

ing Companies under my command descended and took
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Ordered bv
Lord Hill'to

hold his

ground to the

last, and to

expect no
support.

The olst were
in a manner
separated

from the rest

of the Army,
and took no
part in the
great move-
ments.

The French
Cuirassiers

endeavour to

escape by the

NiveUes road.

possession of a favourable rising ground, covered with tKiek

brushwood, and very defensible ag-ainst any sudden attack

of Cavalry. Here we remained posted, waiting orders.

Late in the day, I forget the hour, an Aide-de-Camp

from Lord Hill came down with an order to keep tJtis

(jround to the lad, as he was withdrawing his whole force

to the left, and that I must not expect any support.

Consequently I prepared myself to render as defensible as

possible the post committed to my charge.

Being so separated from the Army, you will perceive

we bore no decided part in the Action, and were but hold-

ing ground during the great movements. The French had

a line of Cavalry—vedettes—in our front, and to their

rear at a considerable distance, I could perceive a body of

Lancers, who no doubt were waiting some favourable

moment to advance.

Situated as I was, I could see but little of what was

going on to my left, except the charge of the French

Cuirassiers on the left of Hougoumont farm, on the posi-

tion. After [being] foiled in this attempt against the

Squares, a considerable body passed down the Nivelles

road, on which there was an aha t is. I was so placed as to

perceive this, and gave my parties in advance orders to fire,

for, being so much in their rear, could not well distinguish

friend from foe. The fire was successful, though some

few miraculously cleared the ahaiis. I mention this merely

to show our ground, [more] than anything else.

What I have offered I fear you will not consider very

satisfactory, but you must bear in mind we were not

connected during any part of the memorable day with any

of the principal movements. In fact, I have considered

my Regiment as a picket detached from the main body,

throwing out skirmishers and supports, according to my
own view, and in covering a certain space of ground.

I have been frequently questioned respecting the Battle

of Waterloo and movements, and my reply has invariably

been that I was so situated as to have but a partial view
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0l8T EbOIMEXT.

of the Field^ and not engag-ed in the o-reat conflict that

was ra<>Mng to my left. In fact; I may say that I was

stationary throuo^hout the day, and the only order I

received was the one I have already mentioned.

I beg, &c.) '

S. Rice,

Colonel late 5ist Regiment.

MAJOR J. ROSS, 5 1st REGIMENT.

Captain 51st Regiment.

Memorandum hy Major Ross and Officers ofolst Regiment.

Neiv Ross, County of Wexford, Ai^ril 24:th, 1835. ^q_ ^33,

On arriving at Waterloo from Grammont on June 17th, Waterloo.

1815, the 51st Light Infantry bivouacked during the night.

On the morning of the 18th, the Brigade took up a

position at about ten o^clock in rear of Hougoumont until

the Enemy made their appearance on the rising ground of

La Belle Alliance, when, on their Columns advancing, a

Company of the Regiment was ordered to extend and cover

the right of Hougoumont to meet the Enemy's skirmishers,

who were moving forward at the head of their Columns.

Erom the undulatino^ nature of the o^round and the hio'h -^ Company

standing corn, this Company (Captain Phelps') did not come skmnished

in contact with the Enemv until within about seventy paces ^^^ *^®
^,

•' ^ Ji^neiuv on tne
of each other, when a firing commenced. The Enemy's opposite rising

Cavalry were supporting their advance, but our Infantry S^oim

at this time were not so supported. The Enemy retired

slowly towards the enclosures of Hougoumont; their

Columns were then halted upon the slope of the hill.

About this period of the affair a small body of Light

Cavalry came to support our skirmishers, and at the same

time a Staff Officer arrived with a verbal order from Lord f*
^^^, retired

. . .
bv order ot

Hill to retire, and the Company retired in the usual wa\-. Lord Hill.
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The
Cairassicrs

trying to

retire by the

Nivelles road.

skirmishing upon and near tlie Nivelles road^ and halted on

joining- four Companies of the 51st imder Major Keyt, and

posted with their left on the road, and a few hundred yards

to the right of Hougoumont supported by the remainder of

the Regiment, which position the Regiment maintained

during the day.

At about two p.m., a small force of the Enemy^s

Cuirassiers that charged through our lines (and there

surrendered) took an opportunity of breaking" from a weak

escort of Dragoons, and attempted to cut their way back

by the Nivelles road, where a Company of the 51st

Regiment was posted (Captain John Ross^). This Com-

pany was prepared to receive them in consequence of the

supports and reserves of the 51st having fired at them

6)1 passant. They were commanded by an Officer who

surrendered to Captain Ross, although he was closely

jjursued by some English Light Dragoons, to whom he

would not again surrender, as he had formerly been their

prisoner. There were twelve horses and eight Cuirassiers

killed on this occasion, and the remainder, about sixty,

were dismounted, taken, or dispersed. In this affair

Captain Ross^ Company had the advantage of an abatis

across the road where it was posted.

No. 134.

FROM THE SAME.

Coventry, WarwicJcshire, August 16ih, 1836.

Waterloo.

See Plan,

p. 310.

Stations of

the Brigade.

His own
Company at

the abatis.

In the first instance I am not aware that a Company
of the 14th Regiment was skirmishing along the broken

bye-road or hollow way, as I only saw four Comj^anies of

the 51st there, and they had the good cover of this deep

road and were posted so as to take advantage of it.

One Company of the 51st (my own) was jjosted at

the ahalis on the high road, and the Light Company of

the 2'3rd Fusiliers rested their right on the said abatis, their

left communicating with the Guards that were lining the

road from Houffoumont.
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OlsT Reoxmext,

The other Companies of the 51st were placed as marked

in your Plan.

The approach to Iloug-oumont was, as previously stated,

occupied by the Guards, their right restin^^ on the Light

Company of the 23rd Fusiliers, and this Company joined

mine on the abatis in the manner represented in the Plan
;

but all these troops had earlier in the day been further in

advance, and they were recalled by an order from Lord

Hill.

There were some straggling Brunswickers, who -joined ^9°^^ Bruns-

1 P P 1 • n IT wick old
our ranks at this place, and a tew of their old soldiers soldiers join

remained during the day with my Company, as they ^^™'

recollected me when serving with them in the 7th Division

as Aide-de-Camp to Major-General De Bernewitz in the

Peninsula.

I am not aware that there was any other Enemy's

Infantry Column nearer than the one marked F, and I Tins was the

I'll 1 -n J 1 • • 1
• Column to the

do not think that the Lnemy s skirmishers at any time right of the

approached nearer than 60 yards. "^^^"^ of Hon-
i ^ -^

_
goumont. oee

When the General Advance took place the ground in Plan, p. 310.

our front was vacated by the French Lancers, and all their

troops were in retreat the moment it was ascertained that

our Foreign Allies had arrived.

There were two Brunswick Squares during the day on

the left of the road as marked by you B B, but I am not See Plan,

aware that there was ani/ large force of Brunswickers on P"

the right near the knoll, but there were certainly a few

stragglers there.

The 14th Begiment were as marked on the Plan, in

rear of, and intended as a support to, the 51st.

Believe me, &c.,

John Ross.
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Halkett's Ineantrt Brigade.

The 5th iDfantry Brigade was composed of the

30th Eegiment (2nd Batt.), the 33rd Eegiment, the

69th Eegiment (2nd Batt.), and the 73rd Eegi-

ment (2nd Batt.), and was under the command of

Major-General Sir Colin Halkett, K.C.B., who was

twice wounded at the Battle of Waterloo.

The Brigade reached Quatre Bras a little before

5 p.m. on the IGth June by the Nivelles road. It

was at once moved up to the right between the

Qualre Bras
"^^^^ ^® Bossu and the Charleroi road, in support

of the Brunswickers, and of Pack's advanced

Battalions. The latter having nearly expended all

their ammunition, the 69tli Eegiment was pushed

forward to their assistance.

Halkett, who had perceived the French Cavalry

preparing to attack, sent word to the 69th to form

square. They were in the act of doing so, when
the Prince of Orange ordered them to form line,

and the Cavalry approaching unseen, owing to the

high-standing corn, suddenly charged the Eegi-

ment in this situation, completely rolled it up, and

in the confusion captured one of its Colours.

The 30th Eegiment, on the other hand, received

the Cavalry in square, and repulsed them in such a

manner as to call forth the commendations of Sir

Thomas Picton.

When the Cavalry retired, the Square of the

33rd, which had been formed on rising ground,,

suffered so severely from the Prench Artillery fire,

that it was found necessary to form it into line.

The Eegiment was advancing in that formation to
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the support of some Brunsvvickors, when a report

was spread along tlie line that the French Cavalry

was in its rear, upon which it rushed into the wood

in disorder. Sir C Halkett then came up, and,

seizing one of the Colours, made the Regiment

re-form upon it, and order was thus restored.

As the Guards gradually advanced through the

Bois de Bossu, Halkett's Brigade moved forward

up to the little rivulet, behind which it rested for

the night.

At Waterloo the Brigade was posted to the Sce General

left of Maitland's Gruards, and thus formed the left
^^' ^

portion of all the British Infantry on the right of

the Brussels Charleroi road.

Nearly the whole of the day it was formed in

squares to resist the repeated attacks of the French

Cavalry. Owing to the reduced state of the Regi-

ments, the 30th and 73rd . together formed one

Square, the 33rd and 69th another. The Light

Infantry of the Brigade was extended on the

exterior slope of the position during the intervals

between the Cavalry attacks.

In the evening, General Halkett being wounded

for the second time, the command of the Brigade

devolved upon Colonel Elphinstone, of the 33rd

Regiment.

When the British Guards advanced to drive back

the first attacking Column of the Imperial Guard,

the 33rd and 69th were pushed forward by Halkett

to cover their flank, which became exposed, as the

attack of the Imperial Guard was accompanied by a

corresponding advance of D'Erlon's Corps. Donze-

lot's Division of the latter moved forward in columns,
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with Guns in the intervals, against Halkett's Bri-

gade, and the troops on its left. The fire of some

of these Guns on the Square of the 30th and 73rd

was at one time so destructive, that it was thrown

into some confusion, but the Enemy retiring at the

moment, it was brought into order again.

The Brigade was then formed into line, and on

the next and last advance of the Erench Infantry,

received them with so well directed a volley, that

after a little interval of musketry, they turned and

fled.

The Brigade joined in the General Advance, and

bivouacked for the night near La Belle Alliance.

Nos. 136, 137, 138, 141, 142, and 143 refer to

Quatre Bras.

Nos. 136, 138, and 142 to the Eetreat on the

17th June, and all the letters, except 137, 141, 142,

and 143, to Waterloo.

LIEUT.-GENEEAL SIR COLIN HALKETT, K.C.B.,

G.C.H.

Major-Genekal axd K.C.B., Commanding 5th Infantky Biugaue.

No. 135. 93, Sydney Place, Bath, November hth, 1835.

Waterloo. I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your
Position of

let^gj, o£ ^i^g 2nd, relative to the Battle of Waterloo, and

30th and 73rd i'^ answer 1 beg to inform you that my Brigade was posted
formed in ^^ the rjc^ht of La Have Sainte, and that the two Bat-
squaro. They

.

^
.

repel charges talions, the 30tli and 73rd Regiments, were formed in

Cavakv'^
square, and that they were by the French Cavalry charged

Also make a several times without effect. They also made a movement

S^l!* *° *° *^^^ farmhouse when taken by the Enemy, but without

Haye, but fail, effect and [with] considerable loss.

33rd & 69th in Tj^^ remainino- i)art of the Brigade (aSrd and G9th
double column

. .

» v

in support, Regiments) were in double column formed on the centre
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Si

in support, but on the Enemy advancing- upon tlie Ciuards,

1 moved them forward towards the position of the [French]

Guards, and in their front, which had the good effect of

arresting" their progress; this movement created a heavy

loss both of Officers and men.

These are the t/vo on I// subjects wortli mentioning, ex-

cepting having sent out the Light Company of (I think)

the G9th Regiment to skirmish with the Enemy, and

having the Enemy on their ilauks in La Haye Sainte, tliey

were nearly annihilated. This was done by the /jo-stlirt'

order of the Prince of Orange, and seeing their unpro-

tected state I recalled them.

I remain, &c.,

Colin Halkett.

l; a. i I A I.K ).TT.

and on aj)-

proach of \nt

attack of Iin-

porial (iii;tr<I

ai-O HlOvr;(l

forward in

Hijj>j»ort of

the liriti)-li

( Miardn.

Th(; I'rinc*- of

OranL,'(,- orders

a Li<^)it T'oni-

pany out to

(skinriish, with
I.a Hayo
ISainto on its

tlank, so that
it was nO'^rlj'

destroyed.

FROM THE SAME.

33, Gloucester Place, Fortman Square, March 21sf, 1837.

I was the only General Officer with the Division in a

field betwixt Quatre Bras and Nivelles. Unexpectedly I

received an order to move on towards Quatre Bras, and on

clearing the wood that ran down towards the Enemy^s left,

I received an order from Sir Thomas Picton to bring the

left shoulders up of the leading Brigade, the bf/t British

of the 'ird Division [the remaitider to proceed towards the

left, of the lad. I know nothing further of their transac-

tions on that day). My order from Sir Thomas was to

move through the wood, and if possible to fall upon the left

of the French Army, and further to act as I thought most

advantageous.

In proceeding with the view to follow the directions I

received, an A.D.C. of General Pack came up to me, stat-

ing that Pack^s Brigade had expended nearly the whole

of their ammunition, and that if I did not support him he

would be obliged almost immediately to abandon the post

he held, which was of great advantage to our position,

&c. &c. Under these circumstances I directed the 69th

V

Xo. 130.

Quatre Bias.

On arriving,

ordered by
Picton to

move through
the Bois de
Bossu, ami if

possible to

attack the
French left.

•SVr Plan of

Quatre Bras.

Pack, whose
Br-ig-adc in

front had
nearly ex
pended its

ammunition,
asks for

suppoit,

And the G9tli

is sent to hins.
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Kegiment to proceed and form under cover of the farm-

yard Pack oceujoied, and to communicate with the General,

&c., and act aceordiug" to his orders. On my further

advance to accomplish what I had been instructed to do,

I found the Brunswick Corps, who had lost their Duke,

retiring- rather precipitately. 1 immediately communicated

with the Officer then commanding- them (Olferman) and

expressed my opinion as to the mode of their retrograde

movement, and broug-ht them up under cover in a ditch

running nearly jjarallel to the line of the Enemy, and I

considered it my duty to remain in support of the Bruns-

wickers until further communication could be made Avith

headquarters.

In the meantime I, with one of my A.D.C.''s (jalloped

to the front so as to clear the farm covered by wood

which Pack occupied, and perceived a large Corps of

Cavalry forming by detachments, moved forward under
ahyprcpiinng ^^ appearance of o-oino: to water their horses. I im-
to advance.

.

&> ?:>

mediately, however, made my mind up as to their intention

of moving forward almost immediately. I had hardly

returned to my Brigade when a heavy Artillery fire com-

menced upon the road, and having sent Lieut. [? Kelsey]

one of my A.D.C.''s to the 69th Regiment to inform them

and Pack that I expected the Cavalry to advance, and I

su2:)posed the Guns indicated that intention, and that the

69th Regiment should, forthwith, prepare to receive

Cavalry, I received an answer from the Commanding

Officer of the 69th Regiment (Colonel Morice) that my
order had been received and that he had attended to my
instructions. Unfortunately, in the act of forming square

an Ojjiccr Ithjli. in rank came up to the 69th Regiment, and

ordered by the asked what they were about. The reply was the directions

Orange to they received from me, on which he said [there was] no
form line.

Ilalkett meets
some Bruns-
wickei's retir-

ing precipi-

tately after

having lost

their Duke,
and assists in

restoring their

order.

Considers he
ought to

remain in

support of

them.

Having gal-

loped to the

front near
Gemioncourt,
sees the

French Cav-

Sent word to

the 69th to

prepare to

receive them,

While f(jrm-

ing square,

the 69th were

Upon which
they were at-

tacked by the

Cavalry, who
rode tlnougli

them.

chance of the Cavalry appearing, and ordered them to

form column and to deploy into I'nie, which of course was

complied with, and during this very movement the Cavalry

did attack, rode through the 69th Regiment, but situated

as the// irere, the Enemy sulferod w heavy loss. On our
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•Sm C. IIai.kk'it.

side the same took phiee, and, most extraordinary, one of

the Coloarn ot" the lie<^iment never appeared after the

breaking- up of the GOth llcgiment by the charge. I can, This is an

I think, say with tral/i althoui^h the Colour was never seen ''V?^' K^':
•^

^

7 .
Colour ot thf;

or heard of, that it did not- fall into the J']nemy's hands, COth wo,

which of course is satisfactory. Cuirassu-r

I must relate an inquiry made by the Duke of Wei- Lami of iho

lington through one of his Grace^s A.D.C/s, after my _e J.
°

[illegible] instead of proceeding. My reply was what I

have before related, and that I thought I could not leave

the situation I was in until further support moved up.

Another A.D.C. came up and desired me to effect what I

was ordered if I could pass the wood. However, before I

could put my Corps in motion the 1st A.D.C. returned

with directions to follow up my views where I was, and

to act accordingly. This answer relieved me from the

duty I was first sent upon by Sir Thomas Picton, and

there I remained and was partially engag-ed on two or

three occasions.

When the Action ceased, I expected to be ordered to

join my Division, instead of which, I think it was the

Adjutant-General, Sir E. Barnes, came to me and wished

to speak to me in private. From him I received the order On the close

to let my Brigade remain where they were, and employ HalketTis^"

them as I thought best, and that I was to command the ordered to

advanced posts during the night, and that in the course of outposts,

the night I should hear from Headquarters, &c. &c. I, of

course, although more fatigued than ever I felt, naturally

[was] flattered by the communication I had on the subject

of myself, and in the course of the night Sir E. Barnes Hears of the

joined me and told me what had happened to the Prussian f^^"^
°^

'•

_
.

'- '-

_
Liigny, and

Army, and that his Grace directed I should retire before receives the

daybreak, and taking care that the Enemy did not observe
j-gtire

our motions. Of course, everything to effect this was

accordingly communicated along the advance line, and we

retired, leaving fires, &c., as if we were in position, ic'itJiout Eetre:it on

heinrj pursued by the French, and joined the Brigade on '

the march to the point I was directed [on] in good

V 2
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A severe

march, owing
to the heavy
rain, and
1 icing sent the

wrong wav.

order. And our march to Waterloo was a severe one, from

having" been led the wrong- road by one of the Quarter-

master General's Staff, and obliged to cross the country

through water above the men^s knees.

Fortunately having suspected something similar, I

ordered back my Artillery, who got into the right road,

otherwise I do not think I could have brought them with

me on the 17th to Waterloo.

Yours, &c.,

Colin Halkett.

No. 137.

Quatre Bras.

Retreat of

33rd into the

wood.

For explana-

tion of this,

see No. 142,

p. 335.

FROM THE SAME.
Calais, June 5th, 1839.

In answer to yours of the 28th May I do recollect a

Battery of Artillery having made its appearance, but iclicre

I do not know, and it was so much in my rear that I paid

no attention to it or its effects ; and as to the retreat of my
Brigade I must differ with you on that subject.

The only part that really did retreat was one Regiment

(the 33rd), and which I was not all satisfied with. The Regi-

ment with jiir, or near where I was, did not make the least

movement, only one wing thrown back. The Brunswickers

in my front took up my attention too much. I must,

however, do them the justice of saying that in this

instance the French Cavalry had no effect upon them, nor

did they move in any shape.

The 33rd I rode to the moment I could absent myself

from the front, and I recollect I had some difficulty in

getting them to the order they ought to have remained in,

and I took one of their Colours and advanced to the front

with it, which I think had the desired effect, and soon got

them into the order they ought nerer to have lost. They

then appeared steady and I left them. At this period,

however, the Cavalry were in, or had effected their, retreat,

and I think they lost a great number of men and horses.

Yours, &c.,

Colin Halkett.
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.'JOth Keoiment.

The 30t{i Re(;imext.

MAJOR J. PRATT, LATE 27tii REGIMENT.
Lieutenant 30th Eegiment.

London, March 23rcZ, 1835. No. 138.

Having- been wounded and obliged to leave the Field

about six p.m.^ I am unable to give specific replies to your

most important questions, which relate to a subsequent

period, and I think you will readily agree with me that a

young Subaltern Officer, such as I was at that pei'iod, harassed

and fatigued after two days^ pi-evious marching, fighting,

and starving (for by some mismanagement our Division

was not provisioned), was not likely to take particular

notice of the features of the ground over which he was

moving, or to direct his observations much beyond the

range of what was likely to affect himself and the few

soldiers immediately about him.

But as you express a wish to be made acquainted with such

details of these memorable events as came within my
immediate observation, with a view to the compilation of a

minute and correct explanatory narrative, I beg to refer

you to the accompanying document, in which I have

thrown together, in the shape of a journal, my recollection

of the events in which I took part on the [16th,] 17th, and

18th June.

I have, &c.,

JoHx Pratt,

Major, late 37th Regt.

Recollections of the Battle of Waterloo—16th, 17th,

and 18th June, 1815.

16th. The '3rd Division, after marching during part of Quatre Bras,

the night of the 15th and the morning of the 16th, came

into position at Quatre Bras between three and four p.m.,
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This is an aud immediately took up the ground of the 5tli Division

BrH^adoad^ (then retiring, and much crippled), and moved in advance.

vanccd to the "^'as engaged until between nine and ten at night, when
right of the ,^ k .- . . -,

5th Division, the Action terminated.

—Ed. .......
The ground between it (Gemioncourt) and a wood on the

right was occupied during the night by the advance posts

of the British Brigade 3rd Division, the main body being

concealed in the hollow ground in the rear.

17th. At daylight found ourselves in close contact with

the Eneray^s outposts, scarcely removed from each other

by more than half musket shot.

Retreat on
the 17th.

At this time [9 a.m.] the 3rd was, I believe, the only

Division of Infantry on the ground, the remainder of

the Army having made a retrograde movement during

the night, or early in the morning of the 17th. Between

eleven and twelve a.m. received orders to withdraw,

having as much address as possible not to attract the

notice of the Enemy ;
passed the Hussar Brigade, which

was formed half a league in the rear, and joined the

Division eu route.

About four \).m. the rain began to descend in torrents,

and rendered the fallow fields almost impassable

and we filed into our position about half-past seven or

eight o'clock.

Waterloo.

( )rdereJ to

.stand to their

arin.s ahout
11 a.m.

Brigade
formed two
>S(iiiare.s, 30th
and 73rd one,

33rd and G9th
the other.

18th. The appearance of the morning was most dii^mal

and dreary ......
About eleven a.m. the cry of " Stand to your arms "

passed rapidly down the Line, and a general discharge or

drawing of firelocks immediately took place, they being

almost unserviceable from their previous use, and the heavy

rain they were exposed to during the night. The line was

ordered to retire a little to gain the interior slope of the

position, and then formed into squares, two llegiments

generally forming one square ; thus in Sir Colin Halkett's

Brigade the 30th and 73rd formed one, and the 33rd and
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69th the other square. These llegiments did not at that Th<; lu-^i-

period average more than 450, or at the utmost 500
avv','a*!,'f.'|n,|I.*',

effective men each. After this formation the Squares hiy than .jOO men

down, and the crest of the position interposed between them liVdown lir-

and the Enemy. The Artillery was advanced in about the J"";^ /-rot of

. . .
position,

same proportion on the exterior slope, and the Light iJattoric-.s in

Troops of the Division moved to the front to cover and ^ '

support it.

This force consisted, to the best of my recollection, in the

following" details : Four British Light Companies formed Light Troops

into a Battalion under Lieutenant-Colonel Vigoureux,
^,^ntout'ir?

30th Regiment; 1st and 2nd Light Battalions, K.G.L. front in skir-

They occupied the farmhouse and garden of La Haye
Sainte—a Light Hanoverian Battalion and the Jagers von

Kilmansegge (Rifles).

The orders delivered to me upon that occasion as Orders issued

Adjutant of the Light Battalion by Major-General Sir
i^lmtr^'of*

C. Halkett were to the following effect: "To cover and the Biigade

protect our Batteries. To establish ourselves at all times Halkett.

as much in advance as might be compatible with prudence.

To preserve considerable intervals between our extended

files for greater security from the fire of the Enemy's

Batteries. To show obstinate resistance against Infantry

•of the same description, but to attempt no formation or

•offer useless opposition to charges of Cavalry, but to retire

in time upon the Squares in our rear, moving in a direct

line without any reference to Regiments or Nations. When
the charge was repulsed, to resume our ground.''"'

About mid-day, rather before twelve, the first shot was

fired ... It was the first report that reached my ears

that morning, and was directed against masses of Infantry

moving on Hougoumont. The Enemy^s Artillery did not

reply for some time, but we could see them distinctly

taking up their position immediately in our front.

The Enemy's Artillery had now opened a tremendous m, -r-

.

^ The Enemv s

fire along the entire extent of the left centre of the Aitilleiy open
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ii heavy fire, position^ but oliielly directed ag'ainst our Batteries. Several

IJattems?
*^"^

large shells also fell with precisiou in the midst of us, but

the ground being very soft, generally buried themselves

deep, and did not do as much mischief as i;nder other

oireunistances might have been the case.

The Light The Light Troops crept down the hill to nearly its foot,

vance to tiio
^^^ ^^'^^ ^^ ^"'^'^^ encounter any Infantry, but were driv^en

foot of the back by a charge of Cavalry, Took refuge in the Squares,.

1,
.'

, , and when the cbaro-e was rei)ulsed immediately occuitied
Driven Lack

_ .

=5 ' J i

by a chari>e former position. .....
The fire of the Enemy's Artillery became now very

galling, exposed as we were to it, and almost all the

Artillery horses had already fallen under it.

These charges In the interval we experienced more than one charge

the intervals f*^ Cavalry, and the Light Infantry, in their occasional

the skir- advances, now encountered the same description of force,
misher.s are

. . .

opposed by usually engaging and sustaining a desultory fire near the
slciimiahers.

f,^^^ ,,f the^cspective positions.

The Enemy^s Batteries, too, had gained considerably in

advance, and the Light Troops were now inv'ariably assailed

by grape as well as musketry, when they showed them-

selves at the foot of the position, endeavouring to offer a

The Enemy's feeble resistance to the encroachments of the Enemy's

tablishra itself
I^f^^^^^Ti ''^^'^ establishing' itself Avell in advance, and

well in evidently preparing for the final attack.
advance, pre-

jiaring for the
.......

final attack. Throughout the whole day, and during my frequent

advances and retreats, I only once, or at most twice,^

entered my own Square, the line on which I had to direct

myself usually leading me on a German or Hanoverian

Square.

Such was the luiture of the struggle that took place,

during the greater })ortion of the day, on that part of the

position situated between La Ilaye Sainte and Ilougou-

mont, and which is, I believe, usually denominated the

" left centre.^'
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Towards the close of" llie day 1 found myself for the

lust time near the hottoiii of our slojje with the few Tji^hl

Troops that were remaining". The lirinjj^ on the left had

slackened or ceased, and the Enemy^s position in our

immediate front was being- covered with Infantry. Their

Artillery also had taken up a position much in advance,

and was firing-, chiefly grape, amongst the scattered Light

Troops, which were gradually retiring- before the over-

whelming force opposed to them.

La Haye Sainte being in possession of the Enemy, our After La

left was necessarily much thrown back, so as to place us
^va.s tak'i"bv

nearly in eclielon with the crest of the position. It was at tho Plnemy,

this period that I was wounded, and, of course, I ceased to jine of .skir-

be an eye-witness of what took iilace afterwards. mi.shcrs is
^ ^ murh tniown

back.

" • -c • Is wounded
before last

attack of the
French.

MAJOK E. MACREADY, 30th REGIMENT.

Lieutenant [P] 30th Eegimext.

3, Stratford Place, April IZrcl, 1846. Xo. 139.

I enclose you a letter I have by me (which you can

keep), written 1836, to Gawler, but never sent, as after

it was done, my disinclination to come forward as a

controversialist induced me to keep it back and leave

the matter alone. .....
Always, &c.,

Edwaed jNIaceeady.

To Lieut.-Col. Gawler. Unattached.

Kandy, Ceylon. November oOth. 1836.

Sir,—Although a stranger to you, 1 can readil}- believe Waterloo.

that I need rot apologise for troubling you with a few

observations on certain points whereon, in your letter
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inserted in the last July numLev of the United Serr/'ce

Journal, you express yourself" desirous of information.

They were
Sent Ijv the

Duke tu fill up
a gap in the

line on the
left of Hal-
kett'sBiigade.

Eepulse of a
French
Column hv
30th and 73id.

The attacking
Column of the
Guard
advanced
against the
British

Guards, who
were right of

3;ird and 69th,

who were
again right of

30th and 73rd.

Therefore,

this portion
of "Moj-enne
Garde " must
have been
combined with
Donzelot's

Division,

which at-

tacked ILil-

kett's left.

—Ed.
Hee Gcnei'al

Plan, Xo. 2.

Perilous con-
fu.sion into

which the
30th and 73rd
were thrown.

A heavy Column of Brunswickers came up to our left

(30th and 73rd Reg-iments) in the evening- of June 18th.

A remark upon them in my Journal states that " they fell

hack at first bodily, but were rallied and afterwards stood

their ground/^ If I am not deceived, Captain Hughes,

] st West India Regiment (then a Lieutenant of the 30th,

and, if I may be permitted to say so, a nwsi gallant officer),

received a wound while assisting to rally them. But I do

not think that these Brunswickers were engaged with the

Guard. I saw no troops of the Guard to the French right

of that Column which advanced on us (30th and 73rd), and

which, though it came over the hill in beautiful order, was

an inconceivable short time before us, turning and flying to

a man at the single volley we fired, and the hurrah that

followed it. Having expected great things from them, we
were astonished at their conduct, and we young soldiers

almost fancied there was some '^ ruse " in it. The men I

spoke to as they lay wounded were all of the '^ Moyenne
Garde.'^

By the way, it may lead to misconception if I do not

mention that by some arrangement, of which I know
nothing, the contiguous Columns and subsequent Squares

of the 30th and 73rd Regiments were to the left of those

formed by the 33rd and 69th Regiments.
'' That there was a great giving way near this point

about this period is certain ^' enough. But I believe you

must consider what follows to a certain extent as private,

for I should be loth to offend any of my old friends by

causing a public allusion to an awkward circumstance,

of which I really know nothing but its alarming con-

sequences.

Late in the day the French had brought ujd two Guns
on the crest of our position, which fired grape into our

Square (30th and 73rd) with very deadly effect. Some one

in authority must have thought that the bank of a hedge
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which rail a very short distance in our rear would ai'i'ord

us some eover, and in an evil moment we received the com-

mands to face about and march down to it.

You may readily conceive that (ire would not slacken on

a body effecting^ such a movement ; but thouf»-h sufferinj^

sadly, and disordered by our poor wounded fellows clinginj^

to their comrades thinking- they were beiiif^ abandoned, our

little Square retained its formation, and we had all but

reached the hedge, when a body of men (British) rushed in

amongst us, turned us altogether into a mere mob, and

created a scene of frightful confusion. Fortunately the

Enemy took no advantage of it.

Nothing could be more gratifying than the conduct of Gnitifyiir,'

, . -. . , -.,j, ., , comliict of
our people at this disastrous period. While men and the mf;n.

Officers v/ere jammed together and carried along by the

pressure from without, many of the latter, some cursing,

otliers literally crying with rage and shame, were seizing the

soldiers and calling on them to halt, while these admirable

fellows, good-humouredly laughing at their excitement,

were struggling to get out of the melee, or exclaiming "^y
G—d, I'll stop. Sir, but I^m off my legs."

I know nothing that remedied this terrible disorder

but a shout which some one raised, and in which all joining

the mass halted as if by word of command. An Officer was

immediately desired by Major Chambers (who fell some

minutes later) to take such men as he could get in addi-

tion to the Light Company, then reduced to fourteen rank Andre-estab-

and file, and to push up the hill as far as he dare to cover order,

the re-formation. This was effected without difficulty, and

all afterwards went right.

The falling back in Halkett^s Brigade, and of the

Brunswick Column occurred very near together, and I can

readily conceive this to have been the period to which the

French " Temoiii Oculaire " alludes to when he speaks of

Battalions being seen " eii debandade " on our height.

Of these facts, therefore, I feel that I can assure you,

— 1st. That a heavy Column of Brunswickers was on the

immediate left of the -SOth and 73rd Reo-iments in the
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Genl. Alava
Nvas Spanish
CommissioBir
to the British

Army.— El).

The disorder

was nearly
fatal to the

remains of

Halkett'.-,

l>ri"adc.

eveniDg of the 18th June, and that General Alava's and

the '' other testimony '^ are reconcilable and true. ilnd.

That a body of German Leg-ion Cavalry passed to the front

by the right of the 30th Regiment at the very finish (we

did not advance beyond the crest of our own ridge) ; and

3rd, that the unaccountable movement I have mentioned,

with its accompaniments, was as near as possible being

fatal to the remains of Halkett^'s Brigade at a most eventful

period of the day.

Believe, &c.,

EwD. Macheady,

Captain 30th Regt.

The 33rd Regiment.

No. 140.

"Waterloo.

.'i3rd had been
in advance on
left of Brussels

road during
night of 17th.

Next morning
was moved
along cross

road to posi-

tion ofBrigade
on left of

Guards.

33rd and G9th
form one
square.

About
7 o'clock

Brigade
fonued in lino

four deep.

Final attack

of the French.

COLONEL W. K. ELPHINSTONE, 33rd REGIMENT.
LlEVT.-CoLOXEL 33llD KeGIMENT.

Enfield, November 28th, 1834.

I beg to inform you that the 33rd Regiment, after

being withdrawn from the left of the road near La Haye

Sainte, where it was placed in advance on the night of the

17th, moved along a cross road or lane behind that farm,

and was formed in square with the 69th Regiment at some

distance to the right, and in rear of La Haye Sainte, in

echelon to the Square of the 30th and 73rd Regiments,

which were further in advance. Between four and five

oY'lock the two Regiments moved forward, and soon after

formed line with the 30th and 73rd. The Brigade (5th)

then advanced to the top of the hill on rising ground, and

about seven o'clock, when the Enemy's final attack was

made, was formed four deep, on the immediate left of the

1st Guards.

At this time Columns of French Infantry were ad-

vancing, with Guns between the heads of the Columns.

\
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These, when within a short distance of our position, lialted

and soon after <^ave way.

The 5th Brifi^ade, wliich had suffered much duriiij^ th<3

Action and at Quatre 15ras, was not ordered forward. It

was afterwards moved a little in advance and remained on

the ground during- the night ....
I have, &c.,

W. K. ELrillXSTONE,

LIEUT.-COLONEL J. M. HARTY, 33rd REGIMENT.

Captain 33rd Regiment.

140, Leeson Street, December 22nd, 1842. No. 141.

On my return home yesterday I received your note Quatre Bras,

respecting the movements of the 33rd Regiment at Quatre

Bras, and feel sorry that it is not in my power to give any

authentic information respecting them, inasmuch as being Detached

Captain of the Light Company of the Regiment which
jn°.|^t with th

formed part of the Flank Battalion, 1 was absent from my Light In-

^ 1 . ,11 fantrv of the
own Corps durmg the day. Brio-ade.

The Flank Battalion consisted of the Light Companies

of the Brigade under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel

Vigoureux of the 30th Regiment, and we were under him,

acting in the vicinity of, and in connection with, his own The latter

Regiment commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel Hamilton, fo.i'ms square
^ -^

. .
' with the 30th

SO much so that we (the Battalion) formed square with Regiment.

that Corps when charged by French Lancers, on which Picton tells

occasion the firm conduct of the Square called forth the ^^l. o^^r^f*
unqualified approbation of the late Sir Thomas Picton, who the soththat

was an eye-witness, and galloped up ; and, calling for the the frallant

commanding officer, told Colonel Hamilton that he would f^onduct of the

.
Square to the

report their gallant conduct to the Duke. Duke.

. .
'

• . . •

Believe, &:c.,

J. M. Haety.
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33ki) Eegiment.

Tl'.l TEIILOO LE TTEllS.

F. H. PATTISON, ESQ.

Lieutenant 33ia) Kegimext.

TO }IIS KKOTHEU, J. I'ATTISOX, ESQ.

Xo. 142.

Quatre Bras.

Sec Plan.

Halkett's

Brigade
arrived be-

tween 4 and
5 p.m.

Ordered to

move round
the Bois de
Bossu to the

right, and
suijport the
right of

Picton's Divi-

sion, which
was advanced
towards
Gemioncourt.

Cavalry being
perceived, the

33rd formed
square.

Dalmain, December 6th, 1842.

My Dear John,—I think the best wa}^ I possibly can

answer Captain Siborne^s query about the <33rcl Reg-iment

is by giving' him a short sketch of what came under my
notice at the Battle of Quatre Bras. In doing so it must

be recollected that I took no notes, and that since then

twenty-seven years have elapsed, and therefore my state-

ment is dependent entirely upon memory, may not be

absolutely right in every particular, but will be found

substantially correct.

As far as I remember, I think it must have been

between four and five o^cloek in the evening that Sir

Colin Halkett^s Brigade advanced to that spot which is

intersected by four roads, and from which fact the Battle

derives its name, being Quati-e Bras, or four arms. At

this period the Scotch Division under Sir Thomas Picton

was actively engaged a little in advance on the great road

which leads to Charleroi. Immediately on getting there,

orders were given for the Brigade to move forward to the

right, and support the right of Picton's Division.

A movement agreeably to this order took place, each

Regiment advancing in open column of Companies, pre-

serving their respective distances, so as to (le[>loy into

line when necessary. The ground through which we had

to advance was much undulated, and in full crop of rye,

which in that rich and luxuriant country grows excessively

high, and on this account obstructed observation.

As we advanced, the leading Company of our llegiment

reached a prominent part of the field and observed the

French Cavalry advancing to the charge. Orders were

then given to form square to receive the Enemy. The

Enemy, perceiving we were prepared for them, instead of

advancini^-, made a movement to the left, ])ri)ke in upon
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the open Columns of the 69tli Regiment, wliioli^ lacing on a 'J'Jio Cavalry

low i)art oi" the iield, had not observed tli(;m. ^J'lio havoc
it" i^il't took

''

that then took place was very great, and oik; of their the G'Jth un-

Colours, I think the lleo'imental Colour, was carried off in ,. ,

"'

' ^ JJroke it up,

triumph. and captured

All this took place with amazing rapidity and despatch,
(j^jj^j

j.'^**

and the 33rd was not left long to contemplate ol)jects with

indifference. As I have already observed, we were made

aware of the approach of the Cavalry, and that by the

Grenadier Company, it having reached rising ground, and The- 33rd

having formed square upon that Company, the whole
sm,"j'e'"ji

Regiment were placed as a beacon in presence of the rising jp-ound,

Enemy. Immediately a park of Artillery was opened at for the

point blank distance upon our Column. The destruction ^ncmy's Ar-,.^e,.,..„ .
tulery, and

consequent upon this was teartul. At this time Captain incurred great

Hay, having moved from the head of his Company to '

encourage the face of the Square fronting the Enemy, was

cut in two by a cannon ball, and poor Arthur Gore's brains

were scattered upon my shako and face.

It was soon found necessary to deliver the Regiment it was there-

from this untoward situation, which was done bv deplovinfr t°^^^
deployed

. .
into line,

into line in an angular position. Upon getting into this

new position, we were supported on the right by a Regi-

ment of Brunswick Cavalry, which behaved with great

intrepidity. In advance, near the corner of the wood, a

Regiment or Brigade of Brunswick Infantry were fiercely

eng-ao-ed.

At this time the 33rd moved towards them ; but upon Advancing to

getting near the wood, a report being spread that the ?^PPoit some

Cavalry were in the rear, the Regiment entered it and Infantry, on

dispersed. It was at this time that Colonel Parkinson was
tj^g wtfodT^

wounded. He, with Captain Knight, Lieutenant Thane, report being

and myself, went into the wood near the same place, the Cavah-v

Captain Knight formed the men near us, and advanced some ^^^^ ^? *^^'
^ ^ rear, the

distance towards the place where we thought the Enemy Eegiment

were ; but soon being at a loss to know where we were ^he wood*°

going in the wood, we retrograded, and came out of it disorder.

upon one of the intersecting roads, as already alluded to.
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Having gone
in another
direction, diJ

not sec Hal-
kett seize the
Colour and
re-forin the

Kegimi.'nt.

The Retreat

on 17th June.

Halted at

Genappo and
tried to g(;t

refreshments,
no provisions

having been
served out
sincf^ dayl)reak

on the ioth.

Upon g'ettiiif^ there we found a Bi'igade of the Guards,

which were immediately advanced.

The report of Sir Coliu Halkett having- seized one of

our Colours and re-formed the Regiment may be true, and

uj^on reflecting-, a vague impression of that kind fleets over

my mind ; hut as the party with which I was connected,

consisting of the above-mentioned Oflicers and about fifty

or sixty men, found the Regiment upon returning formed

on the outside of the wood, if such a circumstance took

])lace, none of us saw it.

By this time, the Guards having advanced and forced

the Enemy from the field, no other active movement took

place with Sir Coliu Ilalkett's Brigade that evening, but

we, with the rest of the Army, slept on the Field of Battle

all night.

The retreat. Early on the morning of the 17th the

Brigade, being under arms, was ordered to move from its

position, and from the direction it took we were all of the

opinion that an attack was to be made upon the right

wing of the French, which rested upon a wood on a hill a

considerable distance from our left.

Our conjectures, however, were fallacious, and I believe

our apparent advance towards the Enemy was intended as a

feint to deceive them, as we no sooner crossed the road,

which was contended for by Picton^s Division the previous

evening, and had got between the wood and the Enemy so

as to intercept from their view our movem.ents, than we
entered into a bye-road and retreated.

We continued to retreat without any pause until we
reached the well-known town of (ienappe, where the

Brigade halted to get refreshment, no provision having

been given out since it left the cantonments before day-

break on the I6tli. However, from the cowardice of the

Commissariat—whose duty it was to make provision for the

troops, but who, in a panic, fled—no refreshment could l)e

obtained there, except what was got by the men in-

dividually here and there.

After halting a considerable time the retreat was con-
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tinned, and we were soon aware, from constant firing of

Lig-ht Troops and field pieces, that the Enemy pursued.

At this time everything appeared extremely disheartening^,

and the very elements of nature seemed to be frowning

upon and contending- with us. A dark, fearful looking The great

cloud arose above the direction of the Enemy, and approach- thunderstorm.

ing- us, poured down such torrents of rain, and discharged

such vivid lightning, accompanied with such tremendous

peals of thunder, that, though long in a tropical climate,

I never beheld or heard the like before.

The Army still continued to retreat, until it arrived at

the place destined for its position. It was here that I saw

Sir Thomas Picton for the first and last time, who ordered 33rd ordered

the 33rd to act as an advanced picket, and which bivou- outpost duty

acked that night in a field to the left of the great road of *o ^^^ ^^^ of

.,. ^ ^ the Brussels
our position. road.

Yours, &c., ,

¥. H. Pattison.

The 69th Regiment.

CAPTAIN B. PIGOT, LATE 69th REGIMENT.
Lieutenant 69th Regiment.

Mansfield, Notts, July Itli, 1844. No. 143.

If I had known you would have received any informa- Quatre Bras

tion, I should have been happy to have given it to you
regarding the affair of the 16th June, being wounded
in it.

I was wounded at the same time with INIajor Lindsay ; Wounded at

he commanded No. 1, I commanded No. 2. Poor man, the same time

.
' with Major

the loss sustained by the Grenadier, Nos. 1 and 2, Com- Lindsay, to

panics was greatly attributable to him, halting those Sbut^^'the'
Companies, making them face to right about, in open Regiment not

Column, and commence firing upon the Cuirassiers. But square°on the

for that we should have got into square, as it was those approach of

r\ -ri-" 11 1-T-. the French
Companies [that] were really cut down. Poor man, to Cavalrv.
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Officers killed

on 16th and
18th June.

the day of his death he regretted having done so, but at

the time he did it for the best.

On the 16th Lieut. "Wightwick, my subaltern, was

killed, on the 18th Colonel Morice, Captains Curzon,

Hobhouse, and Blackwood were also killed, making five

Officers. You say one Officer killed at Quatre Bras, and

three at Waterloo, which should be four on the 18th.

I remain, &c.,

Brooke Pigot,

Captain 69th Regiment. Retired Full Pay.

No. 144.

AVuterloo.

At the time C)f

the advance of

the Imperial
triiard, the

69th and
33rd fomied
one square.

Never heard
of a published

account of the

British Line
heing forced.

Never heard
it alluded to,

and does not

believe it.

LIEUTENANT H. ANDERSON, 75th REGIMENT.
Lieutenant 69th Regiment.

Thexford, November ISth, 1835.

Our formation on the advance of the Imperial Guard

(about 7 p.m.) was in square, the 83rd Regiment forming

a portion of it. I was wounded at the moment the Guard

gained the crest of our position, and remained for some

time insensible to passing events.

I do not remember seeing the Brunswickers near us at

that period of the action, but I recollect perfectly having

seen, a short time previous to the advance of the Guard,

some Foreign Corps in rear of our left, having shakos

covered with white.

I never was aware till I read your letter that there

was any published account of our Line having been forced

at any period of the Battle, and though I have often

fought the Battle o^er again with my old companions in

arms, I never heard the circumstance alluded to, nor do I

believe it ever occurred. If it had, I must have heard it

from my brother Officers who had the good fortune to see

the Enemy retreat. I believe I may say run.

I have, &c.,

H. Anderson,

Lieutenant 75th.
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T.'jM) Kkoimkxt

The 7oRD Regimext.

LIEUT.-COLONEL DAWSON KELLY, C.B.

Major 73iid Regiment, and Assistant QuAiiTEU-MASTEit Geneual.

Armar/h, November 26th, 1834. Xo. 1 45.

I beg to say that I should have been most liappy in

affordmg you the detailed information you desire relative

to the operations of the 73rd Regiment during the Battle

of Waterloo, but being on the Staff of the Quarter-Master

Generals Department, at that period, I had not an oppor-

tunity (except in occasionally passing by) of witnessing

the various formation of squares and changes of position,

which the frequent attacks both of Cavalry and Infantrj^,

upon that particular point, throughout the day, occasioned

to the 5th Brigade.

It was, however, upon the advance of a body of Cavalry

early in the day, that the Duke of Wellington with his

Staff were obliged to take shelter in a Square formed by

the 73rd and 30th Regiments. It was also at the crisis

which you more particularly allude to, I sbould say about

half-past six, when passing with the Duke and other

Officers of the Staff in the rear of the oth Brigade there

appeared to be some little confusion, when the Duke,

without directing himself particularly to any person, said,

" See what^s wrong there.
''^

I rode up to the Brigade, and while addressing myself

to Sir Colin Halkett, he at the instant received a wound

in the face, the ball passing throug-li his mouth, and he

was consequently obliged to retire to the rear. Colonel

Elphinstone, commanding the 33rd Regiment, then ran up

and asked if I had any orders. I replied none beyond

inquiring into the cause of the confusion ; he stated that

they were much pressed, and the men exhausted. Colonel

w 2

^\'atc-rloo.

"\\'as on the

(Quarter-Blas-

ter General's

Staff.

The Duke
and his Staff

take shelter in

the Square of

the 30th and
73rd.

The Duke
seeing some
confusion in

the Brigade,
orders it to be
seen to.

Sir- C. Halkett
wounded (the

second time),

and obliged to

leave the
field.
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73uu Eegiment.

Col. Harris of Harris o£ the 73rcl had been severely wounded, and the

command of the Brigade had devolved upon him, and

he added, '^ What is to be done ? What would you

do?^'

At this period the attacking- Column was again retiring-,

and having observed that the different Battalions of the

Brigade had got intermixed from the frequent formation

of squares, I advised Colonel Elphinstone to order both

Officers and men to resume their respective stations,

to form as extended a front as possible, directing

them to cover themselves as well as they could by

lying down, to renew, or check their flints, and to

fresh prime, so as to meet the next attack with

the best means left us. This he instantly directed,

and I should mention here that while in conversa-

tion with Colonel E., one or two sergeants of the 73rd

came up and told me they had no one to command them,

the Officers all being killed or wounded.

I therefore considered it my duty to remain with them,

and upon my saying so, they cheered and instantly returned

to their several posts. Thus situated we remained for a

short time inactive, when the hist attackiug Colitmn made

its appearance through the fog and smoke, which through-

out the day lay thick on the ground. Their advance was

as usual with the French, very noisy and evidently re-

luctant, the Officers being in advance some yards cheering

their men on. They however kept up a confused and

running fire, which we did not reply to until they reached

nearly on a level with us, when a well-directed volley put

them into confusion which they did not appear to recover,

but after a short interval of musketry on both sides, they

turned about to a man and fled.

Whether any of our troops (as Colonel Gawler states

in his " Crisis ") had assailed them in flank or rear it was

impossible to know from the confusion of the moment,

but after a very short period the order came down the Line

from the right to advance, which we obeyed as soon as the

Brigade was formed, and continued until beyond La Belle

the 73rd
being- severely

wounded, the
command de-

volves on Col.

Elphinstone
of the 33rd.

Eerommends
to him how to

prepare for a
fresh attack.

Two Ser-

geants of the
73rd report to

Major Kelly
that all their

Officers are
killed or

wounded.

He therefore

takes com-
mand of the
Regiment.

The /«.?^attack

of Donzelot's
Division.

—Ed.

After one
well-directed

volley into

them, and a
short interval

of musketry,
they flee.

The Brigade
joins the
General
Advance.
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73uD Reoimk.vt.

Alliance, when we were ordered to halt, and remained on

the ground throughout the night, the Prussians having

taken our place in pursuit of the ]*]nemy.

I have, &c.,

Dawson Kelly,

Lieutenant-Colonel

.

FROM THE SAME.

Armagh, October lith, 1835. Xq. 140

I think I mentioned to you in my former letter the Waterloo,

cause of my having joined the 5th Brigade at the period of

Sir C. Halkett^s being wounded, together with Colonel

Elphinstone's exertions in taking the command.

With respect to your present inquiry, it is fully within The last

my memory that the fog and smoke lay so heavy upon the ^^'^"^^

ground that we could only ascertain the approach of the

Enemy by the noise and clashing of arms which the French

usually make in their advance to attack, and it has often

occurred to me from the above circumstance (the heavy

fog), that the accuracy and the particulars with which the

Crisis has been so frequently and so minutely discussed,

must have had a good deal of fancy in the narrative.

You are aware that the Guards were stationed con-

siderably to the right of the 5th Brigade. I can therefore

only say that when the last attacking' Column emerged from

the smoke in our front the French Officers were in the

front cheering on their men, but whether they were of the

Imperial Guard, or of D'Erlon-'s Corps we had no oppor- jt ^as Donze-

tunity of judging. I should rather think the latter, for lot's Division

after some firing between us the Enemy retreated without Corps which

any very apparent Gimse. I presume it mig-ht have been nl^.t^^'^'i *^^

,

. .

° 30th and (3rd.

about this time that some of our troops had got to the rear See marginal

or flank of the Enemy, which caused their sudden retreat j ^^^ ^^' ""^^'

but as I have already said, from the heaviness of the

atmosphere we co^ild see hut little of what was goiuo- on in

our front. There was certainly no appearance of Cavalry
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73rd Regiment,

The 73rd lost

21 (Officers

killed and
wounded out,

of 25.

Death of Col.

Sir Wm.
Delancev,
K.C.B.,"
Deputy Quar.-
Master Genl.

(not men-
tioned in

former letter).

Death of

Lieut. -Col.

Canning,
A.D.C.'^to the

Duke.

at this period, but when the order came from the right to

advance, the 5th Brigade moved straight forward without

encountering either friend or foe until near La Belle

Alliance, when they were ordered to halt and remained

during the night. The 73rd Regiment had twenty-one

Officers killed and wounded out of twenty-five in the field,

and as I presume you are in possession of the Returns you

will perceive a proportionate number of the Battalion.

I believe in my former letter I mentioned the circum-

stance of poor Colonel Delancey's death. It was shortly

after we had halted as above on the field that one of the

men came to me to say that an Aide-de-Camp of the Duke
of Wellington was wounded and lying near, when, upon

going with him, I found Colonel Canning in the greatest

possible agony. He had received a musket shot in the

centre of the abdomen, and, although perfectly collected,

he could hardly articulate from pain. We raised him,

however, to a sitting position by placing knapsacks round

him, but a few minutes terminated his existence.

I remain, &c.,

Dawson Kelly.

:N'o. 147.

Waterloo.

Wounded
about 7 p.m.

The 30th and
73rd in one
square nearlj'

all day, and
repeatedly

MAJOR J. GARLAND, HALF-PAY.

Captain 73rd Regiment.

Dorchester, Dorset, December 4th, 1834.

On my return from Weymouth I found your letter of

the 6th ult., and which I shall reply to with as much
accuracy as the long period which has elapsed since the

Battle will allow me, as well as my having been very

severely wounded about the time you put your first query,

" 7 p.m.''

I recollect we had been in square composed of the 3Uth

and 73rd Regiments nearly all the Action and were

repeatedly charged by the Cuirassiers during the day

and about half-past six or seven o'clock the Duke of
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7Sun TIkoimext

Welling'ton rode np and riKkod who comrnandcd tho rhargcdby

Square. I replied Colonel, now Lord, Harris, who hap[)ened fj,^y"jL.

at that moment not to he so near his CJracc as myself".

He then desired me to tell Colonel Harris to form line, Tho I>uko

but should we he attacked bv the Cuirassiers to re-form f'^Vvf/y'^^'^^L-'

_
to tho hqiiare

square. I delivered these orders to Colonel Harris and to form line,

p IT 1 • l^ 1 o p T T -1 hut if attacked
we lormed Jme, and m the act or rorming- line i received ^ Cavahy

my wound. to ro-foi-m

square.

During the early part of the day, before we formed Position of

square, we were in column of quarter distance under a hill in"the day.^
^

out of sight of the Enemy, with the Household Brigade and

Heavy Cavalry in our rear in a bottom, and, lo the best

of my recollection, Hougoumont on otir right and La Haye

Sainte on our left. During the time we were in square

we were kept continually on the alert by the re];)eated

charges of Cuirassiers, so that the Enemy nearest us all

day were Cavalry ; but as I was wounded just as we were

about to change our position, I cannot speak of what was

in front of the 73rd as the Regiment advanced.

I have, &c.,

John Garland,

Major, Half-pay.

Kempt's Infantry Brigade.

The 8 til* Infantry Brigade was composed of the

28th and 32nd Regiments, the 79th Regiment,

Cameron Highlanders, and the 1st Battalion of the

95th Rifles. It was under the command of j\Iajor

General Sir James Kempt, K.C.B., and formed

part of the 5th Division commanded by Lientenant-

General Sir Thomas Picton, G.C.B.

The Division arrived at Quatre Bras about a

* The 6th and 7th British Brigades of the Amiy in Belgium were not

at Waterloo.
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&e Plan of quarter to three p.m. on the 16th June, and was

No! 1. ' at once posted along the Namur road, Kempt's

Brigade being on the left of the line.

The 28th Eegiment was soon marched down to

occupy the Farm of Gremioncourt, but it was

already in the possession of the Enemy, and the

28tli rejoined the Brigade. The 95tli Rifles were

similarly detached to endeavour to occupy the

village of Piermont, but that was also strongly

held by the French. The Battalion, however, in

conjunction with some of the Allied Troops, suc-

cessfully resisted all the efforts of the French

during the day to turn the left flank of the Army
by the Namur road.

The skirmishers of the Division were thrown

out in front, and after suffering severely for some

time from the French cannonade, it was ordered to

advance against the Infantry in front of the road.

Kempt's Brigade charged, and drove the Enemy
down the hill to the fences at the bottom, and was

then recalled.

The 28th, together with the 1st Eoyals, were

afterwards marched in column to the relief of the

42nd and 44th Eegiments, which were very hardly

pressed by the French Cavalry near Gemioncourt.

At the last moment the 28tli and Royals suddenly

formed a single square in a position so as to

combine a flanking fire with that of the 42nd and

44th, and although constantly assailed, it always

beat off the Cavalry. The 32nd and 79th were

also formed in flanking squares, and sustained re-

peated attacks of the Cavalry with similar results.
Sec CTC'TiGrfil

Plan, No. 1, At Waterloo the Brigade was posted on the
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right of Picton's Division, aud was drawn up a

little in rear of the Wavre road, with its right

resting on the Brussels or main road, the 95th

occupying the sandpit further down the main road,

the knoll on the left of the sandpit, and the hedge-

row in rear of both, with some advanced Com-

panies. This hedgerow furnished the materials for

forming an ahatis on the main road below.

At the time of D'Erlon's first attack on the

Division, the other Eegiments of the Brigade were

formed in line about fifty yards in rear of the hedge

along the Wavre road, 3.2nd on the right, 2yth on ^ec rian,

the left, and 79th in the centre, their Light Com- ^'
'^^'

panies being extended in advance of the position.

The Column which attacked this Brigade was

diverted by the fire of the 95th more to its right,

so as to lead it on to the left of the 79th and right

of the 28th. The advanced Companies of the 95th

on being outflanked by the Column, retired on

their reserves, as did also the Light Infantry of the

Brigade on their respective Eegiments.

The Column arrived within forty yards of the

Wavre road, when it halted and began to deploy to

its right. At this favourable instant Picton ordered

the Brigade to fire a volley into it and charge.

Having delivered its fire, and after a momentary

confusion in getting through the hedge, it re-formed

and dashed at the Column.

At this moment Picton was killed by a musket

ball, which struck him on the right temple.

The Enemy fied in confusion down the slope,

followed by the Brigade, which, however, was soon

recalled. In advancing, the left wing of the 2Sth
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SiK J. Kempt.

became engaged with a separate Column, into

which it fired at the moment the Cokimn was being

charged b}^ the Roj'-al Dragoons, which Regiment

it followed down the hill, and assisted in securing

a great number of prisoners.

The 95th, on returning from the charge, re-

sumed their advanced positions as before held.

These positions, however, they were obliged to

abandon on the capture of La Haye Sainte by the

French, who imraediatel}^ occupied them, and from

thence, as well as from their advanced parties on

the right of the main road, kept up an unremitting

and most destructive fire on Kempt's Brigade and

other troops, which was vigorously replied to, not-

withstanding the exposed position of the latter.

This continued until the repulse of the Imperial

Guard, upon which the French in and near La
Haye Sainte hastily retreated, and the Brigade

joined in the General Advance.

Nos. 153 and 15G refer to the march on Quatre

Bras.

Nos. 149, 153, and 150 to Quatre Bras.

No. 156 to the retreat on the 17th June, and

All the letters, except Nos. 149, 153, and 156,

to Waterloo.

No. 14S.

Waterloo.

On the death
of Picton,

comni;ind(;(l

all the troops

GENERAL SIR JAMES KEMPT, G.C.B., G.C.H.

Major-General and K.C.B.

to sir nussey vivian.

No date.

My Dear Viviax,— ....
My Bricrade consisted of the 28th, 32nd, 79th, and 1st

Battahon 95th Regiments, and on poor Pieton^s fall (in the

J/'r.sl atlack that the lilnemy made) the command of the 5th

Division, with the 6th that had jnst come np to onr
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Sill J. Kkmi-t.

support, and all the troops, in short, on the Ir/'/ of th<; anfantiy) on

Great ]5russels road, devolved upon me throuf^hout the p'';.'';,Vf„!^"

day.

On the 1 8th, the 95th Regiment was in front of the 1st o.V.h Uifles

other Regiments of my Brigade, occupying a knoll and )^„,,ii j^ front

some broken ground as Light Troops, and in a line with ;i.
'^^ lingado. A

considerable Corps of Belgian and Nassau Infantry. All Ijutch-

these retired as the head of the Enemy's mass of Infantry
J^'-'i^jf.^t! and

approached them, at which critical moment, and just as lotirod on the

the French Infantry were gaining the road and hedgerow D'Eilon's first

which runs all along the crest of the position, I met it at attack on

the charge with the 28th, 33nd, and 79th Regiments in Division.

line, and completely repulsed the Enemy's Column, driving Met Frcnr-h

it in a state of the greatest confusion down the slope of
(.har'^e'^^nj

^

the position. drove it down

This was completely effected, and I was in the act of
'PI .... Charge of

restrammg the men from the pursuit (having no support Ponsonby's

whatever) , when General Ponsonby's Brigade of Cavalry ^^^^.![{g
°" ^

charged a separate Column that had come up to our left Column on

where Pack's Brigade was stationed. The Enemy made °'

T.pp ...,., Enemy made
three dinerent attempts to carry the position immediately three similar

on the left of the road where my Brigade was posted, and attacks which
J ^ J. ' were repulsed.

were invariably repulsed in the same manner. Not one Asserts that

single Cavalry soldier co-operated toitJi this Brigade no Cavalry co-

^\. \. ^^x: A
operated with

throughout the day. the Brigade.

I have thus, my dear Vivian, briefly mentioned to you p""^ ^^j

what took place on the right of the 5th Division, as you Eoval

wished it
Dragoons.

Ever, &c.,

James Kempt.
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The 28th Regiment.

No. 14U.

Qualre Bras.

The com was
so high that

it was nearly
impossible tu

see beyond
the ranks.

The French
Cavalry used
to i^lant a flag-

in front of the

Square as a
mark to

charge on.

When hardly
pressed,

Picton ex-

claimed,

"28th, re-

meml)er
Egypt !

"

COLONEL R. LLEWELLYN.
Major 28th Eegiment.

Felshavi Lodge, Leatherhead, 16th March, 1837.

I have already thought the Battle of Quatre Bras one

of the most splendid achievements of the war, reflecting

the greatest credit on the British troops engaged, sustaining

and repelling one of the most determined attacks (of all

arms) [that], in my little experience, I can remember, and

had it not been so closely followed by the very decisive and

important, but all-absorbing Victory of Waterloo, perhaps

the gallant exploits and unexampled bravery that marked

that day would, under other circumstances, have excited

even more admiration than was actually associated with it.

The rye in the field was so high, that to see anything

beyond our own ranks was almost impossible. The Enemy,

even, in attacking our Squares, were obliged to make a

daring person desperately ride forward to plant a flag, as a

mark, at the very point of our bayonets. On this they

charged, but were invariably repulsed.

It fell to the lot of the 28th to bear a leading share in

this Action, and I may say they lost there none of their

former reputation.

They were frequently hardly pressed, but never lost

their discipline and their self-possession.

Once, when threatened on two Hanks by what Sir

Thomas Picton imagined an overwhelming force, he ex-

claimed, " 28th, remember Egypt." They cheered and

gallantly beat back their assailants, and eventually stoo

on their position. .....
I remain, &c.,

R. Llewellyn.
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APTAIN J. W. SHELTON, HALF-PAY, 28th REGT.

Lieutenant 28th Regiment.

Rosamore House, Ballingarry, September 29th, 1839. Xo. 150.

About half past one o'clock the Enemy's Column, which Waterloo,

believe to have consisted o£ four Battalions, advanced Y^^}''^'**
Ist attack

nearly in front of the 79th, but rather to its left, and to on Pi( ton's

the direct ri^ht of the 28th. Kempt's Brigade was then
^^'^'^'^^"•

, n • i J.V fJne Column
moved up to the hedge, gave a very steady volley mto the ,\\tocUA on

Enemy's Column, and charged (after having crossed the J'-^t
of 7J>th

hedge) while the Enemy, who were in great confusion, 28th. Brigade

attempted a deployment to their right, but which they
f^l^^l'''''^^^

were unable to complete, and got into great irregular crossed the

... hedge and
bodies. charged,

It was at this moment that the Heavy Brigade came throwing it in

-

... . ., to confusion.

up, when the 28th wheeled by sub-divisions to its right
p^ .^^^

and made way for the Dragoons, who passed through the Dragoons

intervals ; but as the latter came up in most regular order, p^^gj^^
''"''

there was in some cases not room for a Troop to pass through inter-

through, and I perfectly recollect a Squadron of the them hy 28th.

Royals inclining considerably to its left to clear our left A Squadron

wing, which, after crossing the hedge, became separated ckarleftwin^

from the right, and some way down the slope encountered 28th.

a Column of the Enemy on its own left ; but whether this '^^^ ^^}^^'^
-'

^ ... .
separated

was a reserve Column or a portion of the Division which from right

was beaten at the hedge and re-formed again, I am unable
co°ftered a^^'

distinctly to say. My impression is that it was some of separate small

the beaten Column, as the Dragoons passed on to engage ^ ' ,
^

_
^ -"^

.
® V Royals passed

a large reserve Column which was coming on, but still on," and

lower down the hill, leaving the left wing of the 28th
J^^^'J'f'^Jrve

closely engaged with the Column in its own immediate Column, and

P„ .

-,
broke it.

[trontj

.

The Column which was charged by the Royals was Greater part

broken, and the greater part of both taken prisoners. ^-^
j'^"^

,

I do not recollect that the Dragoons charged the taken

Column (it was a small one, apparently of not more than P^"^**^^^^-
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28til Ri;aiMEXT.

The greater

number of the

French upon
being charged

by Eoyals,

threw down
their arms.

Left wing of

28th followed

Eoyals down
the hill, and
assisted in

securing

about 1,000

prisoners.

OfiBcers of the

28th wounded.

two Battalions) which the left wing- of the 28th encountered

after its separation from the right wing-, but I distinctly

saw them charg-e the heavy Reserve Column and break it.

The g-reater number of the French threw down their arms

when broken by the Cavalry.

The left wing of the 28th followed the Royal Dragoons

some distance down the slope of the hill after their success-

ful charg-e, and assisted in securing- about 1,000 prisoners,

whom they g-uarded to the rear of the hedg-e, and rejoined

the right wing, which they found already formed about

eighty paces to the rear of the hedge.

Lieutenants Clarke and Gilbert were seriously (the

former mortally) wounded, after crossing the hedge.

Captain Kelly and myself were not wounded until late in

the evening, so that I never quitted my Company for a

moment, and had ample opportunity of observing all the

movements which took place.

Believe, &c.,

John Willington Shelton,

H.P. 28th Reg-t.

No. 151.

Waterloo.

D'Erlon's first

attack on Pic-

ton's division.

French
Column at-

tempted to

deploy.

28th poured
in a volley,

sprang over

the hedge and
charged.

Column fled.

The two wings

CAPTAIN W. F. B. MOUNSTEVEN.
Ensign 28th Regiment.

TO MAJOE EIACH, 79TH HIGHLANDERS.

Mmichester, August 19th, 1839.

My Dear Riach,—.....
The 2Sth was lying a short distance behind the hedge

when the Enemy's Columns were put in motion. When
they had advanced pretty near, we were moved up to the

hedge, and on our reaching it found a French Column

attempting to deploy at probably thirty or forty yards on

the other side. We then poured in our fire, sprung over

the fence, and charged. The Enemy ran before we could

close with them, and, of course, in great confusion.

In advancing in pursuit of them the wings of the

Regiment separated, and I, carrying the King's Colour,.
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28'rir Hkoimkxt.

went on with the right winf^. When we liud proeeeded a of 2Hth

little way we perceived throug-h the smoke another body of
the'advanco

troops in column immediately in our front, which we mis-

took for some Corps of the Allies, and many of the Officers (I

amongst the rest) cried out to the men, " Don^'t fire, they

are Belgians."

This caused a momentary check of the wing, when we Which also

quickly discovered our mistake by the Enemy making off ^''^.^f^n^5

with all speed in the direction of the French position.

Immediately after this, when all the force that was immediately

originally opposed to the 28th had been driven back in con- aftorthis saw
° "^ J^J^

_ a Kegiment oi

fusion, the Regiment was ordered to halt and re-form, and Dragoons

almost at the same instant, as well as I can recollect, I saw Cokmn\nd
a Regiment of Dragoons charge a Column or Square—for l^ieak it.

which it was I really cannot tell—and instantly break it.

I well remember the intense anxiety we felt when w^e Some of

saw some of the gallant, but over-rash fellows, without
rushed^^t'lir'^

stopping to form again, ride on headlong at what appeared out order on

to me an immensely strong Corps of support in perfect support,Tnd
order, but which I do not see marked down in the Plan, suffered for it.

On this Column they, of course, made no impression, but This Pkn

suffered some loss, although as far as I could see, a fire sketch drawn

was opened upon them from only a small portion of it. sfbome " in

The charge on the Square which was bi'oken took accordance

place some distance in our front, but a little to the left, tion previouslv

from which it is evident Sir William Ponsonbv^s Brigade received, and
" 5^ sent to Capt.

must have passed our flanks whilst we had been too busy M. for

for me to observe them, and probably the Officer of the
];erification.

Royal Dragoons might have seen our wings disunited as he

passed, and fancied it had been caused by the attack of the

French instead of the pursuit of them. However, as to

" the right wing being wheeled by sections to the left,

&C.,'''' I can assure you nothing half so regular came within

my notice.

In the sketch annexed the French Column is not only See above

represented as having pierced the 2 Sth, but as having also
''^°^''^^-

crossed the hedge. This positively never took place in our
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The Enemy
did not cross

the hedge in

front of the

28th.

])ai-t o£ the position ; but, on the conti-ary, the Enemy was

routed on his own side of the hedg-e, in the manner I have

mentioned. On this point I am perfectly certain, for I

well recollect looking over the hedg-e the moment before we
charged, and admiring the gallant manner the French

Officers led out their Companies in deploying.

Believe, &c.,

Wm. F. B. Mounsteven.

The 32nd Eegiment.

No. 15:2.

Waterloo.

At 7 p.m.
32nd was
posted behind
Wavre road,

with its

right on
Brussels road.

Enemy
advfinced to

final attack on
either side of

Brussels road.

Position of

the Kegimunt
in the moin-
ing.

LIEUT.-COLONEL F. CALVERT, HALF-PAY.
Major 32nd Regiment.

Hunsdon House, Ware, April 19th, 1835.

I must proceed as well as I can in answering your

Queries, which I have numbered in the order they appear

in your letter.

1st. The .32nd Regiment was in line on the crest of the

hill behind the hedge which was at right angles from the

road leading from Brussels to Charleroi, nearly opposite to

the farmhouse of La Haye Sainte.

2nd. The Enemy descended from their position in

columns along the aforesaid road, and on each side

of it.

The 32nd Regiment was in Sir James Kempt's Brigade

and in the Division of Sir Thomas Picton. It suffered

severely in the Action of the 16th at Les QuatreBras, and

on the morning of the Battle of Waterloo was posted with

its right on the road from Brussels to Charleroi, extending

along the hedge mentioned in my reply to the first query.

The remainder of the Brigade was to its left, with the

exception of the Rifle Corps, which, with a Belgian

Battalion, covered the front as skirmishers.
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:i2.si> Rkofment.

From about hall'-past twelve p.rn.^ the Brij^ade had to iJ'KrIon'H

sustain repeated attacks (in one of which Sir T. Picton was tackHon
'^

killed) from, I believe, the entire first Corps of the French I'i/^ton's

Army. At about three o'clock Sir Jolm Lambert's 13ri<^ade

(27th, 4th, and 40th) arrived. The 32nd was then formed

in support, still keeping the ridg-e, from which it never was

allowed to move.

Shortly afterwards it was formed in square, though not YovukA in

menaced by Cavalry, following the example of the rest of
not'*rm-na(''."f

*

the Army to the right and left of the road. At about five ^^y Cavalr\-.

o'clock the Duke of Wellington rode up and ordered the theDukoto

Regiment to deploy. Later in the evening (the 27th ^'-P^oy-

having nearly lost all its men) it advanced again towards ^^^q^^^^
^

the hedge until it ioined the rest of the Army in its final advanced to

. the hedge.
/» r| o *'Q»/i

s> * Joined in the
final Advance.

I have, &c.,

F. Calvert,

Lieut.-Col. H.P.

FROM THE SAME.

United Service Club, March 11th, 1837. ^o. 153.

The Regiment marched from Brussels early on the Quatre Bras.

morning of the 16th of June, and halted for a couple of

hours near the villa2:e of Waterloo. It then resumed its
^^"i^'^d from

^ iJrussels about
march, and arrived at Quatre Bras about two o'clock. 2 o'clock.

It was moved immediately alono' the IS^SLinxiv c/niussce Took up a

. .
position on

until it came to the point which I have marked on the map, Namur road.

where it formed line awaiting the approach of the Enemy,
Quatre'sra's

who were descending in column from the opposite hill. Xo. i.

When this attacking force had crossed both hedges
attacked in

lining the meadow in the bottom, and had commenced column. 32nd

ascending our position, the 32nd Regiment poured in upon heavy fire and

it a heavy fire succeeded by a charge. This the Enemy did charged.

. . , -^
. J' . , . . . ^ , Enemy retired

not wait to receive, but retired with precipitation, and precipitately.

X
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32nd halted,

and retired to

original posi-

tion.

70tli went on
still further,

hut soon
recalled.

Similar at-

tacks renewed,
and repulsed
in the same
way. 32nd
took up
gTound for

the night near
Charleroi

road.

getting" entangled in the hedges on returning to their

position must have suffered considerable loss. We halted

and re-formed at the first hedge, when Sir Thomas Picton

desired the Regiment to retire to its original position.

The 79th Regiment on our left, carried on by its ardour,

went on much further, crossed the meadow, and even ven-

tured to assail the Enemy's position. They were, however,

soon recalled.

Attacks similar to the above were renewed several times

during the evening, and always wdth similar results. After

the Action was concluded our ground was occupied by some

German troops, when we moved to our right, and took

np our ground for the night near the high road between

Quatre Bras and Charleroi.

On the following day we were the last Infantry that

left the ground^ and retired about eleven o'clock a.m.

followed by the Cavalry, which had arrived during" the

nio'ht.

I have, &c.,

F. Calveut,

Colonel Unattached, late of '32nd Regt.

No. 154.

Waterloo.

32nd on
i-ight of

Kemi)t's

Brigade.

Keductid to

six divisions.

D'Erlon'.s

attack on
I'icton, when
Brigade

CAPTAIN R. T. BELCHER, HALF-PAY.

Lieutenant 32ni) Regiment.

Bandon, February 27th, 1843.

Memorandum.

The 32nd Regiment formed the right of Sir James

Kempt^s Brigade, the 95th, which on the line of march

usually formed the right, being detached skirmishing. The

Regiment was formed into six divisions in consequence of

its reduced numbers, having suffered severely at Quatre

Bras. I commanded the left centre division.

In the second [? first] attack of the French Infantry on

the left centre of the line, the Brigade advanced in line to

charge. Immediately on passing the narrow road which
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TJth

ran along* our front, the Ensign carrying the llegimontal

Colour was severely wounded. I took the Colour from him

until another Ensign could be called.

Almost instantly after, the Brigade still advancing, and

the French Infantry getting into disorder and beginning to

retreat, a mounted [French] Officer had his horse shot under

him. When he extricated himself we were close on him.

I had the Colour on my left arm and was slightly in advance

of the division.

He suddenly fronted me and seized the staff, I still re-

taining a grasp of the silk (the Colours were nearly new).

At the same moment he attempted to draw his sabre,

but had not accomplished it when the Covering Colour-

Sergeant, named Switzer, thrust his pike into his breast,

and the right rank and file of the division, named Lacy,

fired into him. He fell dead at my feet.

Erevet-Major Toole, commanding the right centre

division at the moment, called out " Save the brave

fellow ;
" but it was too late.

Robert T. Belcher.

JUoui.why.UH.

it'lvariccd to

KriHurn Jiii-t-

wliirttlo fiiny-

in(,' 32nd
I io;^i mental
Colour Hovoro-

ly woundc'i.

Colour takon
by Lioutonant
Belcher,

Gallant
attempt of a

French Officer

to seize it.

The Officer fs

killed.

79tpi Regiment—Cameron Highlanders.

CAPTAIN K. J. LESLIE, H.P., 60th RIFLES.

Lieutenant 79th Highlanders.

Wilton, Cork.

The 79th were on the left of the 4th [5th] Division flanked

by Hanoverian troops drawn up in line with Artillery in

front at the north side of the lane, where there was a hedge

as marked in your plan, the Light Company to which I be-

longed being extended in the lane and in front, together

with other Light Companies of the Division, to cover the

Artillery, which was advanced to bear upon the Enemy in

their attack. This was our general position during the

day. The constant fire prevented me from remarking as

much of the movements as I otherwise could have done.

X 2

'No. 15.5.

Waterloo.

Kempt's
Brigade was
on the right

of the 5th
Division, and
the 79th were
in the centre

of the Brigade.
—Ed.

See Plan,

p. 38.
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79th Highlanders.

D'Erlon's first

attack on
Picton.

The 79th
charge the
Enemy and
put them to

flight.

? Netherlands
Artillery.

—

Ed.

WATERLOO LETTERS.

Gallant con-

duct of one
of the Greys.

The final

advance of the

French
checked by
the vicinity of

the Prussians.

The principal attack upon our Division was that in

which the French advanced in cohimn, flanked by Cavalry,

almost to the Guns. Onr charge, supported by the g-allant

Scotch Greys, &c., was conducted with great steadiness,

and soon put the Enemy to flight, who continued firing over

their shoulders.

Nothing could exceed the conduct of the Brunswick

Artillery upon this occasion. They were in front of our

Light Company and never left the Guns, but cheered at

every well-directed shot. The French loss, particularly

that of the Guards, was excessive, from the well-directed

fire of our Artillery.

Daring this attack I observed one of the Scotch Greys,

who either broke or lost his sword in an attack with one of

the Cuirassiers, obliged to retreat along the line, pursued

by his assailant, and when enabled to gain some distance

from him, secure a sword and return to the attack, cut-

ting down his pursuer. During this we were in square,

after the charge, to resist the Cavalry, after which we

resumed our position.

This attack was late in the day, and we had not long

regained our position when, at the period to which you

allude, the Enemy in front of us seemed moving forward a

fresh Column for a simultaneous attack to that on the rig-ht

of our Line. This was checked by the appearance of the

Prussians breaking- from the wood- on the left of our

position.

Only three

Ofiicers of the

79th came
out of action

with it.

Half of our loss was on the 16th at Quatre Bras.

I had the good fortune to make one of three Officers who

marched with the Regiment out of action on 18th.

I have, &c.,

Kevan J. Leslie,

Capt. H.P., 60th Regt.
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70th HlOHI.A!fI>E>lK.

MAJOR A. FORBES, TOnr HIGHLANDERS.
Lieutenant 70ti£ IIk;iilam>ers.

Paisley, May 3rd, 1S37. No. 150.

I now enclose a short detiiil of the movements of the

79th on the 16th and 17th of June, which 1 hope may be

useful to you.

I have, &c.,

Alex. Forbes,

Major 79th Kefriment.

16th June, 1815.

At ten o""clock on the night of the 1 5th June the troops

at Brussels received orders to hold themselves in I'eadiness

to march at a moment's notice. About twelve o'clock the

bugles were sounding- throughout the town for the troops

to assemble, rations were issued for three days, and the

Division began its march about four o'clock on the follow- March to

ing morning on the road leading to Charleroi. Quatre Bras

Soon after the Division halted in the Foret de Soignies,

near the village of Waterloo, three leagues from Brussels,

the Duke of Wellington, accompanied by some of his Staff,

was observed passing to the front. The soldiers began to

cook provisions, and an idea pretty generally prevailed that

we should return to Brussels, from a supposed probability

of wrong information regarding the Enemy's force, or that

his intention had been frustrated by the Prussian and

Belgian Armies of observation. Before the cooking was

completed orders were received for the Division instantly

to resume its march.

We now for the first time distinctly heard cannonading

in front, and as we proceeded on our march, under an excess

of heat and dust through Genappe to Qnatre Bras, we met

on the road a wounded Belgian soldier. Quatre Bras is a
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Arrival at

Quatre Bra-;

The
cannonade at

Ligny heard.

Quatre Bras.

See Plan of

Quatre Bras,

No. 1.

The Brigade
takes up a

position along

the Namur
road on the

left of the

Aril IV.

The Enemy
advanced to

attack, and
the Light
Companies of

the Brigade,
and a further

portion of the

79th, are

thrown out.

In an liour's

time tlie

Brigade ad-

vances and
charges the

Enemy, who
retire.

But fresh

Columns come
on, and the

Brigade is

farm or hamlet^ seven leagues from Brussels, consisting of

a few scattered houses^ deriving its name from the inter-

section here (nearly at right angles) of the Brussels road

by that leading from Nivelles to Namur.

The Column (left in front) halted in the road and piled

arms in the then order of march for about a quarter of an

hour. From a rising ground at the head of the Column,

adjoining the above houses, we had a full view of the

Enemy, who appeared obliquely to our left at the distance

of about half a mile, in movement to his front.

A brisk and extended line of cannonading was at the

same time perceived in the direction of the Prussian Army
on the left. A Battalion of Belgians was observed at some

distance in our front, which had begun to exchange a few

shots with the Enemy, and to retire slowly on his nearer

approach. In support of this Battalion the Companies of

the Rifle Brigade attached to the Division were sent out.

The 8th and 9th British Brigades then broke off to their

left, lining the Namur road, the banks of which were here

on either side considerably elevated. The 79th Regiment

formed the extreme left of the British Army, and the 92nd

Regiment the right of the two Brigades in question, being

posted immediately in front of Quatre Bras.

Our ground had scarcely been thus occupied when the

Enemy^'s advance appeared. The Light Companies of the

8th Brigade, to which were added the 8th Company and

marksmen of the 79th Regiment, were immediately thrown

out, when the Action commenced. This movement was

ordered by the Duke of Wellington in person, who was here

present with his Staff. It was then a quarter to three

o^clock. These troops maintained their situation for an

hour against the constantlj^ increasing numbers of the

Enemy, who had by this time displayed a force which ren-

dered it necessary for the Brigade (£8th, 32ud, and 79th

Regiments) to charge.

His advanced troops were compelled to retire. But to

them succeeded fresh Columns of Infantry, with whom the

Action was renewed. About this time many casualties were
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79tk Hif;iii,Axi>Ku-t.

caused by tlio au(i;'m(!iitefl fire of the Enemy and our exposed withdrawn to-

situation. The Brigade was ordered to retire some distance
j.^^,^,]^

towards its former position on the road, where it could \w\\\v

more advantage meet the Enemy's approach, a movement

which, was performed with re<^ularity. In the meantime

the right of the Division was warmly engaged.

The Royals, 28th, and 42nd Regiments were repeatedly othor Kofji-

charged by the Enemy's Cuirassiers, who were constantly 'nent« tTe-

repulsed. To a body of these the 02nd Regiment opposed charged by

a destructive fire, and against a Column of Infantry made
(j^ji-assiers

a gallant and successful charge. who are

The 79th Regiment had received orders to form in

column on the road, and to act as circumstances might re-

quire. Being afterwards threatened by Cavalry, it formed The 79th form

and moved forward in square, but without being attacked. ^.^, ^fj[ '^^_

In short every Regiment, from the sudden and peculiar tacked by

nature of the attack, seemed to act independently for its

own immediate defence, a measure rendered still more

necessary by the Enemy's superiority in Cavalry, and the

Regiments being now posted, not at prescribed intervals

of alignment, but conformably to the exigency of the

moment, by which each of them was exposed to be

separately assailed.

The Enemy's Column suffered much from the well- 'J^^e Enemy

directed fire of some field-pieces which had by this time the Artillery

been brought up, and which greatly aided in checking his ^'^^•

further advance.

He had now failed in every attack, and it growing

dark, the troops of the Division began to occupy their The Brigaue

bivouac for the night on a space of ground in advance of
advance*oT

the Namnr road and of our original position, within the the Xamur

angle formed by the same road and that leading from pianof Qiiatre

Brussels to Charleroi. At 9 o'clock all firing ceased, and ^'^''^5' ^'*'- -•

the 79th bivouacked in front of their original position.

Durina: the several eno-ao^ements of f/ds da// the 79th Losses of the
79th

lost 1 Staff and 28 rank and file killed; 3 Field Ofiicers, '
'

"

6 Captains, 7 Subalterns, 10 Sergeants, and 248 rank and

file wounded.
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The Retreat
on Waterloo.

The thunder-
storm.

The Brigade
takes up its

position at

Waterloo.

The Artillery

of the Division
fires a few
rounds at the
Encmj'.

The gi-ound

occupied by
the remainder
of the Army.

17tli June.

At daylig-ht on the 17tli we were in full expectation of

a renewal of the attack ; but a few shots only were fired

by the pickets. A retreat was ordered at 1 o^clock on

the Brussels road^ and with a view to deceive the Enemy
during- this operation^ the Lig-ht Companies of the 8th

Brigade were drawn out at some distance in front.

The Army continued, to retire under an excessive

hot sun^ covered by our Artillery and Cavalry^ till we
had passed Genapj^e, when it began to rain heavily. The

Division now halted for about half an hour, and a

marauder was punished. About dusk we filed off the

road to our right at the farm of La Haye Sainte,

halting- in cornfields under cover of a rising ground,

which next day served as a good position.

From the summit of this ground, and previous to

entering our bivouac, a few shots were discharged by

the Artillery of the Division on the heads of the Enemy's

Columns as they were seen lining the opposite height ; the

remainder of the Army occupied the continuation of the

ridge to our right (as we fronted the Enemy) across the

Brussels road, the Cavalry of the Army formed in rear of

Mont-St.-Jean. The Artillery of the Division (in advance

of which were strong pickets) remained posted in our front.

The left of the Division extended towards Ohain, its right

restiup- on the Brussels road.

A. CRUIKSHANK, ESQ.

In the Ranks of 79th Highlanders.

No. 157. Manchester, September, 1839.

It will afford me very great pleasure indeed should any

of the circumstances hereafter detailed be found useful to

you in furtherance of your great work, but having been

in the ranks at Waterloo, and of course sufficiently oc-

cui)ied in attending- to orders, &c., I fear that such

information as it is in my power to give must be con-
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si lerel very limited. I shall now, liowovefj proceed,

according to the best of my recollection, to describe what Waterloo,

took place.

When the 79th were deploying into line at the com- At tho hefpn

mencement of the Action (they having been previously in
^l"lli^ ^hr'^

column) the Light Company, to which I then belonged, Lif,'ht Com-

were ordered out and extended. On our reaching the thrown out

hedge (or nearly so), where the Guns (I think Roerers's Kkirmishm^

iSrigade) were stationed, we passed through the Belgian valley.

Infantry, who were retiring, and pushed down the slope

in front of the hedge into the valley, where we were for

some time engaged with the French skirmishers; but a

strong Column of the Enemy appearing on the top of the Withdrawn

opposite ridge immediately in our front, and a second on D'Erlon's

Column was at that moment seen advancing along the approaching,

valley to our left, which must have come in contact with

the 28th Regiment, we were consequently obliged to

retire, and joined the Regiment on its reaching the hedge,

when a tremendous conflict ensued between our Line and Conflict -with

the opposing Columns, which, it has been said, pushed

themselves so far forward as to reach the hedge ; but I

can positively assert that the French did not reach that

point, if I except indeed some few of their sharpshooters

which came u\) the hill with the Light Infantry, but were

quickly driven back.

At this time I saw, but certainly very imj)erfectly, a The French

forward movement of the French Cavalrv on our rio-ht,
Cuirassiers

. , . . ,
o » charged ov

and some of the Cuirassiers had actually reached the point the 2nd Life

of the hedge on the main road (and the scene was altogether '^'^^ ''j

extraordinary), but they were charged I think from the Brigade had

right of the road, at, or about the same time that our ^^"^^'"^^ t^^

.
irench

Brigade charged down the slope, and completely routed Columns down

the Enemy^s Columns, when the Cavalry came up, and p * k'-^

completed what had been so gloriously begun, by gallantly Cavalry came

charging the flying Infantry and making a great number pfeted thX'
of prisoners. rout, taking

At the time the Dragoons passed the line to charge the prisoners.

Enemy's Columns as above, the 79th were in the act of When the
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Dragoons
passed, the

79th wore
re-formins;.

The 79th
formed square

but were not

attacked by
Cavah-y.

Perhaps this

was later in

the day.—En,

362 WATERLOO LETTERS.
1st Batt.

re-forming on the French side ot" the hedge, but not in any

unusual degree of disorder. I did not observe the Artillery

move from their position, but they might have done so

unknown to me. The}'^ did fire over our heads while

skirmishing in the valley. The Rocket Brigade were

stationed I think considerably to our left.

The 79th Highlanders did form square on the slope in

front of the hedge to resist Cavalry, but which did not

however come near us, and whether it was exactly at this

period of the action I cannot now call to my memory.

Believe, &c.,

A. Cruikshank.

The 95th Rifles— 1st Battalion.

No. 158.

Waterloo.

The Battalion

at 7 p.m.

LIEUT.-GENERAL SIR ANDREW F. BARNARD,
Gr.O.L., (jr.G.li.

Lieut. -Colonel and Brev.-Colonel, and K.C.B., 1st Battalion

95th Eifles.

46, Wilton Crescent, November lOth, 1834-.

Having received a wound which disabled me, and

being obliged in consequence to quit the field at about

three o^clock in the day on the 18th June, 1815, I could

not venture to return the plan which you forwarded until

I met with an Officer who could give me exact information

on the subject, which I have acquired from Captain

Kincaid, who was on that occasion Adjutant of the 1 st

Battalion of the Rifle Brigade.

The fire of the Battalion was principally directed at

tlie Corps of the Enemy, immediately on the opposite side

of the Brussels road and above La Haj^e Sainte, the other

Corps of the 5th Division and some of General Lambert^s

being occupied in keeping down the fire of those in

front, and on the groimd which rises abruptly with the

remains of a hedgerow of trees upon it, which was tlie
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advance of the 95tli in the morning-. 'J'h(; 27th were

formed in square at a very short distance in the rear of

the 5th Division, and suffered very mu('h from the

]<]nemy's fire.

I remain^ &c.,

A. F. J^ARNARD.

{Postscrij)t.)—In the mornino- the 1st ]5attalion were Position of

formed in the same ground as now represented in the plan,
[n the'morn"

but with two Companies on the abrupt ground in front, inf?- '*»«'"

with the hedgerow, part of which was cut down, and an 'I- ' •

abatis formed across the road half way up the hill from

La Haye Sainte, and one Company under Colonel Leach

being posted in the gravel pit.

When the Enemy made their first attack, this Company ij'Eiion's

was soon obliged to join the others, and although they ^^'^^ attiif'v-

maintained their ground sufficiently to chang-e the direction -^^ thu ^^fvd

of the Enemy^s Column, they were oblio-ed eventually to pit oirt flanked,

T , • , P 1 1 1 • 1 /-,
'in'l obliged to

retu'e as it passed their left tiank, and to join the Companies join those at

at the hedge, to Avhich the Enemy approached so close that '•'^^ hedgerow

there could not have been above two yards, if so much,

between their front rank and that of the Corps opposed.

A fire ensued, which was very heavy, but of short After a hi-avy

duration, as they began to move off as soon as it was juration, the

possible for such a mass to effect it (N.B., Sir Thomas Enenw rc-

Picton was killed at this moment), and the charge of Picton killed.

General Ponsonby's Brisr'ade, which took place on our left, ^'harge of

. ^ , . " Ponsonbv's
completed their rout. Cavahy."

Our formation was the same subsequently, and as the After the

Enemy advanced afterwards with more caution, and captured La Have
La Haye Sainte, our advanced Companies maintained their -"^^^^inte by the

ground longer, but the fire from the Enemy^s sharpshooters ad\anced

caused us some loss, and, amongst the rest, I was wounded, ^^^^P-inies

,
suttereU some

and cannot pretend to give any further account of the loss.

movements of the Corps further than what is stated pre- S"' ^
viously ; but I believe the advanced Companies were very wounded.

shortly afterwards obliged to abandon their ground and The advanced
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join the Battalion, and the French occupied it during the

remainder of the Action.

I ought to mention that at the moment of the repulse

of the French in the morning", the French Cuirassiers had

advanced so far on the opposite side of the Brussels road as

to be in our rear, but at the same moment were charged so

gallantly by one of the Regiments of Life Guards that

they gave way in great confusion, and having got into the

road carried away the ahatis by the rear, though it impeded

their progress sufficiently to enable the Life Guards to cut

down a good many of them.

Companies
obliged to

abandon their

ground, wliich.

was occupied
by the

French.

Att;ick of 2nd
Life Guards
on the

Cuirassiers.

LIEUT.-COLONEL J. LEACH, C.B.

Captaix AM) Brey.-Major 95th Rifles.

No. 159.

Waterloo.

Sent to occupy
the sandpit

close to main
ro:id with two
Companies.

S(T General
Plan, No. 1.

Remainder of

the Riries at

the hedgerow
on the summit
behind.

D'Erlons 1st

attack.

The two
Companies
driven in,

And sub.«e-

quently tlie

whole I5at-

talion, which
falls back on
the 32nd.

&<!Plan,p.88.

The Rifles and
32nd fire a
volley and

Memorandum. No date.

Previous to the attack on the 5th Division, I was sent

in command of two Companies of Riflemen to occujiy an

excavation (from which sand had been dug) dose to the

Genappe road and on its le/Y. This was at the base of the

hillock, on the summit of which the remainder of the 95th

Ritle Corps was posted to support the two advanced Com-

panies.

The fierce onset of the French with overwhelming num-

bers forced back my two Companies on the main body of the

95th Regiment, and this hillock was also instantly assailed

in such a manner as to render it impossible for one weak

Battalion, consisting only of six Companies, to stem the

torrent for any length of time. We were consequently

constrained to fall back on the 3iJnd Regiment, which was

in lino near the thorn hedge which runs from the Genappe

road to the /c;/7, and along the front of Picton's Division.

We were closely pressed and hotly engaged during the

retrograde movement, and very soon after reaching the spot

where tlie 32nd was in position, a volley and a charge of

bayonets caused the French to recoil in disorder and with
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a heavy loss ; and it was at this momoni oi fire, smoke, and chargo,

excitement tliat tlie Heavy Cavalry of the Army suddenly French before

api)eared among-st us, and instantly eharg-ed that Infantry them.

which the fire and charge of bayonets from Pieton's
cavalrv^^^

Division had previously shattered and broken. charge the

retreatiir;

French
Infantn'.

FROM THE SAME.

Worthing, Sussex, November 22nd, 1840. ^o. \(')\).

Previous to the second grand attack on our Division, T Waterloo.

was detached with two Companies of the 95th Riflemen as Detached

,T T n ^
with two

before, to occupy the excavation near the road, from whence Companies

gravel had been dug, the remaining four Companies of as before.

oi;r Battalion occupying the knoll above it.

The great effort of the French appeared to be to carry D'Erlon's

the farmhouse of La Haye Sainte, and this they were
;^^^ capture of

enabled to do (in spite of the obstinate and gallant defence La Have

of the occupants) in consequence of the ammunition of the

Germans being expended, and there being no mode of

supplying them with more.

This, however unavoidable, was highly disastrous to the Serious conse

troops of Picton and Lambert, for the French instantly Sn'^^d
filled the house with swarms of sharpshooters, whose deadly Lambert's

fire precluded the possibility of our holding the knoll and ^ ^1'

the ground immediately about it, and they established also retire to the

a strong and numerous line of Infantry, extending along Pledge of the
^ J

'

'^ '^ \S avre read,

the front of Kempt's Brigade. and the

Those Frenchmen, however, knelt down, and exposed thefaioUand''

only their heads and shoulders to our fire, and in this ridge in fiont

manner the contest was carried on between them and us „ * ,

See General
until the General Advance of the whole of the Duke of Phm, Xo. 2.

Wellington's Army against the French position imme-

diately after the total defeat of the Imperial Guards.

From the time that La Haye Sainte fell into the hands

of the French until the moment of the General Advance of
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our Ai-my, the mode of attack and defence was remarkable

for its sitmene.^s. But I speak merely of what took place

immediately about our part of the position.

It consisted of one uninterrupted fire of musketry (the

distance between the hostile lines I imagine to have been

rather more than one hundred yards) between Kempt^s and

some of Lambert^s Reg-iments posted along the thorn

hedge, and the French Infantry lining the knoll and the

crest of the hill near it. Several times the French Officers

made desperate attempts to induce their men to charge

Kempt^s line, and I saw more than once parties of the

French in our front spring up from their l-iieeling poution

and advance some yards towards the thorn hedge, headed

by their Officers with vehement gestures, but our fire was

so very hot and deadly that they almost instantly ran back

behind the crest of the hill, always leaving a great many
killed or disabled behind them.

During this musketry contest, which I firmly believe

was the closest and most protracted almost ever witnessed,

some apprehension was entertained that the French would

endeavour to force their way along the chaussee, and attack

the rear of the troops lining the thorn hedge, and on a

report of the kind being made to me by one of our Officers,

coupled with a suggestion that a part of the 95th Riflemen

should be concentrated on the extreme right, so as to fire

into the road, my reply was, " The 27th Regiment is in

square in our rear, having one of its faces looking directly

into the road, and that Regiment must protect our rear, for

the French are gathering so fast and thick in our front

that we cannot spare a single man to detacli to the right.^^

I merely mention this to show in what manner we

were employed at this period of the day. I concluded also

that the Regiments of Infantry, which were in reserve

beliind us, and (I believe) some Cavalry not far off, would

have instantly attacked any French force which might

have menaced the rear of Kempt^s Brigade by the chaussee,

A very short time (a few minutes only I think) before

Picton^s Division joined in the General Advance against the

Apprehen-
sions of the

French ad-

vuncino; along
the main road
and turning

Kempt' s rig] it.

But thesj

were gromid-
lc83, on ac-

count of the

position of th

27th Kegi-
mcnt.

( (Illy a iVw
minutes bei'ore
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French position, the French suddenly evacuated tlie farm- ^\' ^-'t-noi-al

,. T TT o • 11 • Advance th<-

house or La Ilaye Sainte and the ground near it, and j<'rf;nch ova'n-

retreated in haste : and this, I conclude, was in con.sequence ''^"'.

^f- ^^'V'' ' ' 1 iSanito and
of the total repulse of the Imperial Guards, and the {^vouudnfaTll.

forward movement of a part of the Duke of Wellinj:»ton'8

rig-lit wing".

Believe me, &e.,

J. Leach.

CAPTAIN J. KINCAID, LATE RIFLE BRIGADE.
Lieutenant and Adjutant 1st Battalion 95th Rifles.

Bridewell Hospital, London, May 2nd, 1839. 'Ko. 101

On the first attack of D^Erlon^s Corps at Waterloo.

The E-eserve of our Battalion was not in the Wavre

road, but immediately behind the second hedge, with our

right literally resting on the Namur [Genappe] road

within two or three yards of the brink of its steep bank.

The front hedge was a very imperfect one, showing merely

a bush here and there.

I had been in the early part of the Action in advance

with our Companies on the knoll, and cannot speak to the

precise position of Kempt's Brigade, nor whether any space

was left between the right of the 33nd Regiment and the

Namur [Genappe] road for our Reserve to fall back into.

All I remember is that his line seemed to stand about hfty

yards from the hedge.

My recollections of that interesting moment are as

follows :

—

We had held the knoll longer than prudence warranted

with the Enemy already round both flanks, and we were

consequently obliged to make the best use of our heels to

get into the position. I had just dashed my horse through

a gap in the hedge (I was Adjutant) when I observed our

Reserve beginning to retire. Our two Field Officers had

Waterloo.

D'Eilon's fii-st

attack.

The Reserve
of the Rifles

was behind
the hedgerow
in front of the

TN'avre road.

Src Plan,

p. 38.

Kempt's line

about fifty

yards in rear

of the hedge
of the Wavre
road.

The knoU on
the left of the
sandpit.

Companies in

fi'ont obliged
to retire to

reserve behind
the hedsferow
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l^ecn wounded the instant before, and the next in command
at the moment, believing- it to be intended that he shonld

g"ive his place to the skirmishers and join the line, he had

just put them in motion for that purpose, but knowing the

mistake, Sir Jas. Kempt having previously informed me
that he would advance with his line to join us as soon as

necessary, I called a halt, and we formed them to receive

the attack where they then stood, about ten yards from the

hedge. Sir James Kempt at the same moment advanced

his Brigade. They did not come quite up to the same

line with us, but I think delivered their fire about twenty

yards from the hedge. I cannot say whether any part cif

his line overlapped our rear, but it will serve to simplify

conflicting opinions, to say that we only held a front of

three Companies (the skirmishers having doubled in rear

of the Reserve, there was no time for anything else), so

that even if the 82nd did overlap our Battalion about

two-thirds of that Regiment must still have been engaged.

Our Battalion continued the charge as far as the knoll, but

I do not think the Regiment on our left crossed the Wavre

road, for although there were a few straggling red coats

among us, I do not remember seeing any formed body

near.

I should have thought that the Enemy's left Column

could not have gone so much to their right as you have

drawn it, and that they must have brought up about the

right of the 79th from the direction I saw them taking,

when some yards on our side of the knoll, but as the

hedge afterwards hid them from my sight they probably

edged more away.

When we first took possession of the knoll, before the

Battle began, there was almost a hedge of bushes and

underwood, with a tall tree in the centre, lining the

abrupt face of it on our side. We cut down most of the

bushes to form an ahatia across the road, and our two

Medical Officers took post behind the tree as the most

secure place for their operations. The tree was a naked

one with a bushy top. One of the first of the Enemy^s

The Battalion

charges as far

us the knoll.

The hodgorow
with a tall

troe, whose
top a Fronch
round shot

causes to fall

on the Medical
Officers of the
Battalion.
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round shot struck it about two-thirds up, hrin^^inj^- the

whole of the l)ushy part down on their devoted heaxls and

nearly smothering" them among the branches.

I am, &e.,

r. KiNCAID,

Late Capt. 1st Rifle Brigade.

Pack's Infantry Brigade.

The 9tli Infantry Brigade consisted of the 1st

Regiment Boyal Scots, 3rd Battalion, the 42nd

Regiment, Royal Highlanders, the 4Ith Regiment,

2nd Battalion, and the 92nd Regiment, High-

landers. It was commanded by Major-General

Sir Denis Pack, K.C.B., and belonged also to Sir

Thomas Picton's Division.

On the arrival of the Division at Quatre Bras,

Pack's Brio^ade w^as posted along- the Namur road, '^ee Plan of

• 1 • -1 T J 11 c r\ Quatre Bras,

With its right adjacent to the houses or Quatre Xo. i.

Bras.

When the Division advanced against the Enemy,

as stated on page 344, the 92nd Highlanders were

ordered to continue to line the portion of the road

next to Quatre Bras. The 42nd Highlanders and

44th Regiment moved forward across the cornfields

in front of the road to within a very short distance

of Gremioncourt, and to the left of the Charleroi

road.

Here they were suddenly and unexpectedly

attacked by a portion of the French Cavalry which

were pursuing the Brunswick Hussars along the

cAa US-see, and so closely as to be mistaken by

the two Regiments for Allies. The 42nd nearlv
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succeeded in forming square, but the two Com-

panies of the rear face had not time to complete it,

and a body of Lancers penetrated with them into

the Square. Although they caused some loss, par-

ticularly in Officers, the Lancers were quickly

hemmed inside the Square, and either bayoneted

or taken prisoners.

The attack on the 44th was still more un-

expected. The Lancers advanced against the rear

of that Regiment still in Ii?ie, whereupon the rear

rank was faced about, and it gave the Cavahy such

a volley, that they fled in confusion.

Meanwhile, the remainder of the Cavalry which

pursued the Hussars came under the fire of the

9:2nd, which obliged it to take to a precipitate

flight.

The 4.2nd and 44th, in their advanced and

exposed jDOsitions, became the objects of repeated

assaults by the French Cavalry, and of a heavy

cannonade during the intervals of these attacks, but,

though with greatly diminished numbers, they suc-

cessfull}^ repelled the former. At length Sir Thomas
Picton brought up the 1st Eoyals and 2Stli to

their relief, as described in page 344. Later on

the ammunition of Pack's advanced Regiments

became so much exhausted that he was compelled

to apply to Halkett's Brigade for assistance. See

No. LSO, page 3.21.

The 92nd, still on the Namur road, next re-

pelled a considerable body of Cuirassiers which

advanced along the Charleroi chaussee, and after-

wards two Columns of Infantry, which moved
against them from the Bois de Bossu, charging
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tlieni and drivin;:^- thorn some distance aloni^ tlio

skirts of tlie wood.

At Waterloo the Brigade was posted some '*•'«« General

distance to the left of Kempt's Brigade, at first > ^ •

about two hundred yards in rear of the Wavre
road in the following order: 1st lioyals on the

right, 42nd, 92nd, and 44tli on the left.

When D'Erlon first advanced against Picton, Su-Finn,

the Brigade, excepting the 44th, was lining the

Wavre road, and the right French Column was

directed against it, principally against the 92 nd.

The Column pushed on in such a bold and deter-

mined manner as to cross the hedge of the road

and throw the Highlanders into some temporary

confusion. Here the French began to reply to the

fire of the latter, which, however, was now most

destructive, and the Brigade received the order to

charge.

At this moment the Scots Grreys came up, and,

passing through and mingling with the 92nd,

charged the Column, both Eegiments mutually

cheering and shouting, " Scotland for ever !

" The
Flighlanders joined in the charge, and assisted in

the capture of great numbers of prisoners.

After D'Erlon's attack had been repulsed,

Pack's Brigade was closed to the right on Kempt,

so as to fill up the gap made by the retreat of the

Dutch-Belgians.

Towards evening the Brigade was moved still

further to the right, and placed in reserve to

Kempt's and Lambert's Brigades, with the excep-

tion of the 1st Ro^^als, who were in the front with

the latter, and lining the Wavre road.

Y 2
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The Brigade subsequently joined in the General

Advance.

No. 1G9 refers to the march on Quatre Bras.

Nos. 1G3, 164, 105, lOG, 107, and 169 to Quatre

Bras.

No. 169 to the retreat on ITth June, and

Nos. 162, 163, 164, and 168 to AVaterloo.

The 1st Reglmext—Royal Scots—3kd Battalion.

No. 16.2,

Waterloo.

Succeeded to

the command
on Lieut. -Col.

Campbell
being
wounded.

After the
morning the

Jioyals were
not in contigu-

ous columns
with the 42nd.

They occui^ied

a position

more in

advance than
shown in the

LIEUT.-COLONEL R. MACDONALD, LATE 35th

REGIMENT.

Captain and Bkevet-Major 1st Royals.

Soidhsea House, near Portsmonth. December 29f/t, 1838.

I have the honour to address you on the subject of your

''Guide to the Model of the Battle of Waterloo'' at a

quarter past 7 p.m.

At tlie Battle of Waterloo 1 was Captain and Brev.-

!Major in the ord Battalion Royal Scots. I was present

with it on the 16th, 17th, and on the 18th, until nearly

the close of the Action—perhaps eig-ht o'clock in the even-

ing-, when I fell wounded and was carried off the field.

Lieut.-Colonei Camj^bell, Major in the Regiment, com-

manded the Battalion, and upon his being wounded,

between twelve o'clock and two jD.m., or thereabouts, 1

succeeded to the command, and retained that command
until carried off the field. I regret to observe that by

No. 41 of "The (Juide" the 3rd Battalion is erroneously

placed, for on the 1 8th, after the m(jrniug, it was never in

contiguous column with the 42nd ; it was moved from the

left to the position it occupied the whole of that afternoon,

having no troops in its front but the French, a position

moi'e in advance than is stated in No. II, where the Royals

suffered severely from a little rising ground, rather in its
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front and on its rif^'htj where Lieut.-Colonel Cunipbell was

wounded^ where I suceeeded to him, and where 1 remained

with the Battalion until carried o££ the field wounded, late

in the evening.

Havin<^ served in the Royals from early of the year

1803 until 1823, seen much service with the Regiment,

and obtained the Brevet rank of Major for services at St.

Sebastian in the 3rd Battalion, I naturally am warmly

interested in my old Corps, and I feel very desirous that it

should be placed, in your extremely ingenious and hand-

some Model of the Battle of Waterloo, in the position it

occuj^ied on that memorable day.

The returns of killed and wounded will show how

severely the 3rd Battalion Royal Scots suffered in that

Battle.

I have, &c.,

R. Macdonald,

Lieut. -Colonel, late of 35th Reariment.

IhT liOYALM.

^lodol, and
Hllft'';r(;d

Kovoroly flora

tho fire of th<!

Frc-nch troops

on tho hi^rh

g-iound in

front of tho

Wavro ro;id.

"\\'oundod lato

inthoevoning.

FROM THE SAME.

Southsea House, near Portsmouth, February 14it]i, lS3i'.

At or about three o^elock p.m. on the 16th, upon

Picton's Division arriving at the top of the hill just above

Quatre Bras, where it halted for a short time, the 3rd

Battalion Royal Scots was moved away from Pack's

Brigade to the left of the high road, and formed in column

at quarter distance ; moved down a slope to the cross road,

and there formed in line under the immediate direction of

Sir Thomas Picton and Sir James Kempt. The French

were then coming on in force, and the Royals were ordered

to advance and attack. They did so, suffering severely

both in Officers and men killed and wounded, but succeeded

in completely repulsing and driving back the Enemy

through several fields of very high corn.

After this it was again formed in column, quarter

distanccj and joined the ~8th Regiment also in column.

No. 163.

Quati'e Bras.

Sec Plans of

Quatre Bras.

The Eoyals
moved from
the Brigade
do\viL to the
Xaniur road
and formed in

line.

Advance and
attack the

French suc-

cessfully, but
suffer

severely.

Joined the

•J 8th in
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column, and
moved for-

ward against

a body of Cav-
alry. The two
Regiments
form one
square and
beat off the

Cavalry.

Royals form
line again.

At dusk
rejoin the
Brigade.

On the 17th
the Battalion

is praised by
Sir J. Kempt
for its gallant

conduct the
previous day.

"Waterloo.

D'Erlon's
1st attack.

D'Erlon's
2nd attack.

moved forward to the front and rip^ht towards a large body

of French Cavalry, accompanied by Sir Thomas Picton and

Sir James Kempt. Halted and formed in square (the

Royals and 2Sth), having these two General Officers in its

centre; this Square was charged several timeSj but no

impression was made on it, and the Enemy were repulsed

with great loss. We then formed line, and remained until

nearly dark, when we were ordered to retire and rejoin onr

Brigade. In so doing we passed through the troops,

Cavalry and Infantry, who had come uj) in the interval.

Sir Thomas Picton passed the greater part, if not the whole,

of the night (16th) in the field, within a few yards of the

Royal Scots.

On the 1 7th Sir James Kempt called together the

remaining Officers of the 3rd Battalion, and was pleased to

express to them his high approbation of their gallantry and

conduct, and of that of the men, in the Action of the pre-

vious day. But except retiring with the rest of the

Division to the position of Waterloo, our rear being pro-

tected by the Cavalry, we had no more to do on that day.

Respecting the grand attack of the 18th on Pieton's

Division when that General w^as killed, I am of opinion

(but I did not refer to my watch) that it took place at an

earlier honr than about two o^clock. The 3rd Battalion was

in close column, and I, being Captain of the Light

Infantry Company, was with it at my post in the rear, the

Column being right in front, therefore could not distinctly

see whether the Regiment was at all covered in its front

;

but 1 believe it was the Royal Dragoons and the Scotch

Greys who passed us (I think) by the left of our Column

to charge the French Infantry, which they did most

frallantlv, and on their return, with a large number of

prisoners, we cheered them.

After this the Royal Scots were moved forward to the

hedge you mention, ordered to form line and lie down.

The Enemy came nn in a most gallant manner, extended in

skirmishing order, spreading on our front and right. Sir

Denis Pack, addressing me, said, " Do you think yoii can
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liit those follows from here ? " I replied, " No, hut more

to the right I think they eould/' The Lij^ht Company

were then ordered out to skirmish {.scr N.B.). They were

soon called in, the Battalion formed into open column, and

moved to its right, under a heavy fire of cannon, to the

position I mentioned to you in my letter of December 29th.

I do not know where the other Regiments of Pack''s The Battalion

Brigade were moved, but a considerable time afterwards, sfverely.

seeing Sir Denis Pack apj)roach, I, being in command, at

the request of the Officers, and seeing we were so much

reduced, went to him to ask our being relieved for a short

time, but he gave me no answer. Upon looking round I

saw the 42nd in column considerably in our rear in

reserve. I recognised them by their bonnets and red

feathers, but the other Regiments near or with them I

could not.

About the time we discerned the Prussians coming on

from the left, part of the 9:3nd Highlanders came up to our

right; the 38th were then on our immediate left.

I beg" to call your attention to the returns of killed

and wounded on the 16th and 18th. I doubt if any

Infantry Regiment there suffered more severely than the

3rd Battalion Royal Scots.

I have, &c.,

R. Macdonald,

Lieut. -Colonel, late 35th Regiment.

N.B.—My only remaining Subaltern—the other two

having been wounded on the 16th—lost an arm close to me,

the Lieut. Lane who died Barrack Master of Cloumel.
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The 4JJxD Regiment—Royal Highlanders.

No. 1G4.

Quatre Bras.

See Plan.

42nd in corn-
field in front

of thu Xamur
road.

Formed
square when
attacked by
Cavalry.
Retired in

square fol-

lowed by the
(.'avalr)-.

Formed line

af^ain and
advanced, he
thinks.

Loss of

Officers.

Waterloo.

In close

column of

Regiments.

(,'olumn

moved twice

COLONEL J. CAMPBELL, C.B.

Cai'T.\in" and Bkev.-Major 42xd Highl.\n])eus.

to majoe-geneeal sie gity campbell, baet.

Lhevpool, March I5th, 1838.

My Dear Guy, .....
When the 42nJ first halted on the road from Brussels,

it was close to some houses on the left. We moved forward,

and soon after turned ofp to the left and formed line, facing

as I have marked on the Plan. I think we were under the

rising- ground, which I suppose must have been the corn-

field with some houses on our right; soon after we were

attacked by the Cavalry. We formed square and had some

fighting. After we retired in square, still followed by the

Cavalry, we halted close to a large farmhouse with a wall

round it, and were ordered to lay down. The Artillery

were immediately behind on a rising ground, and were

firing over us. It was Sir John Elly who told us to lay

down.

We formed line, and, I think, advanced, and remained

at ordered arms. Many Ofiicers were standing together.

Two [were] mortally Avounded, and others slightly. You

may recollect Gordon, he was shot through the head and

lived till next morning. At that time I don't recollect the

Regiments near to us. You say the 92nd were in our rear

on the road when we were in the cornfield ; in that case, we

must have fronted different from what I now sup2)ose. As

to the position of the Enemy, they appeared in different

Columns with an advance of skirmishers. I don^t par-

ticularly recollect the white house.

When Ave retired on the 17th and took up our position at

Waterloo on thelSth, we were in close column of Regiments.

We moved direct to the I'ight, column at half or quarter dis-

tance, and returned to the same ground. This movement I

think we rei)eated twice, and were under the fire of the
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IVencli Artillery the whole time. Towards evening we

formed three or four deep and advanced. The Prussian

Cavalry jjassing- through the intervals, perhaps more than a

section thrown hack, we were not particular as to the exact

pivot men, any number according to circumstances. On

the IGth, after dark^ the French occasionally fired some

Guns. ......
Yours affectionately,

J. Campbell.

SERGEANT ALEXANDER McEWEEN,
42nd HIGHLANDERS.

Memorandnm. No date.

The 42nd were not a quarter of an hour in the field

before they were charged by the Lancers. They must have

been at the time a little in advance of the Namur road,

expecting the remainder of the Brigade to form upon them.

The 44th moved ifp to the left instead of the right of the

42nd, its proper place. A few skirmishers were out in

front. Lancers appeared approaching quietly as if re-

connoitring'.

Sergeant McEween said to his commanding Officer,

" Those are French Lancers.''^ The latter replied, " No,

they belong to the Prince of Orange !
" Sergeant McEween

said he was sure they were the 3rd French Lancers, whom
he bad formerly seen when a prisoner of war. Proposed to

fire at them to see what notice they would take of the shot.

He fired, and the}'" immediately advanced ag-ainst the 42nd.

The skirmishers ran in with, the cry, " Square, Square,

French Cavalry !

"

The Lancers overtook two Companies in the act of com-

pleting the Square. Several of the 42nd were cut off, but

a portion of the Lancers became hemmed inside the Square

by the remainder of those two Companies, and were in-

stantly bayoneted.

The Brigade formed line and advanced. The 79th

skirmishing down by the ditch and hedges in front of the

HlOHI.A.VOEUH.
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French position. A great fire from tlie close skirmisliers,

and cannonade from the French heights. Retired on

perceiving the French Cavahyj and formed squares.

The French Cavalry wore blue cloaks. The J:2nd

observed that the only effect produced on them by their

fire was to make the French Dragoons reel back a little

in their saddles. A cry was raised, " They are in armour.

Fire at their horses !

" There was constant repetition by

each Regiment of deployment into line and re-formation

of square. Sergeant McEween was wounded down at the

ditch.

The 1-Ith Regiment—2nd Battalion.

Xo. IGO.

Quatre Bras.

The charge of
the French
Lancers upon
the rear of

the 42nd and
44th.

The Lancers
Averc not
recognised as

French, ex-

cept by the
old soldiers

who fired on
them.

When their

fire was
stopped, the

Lancers
charged the
roar of the
line, and
through the

centre.

See next
letter.

One Lancer
made a dash
at the Colours,

COLONEL G. O'MALLEY, C.B., SSth REGIMENT.

Major and Bkev.-Lieut.-Colonel 44th Fiegiment.

Portsmouth, JLay 10th, 1837.

1 have tlie most full and perfect recollection of the

charge made at Quatre Bras by the French Lancers upon

the rear of the 42nd and 44th Regiments soon after they

got clear out of the tall rye and were in line. These

Lancers passed on our right flank in pursuit of the

Brunswickers, so close that they actually wore considered

as of the same body, though some of the old soldiers of

the 42nd and 44th appeared to know better, as they opened

a sort of oblique fire upon them, to check which every

possible effort was made by desire of Sir Denis Pack,

and when the soldiers were so inHuenced by Olficers, &c.,

that their fire ceased, these brave French Lancers wheeled

short round, and to the astonishment of Sir Denis Pack

and myself, they were close in our rear immediately, and

through our centre, cutting down several men, as described

bv Lieut. Riddock, before there was a conviction on the

minds of any but the old soldiers Avho first fired u})on

them that they were French. One very dashing fellow
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41tJI IvEOIMENT,

charged at the Colours, wounding Ensign Christie, wlio %voundin;?

carried one of them, with the lance in the exact manner
{'^^^^^(,^ who

described by Lieut. R., when Ensign Ciiristie in the cam*'! ono of

1 , . , 7 1 . 1 n i.
them, and

most cool and praiseworthy manner dropped the ll;ig to dropped it to

save it, part oi: which the Lancer actually tore of£ and ^'^^'" ''•

possessed himself of, when he was killed, as my recollec-
^J'_ off "i por-

tions serve me, by bayonets of the 44.th, with which he tkm of it,

was in a manner taken trom his horse by the brave men, hnyonetedand

instead of having been shot as Lieut. 11. states. Indeed ^^illcd.

he might have been shot as well as bayoneted in the

manner I describe.

The gallantry of this particular Lancer, the gallantry The gallantry

and coolness of the French Lancers altogether, and the
L^neers, and

great bravery and steadiness of the soldiers of the l:Znd also of the

^ , , ^ . , , o 1 • t rM V .1 ^- 42ndand44th.
and 41th Eegiments, both or which Corps at the time

were all strangers to me, made such an impression on my
mind as never has been, nor never can be, removed. I

have to this hour in my possession the part of the flag

which the Lancer tore off when he wounded Mr. Christie.

You say '^ It is not clear from what Lieut. Iliddoek

says whether the Regiment was in line or in column

when charged by the Lancers.''^ I am quite certain both The 42nd and

,
. 44th were in

4iind and 44th were in line when charged as described, i line when

have a full recollection of the want of ammunition for a ^5^*^^' ^^^®
charged.

long time, as stated by Lieut. R., and of the great and
^^^g^ jYom

distressing loss experienced by the 42nd and 44th in con- ""'i^nt ''*

sequence thereof. I also know that the 44th had very

considerable loss in Officers and men as well as the 4£iid,

and that both Corps acted tos^ether as one Regiment for -^^^^ ^'ov^^
^ ^^

^

®
^

acted as one
most part of the day under the immediate command of Sir Kegiment,

Believe, &c.,

Geo. O'Malley.
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Ko. 1G7,

Quatie Bras.

The French
Cavalry in

roar of the

44th mistaken
tor Belgian^.

The 44th in

line attacked
in the rear hy
the Lancers.

The rear ranlc

faces ahout
and fires into

them, so that
few escaped.

One Lancer
mortally
•wounds En-
sign Christie,

and tries to

take the
("olour from
him.
The latter

throws the

Colour to the

ground, and
falls on it.

The I^anccr

is shot.

LIEUTENANT A. RIDDOCK, HALF-PAY,
44th regiment.

LiEUTEX.\.XT 44th Kegiment.

Kirliown of Deshford, Banffshire, April llfli. ISoT.

At this time several Squadrons of Froneli Lancers

had got through between the Squares of the right Brigade,

and having no reserve to support us, they advanced in

regular order at full canter in our rear. We from their

appearance supposed them to be Belgians, from their

uniform, and having been but a short time in the Action,

were still keeping the French Army at bay with the

bayonet, when the 2nd Battalion •44th Regiment were at-

tacked in the rear by the Lancers, who were slaughtering

our supernumeraries and our rear rank men. This was a

critical moment, you may be sure, but with the usual cool

and characteristic bravery of the 2nd Battalion 44th

Regiment, the rear rank faced right about and repulsed

them with great loss. So well directed was the fire that

few escaped from our rear.

One of these old grey-headed devils dashed through

our centre, sending his lance in at the left eye of the

Senior Ensign, James Christie, down through his face

until it went through his tongue and under the jaw,

[the Lancer] expecting to carry off the Colours. But no,

he (Ensign Christie) dashed the Colour down and fell above

them [? it]. The fellow was shot a few yards in front of

the Regiment.

Immediately after this the Regiment retired, and the

(jther Regiments of the Brigade, about 50 or (50 paces,

leaving two Companies, or as many men under the

command of an Ollicer as would cover the front of the

Regiment, keejiing u]) a constant fire on the French

advanced lines. By this time (four o'clock) our Regiment

was reduced to a mere skeleton, having lost in killed and

wounded about 1 Oflicers, and upwards of 200 men.
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llTH liK'/IMKXT.

It became my duty to command the party in advance Lt. Uifldock

(the Reg'iment and Brigade being- in squares), not thirty !X"anr" 'jftrty

yards from the French; and I continued in that position in front of tho

until my ammunition was totally exhausted ; the French \^\^ ummuni-

picking my men off as fast as they could load and fire, and ^'"" i« totally

.. .. ir 1
t'xhauHtcd.

our ammunition being intercepted by the frequent and

daring charges of the French Cavalry, round and round,

and in the rear of our little Squares. I deemed it proper

to call the attention of the General, Sir Denis Pack, to

the awkward situation my men and I were in ; his orders Hir Denis

were to close my men to the centre and join my Regiment. ^:^^ to reioin

I did so in so far, but ere this time a number of the Reg-iment.

Squadrons of French Cuirassiers and Lancers were sweep- A^'^^"';^ ^^t

ing the field in the rear, round and round every Square, Cavaliy which

showing no mercy, dashing at and sticking the helpless \-^^ Squares

wounded Officers and men that unfortunately lay without

the protection of the Square. I could compare them to

nothing but a swarm of bees.

At this time I and my men were cut off from the He forms four

Regiment. I instantly formed four deep and charged charges -n-ith

bayonets, the rear rank with ported arms, and fought my ^^ayonets

way through the French Cavalry until I reached the south Cavalry,

side of the Square of my Regiment. But so hot and

hard pressed was the Regiment on all sides, that I could

obtain no admittance, and my ammunition being gone, as

before mentioned, we had no other alternative than [to] His party lie

lie down close to the Square, and crave their friendly pro- thr«ciuare
^

tection.

The loss of the French Cavalry at this time, was very

great, in proportion to the [loss of] the British Infantry.

Lieut. -Col.
We were by this time so much reduced in numbers that

the 4-ith could only form into four small Companies, which Hamerton

were now commanded by that brave and meritorious
'^'^'^'^'^'^'

'' command.
Officer, Lieut.-Colonel O'Malley, now in command of the devolves on

8Sth Regiment. The different Regiments of the Division^ (jMaiiev
"

although reduced to mere skeletons, kept possession of the I>i^"ision,

iji-riT •
-i 1 ,^ i> , thou2:li much

ground the rreneh occupied at the commencement or the reduced, keeps
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Lieut.-Col.

O'Malley had
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Action the whole of the afternoon, never givioo- [way] one

inch, although rejieatedly charg-ed with Infantry and

Cavalry.

About six oMoek we again sustained a dreadful contest

with a host of Cavalry that threatened total destruction,

so much so that Sir Denis Pack rode up to the bayonets of

the 44-th with his hat in his hand waving to cease firing,

when Col. O^Malley called out to us, " You are as brave as

lions ; attend to my orders, and we shall yet repulse

them." His orders were attended to, and the firing

increased with double vigour, with such effect that no

penetration could be effected by the French Cavalry on

any point of the British Square.

The loss the French Cavalry sustained in this contest

was immense ; several hundreds of men and horses covered

the ground all around us. This was the last charore

made by the French Cavalry on the 5th Division for the

afternoon, but [it] was succeeded by a hot and destructive

lire of musketry and artillery until past eight o^clock p.m.

I have, itc,

Alex. Riddock.

The 92nd Regiment—Highlanders.

Xo. 10^.

W.'iterloo.

Theirniiniber.-

were about
;i,000.—El).

MAJOR R. WINCHESTER, 92nd HIGHLANDERS.
Lieutenant 92xd Highlandeus.

Fort Georf/e. November 2it]i, 1S31.

At the commencement of the Action a Corps of Belgians

of from 8,000 to 10,000 men were formed in line in front

of the 5th Division, but soon after they were attacked and

their skirmishers driven in on their line, the whole of them

retired through the 5th Division, and were seen no more

during the Action. After this the Enemy made several

severe attacks on the 5th Division. About two or three
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92mj Hiohlaxdeus.

o'clock in the afternoon a Column between .'5,000 to 4,000 iJ'Erlon'.s Isi

men advanced to the hedge at the roadside which leads
I'jf.ton/

from the main road near La Have Sainte beyond the left 'S'«' Plan,
T) 38

of our position. Previous to this the i)'Ziv\ had been

lyiu^' down under cover of the position when they were

immediately ordered to stand to their arms, !Major-General

Sir Denis Pack calling out at the same time, " 9^ud, Another

everything- has given way on your right and left and you it_"92nd,

must charge this Column/'' upon which he ordered four eyerj-thm^has

, , r, .
given way in

deep to be formed and closed in to the centre. The liegi- your front "—

ment; which was then within about 30 yards of the
i3(fii[anshad

Column, fired a volley into them. The Enemy on reaching retired.—Ed.

the hedge at the side of the road had ordered arms, and

were in the act of shouldering them when they received

the volley from the 9£nd.

The Scots Greys came up at this moment, and doubling Charge of the

round our flanks and through our centre where openings '^^^^t
tn'eys.

° _
i o Jiinthusiasm ol

were made for them, both E-effiments charo^ed together, the two Eegi-

calling out " Scotland for ever,''' and the Scots Greys char<^e

actually walked over this Column, and in less than three together.

minutes it was totally destroyed, 2,000, besides killed

and wounded, of them having been made prisoners, and

two of their Eagles captured. The grass field in which the

Enemy was formed, which was only an instant before as

green and smooth as the 15 acres in Phoenix Park, was

in a few minutes covered Avith killed and wounded, knap- Appearance

sacks and their contents, arms, accoutrements, &c.,
of the ground

^ '

_ ;
" after the

literally strewed all over, that to avoid stepping on charge.

either one or the other was quite impossible ; in fact one

could hardly believe, had he not witnessed it, that such

complete destruction could have been effected in so short a

time.

Some of the French soldiers who were lying wounded

were calling out " Vive VEmpei-enr^' and others firing

their muskets at our men who had advanced past them

in pursuit of the flying Enemy.

The Regiment was then recalled and formed on its 9'-^nd recaUed

p 1 CI f 1 1 -n 1 to their former
former ground. Soon afterwards the Enemv commenced erouud.
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D'Eilon's a cannonade and an attack with his Infantry and Light
'' '*' "

Troops snpported by his Cavahy along- our whole line,

which continued with little intermission until about the

time he made his last great effort near La Haye Sainte,

during the greater part of which time the 92nd was

formed in square.

When the Imperial Guards were advancing at seven

o^elock p.m. to attack the left centre near La Have Sainte^

92nd moved the 92nd Highlanders, who were then near the extreme

towards ^tiio
^^'^^ ^^ ^^^ li^^Q, were ordered up to the left of the main

main road. ^-oad near La Haye Sainte. They moved in column at

quarter distance, and when about half-way between the
Ashellfallsin ^qH and the road, a shell fell in the midst of the Column.
the midst oi '

the Column on The Companies in rear of it faced about and doubled

Howlts^le- ^^ ^^^^ ^'^^^' ^^^^^1 i*^ ^^^^ burst, then faced about again, and

structive doubled up to their proper distances from the leading

evaded. divisions without any word of command having been

given.

On arriving Just as we arrived at the left of the road, our troops
at the left of

. -. , •
, t- ^ ^ ^

the road, were in the act ot charging the Lnemy and driving them
found the

from the crest of our position, which he had gained a short
troops there > ' *^

engaged in time before. The rush upon the Enemy was so great that

Enemv from ^^ forced them, together with some of our Guns, from which

the crest of thev had previously driven our gunners, into a sandpit on
the position

, "i » o i i t tt
^ o • j tt i • ii

which he had the left ot the roail near La Haye bamte. Upon this the
gained. Enemy retired in great confusion, lining the opposite side

of the sandpit, the hedge, and the farm of La Haye Sainte

with his skirmishers.

The firing of About this time the fire of the Prussians informed us

heard.
" ^" ^f their advance from the wood upon the Enemy near

Lieutenant Plancheiioit. Soon after this I was wounded and obliged
AVinchcst.T

to quit the field.
woundcu and ^ tic
ohliged to i have, cVc,

quit the field. lloBEIlT WINCHESTER,

]Maior 92nd Hiofhlauders.
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rriXD HlOHI,AM>KllH.

FROM THE SAME.

3, Upper Bean Terrace, Edinhuryh, March 2nd, 1837. No. 100.

Agreeably to my promise^ I send you a sketch of the

position of the troops at Quatre Bras on June IGth, IS].5,

and a memorandum of the operations of the 9;ind IIij:^h-

landers on that day and the one following.

Believe, &c.,

RoBETiT Winchester.

Memorandum of the march of the 9:2nd Highlanders

from Brussels to Quatre Bras on June l(3th, ] 81 b, and their

operations on that day and the day following.

Edinburgh, February 27th, 1837.

The troops in Brussels got under arms between nine

and ten o^clock on the evening of June 15th, 1815, and

remained upon their private parades until a little before

daybreak, when the oth Division assembled in the park, leth June.

where several days^ biscuit was served out to the troops,

and about sunrise they proceeded upon the road which March to

passes through the Forest of SoignieSj and were halted upon

the skirts of it opposite to the village of Waterloo. While During a halt

we remained there the Duke of Wellington passed on his
the Duke

'^'^

way to Marshal Bliicher^s headquarters at Ligny. passes on his

Soon after the men had done their cooking and had got Bliicher.

their breakfasts the 'Division moved on Quatre Bras, where Quatre Bras,

it arrived between two and three o^clock in the afternoon. Arrived be-

About the time the leading Regiments arrived at Quatre 3 p.m."
Bras, the Enemy were driving in the Duke of Brunswick^s

Corps and some Belgians who had been pushed on as far as

the village of Frasne, the Enemy at the same time

endeavouring to turn their left flank. Our Division in Pictons Dn-i-

. . .
sion was

consequence, and without halting, was ordered mimediately immediately

to deploy to their left to repel this attack, and were at the f^fS^.f""
instant engaged with the Enemy in the wheatfields. Quatre Bras,
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ami engaged
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See Plan of
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Duke directs

Somehow or other^ the 92ud was the last Reg-iment of

the Division which reached Quatre Bras, and consequently

must have been out of its natural order in Brigade ; but

why it happened to be so I cannot explain, but I have heard

it said that it was ordered by the express desire of the

Duke of Wellington to take up its station at Quatre Bras.

The Division marched on this place left in front.

On the arrival of the 9£nd at Quatre Bras, Lord

AVellington then desired Colonel Cameron to form line

upon the road, with his right resting on the houses at

Quatre Bi'as. His Grace took his station on foot, with

his Staff, at the left of the Regiment. B}^ this time the

whole of the rest of our troops were warmly engaged with

the Enemy. They then opened a cannonade on his Grace,

his Staff, and the 9£nd from several Guns posted uj^on the

heights at the side of the road leading' to Charleroi. The

Duke ordered the Regiment to lie down under cover in

the ditch, which was in our front at the edge of the road,

which he and his Staff did also close to our left.

The French Cuirassiers soon after this, under cover of

their Guns, came charging up the fields in front of the

Regiment, which still remained in line. Lord Wellington,

who was by this time in rear of the centre of the Regiment,

said, " 92nd, don^t fire until I tell you,^' and when they

came within twenty or thirty paces of us, his Grace gave

the order to fire, which killed and wounded an immense

number of men and horses, on which they immediately faced

about and galloped off.

Shortly afterwards they formed again, and, accompanied

by a body of Light Dragoons, charg-ed up again in our

front. They were all allowed to come within about the

same distance as before, when we fired as formerly, and the

same result was effected, causing great loss to them in

killed and wounded. At this time a French Officer of Light

Dragoons, thinking his men were still following- him, got

loo far to be able to retire by the way he had advanced,

galloped down the road in the rear of our Regiment. The

Duke of Wellington observing him, called out, " Damn it.
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'.)2SI> IIlf;i(/,AM)EKH.

'J2n(l, will you iillovv that fellow to cscajxi?^^ Some of the th(,ir attention

men turned itnmcdiatcly round, fired, killed his horse, and

a musket ball at the same time i)assed through each foot

of the g-allant young- Officer. I was afterwards Ijilleted

with him in the same house at Brussels for six months, and

then went with him to Paris, where I received much kind

attention from him—Monsieur Burg-oine—and his family.

The Regiment was soon again charged by two other The 92nd

Columns of Cavalry, supported by two Columns of Infantry,
^y ^f^'^l^:'"''

We fired on the Cavalry when they came within the usual suppoi-tod by

distance, and dispersed them with great loss. The Duke
'

then said, '' Now 92nd, you must charge these two pcrsing the

Columns of Infantry .'' We instantly leaped over the
i^X!told^"

ditch, headed by Sir Edward Barnes and other Ofiicers thom to

of the Duke's Staff, and Colonel Cameron. We drove
infantry-.*'

them in an instant behind some houses and garden walls, The 92nd

where they ran for shelter, from which w^e also speedily
f^^^[ly\^J^[.

drove them. Here Colonel Cameron received his mortal them.

wound, on which he lost the power of managing his Col. Cameron

horse. The animal turned round and galloped with all
niortrd w^und

his speed along the road until he reached Quatre Bras,

where Colonel Cameron's groom was standing with his

led horse. The horse then suddenly stopping, pitched the

Colonel on his head on the road.

Followina: them across the Charleroi road, we continued 9-n<i drive the

, Iniantry a
to drive them before us for a considerable distance along considerable

the skirts of the wood situated to the right of Quatre Bras,
3^^^^^^ Boi?"

and in the angle of the roads which led to Nivelles and de Bossu.

Charleroi. During our advance the Enemy kept upon us a
^^J^yy^

heavy cannonade, but when we had got as far as the elbow cannonade,.. ,. and menaced
of the wood, we retired into it. As the Enemy was making ^j. Cavaliy.

a disposition to charge us with Cavalry, we maintained our ^^^f^ ^*°

position there until we were relieved by the Guards in the mains there

evening. We were then ordered to retire through the wood,
i\°the^Gu!irdl

and form behind the houses at Quatre Bras, where we Cooked pro-

remained all night, and cooked our provisions in the cuirasses of

cuirasses which had belonged to the French Cuirassiers slain French,

whom we had killed only a few hours before.

z 2
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ports in

Erussols as to

Napoleon's
Cavalry.

Lient. "Win-
chester found
cuirasses

pierced by
musket balls

throuiih both
breast and
Ijack plates, as

well as the

man's bod}'.

17th June.

liliicher's suj)-

posed position

at Sombref
found to be
occui)ii'd b)''

the Enemy.

Apprehen-
sions in the

Duke's Aniiy.

Ascertained
that Napoleon
was nioviii^-

troops on the

Allied left.

In these operations the 92nd lost four Officers killed,

Colonel Cameron and another Officer mortally wounded, and

upwards of one-half of the rest of the Corps killed and

wounded. Sir Thomas Pioton, to whose Division we

belong-ed, on returning to the rear in the evening after the

Action was over, not knowing then that we had been

engaged till he saw the remains of the Regiment, when he

inquired what this was, he was told it was the 92nd, on

which he asked, "Where is the rest of the Regiment? ''

Brevet Lieut.-Colonel Mitchell being wounded soon after

Colonel Cameron was, the command of the Regiment

devolved on Major Donald McDonald, which he held

during the remainder of the Action, and on the two days

following.

During this night, the 16th, and the following morn-

ing, the Duke of Wellington's Army was concentrated at

Quatre Bras. Previous to our advance it was reported in

Brussels that Napoleon had equipped a body of horsemen

in armour impervious to musketry, and would consequently

break all our Squares of Infantry. But so far from this

being the case, I observed on going over the Field of Battle

on the morning of the 17th, that our musket balls had not

only gone through the front plate, but the mane's body and

also the plate of armoury behind.

I understood, after Bllicher had been defeated at Ligny

on June 16th, that it was so arranged that he was to take

up a position at Sombref, where he would have been in

communication with the left of the Duke of Wellington's

Army. But on the morning of the 17th, when the Duke

sent a patrol of Cavalry to communicate there with

Bllicher, it was found to be occupied by the Enemy, and no

one then in our Army had the most distant idea Avhat had

become of Bllicher and his Army. At this unexpected

intelligence the greatest consternation pervaded the whole

of the Duke's Army. Abr)ut this time it was ascertained

that Napoleon was moving several large bodies of troops to

our right [? left] .

Ai'ter the Dnke had heard that Bllicher was not to be
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02m.

found at Sonibref, I suw his Grace; with the Prussian or

Austrian Envoy, I forg-et which, who was attached to his

(Irace^s Headquarters, with his hands in his pantaloon

pockets, pacing- quickly backward and forward, now and

then suddenly stopping, talking to the Envoy very loud

and with much animation.

Between seven and eight o^clock on tlie morning [of

the] 17th, the Duke had received intelligence that Biiicher

was retiring with his Army on Wavre, on hearing which

his Grace immediately put his Infantry in motion to take

up a new position upon the heights near Waterloo, and in

front of the village of Mont-St.-Jean. The 92nd formed

the rear guard to the Infantry, the Cavalry of Lord

Uxbridge covering the movements of the whole.

On the arrival of the 92 nd near the house of La Belle

Alliance, we were relieved by a Corps of Foreign troops,, I

believe they were the Duke of Nassau's. Before we reached

our place in position, the Enemy were on the heights at La
Belle Alliance cannonading us, and his Cavalry and

Infantry were then engaged with our advanced troops.

Shortly after this the pickets were posted, and the firing-

ceased on both sides. This must have been between six

and seven o'clock in the evening.

RoBEUT Winchester,

Major 92nd Highlanders.

HlOIfl.AXnERK.

'J'hf; Duko in

conversation

with a Foreign
Knvoy.

Iiit(;llig(,-ncf

being rcceiv(;d

of HlUchcr's

rotreat on
Wavre, the
Army is

ordered to

retire.

Retreat on the
position of

W.-iterloo.

Lambert's Infantry Brigade.

The 10th Infantry Brigade consisted of the 4th
Eegiment, King's Own, the 27th Kegiment, Innis-

killings, and the 40th Eegiment. It was under

the command of Major-General Sir John Lambert,

K.C.B.

The Brigade arrived at Waterloo on the morn-
ing of the ISth June, by forced marches from
Ghent, and was placed in reserve in rear of the
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farm of Mont-St.-Jean, and when Ponsonby's

Cavaliy advanced to charge D'Erlon's Cohinins, it

was moved forward and placed on the left of the

Brussels road, in rear and in support of Picton's

Division.

About three in the afternoon it was brought

up to the front line, and stationed with Kempt's

Brigade in rear of the Wavre road, and to the

left of the Brussels chaiissee. Upon the capture of

La Haye Sainte by the French, and their consequent

occupation of the knoll and high ground in front

of the Wavre road, and the advanced position

of their troops on the other side of the chausstc,

the Brigade, like Kempt's, became exjDosed to a

most destructive fire.

See General Previous to the attack of the Imperial Guards
Plan, r^o. 2. ... .

on the British right centre, the 4th Pegiment was

(with the 95th) extended along the front edge of

the Wavre road, commencing from the chanssae,

and the 40th (with the remainder of Kempt's

Brigade) was deployed behind the embanked hedge

on the rear side of that road.

The 27th was posted in square in the angle

formed by the two roads, having one face parallel

with, and close to the cJiaussce, for the purpose of

throwing a flank fire on the French Troops, should

they succeed in advancing further on the opposite

side of it, as appeared very probable, or of pour-

ing a close fire into any Column endeavouring to

penetrate the position by the high road itself.

The French crowd of skirmishers on the other

side of the chaussee, seeing this formation of the

27th, opened such a close and deadly fire on the
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Sill J. Lamhkht.

Kegiment, tliat in a few minutes it lost more than

half its numbers. On the defeat of the Imperial

Gruards, the French were speedily driven, and

hastily retreated, from their positions in and near

La Haye Sainte, which was taken possession of by

Lambert's Brigade together with the 1st lioyals.

All the letters refer to Waterloo.

LIEUT.-GENERAL SIR JOHN LAMBERT, G.C.B.

Major-General anu K.C.B., Commanding 10th Infantry Brigade.

3, Harley Street, Deceviber I8th, 18.34. No. 170.

The 6th Division, agreeable to the General Order dated

Brussels^ May 21, 1815, was composed of the 10th British

Brigade and the 4th Hanoverian Brigade, with the 7th

British Brigade of Artillery. The 10th Brigade was laying The Bi-igadc

at Ghent, and did not receive orders to move until the 17th,
^y^^^j-jJ^q ^t

and various unavoidable circumstances prevented its arrival lo a.m. on

at the village of Waterloo until ten o^clock on the morning

of the 18th, when it received orders to take up its position Posted at fiist

at Mont-St.-Jean. ^.* Mont-St.-
J ean m

After the Enemy had been repulsed in its first attempt reserve.

on the British line, about twelve o^clock, the Brigade was After

ordered into its position in the line which I have marked T^rf-^ 9 i-i

on the Plan. The formation of the Brigade about the attack was

period you name (viz., seven o'clock p.m.) was the right
the^position.

Regiment (27th) in square and the other Regiments in At 7 p.m.

line, and the Hanoverian Brigade, which had fallen back *^^ Brigade
'

. .
'""'^s in line,

about one hundred yards, in squares of Regiments (4). except the

The great effort of the Enemy in his last attack was on ~^ the^ri«-ht^*^

the right of the road leading from Brussels to Genappe. g^-.,. General

They advanced upon the left in line, but never came up to P^^^^> ^'0. 2.

the crest of the position, as they had done in two previous ^^
TT-1 1 1 • • 1 •

^Tien the
attacks. \\ hen they commenced retinug on the right, an imperial
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SiK J. L-YMliEl!

(Tiiard at-

tacked on the
light, D'Eiion
did not
advance so far

as in the two
jircvious

attacks.

Brigadejoined
in the General
Advance.

This was an
artificial

mound about
.sixty yards in

front of the
hollow way on
the other side

of the main
load.

—

Ed.

See Note,

p. 396.

order arrived for the whole Line to advance. They were

driven out of the farm of La Haye Sainto by the 6th

Division^ and the line was not halted until it reached the

Belle Alliance, where it took its position for the nif^-ht.

Reg-arding' the nature of the ground, it was all arable,

very deep from the heavy rain that had fallen during- the

preceding" night. On looking at the plan, I would observe

that the road to Wavre from the Brussels road is a xnnkcn

road, i.e., with high banks and a hedge on either side, and

also the high road from Brussels to Genappe, in the posi-

tion^ had high banks ; and likewise, after the Enemy got

possession of the Haye Sainte, they kept constantly send-

ing* small detachments to a mound close to the intersec-

tion of the Brussels road to Genappe, which forced the

Hanoverian Brig-ade of the Gth Division to I'all back, and

which would have allowed the Enemy to advance if it had

not been for the Square of the 27th Beg-iment, as its

position will point out. This mound should appear, it

strikes me, as it was so important in that part of the line,

and so honourable and fatal to the iivth Regiment, which

kept its formation and lost more men and Officers than any

Regiment during the day, and would otherwise have

afforded an opportunity to the Enemy to have made an

impression in a very serious part of the Line.

I remain, &c.,

John Lambert,

Lieut.-General.

No. 17L

D'Erlon's
2nd attack.

FROM THE SAME.

2, Uarley Street, April 2nd, 1836.

The 10th Brigade did not move to the front until after

the first attack on our left had commenced; therefore I

cannot speak to the movements of Sir Wm. Ponsonby's

Brigade, or Sir Thomas Picton's Division, excepting that

on my Brigade coming up, we found the Division already

engaged with the Enemy, the bayonet? nearly touching.
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Irii lJEf;iMK>T.

After the ]*]nemy hud been driven Iwck in this attack

the 10th Brig-ade remained in front, and the <32nd was

placed in reserve. The object of the 27th Regiment O^hjf^t of the

(where I chiefly was) being- in square was that its right „,|„aro.

resting on the high road to Geua])pe, to show a front

parallel to the road, and offer a flank fire, should the

Enemy advance on the other side of this road. Regarding

the Belgians I can say nothing.

When the General Advance was ordered, at half-past At the

seven, I do not recollect that the Enemy made any stand vanco the

at the Haye Sainte ; all that could get away retired, Enemy inade

,..„,,„ '
, . no stand at La

leaving it full or wounded, and many prisoners were made Haye Sainte.

there.

I remain, .&c.,

John Lambert, L.G.

The 4th Regiment—King's Own.

MAJOR J. BROWNE, UNATTACHED.
Lieutenant 4th Regiment.

Barnes, Surrey, April 21st, 1835. No. 11 '2.

As for the gallant Regiment to which I had the honour Waterloo.

to belong, it marched into its position, band plaiihiq and "^^^ "^^^

,, , ^ .
, , IP . , , , 1 • , •

marched into
Colours nyiug', about halr-jDast eight o clock in the morning position, band

of the 18th. I was a Lieutenant in it at the time, though pl'^uigJind
'

^ Colouis nying.

my Company was antedated to January. I was twice Twice slio-htlv

wounded, though rather slightly, during- the early part woundedearly
„ ,, , in the dav.

or the day.

About the period of the Battle selected for represeuta- At 7 p.m.

tion on your Model, I received a severe wound in the head, bounded in

and remained on the field 19 hours, supposed to have been the head as

killed. At the time I was shot (by Col. Brooke^s letter ^-as marchin<>-

to my mother) we were marching forward to charge the t?
<-haig«? the

Ti m 1
•

Enemv.
Enemy. The 4th, 27th, and 40tli Regiments were in the

same Brigade under the command of Sir J. Lambert.
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4tu Eegimext.

The -ith the
only Eogi-
ment present

which had
returned from
the American
AVar; very
weak in con-

sequence.

The 4tli Regiment being* the only Regiment of the

Anieriean Army which was in the Field^ it had very few

Officers or men, no Field Officer (as Colonel Brooke com-

manded the Brigade), only two Captains, one of whom
commanded the Regiment.

I also fancy that Regimental Officers, and more par-

ticularly Company Officers, have little time or opportunity

of knowing anything beyond their own Division or

Brigade, and that the smoke, the bustle, which I fear is

almost inseparable to Regiments when close to the Enemy,

and more particularly the attention which is required from

the Company Officers to their men, intercepts all possibility

of their giving any correct account of the battles in which

they may be engaged.

I have, &c.,

J. BuowNE,

Major Unattached.

No. 173.

Watei-loo.

4th extended
for best part

of day with
9oth alonjy

Wavrn load.

Early in the

day charged
to the hedge-
row.

MAJOR C. LEVINGE.

Lieutenant 4th Regiment.

Edinburgh, April 26ih, 1835.

Major Levinge presents his compliments to Mr. Siborne,

and would have answered his letter of the 24th February

had he been able to give any information of consequence,

but as the ith Regiment only arrived on the ground of

Waterloo just before the Action commenced, and early next

morning continued their march, he had but little oppor-

tunity of observing much of the ground, which was much

trodden down before their arrival.

The 4th Regiment was extended the principal part of

the day with 1st Battalion Rifles along the narrow road

near La Ilaye Sainte. Early in the Action they charged

to the hedge over the grand pit, but soon were ordered to

retire to the road.
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27(11 kliOIMKNT.

The 27th Regiment—Inniskillings.

CAPTAIN E. W. DREWE, 95tii REGIMENT.

LlEUTENAXT 27tH ReOIMENT.

Memorandum. No date. No. 1 74.

It appears to me that there is some confusion of the

No. of the Brigade in which the 27th was with that of the

Division. The -ith, 27th, and 40th Regiments formed the

1st Brigade of the 5th [? 6th] Division, which was being

formed for Sir Lowry Cole. This Brigade was the only-

part of the American Army that had joined the force

under the Duke, and had been quartered, at Ghent as

guard, on Louis XVIII. Sir John Lambert commanded it.

At a late hour on the night of the 15th June we Waterloo.

received a sudden route, and by forced marches reached

the forest side of the village of Waterloo about six

o^clock on the morning of the 18th June. Were occu-

pied some time in clearing the road of provision carts

containing bread, forage, and spirits that had been left on

the road by the peasantry taking their animals from the

carts, and concealing themselves in the wood.

After this very essential job was completed the Brigade

moved towards the front, passing the village and review

of the Duke, who stood in a balcony on the left side of it,

going towards the Field of Battle. When we had passed

the village we were directed to proceed towards the left of

the Army, but had not gone far in this direction until we

were countermanded and desired to occupy the ground in In the morn-
insr the

rear, that is the village side of Mont-St.-Jean, as a reserve g?o-

d

of column of Companies. In this order arms were piled, stationed in

and the men lay down, and many of them continued to ^lont-St -

sleep until a short time past three o^clock p.m. This J'-"'^-

position was taken up about eleven o^clock a.m., and im-

mediately the Battle began on the right towards Hougou-

mont, and gradually extended towards the left, apparently
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About quart cv
])ast o p.m.
it was oi-(lerod

up into the
front line.

Tho 27tli in

front, the 4tli

and 4()th in

rear.

The 27th most
ixposcd from
heing on
higher
ground.

K(>ecivcd his

third wound
previous to

the General
Advanec.

extremely hot in the centre on each side of the road lead-

iii,i>- towards La Haye Saiute and about the Wavre road

that crossed to the left.

Onr men continued as before described quite unconscious

and apparently careless of the part they were shortly about

to take. Several of them were wounded by a few

strag-yliug- shot that passed from the Enemy over or

throug'h our advanced lines, and a few killed.

At about quarter past three o^elock the welcome and

anxiously soug-ht for tiding's to advance reached us,

when every man g-rasped his firelock and moved forward

with a decided, firm, and confident step, passing- close to

and by the left of Mont- St.-Jean, crossing" the short valley,

and proceeded to ascend the g-radual rising g-round on the

left of the Brussels road and close to the cross road leading

towards Wavre. On reaching this station we formed

columns of Companies at quarter distance left flaiik to the

Enemy—the 4th Regiment on the rig*ht, the lOth on the

left, and both considerably in rear of the 27th, which

accounts for the few casualties in those Corps, comparatively

speaking, with the 27th, as they were in a great measure

covered by the rising ground in front, whilst the 27th was

exposed from being on the highest ground to all that

came.

I had received my third wound about a quarter before

seven o^'clock, and was then carried from the field, and just

previous to the formation of the line to meet the advancing

French Guards, who I believe were advancing in columns

of Brigades and Corps; but not having seen these manoeuvres

I don^'t like to speak from hearsay.

E. W. Drewe.

Note.—Out of a total strongtli of 698, the 27th had two Officers killed,

and thirteen wounded, 103 N.CO.'s and men killed, and 360 wounded, or

a total loss of 478.—Eu.
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27tii Ukoimext.

FROM THE HAME (Majou).

Valetta Home, July 2?,rd, 1842. No. 1 7 O

.

Lambert^s Brigade, consisting of the 4tli, 27lli, mid ^^'iito^loo.

10th, did not reach the front line until nearly four o'ch^ck. r|-im'":rt'H

It was in reserve from the commencement of tlie Battle, icsf-rvf; from

namely about quarter past eleven a.m. until three p.m., th.coimnonf;';-

when it was called to the front, passing the rear of the li.-ittlo till

farm house. " ^''^'

When we reached the prominent part of the ground,

on the left of the road leading from the village towards

La Belle Alliance, the 95th Regiment, I believe four

Companies, occupied a small fence considerably in front,

having a few unconnected trees (thorns) in it. We, the On Brigado

27th, being in the centre of the Brigade, occupying the f[.™t"^-th

highest part of the ground close to the road, as we were occujjied

considerably in advance of either the 4th or 40th. The cround dose

other two Corps being in a great degree concealed bv to road, and in

, P 1 1 • r? , • ,
advance of 4th

rismg ground irom the destructive nre to which m}^ and 40th,

Regiment was exposed, whilst in square and at times in ^''^^^^ v^cm
^ ^ ^ less exposed.

columns of Companies at quarter distance.

The attacks to which you alluded were made previous 27th much ex-

to the advance of Lambert^s Brigade, and the greatest P'^^ed m either
^ ' o square or

portion of the Enemy's Column were made prisoners quarter dis-

p £ •
J. 1 • 1 1 • T -1 1 ii tauce coluum.

trom a remt having been made in our line ; the part or
1/^1 Ti -IT • (> T' D'Erlon's
the Column not taken did move in the direction or Kempt^s 1st attack

Brigade, but they were at no time charged by Lam- P^'^^^^ous to
o -> J » J advance

berth's Brigade from the reasons I have already given, of Lambert's

we being distant spectators of the Battle until three ° *^'

p.m.

I feel a degree of diffidence in speaking so decidedly

in contradiction to the deceased Officer's letter of the

4th mentioned in your note ; I, however, do so from

personal observation and recollections, which are as vivid

to me at the present moment as they were on the ISth

June. I am, &c.,

Edwd. Ward Ekevi-e.
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40th Regiment.

The 40th Regiment.

LIEUT.-COL. F. BROWNE, HALF-PAY, RIFLE
BRIGADE.

Major 40tii Regiment.

;^^j 175 Winchelsea. 3Iay 6th, 1836.

"Waterloo. At the moment when the French Imperial Guards

advanced to attack the British position, the 40th

Regiment, which had previously, and mostly throughout

the day, been in square against Cavalry, were formed

in line, and thus quickly advanced to the brow of the

The 40th }iiii^ where there was a low and somewhat broken down

lining the hedge, short of which we halted and over which we
hedge of the

f^^Q^^ There were a few large trees here and there
\V avre road.

,

^

along the hedge, particularly on oiir side of it, the

branches of which were much cut and lopt by cannon

shot ; but of what description the trees were I cannot

now recollect.

A column of A heavy Column of French Infantry was advancing;

sion,D'Erlon's ^^ the moment I observed them they were rather in

Corps. front of the farmhouse of La Haye Sainte, by, I

believe, the left of it, as we faced the house; they

having then crossed the road. The divisions of the

Column appeared to me to be at about quarter distances.

The 40th was formed rather facinrj the house, the

L:i llayc latter being a little to the right of the Regiment, but
Sainte was to . ,. « mi i xi • -i

th<; right more in front or us. ihere were several other similar

40th*
°* ^^'^ Columns advancing at the same time upon different points

of our position, both to the right and left of the

house ; and much Cavalry were congregating or re-form-

ing in the, or more properly speaking, that jmrt of

the Enemy's position which artists would term the

middle distance. In the extreme distance was the

Observatory (the key of the French position).
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IOth Ueoimext.

To the right of the house and near \t, was a ITio mound or

bank or small hill, which was occupied by the head
y'',tvi,!fn'the

of a French (Column halted, but not very regularly Hm;ill fjardon

formed. I think they had been driven back from their ^aintc- and the

attempt to ascend the hill, partly by our fh-e, and hollow way.
I hov wore a

partly by that of the troops on our right ; but the nia.sH of

cloud of smoke in which we were almost constantly "l^irmiHhcrs.

enveloped prevented me from discovering their object

in remaining there thus exposed^ which they did in

the most dauntless and daring manner ; as fast as they

fell their places were supplied with fresh troops, until

the Geueral Advance of the British, when they retired.

Whilst we were in this situation, boxes of ammunition

were placed at intervals along our reai-, from about

fifty to one hundred paces from us, so that the men
could help themselves when they required it.

During the action, there was a Highland Brigade very Pack's

much reduced (I think the 42nd and 97th—[92nd], and ^^^l^\^,
another regiment, which I cannot recollect) moved up, I from the left,

believe from the left, and formed in close columns or wards to the

solid squares upon our left, but somethino; to the rear rear in reserve'-'' a on the mam
of US ; after we had finally advanced to the hedge, as I road.—Ed.

have mentioned, I did not observe which flank they had

again moved upon, but in looking to our rear for a moment
I observed that they were gone.

Our Brigade, under Sir John Lambert, consisted of the

4th, 27th, and 40th Regiments (observe, that the 27th

under Col. Hare consisted of seven Companies only, viz.,

the Light, and six Battalion ; the Grenadiers, and the two

other Battalion Companies had not arrived), the 4th

properly on the right, the 27th on the left, and the 40th

in the centre. But we had changed our ground so

often throughout the day, that we could not always ob-

serve the same order; the 27th being sometimes on our

right, and the 4th on the left ; the 40th also occasionally

to the right or left of the Brigade whilst in close columns

or squares, but when in line always in our jDroper places.

There were also some Belgian troops (particularly Cavalry



Advance of

the Prussians.
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40ti1 I\E(iIMENT.

with yellow jackets) iu our neighbourhood, and in the rear

o£ our flanks.

The Prussian army had appeared, about an hour pre-

vious to our final advance to the hedge, debouching from

the wood some considerable distance to the left of our

position, but nearer to that of the French ; and were

rapidly advancing along the plain, having previously

attacked, and w^ere then in the act of turning the Enemy's

right. This, I presume, was the occasion of the confusion,

w^hich was at that time so manifest in the Enemy's lines,

and amongst several of his Divisions, and which the Duke
of Wellington so promptly took advantage of.

I have, &c.,

Fielding Browne,

Lieut.-Col. H.P., Rifle Brigade.

COLONEL S. STRETTON, HALF-PAY.

Captain and Brev.-Major 40th Regiment.

No. 177. Lenton Priory, Notts, February 7th, 1837.

Replies to Lieutenant Siborne's inquiries on the subject

of the Battle of Waterloo, by Colonel Stretton, then

Brevet-!Major -lOth Regiment, in charge of the left wing of

that Corps.

The Regiment went into action on the morning of the

18th June, about 720 rank and file, commanded by Major

Heyland ; their loss on that day was—Major Heyland,

killed, twelve other Officers and 180 men killed and

wounded.

The formation of the Enemy's force immediately in our

front was a double line of tirailleurs, supported by a heavy

Column of Infantry; the former bad possession of a rising

ground on the opposite side of the road to the farm of La

Haye Sainte, who, whilst laying down, appeared to select

their objects with great pi'ecision. It appeared to me that

this foi-ce formed the French line which, supported as above.

Waterloo.

40tli com-
manded by
Major Hey-
land, who was
killed, twelve
other Officers

and 180 men
killed and
wounded.

Formation of

the Kn(.'iny

at 7 p.m.

Double line of

skirmishers on
the knoll and
high ground
in front of the

Wavre road.
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tOnr Hkoimknt,

charged our front that evening, as some of tlicm were

bayoneted close to our front rank.

The field, immediately about the 4()th, was thickly

scattered with horses and men of the French Cavalry, who

repeatedly charged our Squares (without making any im-

pression), and who, passing and returning between tlie

Squares of the 40th, 27th, and 4th Regiments, suffered

severely from the fire of each.

On the left of the '40th at the commencement of the

Action, were a Rocket Brigade, and one of Artillery; the

tumbril of the latter was blown up by a shell from the

Enemy, and both Avere silenced before the close of the

Action, by the numerous Artillery of the French.

The formation of the 40th at the period when the The 40th was

French Imperial Guards advanced to attack the right of
JLt'attack^f

the British force was in line, having previously repulsed the French,

the Enemy^s Cavalry in Square.

When the British line moved forward, the 40th drove The -lOth

the Tirailleurs from the rising ground in its front, and
^^^^^i.he s

occupied it; at the same time the 27th, with Grenadiers of from their

the 40th, took possession of the farm of La Haye Sainte, occumed th^

in which they made prisoners of a General Officer and a ^'"^ ground.

party of the Enemy. ""^^.t 'A^^'

Towards the evening, whilst the Regiment was in open Grenadiers of

column, a round shot from the Enemy took off the head of ^^"^ ^^^^'
^""f' "J possession of

a Captain (Fisher) near me, and striking his Company on La Have

the left ilank, put ho7'S de combat more than twenty-five

men. This was the most destructive shot I ever witnessed effects of a

during a long period of service. round shot.

The 4th Regiment was upon the left of the 40th, the

27th upon its right, part of the right wing of the latter

was upon the main road.

S. Stretton,

Colonel H.P., late Major 40th Regt.

A A
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40th Eeoimext.

MAJOR P. BISHOP, UNATTACHED.

Captain 40th Regiment.

No. 178. Leamington Spa^ April oOth, 1835.

"Waterloo. I think about seven o'clock on the eveniuo^ of the ISth,

The 40th m ^j^g 40th Reo;iment had formed into line, after having^ iust
the CTeueiiil ^

. .
i z-v i

Advance. charged the Enemy, in which we lost several Officers and

men, and amongst them Major Heyland (our then Com-

manding* Officer). The Duke of AYellington came iip to

The Duke vis at the moment, and we gave him three hearty cheers,
cheered by the -r n •

,
•

i j? xi t> j.

Regiment. ^ ^^^^ irom Circumstances, in command oi the Kegiment

at the time.

We were in Sir John Lambert's Brigade, and Sir

Lowry Cole's Division, and upon the right of the road

leading from Brussels to Genappe, and nearly in line

with Hougoumont.
I am, &e.,

P. Bishop,

Major, Unattached, late 40th Regt.

La Haye Sainte.

The two following Letters are from Major

Grseme, a Scotch officer, who Avas a Lieutenant in

the King's German Legion, and took part in the

gallant defence of La Haye Sainte. No. 180,

however, contains only a short extract from

the original Letter.

The buildings of this Farm were so disposed as

to form three sides of a square. On the north (or

British) side was the Farm-house itself, with a

portion of the Stabling ; on the west side the

remainder of the Stables and Cow-houses ; and on

the south (or French) side a large Barn.

A brick wall, extending along the great road,
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united the nortli and soutli Buildings, and com-

pleted the quadrangle. About the centre of this

wall was the lean-to called the " piggery." Tlie

Orchard was at the south, and the Kitchen Garden

at the north end of the Buildings.

A, Orchard; B, Kitchen Garden; C, Dwelling-house; D, Stables; E, Barn; F
'Piggery "

; a a, Passage through house ; b, Gate of Stables ; c, Door of Barn
d, Pond ; e, Abatis ; f, Gi-eat Gate in Wall.

A large gate opened, nearly opposite the end

of the barn, through the boundary wall on to the

road, as did also a doorway close to the end of the

dwelling-house. There was another gate in the

end of the Stables, and a large door in the nearest

end of the barn, both opening out into the fields.

There was a passage right through the dwelling-

house, leading from the farmyard into the kitchen

garden. An ahatis had been formed across the
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high road at the south, end of the boundary

wall.

The great barn door had been broken up for

firewood the previous eveninc^, and means for put-

ting the Buildings in a proper state of defence

were utterly wanting. The post was held by

Major Baring with six Companies of the 2nd

Light Battalion of the King's German Legion, of

which he jDlaced three in the orchard, two in the

buildings, and one in the garden.

At the time of D'Erlon's first advance on

Picton's Division, one Brigade was moved to attack

La Haye Sainte. The Companies in the orchard

retired before superior forces into the barn. The

garden in rear of the house was also surrounded by

the Enemy, and the Company stationed in it retired

into the buildings, which were successfully defended

against the assaults of the French, who retired on

the repulse of D'Erlon's attack, and that of the

Cavalry combined with it.

The post was now reinforced by two more

Companies, and the defence was limited to that of

the buildings and garden, the orchard being aban-

doned.

After some time it was again furiously attacked

by the French, who made the greatest efforts to

push through b}^ the open door of the barn, but

the fire of the Germans was so destructive that the

French left seventeen dead on the spot.

Meantime, the ammunition of the defenders

was becoming very much exhausted, and Major

Baring sent repeated messages for a fresh supply,

but he only obtained reinforcements.
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The Enemy again attacked with the same deter-

mination as before, and findin<^- thoy coidd not

effect an entrance into the barn, set fire to it. The
only means of extinguishing the flames were by

takiog water with the men's camp kettles from the

pond, but in doing so the Germans were much
exposed and suffered great loss. They succeeded,

however, in putting out the fire, and the French

once more withdrew.

Towards evening the ammunition of the de-

fenders began to fail utterly. The Enemy again

advanced to the attack, in two Columns. They
again set fire to the barn, and the flames were

extinguished as before. Major Baring now sent to

the rear urgently requesting a sup^^ly of ammuni-

tion, failing which he must necessarily abandon his

post.

The Erench forced their way through the gate

into the stables, but the door from thence into the

yard being barricaded, few could enter at a time,

and were instantly bayoneted. They now climbed

on to the roof of the stables, from wdience they

picked oft' the Germans, who, from want of cart-

ridges, were at their mercy.

Major Baring then gave the order to retire

through the passage in the dwelling-house into the

garden, and ultimately to the main position.
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3Iajok Grjkme.

MAJOR G. D. GR^ME, K.H., HANOVERIAN
SERVICE.

LiEVTEXAXT 2ni> Light Battaliox K.G.L.

]N0. 1 79. InchbraMe, Crieff, December 6th, 1842.

I fear my memory does not serve me so as to g-ive you

any material information on the subject, but I have

endeavoured to the best of my power to answer your

queries.

Believe, &c.,

George Diiumd. Grjeme.

La Haye
j^-^ ^-^^ ^^.g^ attack I perceived i/o French Cavalry on

At time of ^^^^ British left of the farm of La Haye Sainte. I was
D'Erlon's first favourably situated, and think I must have seen them
attack no iii i- ii-i • c n-n
French had there been any, bemg- placed with a section oi our Kiiies

^'^y^^'^"^*^'^*^ behind the al/af/.s across the hio-h road a little in front
01 the larm.

_

"

First stationed t)f the g-reat gate of the farm, afterwards with about a dozen
behind abatis,

^-^^g^^ ^^^ ^]^^ ^ ^f ^.j^g " piorjer// ?" (there was a calf in it
!)afterwards on •• j. j.j j \

^

i

roof of The [French] Infantry came down in heavy columns
piggery.

^j^j^ ^ Y\\\Q of skirmishers as thick almost as an advancing-

tacked Picton ^i^^ of our troops. When close upon us we entered the farm,
withthickhne ^^^ closed the g-ates, and poured a constant fire on their
of skn-mishers ^ ^

in front of Columns as they passed us, and even until they were up on
Columns. j^^ crest of the British position, when they were repulsed

the farm fired
^"^^ broken by the British line, and repassed us like a flock

on them as of shcej:), followed by the Life Guards, who came down the

vanced. hollow road or sandpits, pursuing- some French Cuirassiers

In retreating, (who, I presume, had been separated from their Reg-iment

Haye SaSTe^'' iu the rear or to the rig'ht of our farm). A party of

•were followed our men sallied out and pursued in the crowd a con-

llfo Guards siderable way up towards lielie Alliance. None passed

pursuing some tJij-onah our ^//>c//«.v, as wc afterwards returned, and I placed
Cuirassiers.

' ...
None passed "^J "^^'^ ^^^'1*^"^1 '^^ ^^ ^^^O^'^'

through The g'l-ound was literally covered with French killed

'"**",
and wounded, even to the astonishment of my oldest

Ground 1,11 •
i v

literally soldiers, who said they had never witnessed such a

covered with gj
i^_ rpj^^. French wounded were calling- out " Vive
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Major Gk>kme.

rEmperenr," and I saw a poor fellow, lyino;' with both ^^Tm<-h killed

, • ; -, , • 1 1 • If -.1 1 • and wounded,
his k'i^'S shattered, trying" to destroy himselt with his

own sword, which 1 ordered my servant to take Troni him.

At this moment a cnrious eircumstariee occun'cd. Both Exy^loit of a

A -11 sint^lo Cuiras-

Armies were quiet in their positions, and the Artillery had sier.

ceased firing', when we perceived a single French Cuirassier

riding down the chaassvc towards us. As he approached

he waved with his sword, so that I said he must he a

deserter, and would not allow my men to fire. He rode

close up to the abatis, and raising* himself in his stirrups

as looking to see what was behind it, then wheeled round

his horse, and galloped back to the French position, and

in the hurry I believe the gallant fellow luckily escaped

our shots which were sent after him.

The French came down obliquely towards the farm in

the first attack, over the fields as well as down the high

road. A large Column was all day in the rear [? front] The Frerth.

of the farm, and trying to get possession of the barn, the pJssession of

door of which was open towards our right. They never the Bam.

tried to escalade, and we kept them off the great gate by They never

firing from the piggery (where I was placed most of ^^"^^^ to
& r oo J \ ^

I escalade the

the day), although the abatis served them for cover, boimdarywall.

unfortunately.

I saw no Sapenrs. We had no loopholes excepting jjg saw no

three great apertures, Avhich we made with difficultr French

1 11-1 •
1

" tappers.
when we were told ni the morning* that we were to m^ 1 here was no
defend the farm. Our Pioneers had been sent to scaffoKling,

Hougoumont the evening before. AYe had no scaffolding, holes instead''

nor means of making any, having burnt the carts, &c. o* loopholes in„,,,.. 11 v,a]l. These
Uur loopholes, it they may be thus termed, were on a level holes on a

with the road on the outside, and later in the day the ^^^''^} ^^^K
'' road, and trom

Enemy got possession of the one near the pond, and fired oneofthemthe

in upon us. This they also did during the first attack on
ojj'^^uties^

the roadside. car^^-iIlg water
from pond.

I may add that the barn was filled with straw, and it

was a fortunate circumstance that it was all carried off

by the different troops during- the night, the French
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repeatedly liaviiig- tried during- the attack to set it on fire.

Lieut. Carey, in spite of the Enemy's fire, went out, and

with his men, poured water on the fiames.

FROM THE SAISIE.

Xo. 180. Inchbrakie, Crieff, December 6ih, 184-2.

Mrs. Gramme encloses a letter g-iving- an account of the

Battle of Waterloo, written hy her husband with his left

hand, then beiug- at the ag-e of eighteen ; which may be

interesting, as written at the moment ; but which she

requests may be carefully and speedily returned, as to her

it is of considerable value.

La Hare
fSaiiite.

The retreat of

the defenders

through the

passage in the

house.

Ensign Frank
saves Lieut.

Gricme from
being shot by
a French
soldier.

Ensign Frank
wounded and
concealed
under a bed
dui-ing time
French were
in possession.

Another
account says

that two men
took refuge in

the same
room, and
were shot by
the French,
saying, " I'tis

de pardon a ecu

coquina verds."

—Ed.

Lieut. Gnemo
taken prisoner,

Extract. June, 1815.

We had all to pass through a narrow passage. We
wanted to halt the men and make one more charge, but

it was impossible ; the fellows were firing down the

passage. An Oflicer of our Company called to me, " Take

care,''^ but I was too busy stopping- the men, and answered,

" Never mind, let the blackguard Ih'e.'" He v^as about

five yards off, and levelling his piece just at me, when

this Officer stabbed him in the mouth and out through

his neck ; he fell immediately.

But now they flocked in ; this Officer got two shots,

and ran into a room, where he lay behind a bed all the

time they had possession of the house ; sometimes the

room was full of them, and some wounded soldiers of

ours who lay there and cried out " pardon " were shot,

the monsters saying, "Take that for the fine defence you

have made."

An Officer and four men came first in; the Officer got

me by the collar, and said to his men, " C'est ce cuquin."

Immediately the fellows had their bayonets down, and

made a dead stick at me, which I parried off with my
sword, the Officer always running about and then coming

to me again and shaking me by the collar; but they all
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Majoi; Oii.i;me.

looked so frig-htened and palo as ashes, I thought, '' You but o.^'ipcn

shan^t keep me,^^ and 1 bolted off through the lobby; ^^Hix^Z^'
they fired two shots after me, and cried out ^'Cofjioin," but

did not follow me.

I rejoined the remnant of the Regiment, when we Whicli boat.i

were immediately charg-ed by Cuirassiers. All the Army
(j^jr^lisiers hy

was formed in squares. We hastily got our men into a firing,' from

hollow, and peppered them so, I believe they found the ^.._^y

cuirass not thick enoug-h for rifles.

Wounded
later in right

\

(Was wounded soon afterwards in right arm.) uiin.

THE END.

I
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Vamk'lcur, Sir John, General, (j(. (!.]>.

Vivian, Sir Hussey (70-73), Lord (71),

Lieut. -General, G.CB., G.C.H.

Walcott, E. Y., Lieut. -Colonel, Royal
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Royal Artillery

Wells, F., Captain, Royal Artillery

Whinyates, E. C, Colonel, C.B., K.H.,

Royal Artillery

Wilson, J. A., Captain, Royal Artillery

Winchester, R., Major, 92nd High-
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Woodford. Sir Alexander, Lieut.

-

General, K.C.B., K.C.H.

Wyndhain, C, Lieut. -Colonel, Scots

Greys
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Major-fieneral, K.C.H. , commanding
4th Cavalry Brigaile . . . 105

Major-General, K.C.B., commanding
(ith Cavalry Jirigade . . . 147

Captain, Royal Horse Artillery . , . 11>2

Captain, King's Dragoon Guards .
'>('>

Lieutenant, Royal Horse Artillerj' . 2f/J

Lievitenant, 2nd Life Guards . . 42

Captain and ]irevet Lieut.-Colonel,

Royal Horse Artillery . . . 191

Lieutenant, Royal Artillery . . 234

Captain and Brevet-]Major, Royal

Horse Artillery . . . .203
Lieutenant, Royal Artillery . . 240

Lieutenant, 92nd Highlanders . . 382

Major and Colonel, Coldstream

Guards
_

2(11

Lieutenant, Scots Greys ... 78
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Picturesque Mediterranean, The. With a Series of Magnificent Illustrations

from Original Designs by ieading Artists of the day. Two Vols. Cloth, £,21% each.

Pigeon Keeper, The Practical By Lewis Wright. Illustrated. 3s. 6d.

Pigeons, The Book o£ By Robert Fulton. Edited by Lewis Wright. With
so Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings. 31s. fid. ; half-morocco, £,1. 2S.

Poems, Aubrey de Vere's. A Selection. Edited by John Dennis. 3s. 6d.

Poets, CasseU's Miniature Library of the :
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Milton. Two Vols. Cloth, is. each ; or cloth,
g"ilt edges, 2S. 6d. the set.

Scott. Two Vols. Cloth, IS. each ; or clotli.

gilt edges, 2s. 6d. the set.

Sheridan and Goldsmith. 2 Vols. Cluth, is.

each ; or cloth, gilt edges, 2s. 6d. the set.

Wordsworth. Two Vols. Cloth, is. each
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or cloth, gilt edges, 2S. 6d. the set.

Bums. Two Vols. Cloth, is. each ; or cloth,

gilt edges, 2S. 6d. the set.

Byron. Two Vols. Cloth, is. each ; or cloth,

gilt edges. 2s. 6d. the set.

Hood. Two \'ols. Cloth, IS. each ; or cloth,

gilt edges, 2s. 6d. the set.

Long-fellow. Two Vols. Cloth, is. each ; or
cloth, gilt edges, 2S. 6d. the set.

Shakespeare. Twelve Vols., half cloth, in box, 12s.

Political Questions of the Day, A Manual of. By Sydney Buxton, M.P.
New and Enlarged Edition. Paper Covers, is.; or cloth, is. fid.
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Students of the Polytechnic Institute, and suitable for the Use of ail Students.
Forty Lessons in Carpentry Workshop Practice, is.

Fraclical Plane and Solid Qoomotry, includinK Oraphio Arithmetic. Vol. I.

ELHMENTAKY STAf;u. 3S.
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Building CfonBtruction Plates. A Series of 40 Drawings, Koyal Tolio size, ijd. eaoh.
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Poultry Keeper, The PracticaL By Lewis Wright. Illustrated. 3s. 6d.

Poultry, The Book of. By Lewis Wright. Popular Edition. Illustrated. los. 6d.

Poultry, The Illustrated Book of. By Lewis Wright. With Fifty Exquisite
Coloured Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings. Revised Edition. Cloth, 31s. 6d.

Public Libraries, Free. New and Enlarged Edition. By Thomas Green-
wood, Author of " Museums and Art Galleries." Illustrated. 2S. 6d.

Queen Summer ; or, The Tourney of the lily and the Rose. Penned and
Portrayed by Walter Crane. With 40 pages in Colours. 6s. Large Paper
Edition, 21s., net.

Queen Victoria, The Life and Times of. By Robert Wilson. Complete in

2 Vols. With numerous Illustrations, gs. each.

Rabbit-Keeper, The Practical. By Cuniculus. Illustrated. 3s. 6d.

Railway Library, Cassell's. Crown 8vo, boards, 2s. each.

The Astonishing History of Troy Town.
By Q.

The Admirable Lady Biddy Fane. By
Frank Barrett.

Commodore Junk. By G. Manville Fenn.
3t. Cuthbert's Tower. By Florence War-

den.
The Man with a Thumb. By W. C. Hud-
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By Right Not Law. By R. Sherard.
Within Sound of the Weir. By Thomas

St. E. Hake.
Under a Strange Mask. By Frank Barrett.

The Coombsberrow^Mystery. ByJ.CoIwall.
Dead Man's Kock. By Q.
A Queer Race. By W. Westall.
Captain Trafalgar. By Westall and Laurie.— ~ ' iCit -

Jack Gordon, Knight Errant. By W. C
Hudson (Barclay North);

The Diamond Button : WTiose Was It?
Ev W. C. Hudson (Barclay North).

Anouier's Orime. By Julian Hawthorne.
The Yoke of the Thorah. By Sidney
^^ Luska.
Who isJohnKoman P By C. Henry Beckett.
The Tragedy of Brinkwater. By Martha

L. Moodey.
An American Penman. By Julian Haw-

thorne.
Section 558; or. The Fatal Letter. By

Julian Hawthorne.
The Brown Stone Boy. By W. H. Bishop.
A Tragic Mystery. By Julian Hawthorne.

^ - The Great Bank Bobbery. By Julian
The Phantom tJity. By W. Westall. Hawthorne.

Redgrave, Richard, C.B., R.A. Memoir. By F. M. Redgrave, ios. 6d.
Richard, Henry, M.P. A Biography. By Charles Miall. With Portrait. 7s. 6d.
Rivers of Great Britain : Descriptive, Historical, Pictorial. RIVERS OF

THE EAST COAST. Roval 4to. 42s.

Rivers of Great Britain: THE ROYAL RIVER; THE THAMES, FROM
SOURCE TO SEA. With Descriptive Text and a Series of beautiful Engravings.
OriginalEdition, £1 2s. Popular Edition, 16s.

Robinson Crusoe. Cassell's New Fine-An Edition. With upwards of 100
Original Illustrations. 7s. 6d.

Rossetti, Dante Gabriel, as Designer and Writer. Notes by William
Michael Rossetti. 7s. 6d.

Russia, Through, on a Mustang. By Thomas Stevens. 7s. 6d.
Russo-Turkish War, Cassell's History of. With about 500 Illustrations. Two

Vols., gs. each ; library binding. One Vol., 15s.

Sanitary Institutions, English. By Sir John Simon, K.C.B., F.R.S. i8s.

Saturday Journal, CasseU's. Illustrated throughout. Yearly Volume, 7s. 6d.
Science for All. Edited by Dr. Robert Brown, M.A., F.L.S., &c. Revised

Edition. With 1,500 Illustrations. Five Vols. 9s. each.

Sea, The: Its Stirring Story of Adventure, Peril, and Heroism. By
F. Whymper. With 400 Illustrations. Four Vols. 7s. 6d. each.

Secret of the Lamas, The. A Tale of Thibet. Crown 8vo, 53.

Sent Back by the Angels ; and other Ballads of Home and Homely Life. By
Frederick Langbridge, M.A. Popular Edition, is.

Shaftesbury, The Seventh Earl of, K.G., The Life and Work o£ By Edwin
HoDDER. With Portraits. Three Vols., 36s. Popular Edition, mOT\^\a\., -ji. (A.

Shakespeare, Cassell's Quarto Edition. Edited by Charles and Mary Cowden
Clarke, and containing about 600 Illustrations by H. C. Selous. Complete in

Three Vols. , cloth gilt, £,-i 3s.—Also published in Three separate Volumes, in cloth,
viz. :—The Comedies, 21s. ; The Historical Plays, i8s. 6d. ; The Tragedihs, 25s.
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Shakespeare, Miniature. Illustrated. In Twelve Vols., in box, 12s. ; or in

Red Paste Grain (box to match), with spring catch, lettered in gold, 21s.

Shakespeare, The Plays of. Edited by Prof. Henry Morley. Complete in

Thirteen Vols. Cloth, in box, 21s. ; half-morocco, cloth sides, 42s.

Shakespeare, The England of. By E. Goad by. Illustrated. New Edition, 2s. 6d.

Shakspere, The International. Edition de luxe.

"Othello." Illustrated by Frank DiCKSEE, R, A. ;£3 los.
" King Henry IV." Illustrated by Herr Eduard Grutzner. ;C3 ios.

"As You Like It." Illustrated by Mens. 6mile Bayard. £2 10s.

"Romeo and Juliet." Illustrated by Frank Dicksee, R.A. Is now out of print.

Shakspere, The Leopold. With 400 Illustrations, and an Introduction by F. J.
FuRNivALL, C/ieap Edition, 3s. 6d. Cloth gilt, gilt edges, 55. ; roxburgh, 7s. 6d.

Shakspere, The Eoyal. With Exquisite Steel Plates and Wood Engravings.
Three Vols. 155. each.

Skin and Hair, The Management of the. By Malcolm Morris, F. R. C.S. 2s.

Social Welfare, Subjects of. By the Rt. Hon. Sir Lyon Playfair, M.P. 7s. 6d.

South Eastern Railway, The OfiQcial Illustrated Guide to the. is. ; cloth, 2s.

Spectacles, How to Select. By Charles Bell Taylor, F.R.C.S. is.

Splendid Spur, The. By Q, Author of '

' Dead Man's Rock, " &c. Illustrated. 3s. 6d.

Sports and Pastimes, Cassell's Complete Book of. With more than 900
Illustrations. Cheap Edition 3s. 6d.

Standard Library, Cassell's. Stiff covers, is. each ; cloth, 2s. each.

The Prince of the House of David.
Sheridan's Plays.
TJnole Tom's Cabin.
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The Antiquary.
Nicholas Niekleby. Two Vols.
Jane Eyre.
Wuthering Heights.
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Night and Morning.
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The Ingoldsby Legends.
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The Pioneers.
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People I have Met.
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Scott's Poems.
Last of the Barons.
Adventures of Mr. Ledbury.
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Ohver Twist.
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Longfellow's Prose Works.
Sense and Sensibility.
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Harte).

Eugene Aram.
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Edgar Allan Poe. Prose and Poetry, Selefr
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Old Mortality.
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Last Days of Palmyra.
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Pride and Prejudice.
Last of the Mohicans.
Heart of Midlothian.
Last Days of Pompeii.
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Handy Andy.
Selected Plays.
American Hmnour.
Sketches by Boz.
Maeaulay's Lays and Selected Essay*.
Harry Lorrequer.
Old Curiosity Shop.
Rienzi.
The Talisman.
Pickwick. Two Vols.
Scarlet Letter.

Martin Chuzzlewit. Two Vols.

Stanley in East Africa, Scouting for. Being a Record of the Adventures of
Thomas Stevens in search of H. M. Stanley. With 14 Illustrations. Cloth, 7s. 6d.

Star-Land. By Sir Robert Stawell Ball, LL.D., &c. Illustrated. 6s.

Storehouse of General Information, CasseU's. Fully Illustrated with High-
Class Wood Engravings, and with Maps and Coloured Plates. In Vols. 5s. each.

Story of Francis Cludde, The. A Novel. By Stanley J. Weyman. 7s. 6d. net
Strange Doings in Strange Places. Complete Sensational Stories by Popular

Authors. 5s.

Teaching in Three Continents. Personal Notes on the Educational Systems of
the World. By W. C. Grasbv. 6s.

Thackeray, Character Sketches from. Six New and Original Drawings by
Frederick Barnard, reproduced in Photogravure. 21s.

The Short story Library.
No<jght8 aid Crosses. By Q. 5s.

Otto the Knight, &c. By Octave Thanet. 5s.

Fourteen to One, &c. By Elizabeth Stuart Phelps. 6s.

Eleven Possible Cases. By various Authors. 5s.

A Singer's Wife. By Miss FANNY MURFREE 5s.

The Poet's Audience, and Delilah. By Clara Savile Clarke. 55.
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Treasure Island. I'y R. L. Stkvknson. Illustrated. 3s. 6d.

Treatment, Tlie Year-Book ot A Critical Review for Practitioners of Medicine
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Tree Painting in Water Colours. By W. H. J. Boot. With Eighteen
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Trees, Familiar. By Prof. G. S. Roulgkr, F.L.S., F.G.S. Two Series. With
Forty full-page Coloured Plates by W. H. J. Boot. 12s. Cd. each.

"Unicode": The Universal Teleg^rapMc Phrase Book. Pocket and Desk
Editions. 2S. 6d. each.

United States, CasseU's History of the. By the late Edmu.nd Ollier. With 600
Illustrations. Three Vols. gs. each.

Universal History, CasseU's Illustrated. With nearly One Thousand
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Vol. III. The Middle Ages.—Vol. IV. Modern History, gs. each.

Vaccination Vindicated. By John C. McVail, M.D., D.P.H. Camb. 5s.

Verdict, The. A Tract on the Political Significance of the Report of the Pamell
Commission. By A. V. DicEV, Q.C. 2S. 6d.

Verses Grave and Gay. By Miss E. T. F'ovvler. 3s. 6d.

Vicar of Wakefield and other Works, by Oliver Goldsmith. Illustrated.

3s. 6d. ; cloth, gilt edges, 5s.

Vision of Saints, A. By Lewis Morris. Edition de luxe. With 20 Full-

Page Illustrations. 21s.

Water-Colour Painting, A Cotirse o£ With Twenty-four Coloured Plates by
R. P. Leitch, and full Instructions to the Pupil. 5s. >

Waterloo Letters. Edited by Major-General H. T. Siborne, Late Colonel
R.E. With Numerous Plans of the Battlefield. 21s.

Web of Gold, A. By Katharine Pearson Woods. 6s.

What Girls Can Do. By Phyllis Browne. 2s. 6d.

Wild Birds, Familiar. By W. Swaysland. Four Series. With 40 Coloured
Plates in each. 12s. 6d. each.

Wild Flowers, Familiar. By F. E. Hulme, F.L.S., F.S.A. Five Series. With
40 Coloured Plates in each. 12s. 6d. each.

Wood, The Life of the Rev. J. G. By his Son, the Rev. Theodore Wood.
With Portrait. Extra crown 8vo, cloth. Cheap Edition. 5s.

Work. An Illustrated Magazine of Practice and Theory for all Workmen, Pro-
fessional and Amateur. Yearly Volume, cloth, 7s. 5d.

World of Wit and Humour, The. With 400 Illustrations. Cloth, 7s. 6d.

World of Wonders, The. With 400 Illustrations. Two Vols. 7s. 6d. each.

World's Lumber Room, The. By Selin.\ Gaye. Illustrated. 2s. 6d.

Yule Tide. Cassell's Christmas Annual, is.

ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINES.
The Quiver, for Sunday and General Reading. Monthly, 6d.

CasselVs Family 3Iagaziue. Monthly, 7d.
** Little Folks" Magazine. Monthly, 6d.

The Magazine of Art. Monthly, is.
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men, Professional and Amateur. Weekly, id. ;

Monthly, 6d.

•»* Full particulars of CASSELL & COMPANY'S Monthly Serial Publications
ruillbefoutidin Cassell & Company's COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

Catalogues of Cassell & Company's Publications, which may be had at all
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Cassell's Complete Catalogue, containing particulars of upwards of One
Thousand Volumes.
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CASSELL & COMPANY, Limited, Ludgaie Hill, London.
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Bible, Cassell's Illustrated Family. With 900 Illustrations. Leather, gilt

edges, £1 los. ; full morocco, £-i los.

Bible Dictionary, CasseU's. With nearly 600 Illustrations. 7s. 6d. ; roxburgh,
I OS. 6d.

Bible Educator, Tbe. Edited by E. H. Plumptre, D.D. With Illustrations,

Maps, &c. Four Vols., cloth, 6s. each.

Bible Student in the British Museum, The. By the Rev. J. G. Kitchin,
M.A. IS.

Biblewomen and Nurses. Yearly Volume, 3s.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, and the Holy War, Cassell's Illustrated
Edition of. With 200 Original Illustrations. Demy 4to, cloth, i6s.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress (Cassell's Illustrated). 4to. 7s. 6d.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress. With Illustrations. Cheap Edition, 2s. 6d.

Cblld's Bible, The. With 200 Illustrations. Demy 410, 830 pp. x^oth Thousand.
Cheaf Edition, 7s. 6d. Sujierior Edition, with 6 Coloured Plates, gilt edges, los. 6d.

Cblld's Life of Christ, The. Complete in One Handsome Volume, with about
200 Original Illustrations. Cheap Edition, cloth, 7s. 6d. ; or with 6 Coloured Plates,

cloth, gilt edges, los. 6d. Demy 410, gilt edges, 21s.

"Come, ye Children." By the Rev. Benjamin Waugh. Illustrated. 5s.

Commentary, The New Testament, for English Readers. Edited by the
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Bt. Matthew. 3s. 6d.

Bt. Mark. 3s.

St. Luke. 3s. 6d.
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The Acts of the Apostles.
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The Revelation. 3s.

An Introduction to the New
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Commentary, The Old Testament Edited by Bishop Ellicott. Handy Volume
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Oenesis. 3s. 6d. I Leviticus. 3s. I Deuteronomy, as. 6d.

Exodus. 3S. I
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Dictionary of Religion, The. An Encyclopaedia of Christian and other
Religious Doctrines, Denominations, Sects, Heresies, Ecclesiastical Terms, History,
Biography, &c. &c. By the Rev. William Benham, B.D. Cheap Edition. los. 6d.

Dore Bible. With 230 Illustrations by GuSTAVE Dor£. Original Edition,
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Early Days of Christianity, The. By the Ven. Archdeacon Farrar, D.D., F.R.S.

Library Edition. Two Vols., 24s. ; morocco, £2 2s.

Popular Edition. Complete in One Volume, cloth, 6s. ; cloth, gilt edges,

7s. 6d. ; Persian morocco, los. fid. ; tree-calf, 15s.

Family Prayer-Book, The. Edited by the Rev. Canon Garbett, M.A., and
the Rev. S. Martin. Extra crown 4to, cloth, 5$. ; morocco, 18s.

Caeanings after Harvest. Studies and Sketches. By the Rev. John R. Vernon,
M.A. Illustrated. 6s.

Gospel of Grace, The. By a Lindesie. Cloth, 2s. 6d.

••Graven in the Bock." By the Rev. Dr. Samuel Kinns, F.R.A.S., &c. &c.
Illustrated. 12s. fid.
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"Heart Chorda." A Series of Works by Eminent Divines. Bound in cloth, red
edges, IS. each.

late Bishop of Montreal.
My Bible. By the Rt. Rev. W. Boyd Carpenter,

Bishop of Kipon.
My Work for God. By the Right Rev. Bishop

Cotterill.

My Object in Xiife. By the Ven. Archdeacon
Farrar, D.D.

My Aspirations. By the Rev, C. Matheson, D, D.
My Emotional Life. By the Rev. Preb. Chad-

wick D.D.
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My Aids to the Divine Life. By the Very
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CREATION. By the Lord Bishop of Carlisle.
MIRACLES. By the Rev. Brownlow Mait

land, M.A
Prayer. By the Eev. T. Teignmouth Shore,

M.A.

THE MORALITY OF THE OLD TESTA.MENr. By
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THE Divinity op our Lord. By the Lord
Bishop of Derry.

The Atonement. By William Connor Magee, D.D., Late Archbishop of York.

Hid Treasure. By Richard Harris Hill. is.

Holy Land and the Bihle, The. A Book of Scripture Illustrations gathered
in Palestine. By the Rev. Cunningham Geikie, D.D. With Map. Two Vols. 24s.
Ill-usirnted Edition. One Vol. 21s.

Life of Christ, The. By the Ven. Archdeacon Farrar, D.D., F.R.S., Chaplain-
in-Ordinary to the Queen.
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Library Edition. Two Vols. Cloth, 24s. ; morocco, 42s.
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Marriage Ring, The. By William Landels, D.D. Bound in white
leatherette. Ne^v and Cheaper Edition. 3s. 6d.

Uoses and Geology ; or, the Harmony of the Bible with Science. By
the Rev. Samuel Kinns, Ph.D., F.R.A.S. Illustrated. Cheap Edition, 6s.

My Comfort in Sorrow. By Hugh Macmillan, D.D., LL.D., &c.. Author of
" Bible Teachmgs in Nature," &c. Cloth, is.

Protestantism, The History of. By the Rev. J. A. Wylie, LL.D. Containing
upwards of 600 Original Illustrations. Three Vols., 27s. ; Library Edition, 30s.

"Quiver" Yearly Volume, The. With about 600 Original Illustrations and
Coloured Frontispiece. 7s. 6d. Also Monthly, 6d.

St. George for England ; and other Sermons preached to Children. Fifth
Edition. By the Rev. T. Teignmouth Shore, M.A., Canon of Worcester. 5s.

St Paul, The Life and Work of. By the Ven. Archdeacon Farrar, D.D.,
F.R.S., Chaplain-in-Ordinary to the Queen.

Library Edition. Two Vols., cloth, 24s. ; calf, 42s.

Illustrated Edition, complete in One Volume, with about 300 Illustrations,
£\ IS. ; morocco, £2 2s.

Popular Edition. One Volume, 8vo, cloth, 6s. ; cloth, gilt edges, 7s. 6d.
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Persian morocco, los. 6d. ; tree-calf, 15s.

Shall We Know One Another in Heaven ? By the Rt. Rev. J. C. R\tle, D.D.,
Bishop of Liverpool. Neiv and Enlarged Edition. Paper Covers, 6d.

Shortened Church Services and Hymns, suitable for use at Children's Services.
Compiled by the Rev. T. Teignmouth Shore, M.A., Canon of Worcester.
Enlarged Edition, is.

Signa Christi : Evidences of Christianity set forth in the Person and Work of
Christ. By the Rev. James Aitchison. 5s.

"Sunday:" Its Origin, History, and Present Obligation. By the Ven. Arch-
deacon Hessey, D.C.L. Fijth Edition^ 7s. 6d.

TwiUght of Life, The: Words of Counsel and Comfort for the Aged. By
John Ellerton, M.A. is. 6d.
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Agriculture Series, Cassell's. Edited byJohn Wrightson, Prof, of Agriculture.

Soils and Manures. By J. M. H. Munro, D.Sc. (London), K.I.C., F.C.S. 2S. 6d.

Crops. Bv Professor Wrightson. 2S. 6d.

Alphabet, CasseU's Pictorial Size, 35 inches by 42^ inches. Mounted on
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Arithmetic :—Howard's Anglo-American Art of Reckoning. The Standard
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Electricity, Practical. By Prof. W. E. Ayrton. 7s. 6d.

Energy and Motion : A Text-Book of Elementary Mechanics. By William
Paige, ^\.K. Illustrated, is. 6d.

English Literature, A First Sketch of, from the Earliest Period to the Present
Time. By Prof Henry Morley. 7s. 6d.

Euclid, Cassell's. Edited by Prof. Wallace, M.A, is.

Euclid, The First Four Books of. Netu Edition. In paper, 6d. ; clol'n, gd.

French, Cassell's Lessons in. Nevj and Revised Editio?i. Parts I. and II., each
2S. 6d. ; complete, 4s. 6d. Key, is. 6d.

French-English and English-French Dictionary. Entirely New and Enlarged
Edition. 1,150 pages, 8vo, cloth. 3s. 6d.

French Reader, Cassell's Public School. By Guillaume S. Conrad. 2s. 6d.

Galbraith and Haughton's Scientific Manuals.
Plane Trigonometry. 2s. 6d. Euclid. Books I., II.. III. =s. 6d. Books IV.. V,, VI. cs. 6d.

Mathematical Tables. 3s. 6d. Mechanics. 3s. 6d. Natural Philosophy. 3s. 6d. Optics.
2S. 6d. Hydrostatics. 3s. 6d. Astronomy. 5s. Steam Engine. 3s. 6d. Algebra. Part L,
cloth, 2S. 6d. Complete, 7s. 6d. Tides and Tidal Currents, with Tidal Cards, 3s.

Gaudeamus. Songs for Colleges and Schools. Edited by John Farmer. 5s.

Words only, paper, 6d. ; cloth, gd.

Geometry, First Elements of Experimental. By Paul Bert. Illustrated, is. 6d.

Geometry, Practical Solid. By Major Ross, R.E. 2s.

German Dictionary, Cassell's New. German-English, English-German. C/uap
Edition, cloth, 3s. 6d.

German of To-Day. By Dr. Heinemann. is. 6d.

German Reading, First Lessons in. By A, Jagst. Illustrated, is.

Hand-and Eye Training. By G. Ricks, B.Sc. Two Vols., with 16 Coloured
Plates in each Vol. Crown 4to, 6s. each.

" Hand-and-Eye Training" Cards for Class Work. Five sets in case. is. each.

Handbook of New Code of Regulations. By John F. Moss. New and Revised
Edition, is. ; cloth, 2s.

Historical Cartoons, CasseU's Coloured. Size 45 in. x 35 in. 2s. each. Mounted
on canvas and varnished, with rollers, 5s. each. (Descriptive pamphlet, 16 pp., id.)

Historical Course for Schools, CasseU's. Illustrated throughout. I.—Stories

from English History, is. 11.—The Simple Outline of English History, is. 3d.

I II.--The Class History of England, 2S. 6d.

Latin-EngUsh Dictionary, CasseU's. Thoroughly revised and corrected, and in

part re-written by J. R. V. Marchant, M.A. 3s. 6d.

Latin Primer, The New. By Prof.
J.

P. Postgate. 2s. 6d.

Latin Primer, The First By Prof. Postgate. is.

Latin Prose for Lower Forms. By M. A. Bayfield, M..\. 2s. 6d.

Laundry Work (How to Teach It). By Mrs. E. Lord. 6d.



Selections from Cassell <Se Companys Publications.

Laws of Every-Day Life. Vor the Use of Schools. By H. O. Aknold-Foksteb.
IS. 6d.

Little Folks' History of England. By I.sa Ckaig-Knox. Illustrated, is, 6d.

Making of the Home, The. By Mrs. .Samuel A. Bak.nktt. is. 6ci,

Map-Building Series, Cassell's. Outline Maps prepared by H. O. ARNOLr>-
FoKS TER. Pt;r set of 12, is.

Marlborough Books :—Arithmetlo Examples. 3s. Arithmetic Rules. li. fid. French
ExorciseH. 3s. 6d. French Grammar. 2s. 6<1. aerman Grammar. 33. M.

Mechanics For Young Beginners, A First Book of. By the Rev.
J. G. Easton,

M.A. 4s. 6(J.

Mechanics and Machine Design, Numerical Examples in PracticaL By
R. G. r.LAiNE, M.E. With Diagrams. Cloth, 2S. Gd.

"Model Joint" Wall Sheets, for Instruction in Manual Training. By .S.

Barter. Eight Sheets, 2s. 61I. each.

Natural History Coloured Wall Sheets, Cassell's New. Consisting of i8
subjects. Size, 39 by 31 in. Mounted on rollers and varnished. 3s. each.

Object Lessons from Nature. By Prof. L. C. Miall, F.L,S., F.G.S. Fully
Illustrated. 2S. 6d.

Physiology for Schools. By Alfred T. Schofield, M.D., M.R.C.S., &c.
With Wood Engravings and Coloured Plates, is. gd. Three Parts, paper covers,

sd. each ; or cloth limp, 6d. each.

Poetry Readers, Cassell's New. Illustrated. 12 Books, id. each. Cloth, is. 6d.

Popular Educator, CasseU's New. With Revised Text, New Maps, New Coloured
Plates, New Type, &c. To be completed in Eight Vols. 5s. each.

Reader, The Citizen. By H. O. Arnold-Fokster. is. 6d.

Reader, The Empire. By G. R. Parkin, is. 6d.

Reader, The Temperance. By Rev. J. Dennis Hird. Crown 8vo, is. 6d.

Readers, Cassell's "Higher Class. " {List on application.)

Readers, Cassell's Historical. Illustrated. {List on application.)

Readers, Cassell's Readable. Illustrated. {List on application.)

Readers for Infant Schools, Coloured. Three Books. 4d. each.

Readers, The Modem Geographical. Illustrated throughout. {List on application.)
Readers, The Modern School Illustrated. {List on application.)

Reading and Spelling Book, Cassell's Illustrated, is.

Round World, The. By H. O. Arnold-Forster. 3s. 6d.

School Bank Manual, A. By Agnes Lambert. 6d.

School Certificates, Cassell's. Three Colours, 6^x4! in., id. ; Five Colours,
ii| x gi in., 3d. ; Seven Colours and Gold, gf x 6% in., 3d.

Science Applied to Work. By J. A. Bower. Illustrated, is.

Science of Every-Day Life. By J. A. Bower. Illustrated, is.

Sculpture, A Primer of. By E. Roscoe Mullins. Illustrated. 2s. 6d.

Shade from Models, Common Objects, and Casts of Ornament, How to. By
W. E. Sparkes. With 25 Plates by the Author. 3s.

Shakspere Reading Book, The. By H. Courthope Bowen, M.A. Illustrated.
3s. 6d. Also issued in Three Books, is. each.

Shakspere's Plays for School Use. Illustrated. 5 Books. 6d. each.

Spelling, A Complete Manual of. By }. D. Morell, LL.D. is.

Technical Educator, Cassell's. Illustrated throughout. New and Revised
Edition. Four Vols. 5s. each.

Technical Manuals, Cassell's. Illustrated throughout. 16 Vols., from 2s. 1043. 6d.
(Listfree on application.)

Technology, Manuals of. Edited by Prof. Ayrton, F.R.S., and Richard
WoRMELL, D.Sc, M.A. Illustrated throughout.

The Dyeing of Textile Fabrics. By Prof.
Hummel. 5s.

W^tch and Clock Making. By D. Glasgow,
Vice-President of the British Horological
Institute. 4s. 6d.

Steel and Iron. By Prof. W. H. Greenwood,
F.C.S., M.I.C.E.,&c. 5S.

Test Cards, Cassell's Combination. In sets, is. each.
Test Cards, Cassell's Modem School. In sets, is. each,

Design in Textile Fabrics. By T. R. Ashen-
hurst. 4s. 6d.

Spinning Woollen and Worsted. By W.
S. McLaren, M.P. 4s. 6d.

Practical Mechanics. By Prof. Perrj-, M.E.
3S. 6d.

Cutting Tools Worked by Hand and Ma-
chine. By Prof. Smith. 3s. 6d.



Selections from Cassell d- Co^npany's Publications.

!80oka for ^oung ^^npk.
"Little Folks" Half-Yearly Volume. Containing 432 pages of Letterpress, with

Pictures on nearly every page, together with Two Full-page Plates printed in Colours
and Four Tinted Plates. Coloured boards, 3s. 6d. ; or cloth gilt, gilt edges, 5s.

Bo-Peep. A Book for the Little Ones. With Original Stories and Verses.
Illustrated with beautiful Pictures on nearly every page, and Coloured Frontispiece.

Yearly Volume. Elegant picture boards, 2s. 6d. ; cloth, 3s. 6d.

Story Poems for Voting and Old. By Miss E. Davenport Adams. 6s.

Pleasant Work for Busy Fingers. By Maggie Browne. Illustrated. 5s.

The Marvellous Budget: being 65,536 Stories of Jack and Jill. By the
Rev. F. Bennett. Illustrated. Cloth gilt, 2S. 6d.

Magic at Home. By Prof. Hoffman. Fully Illustrated. A Series of easy
and startling Conjuring Tricks for Beginners. Cloth gilt, 5s.

Sclioolroom and Home Theatricals. By Arthur Waugh. With Illustra-

tions by H. A. J. Miles. Cloth, as. 6d.

Little Mother Bunch. By Mrs. Molesworth. Illustrated. Cloth, 3s. 6d.

Heroes of Every-Day Life. By Laura Lane. With about 20 Full-page
Illustrations. 256 pages, crown 8vo, cloth, 2S. 6d.

Ships, Sailors, and the Sea. By R. J. Cornewall-Jones. Illustrated

throughout, and containing a Coloured Plate of Naval Flags. Cheap Edition, 2S. 6d.

Famous Sailors of Former Times, History of the Sea Fathers. By Clements
Markham. Illustrated. 2S. 6d.

The Tales of the Sixty Mandarins. By P. V. Ramaswami Raju. 5s.

Gift Books for Young People. By Popular Authors. With Four Original

Illustrations in each. Cloth gilt, is. 6d. each.

Tlie Boy Hunters of Kentucky. By Jack Marston's Anchor.
Edward S. EUis.

Ked Peatlier: a Tale of tlie American
Frontier. By Edward S. Ellis.

Fritters ; or, " It's a Long Lane tliat has
no Turning."

Trixy; or, "Tliose wh.o Live in Glass
Houses shouldn't throw Stones."

The Two Hardeastles.
Seeking a City.
Khoda's Reward.

Frank's Life-Battle.
Major Monk's Motto; or, "Look Before

you Leap."
Tim Thomson's Trial; or, " All is not Q-old

that Glitters."
Ursula's StumbUng-Bloek.
Ruth's Life-Work; or,"No Pains, no Gains."
Rags and Rainbo^vs.
TTnele William's Charge.
Pretty Pink's Purpose.

'Golden Mottoes" Series, The. Each Book containing 208 pages, with Four
full-page Original Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 2s. each.

' Nil Desperaudum." By the Rev. F. Lang-
bridge, M.A.

' Bear and Forbear." By Sarah Pitt.

"Honour is my Guide." By Jeanie Hering
(Mrs. Adams-Acton).

Aim at a Sure End." By Emily Searchfield.
" He Conquers who Endures." By the Author

"Foremost if I Can." By Helen Atteridge. |
of " May Cunningham's Trial," &c.

"Cross and Crown" Series, The. With Four Illustrations in each Book. Crown
8vo, 256 pages, 2S. 6d. each.

Heroes ofthe Indian Empire ; or. Stories of
Valour and Victory. By Ernest Foster.

Through Trial to Triumph; or, "The
Royal VVTay." By Madeline Bonavia Hunt.

In Letters of Flame ; A Story of the
Waldenses. By C. L. Mat^aux.

Strong to Suffer; A Story of the Jews. By
E. Wynne.

By Fire and Sword; a Story of the Hugue-
nots. By Thomas Archer,

Adam Hepburn's Vow ; A Tale of Kirk and
Covenant. By Annie S. Swan.

No. XIII.; or^the Story of the Lost Vestal.
A Tale of Early Christian Days. By Emma
Marshall.

Freedom's Sword; A Story of the Days of
Wallaee and Bruce. By Annie S. Swan.

Five Shilling Books for Young People. With Original Illustrations. Cloth
gilt, 5s. each.

Under Bayard's Banner. By Henry Frith. I Bound by a Spell; or, the Hunted Witch
The Champion of Odin ; or. Viking Life I of the Forest. By the Hon. Mrs. Greene,

in the Days of Old. By J. Fred. Hodgetts. The Romance of luventiou. Byjas. Burnley.

Albums for Children. Price 3s. 6d. each.

The Chit-chat Album. Illustrated. I juy Own Album of Animals. Illustrated.

'^''%t^'^AT^i-h^su^°l\^̂ til^l- I

Picture Album of All Sorts. Illustrated.

"Wanted—a King" Series. Illustrated. 3s. 6d. each.

Robin's Ride. By Miss E. Davenport Adams. 1 Wanted—a King: or, How Merle set the
Great-Grandmamma and Elsie. By Geor- Nnrsery Rhymes to Bights. By Maggie

pina M. Synge. I Browne.



Selections from Cassell <fe Company's Publications.

Crown 8vo Library. Cheap Editions.
Rambles Bound London. By C. L.

Matfoux. ILustratcd.
Around and About Old England. By C.

L. Mat(iaux. Illustrated.
Paws and Clawa. By one of the Authors of

' I'oems Written for a Child." Illustratird.

Seciaive Events in History. By Thomas
Archer. Witli Orij.nn.il Illustrations.

The True Robinson Crusoes. Cloth gilt.

Peeps Abroad for FoUls at Home. Illus-
trated throughout.

2S. 6d. each.
Wild Adventure* In Wild FU«es. Bjr Dt

Gordon Sublet. R.N. lUuoraled.
Modem Explorers. By Thoma* ftnix.

trated. New and chtapcr Edttttm.
Early Explorers. By Thomai Fro«t.
Homo Chat with our Touog Folks.

trated tliroutjhout.

Junele, Peak, and Plain. lOuttratcd
tnroujjhout.

The England of Shakespeare. By E.
Goadby. With Full-p.iKc IlIuMraUonj.

lUts.

JIlu*-

Three and Sixpenny Books for Young People. With Original lUustraiions.
Cloth gilt, 3S. 6d. each.

A Story for Oirls.The King's Command.
By Maggie Syminjjton.

A Sweet Girl Graduate. By L. T. Meade.
The White House at Inch Gow. By Mrs.

Pitt
IjOst in Samoa. A Tale of Adventure in the

Navigator Islands. By E. S, Ellis.

Tad ; or, " Getting Even " with Him. By
E. S. Ellis.

Polly. By L. T. Meade.
The Palace Beautiful. By L. T. Meade.
"Follow my Leader."
For Fortune and Glory.
The Cost of a Mistake. By Sarah PiiL
On Board the " Esmeralda."
Lost among White Africans.
In Quest of Gold.
A World of Girls. By L. T. Meade.

Books by Edward S. EUis.

The Hunters of the Ozark.
The Camp in the Moun-

tains.
Ned in the Woods. A Tale

of Early Days in the West.
Down the Mississippi.

Illustrated. Cloth, 2S. 6d. each.

The Last War Trail.

Ned on the River. A Tale

of Indian River Warfare.

Footprints in the Forest.
Up the Tapajos.

Ned in the Block House.
A Story of Pioneer Life in
Kentucky.

The Lost Trail.
Camp-Pire and Wigwam.
Lost in the Wilds.

Sixpenny Story Books.
The Smuggler's Cave.
Little Lizzie.
The Boat Club.
Luke Bamicott.

By well-known Writers. All Illustrated.

I

Little Bird. I My First Cruise.

Th^El^he^t^e^r College The Little Peacemaker.
I

Boys. I The Delft Jug.

Cassell's Picture Story Books. Each containing 60 pages. 6d. each,

Little Talks.
Bright Stars.
Nursery Joys.
Pet's Posy.
Tiny Tales.

Daisy's Story Book.
Dot's Story Book.
A Nest of Stories.
Good Night Stories.
Chats for Small Chatterers.

Auntie's Stories.
Birdie's Story Book.
Little Chimes.
A Sheaf of Tales.
Dewdrop Stories.

Illustrated Books for the Little Ones. Containing interesting Stories
Illustrated, is. each; or cloth gilt, is. 6d.

Those Golden Sands.
Little Mothers and their

Children.
Our Pretty Pets.
Our Schoolday Hours.
Creatures Tame.

AU

Scrambles and Scrapes.
Tittle Tattle Tales.
Wandering 'Ways.
Dumb Friends.
Indoors and Out.
Some Farm Friends.

Creatures 'Wild.
ITp and Down the Garden.
All Sorts of Adventures.
Our Sunday Stories.
Oiir Holiday Hours.

Shilling Story Books. All Illustrated, and containing Interesting Stories.

Aunt Lucia's Locket.
The Magic Mirror.
The Cost of Revenge.

Seventeen Cats.
Bunty and the Boys.
The Heir of Ehndale.
The Mystery at ShoncUff

School.
Claimed at Last, and Roy's

Reward.
Thorns and Tangles.

"Little Folks" Painting Books.
Water-Colour Painting, is. each.

Fruits and Blossoms for " Little Polks "

to Paint.
The "Iiittle Polks

The Cuckoo in the Robin's
John's Mistake. [Nest.
Diamonds in the Sand.
Surly Bob.
The History of Five Little

Pitchers.
The Giant's Cradle.
Shag and Doll.

Clever Prank.
Among the Redskins.
The Ferryman of BrilL
Harry Maxwell.
A Banished Monarch

With Text, and Outline Illustrations for

Proverb Painting
I
The "Little Folks"

1 Book. Cloth only, 2S.

Illuminating Book.

Eighteenpenny Story Books. All Illustrated throughout.

Wee Willie Winkie.
Ups and Downs of a Don-
key's Life.

Three 'Wee Ulster Lassies.
Up the Ladder.
Dick's Hero ; & other Stories.
The Chip Boy.

Raggles, Baggies, and the
Emperor.

Roses from Thorns.
Faith's Father.
By Land and Sea.
The 'Z'oung Berringtons.
Jeff and Leff.

Tom Morris's Error.
Worth more than Gold.
" Through Flood—Through
Fire."

The Girl with the Golden
Locks.

Stories of the Olden Time.



Selections from Cassell <fc Company's PubUcattons.

The "World in Pictures" Series.

A Ramble Round France.
All the Bussias.
Chats about Germany.
The Land of the Pyramids (Egypt).
Peeps into Ch ina.

Illustrated throughout. 2S. 6d. each.

The Eastern Wonderland (Japan).
Q-limpses of South America.
Round Africa.
The Land of Temples (India).
The Isles of the Pacific.

Cheap Editions of Popular Volumes for Young People. Illustrated. 2s. 6d.

each.
Esther West. 1 Three Homes. I

For Queen and King . I Working to Win.
Perils Afloat and Brigands Ashore.

All Illustrated.

The (Children of the Court.
A Moonbeam Tangle.
Maid Marjory.
The Four Cats of the Tip-

pertons.
Marion's Two Homes.
Little FoUis' Sunday Book.

School Girls.

Two Pourpenny Bits.
Poor Nelly.
Tom Heriot.
Aunt Tabitha's Waifs.
In Mischief Again.
Through Peril to Fortune.
Peggy, and other Tales.

Two-Shilling Story Books,
stories of the Tower.
Mr. Burke's Nieces.
May Cunningham's TriaL
The Top of the Ladder:

How to Reach it.

Little Flotsam.
Madge and her Friends.

Half-crown Story Books.

Little Hinges.
Margaret's Enemy.
Pen's Perplexities.
Notable Snipwreoks.
Golden Days.
Wonders of Common Things.
At the South Pole.

Three-and-Sixpenny Library. Illustrated. Cloth gilt, gilt edges.

I

Peggy Oglivie's Inheritance.
I Krilof and his Fables.

Fairy Tales. Bj' Prof. Henry Morley.

Truth will Out.
Pictures of School Life and Boyhood.
The Young Man in the Battle of Life. By

the Rev. Dr. Landels.
The True Glory of Woman. By the Rev.

Dr. Landels.
Soldier and Patriot (George Washington).

The Family Honour.
The Half-Sisters.

Cassell's Pictorial Scrap Book.
cloth back, 3s. 6d. per Vol.

Our Scrap Book.
The Seaside Scrap Book.
The Little Folks' Scrap Book.

In Six Sectional Volumes. Paper boards,

I

The Magpie Scrap Book.
The Lion Scrap Book.

I Ihe Elephant Scrap Book.

Library of Wonders. Illustrated Gift-books for Boys. Paper, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

Wonderful Adventures.
Wonders of Animal Instinct.

I

Wonderful Balloon Ascents.
I

W^onders of Bodily Strength and Skill.
Wonderful Escapes.

3ooks for the Little Ones.

Rhymes for the Young Folk. By William
Allingham. Beautifully Illustrated. 3s. 6d.

The Sunday Scrap Book. With One 1 liou-

sand Pictures. Boards. 5s. ; cloth. 7s. 6d.

The History Scrap Book. With nearly
1,000 Engravings. 5s. ; cloth, 7s. 6d.

Cassell's Robinson Crusoe. With 100
Illustrations. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ; gilt edges, 5s.

Fully Illustrated.

The Old Fairy Tales. With Original Illus-
trations. Boards, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

My Diary. With Twelve Coloured Plates and
366 Woodcuts. IS.

The Pilgrim's Progress. With Coloured
Illustrations. 2S. 6d.

Cassell's Swiss Family Robinson. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 3S. 6d.
;

gilt edges, 5s.

The World's Workers. A Series of
Authors. With Portraits printed on ;

Dr. Arnold of Rugby. By Rose E. Selfe.

The Earl of Shaftesbury.
Sarah Robinson, Agnes Weston, and Mrs.

Meredith.
Thomas A. Edison and Samuel F. B.

Morse.
Mrs. Somerville and Mary Carpenter.
General (Gordon.
Charles Dickens.
Sir Titus Salt and George Moore.
Florence Nightingale, Catherine Marsh,

Frances Ridley Havergal, Mrs. Ran-
yardC'L. N. R.").

New and Original Volumes by Popular
lint as Frontispiece, is. each.

Dr. Guthrie, Father Mathew, EUhu Bur-
ritt, Joseph Livesey.

Sir Henry Havelock and Colin Campbell
Lord Clyde.

Abraham Lincoln.
David Livingstone.
George MiiUer and Andrew Reed.
Richard Cobden.
Benjamin Franklin.
Handel.
Turner the Artist.
George and Robert Stephenson.

•«• Tht above M^orks (excludins Richard Cobden) can also be had Threein One Vol., cloth.^ill edges, 31.

CASSELL dk COMZ-ANV, Limited, Ludgate Hill, London;

Paris <t- Melbourne.
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